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1

Executive Summary

The objective of this document is to provide the updated specification and analysis of the 5G-SOLUTIONS use
cases, including the revisited technical context and high-level architecture. Based on these, the target KPIs are
revisited or added so they will continue to set the benchmarking for the actual measurements in the Living Labs.
This revision is also based on updated assessment methodologies, dealing with business and social acceptance
concerns, defined in Task 1.5 and recently documented in D1.4B (5G-SOLUTIONS, D1.4B: Methodologies for the
validation of 5G and for LL measurements (v2.0) , 2021) .
The project has setup several living labs belonging to major verticals to: i) address a broad set of challenges; ii)
consequently exploit opportunities enabled by 5G technology; and iii) allow synergies and learnings across use
cases (UCs) both within a living lab as well as across living labs. In this deliverable, the UCs are re-visited and
updated so as to reflect realistic applications, lessons learned from first iterations, architecture context,
assessment methodologies and relevant KPIs allowing insights and assessment of the benefits of using 5G
technology and eventually verification of the target KPIs. The UCs have already been assessed and initially
categorized according to the “5G Justification Category” in D1.1A (5G-SOLUTIONS, D1.1A: Definition and analysis
of use cases/scenarios and corresponding KPIs based on LLs (v1.0), 2019). As above mentioned, based on the
new methodology defined in D1.4Β, this version also considers the social acceptance overview and assessment
that was not a part of the previous version of the deliverable.
Finally, the updated architecture of the UCs is presented, along with business and technical findings from Cycle
1 trials of the UCs that participated.
5G-SOLUTIONS includes four Living Labs regarding the industrial sector (i.e. LL1 named “Factories of the Future”),
the broad area of Demand Side Management (DSM) and the energy sector (i.e. LL2 named “Smart Energy”), the
sector of smart cities and that of smart (industrial) ports (i.e. LL3 named “Smart Cities and Ports”) and the sector
of media & entertainment industry (i.e. LL4 named “Media and Entertainment”). Furthermore, a distinct fifth
Living Lab has been undertaken, named “Multi-Living Labs” and characterised by the concurrent usage of any
combination of eMM, mMTC & URLLC slices (Multi-Living-Lab, MLL for short), to evaluate opportunities and
challenges from the combination of UCs from the four Living Labs and to test their concurrent execution and
orchestration.
These MLL UC Scenarios will allow the investigation of the operational challenges such scenarios will bring and
experiment with, but also measure and validate to what extent the previously described UC target KPIs (i.e. high
throughput, low latency, high density of devices, etc.) can still remain under realistic operational conditions.
This self-contained document was conceived to familiarize the reader with the complete specification and
analysis of the use cases along with their progress with respect to the first release (i.e. D1.1A). For readability
reasons, detailed description of living labs and use cases is annexed, being widely consistent with the first
specification.
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2 Introduction
This deliverable aims to describe the updates for 5G-SOLUTIONS use cases and living labs, in order to specifically
shed more light on:
•
•
•
•

The business and technical findings from Cycle 1 trials;
The updates regarding the technical context and architecture;
The updates regarding the assessment with respect to business and social acceptance concerns;
The required target technical KPIs and the associated conditions setting the relevant context for the KPIs.

The definition of the scenarios and KPIs in the previous version of the deliverable (D1.1A) has contributed to
other deliverables and to use cases which were field trialled separately with real end-user actors through ICT17’s 5G-EVE and 5G-VINNI facilities. To this end, in this deliverable the use cases will be validated towards their
conformance to target 5G KPIs utilizing 3 distinct levels (not passed, partially passed, passed), as well as their
business potential, and ethical and social acceptance. Furthermore, through the use cases and scenarios analysis,
we extract the requirements that will point out the technological enablers, i.e. the CDSO and the Visualisation
System for facilitating the execution of the field trials. Based on the initial field trials, the integration status and
plans of CDSO, ZTA and the VS is also discussed.
In other words, this deliverable will be the cornerstone for the next cycle of 5G field trials, testing and
experimentation, by defining in a clear and solid way the updated KPIs, their target values, context and
conditions, as well as measurement procedures (high-level point of view) that need to be provided, in order to
prove and validate that the 5G technology can provide prominent industry verticals with ubiquitous access to a
wide range of forward-looking services with orders of magnitude of improvement over 4G.

2.1 Mapping Projects’ Outputs
Purpose of this section is to map 5G-SOLUTIONS Grant Agreement commitments, both within the formal
Deliverable and Task description, against the project’s respective outputs and work performed.

Table 1: Adherence to 5G-SOLUTIONS GA Deliverable & Tasks Descriptions

Project GA
Component
Title

Project GA Component Outline

Respective
Document
Chapter(s)

Justification

TASKS

Task
1.1
Definition and
detailed
analysis
of
vertical
use
cases/scenarios,
baseline
and
corresponding
target KPIs

The aim of this task is to capture
Section 4 includes the updated
requirements
from
the
end-user
parts of the general UC analysis,
stakeholders, including the articulation of
along with an overview and
detailed use case scenarios and usability
assessment of the social
needs, and relevant target technological
acceptance, while Sections 5-9
Sections
4and business KPIs which will be validated
include the updated content of
in the Living Labs. Specifically, this task will 9
all the Use Cases (UC), in terms
be divided into two key sub tasks: (a)
of technical context and
systematic compilation of current use
architecture, key findings from
cases features and capabilities (b)
previous trials and revisited
requirements analysis. A requirements’
technical KPIs. The detailed
capture will involve the documentation of
analysis of each UC can be
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end-users needs and opinions about new
innovative vertical use cases that require
5G performance capabilities in the
domains of Factories of the Future, Smart
Energy, Smart Cities, IoT, Media &
Entertainment. Such use cases will be
mapped to specific target KPI and SLA
values (e.g. throughput, mobility, latency,
density, reliability, positioning accuracy,
coverage, service provisioning time, QoS,
QoE, etc.), which will set the baseline for
conducting the actual measurements
during the field trials.

found in the Annex of the
document.

DELIVERABLE
D1.1B: Definition and analysis of use cases/scenarios and corresponding KPIs based on LLs
Final (v2.0) version of report containing the detailed analysis of the use cases, the conditions, requirements
and the target KPIs that would set the benchmarking for the actual measurements in the Living Labs

2.2 Deliverable Overview and Report Structure
The document provides an update on key aspects of all the 5G-SOLUTIONS UCs with focus on the updated
technical context, key findings from previous trials and updated technical KPIs.
The deliverable is structured as follows:
•
•
•

The UCs analysis methodology is detailed in Section 3;
In Section 4 the updated content regarding the general UC analysis is presented, along with an overview
and assessment of the social acceptance (based on updated methodology defined in D1.4B);
In Sections 5-9, all updated parts of each UC per LL are detailed. Those updates focus on the updated
technical context and architecture resulting from key findings from previous trials and the revisited
technical KPIs. A detailed overview of each UC, containing all the updated parts can be found in the
Annex. Gray out parts are left unchanged since D1.1A, while content with no font represents the new
additions or alterations.
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3 Use Cases analysis methodology
The scope of the project is to run multiple innovative trials from various business domains in order to (a.) verify
the feasibility to meet currently defined 5G KPIs (b.) assess the potential commercial viability of solutions
emerging from the trials and (c.) identify through the trials and the respective analysis, standardization areas
which need to be further investigated from various perspectives, i.e. technological, applications & business.
In order to achieve these objectives, a structured approach is required for analysing the UCs from both a technical
and business point of view. While this is provided, a main goal is to collect the definitions, requirements and KPIs
from the use case owners in the four Living labs, addressing the vertical aspects related to the different business
domains.
The concept of a "Use Case” remains a method to define, clarify and organise the requirements throughout the
project, along with the business context and the technical details including the associated KPIs. In this deliverable,
we expand on these key artefacts as they originated from the DOA, in order to provide the necessary information
to the next phase on the project from a specification and development point of view, starting with our technology
enablers for instance but we also go further and extend the information collected from the previous phase and
reflect upon it.
This version of the document expands our analysis through a deeper examination of the different Use Cases with
dedicated sections for the overall description and high-level requirements (as relevant to the UC), and then
addressing specifically the vertical business motivation and KPIs, the technological areas and the technical KPIs.
The structure as presented below also takes advantage of the progress made in other activities, and the feedback
from the partners helped shape the presented methodology:
From a business analysis and validation point of view: WP8 with its commercialisation activities and in
collaboration with the business validation activities from WP1 (T1.5), have provided a process involved in moving
towards a validated, commercially viable plan for those opportunities that are the most commercially attractive.
Each UC effectively carries out a business evaluation which attempts to answer key business-oriented questions
such as:
•
•
•
•

Describe the personas involved in the UC.
Define the problems each persona is seeking to solve.
Examine the potential business benefits that should accrue to the Personas by addressing the problem.
Explore the specific role of 5G in resolving the problem.

Each UC in this document provides significant detail for each of those questions and where possible, attaches
potential metrics and target values for these business aspects (business KPIs). Further analysis across the UC’s
will allow the LL leaders to assess the relative importance of one UC versus another in an overall business context,
and ultimately move towards selecting “commercialisation candidates” that can provide the basis for assessing
downstream commercial viability. Those UC’s which are tightly connected to industrial end-users (e.g. Factory
of-the-Future, Ports, etc.) will tend to be more specific in assigning business metrics than those which are more
technology and exploration driven in nature and not yet mature enough for real-life deployment.
After the business analysis and the identification of business KPIs the technical analysis follows. This includes
technical requirements identification and definition, addressing features of the UC or specific UC scenarios. The
technical KPIs are identified and defined including context and conditions to be considered for the use case
scenarios. Following these steps, requirements are identified considering the need for support and provision of
end-2-end cross-domain service orchestration (CDSO) as well as addressing required features and assessing
integration with the KPI visualization system. While the UCs in the baseline Living Labs are driven from the UC
owner’s point of view, the Multi-Living-Lab is taking on the point of view of the Network Operator /
Communication Service Provider (NOP/CSP).
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An agile business validation approach is suggested for the trial cycles in the 5G-SOLUTIONS. Here user/customer
trials are proposed to be performed in parallel with the technological field trial adding feedback on the MVP
being tested from external stakeholders not directly involved in the technology field trials. This involves feedback
related to business aspects and social acceptance of the technology/5G concepts. This can occur through small
sample workshops (20+) during the trials and can later be validated by a larger sample of stakeholders within the
use case industry domain.
When it comes to the testing requirements and more precisely in the context of the technological
validation during the trials and in support of 5G-SOLUTIONS vision to enable different end users to conduct their
experiments, T1.4/T1.5 have been tasked in defining a set of validation and test reporting methodologies. Due
to the complex nature of the 5G-SOLUTIONS eco-system (many Use Cases from different verticals, many
technologies to be integrated, different requirements from IC-17 facilities) and in order to take into account
the specificities of the Use Cases, it requires a formalized approach with some level of modularity and flexibility.
The requirements gathered in this deliverable are the key to supporting the testing approach. Beyond having
sufficient information, there is a need to have a clear mapping from a use case to the test case with
the specifications of the KPIs to be validated, providing a strong foundation for approaching the validation of the
trials in a structured approach, focusing on defining the different test phases in the test analysis, design, test
case specification and reporting.
Here is the structure adopted to ensure how each UC follows a consistent description format with the following
headings:
•
•
•
•
•

•

UC description, motivation and objectives
Current status and challenges
Why is 5G required for the UC?
Key Business and Technical findings from trials
Business Analysis and Goals
o Personas and stakeholders
o Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
o Business Measurement KPIs
Technical Context
o Technical Description and Architecture
o Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification for the use of 5G
o Base use case scenarios, context and conditions
o Requirements related to testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
o UC Technology Partners and Roles

The above structure can be found per UC in the Annex of this document, as only updated sections compared to
D1.1A are presented in this deliverable’s Sections 5-9. However, it is important to have a base reference per UC,
so that the detailed overview residing in the Annex will be used by other activities as the project progresses. The
corresponding iterative way of work as well as our ability to adjust the UC focus description as we experiment
and learn, also considering the evolution of the facility platforms, will allow the project to better customize our
processes according to the needs of the individual UCs. The project has updated the methodologies for
technological and business validation as documented in Deliverable D1.4B (5G-SOLUTIONS, D1.4B:
Methodologies for the validation of 5G and for LL measurements (v2.0) , 2021). Based on the updated
methodologies for technological and business validation the UC analysis methodology applicable in this
deliverable has also evolved. This allows the project to better take into account that UCs are at different maturity
levels and of different business relevance and have made different adjustments based on their performance
during cycle 1 trials.
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4 Living lab and Use case analysis overview
The chapter above detailed the adopted methodology for providing a clear and complete analysis of the use
cases, describing the process to examine the technical and business aspects for each UC. The D1.1A version of
this section provides an initial concise analysis and overview of the use cases, providing some essential
information about the scope and the market value of each use case. The first part of this section provides a
summary of the market analysis (“top-down”) for each Living Lab vertical as carried out within WP8 and the
second part delves further into the problem and general scope of effort being addressed within each UC.

4.1 Updated Market Assessment, Analysis and Feedback from WP8
Deliverable D1.1A contained a summary for each vertical to provide a direct linkage from the vertical market
requirements to the specifics of each LL and to focus on some of the key business concerns to be addressed
within each LL. Small adjustments have been made in LLs that were deemed necessary and can be found
highlighted in Section 4.1 in the Annex.

4.2 Updated High-level UC description
Deliverable D1.1A provided in this section an overview and the motivation for each LL and high-level descriptions
of each of the UCs. Most of those have logically remained unchanged as they were established at the earlier
stages of the project. However, any changes and updates can be seen in Section 4.2 in the Annex.

4.3 Overview and assessment of Business and Technical KPIs
In this section of D1.1A, an overview over the business and technical KPI’s for the four living labs was presented.
This deliverable maintains this structure in UC level, as seen in Section 4.3 in the Annex, while updated Business
and Technical KPIs will be presented, when relevant, for each UC.

4.4 Overview and assessment of social acceptance
This deliverable provides a new Section (this section) with a detailed overview and assessment of the social
acceptance, analyzing the rationale and objectives and the assessment process. Furthermore, both the social
acceptance questionnaire and the informative material that have been created for the project are presented, as
well as the derived analysis and insights for each LL and for 5G-Solutions as a whole.

4.4.1
•
•
•

Rationale and objectives
Rationale and objectives of the social acceptance of technology (SAT) assessment
Uniqueness of proposed SAT methodology w.r.t. state of the art
Overview of SAT methodology and process applied in 5G-SOLUTIONS project

The relevance of performing a validation of 5G-based solutions from the social perspective, with the engagement
of stakeholders as well, has been yet presented in other 5G-SOLUTIONS documents, including inter-alia: D8.1A
(5G-SOLUTIONS, D8.1A: Market assessment & technology monitoring (v1.0), 2020); D1.4A “Methodologies for
the validation of 5G and for LL measurements - v1.0; D1.4B (5G-SOLUTIONS, D1.4B: Methodologies for the
validation of 5G and for LL measurements (v2.0) , 2021); and a few of published papers (L. Briguglio, 2021 ) (E.
Tangari, 2020). Social dimension plays the same important role as technical and business dimensions, and if it is
not properly considered barriers against the technological outcomes might be raised and hinder the local
deployment.
Social acceptance assessment aims to support technical and business development tasks by identifying potential
concerns (i.e. weaknesses and threats, as well as strengths and opportunities) that might undermine the degree
to which the citizens might desire and adopt 5G and 5G-based solutions.
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The 5G-SOLUTIONS project has defined a novel methodology to perform this assessment and it is called social
acceptance of technology (SAT) and it is based on the research ethics protocol (REP) framework established since
the beginning of the project (i.e. D10.4A (5G-SOLUTIONS, D10.4A: Report on legal and ethics monitoring (v1.0),
2019)). This novel approach overcomes limits of current methodologies that usually focus on users’ behaviour
and acceptability on the user-experience side, without considering the systematic aspects of social impact.
In November 2021, 5G-SOLUTIONS performed a dry-run test of this methodology by selecting the UC4.1 “UltraHigh-Fidelity Media” and a workshop was organised for gathering preliminary feedback from external
stakeholders. This has allowed the project team to fine-tune and consolidate the methodology and its process.

4.4.2 Assessment process
•
•
•
•

Assessment process with a schema for easier readability
Identification of audience/groups of stakeholders
Definition of informative material
Engagement, analysis and insights

The assessment process adopted during the dry-run was mainly characterised by three levels:
1.

2.
3.

Use Case desktop analysis - based on technical specifications of the Use Case, this level produces a set
of informative material (i.e., one-page information sheet and infographics) to be shared with the
stakeholders;
Quantitative analysis - based on questionnaires, this level shares the informative material with external
audience, gathers information on the use case and produces insights;
Qualitative analysis - based on insights and informative material, this level engages relevant
stakeholders in workshops/focus groups, performs evaluations of the use case and produces
recommendations.

This process has been improved based on the results of dry-run by and the following considerations:
•

•

•
•

When presenting the use case, the external audience asks for further details of other scenarios belonging
to the same context, domain or - as known in 5G-SOLUTIONS - living lab. This allows the external audience
to better comprehend the context of the use case and evaluate it. Based on this, it has been decided to
perform assessment of living labs, i.e. groups of contextualised use cases.
One-page information sheets and infographics are relevant and appreciated material for the external
audience. To improve the presentation of Living Labs, it has been decided to produce informative
material highlighting characteristics of the belonging use cases and improvements enabled by 5G
technology. This enables a simple “narration” of the rationale of the Living Lab and its needs (Why), the
enabled solutions and improvements (What) and the impacted personas of the Living Lab (Who).
Questionnaire has been redesigned according to the Social Acceptance of Technology (SAT)
methodology, fine-tuned and consolidated after the dry-run.
Engagement of relevant stakeholders in workshops/focus groups can be performed with internal living
lab and use case owners and experts. This allows the project consortium to benefit from sharing and
debating the assessment results.

This process, in three levels, is not adopting a pure waterfall approach but it is an iterative process where
improvements are achieved recursively (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Assessment process
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4.4.3 Informative material
•

Informative material for narrative presentation to external audience

To better clarify the goals of the project to those who will answer the questionnaire, and to enhance and improve
their knowledge about the technology implemented in each Living Lab, during the desktop analysis has been
created a package of informative material. So, the first level of the process produced two types of informative
material that will be posted on the website of the Project, on the section related to each Living Lab, together
with the questionnaire.
The first is a one-page information sheet (namely infosheet – see Figure 2).
Following the rules of the three Ws (What, Why, Who), this material reports
a very detailed description of all the main relevant information regarding
needs, challenges, technology solutions and interested personas for each
Living Lab. Infosheet is a useful tool especially for those who are not familiar
with disruptive technologies (as 5G promises to be) and their applications,
because it provides not only a general
overview of the main ideas behind the
project but also a description of a potential
real application environment.
The second is an illustrative document
(namely infographic - see Figure 3). Based on
the above-mentioned infosheet, it contains
pictures for presenting use cases of the living
lab, with a list of the expected improvements
and interested personas. In addition, every
Figure 2: Infosheet for LL3
sheet contains a series of images in order to
give an idea of the contexts in which the technology will be applied and an idea
of a real application of that disruptive technology. The idea of creating an
infographic, in addition to the infosheet previously mentioned, derives from the
fact that an image (or a series of) sometimes can provide a better outcome in
terms of capturing the attention of the audience/readers/respondents. Indeed,
during the dry-run with the UC4.1, tested in November 2021, infosheet and
infographics have been really appreciated and helped a lot in the comprehension
of context.
Differently from the dry-run, infosheets and infographics present information at
Living Lab level, rather than Use Case level. This has a relevant advantage: based
on the experience done during the dry-run, external users better understand the
context if it is representative of more correlated use cases, and not a specific one.
This informative material, in collaboration with the communication team, has
been published on the project website and shared among the project social
channels, enabling to increase the visibility of the project to external audiences.

Figure 3: Infographic for LL4

For this reason, details of this material will be reported in communication reports.
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4.4.4 The social acceptance questionnaire
•
•
•

Social Acceptance of Technology methodology
Model and questionnaire
Engagement methods

To engage external audience during the quantitative analysis level, it has been defined a specific questionnaire
based on the Social Acceptance of Technology (SAT) methodology and the models of perceptions and
expectations.
The questionnaire is characterised by three main sections.
The first, called User Profile, contains a series of questions that will be used to stratify the respondent sample
according to some general variables about their relationship with generic technology and innovation. This section
allows capturing relevant items such as Propensity to technologies, Dependence to technologies, Propensity to
trust and Domain Engagement.
The other two sections get to the heart of the Perception and Expectation dimensions.
The first dimension refers to the “Perception” that the individual has in reference to the specific technology
under investigation. To better explore this dimension, three items with related questions have been identified:
Likeability, Ease to use and Human-in-the-loop.
The second dimension, defined "Expectation", refers to a projection, negative or positive, of the risks and
benefits deriving from the possible adoption of a given technology. It means, therefore, unlike the perception
that recalls the immediacy of the opinion, the expectation refers to whether the technology would potentially
start to be part of the subject's life. Therefore, “Expectation” dimension is characterised from three items, i.e.
Benefits, Usefulness and Risks.
In operational terms, each of the items consists of a battery of three questions on a five-step Likert scale. The
goal is to create a summation index for each of the items, which once summed will give us a measurement for
each of the components (Perception and Expectation). At the end of this process, it will be possible to proceed
with the separate analysis of the two indices by comparing them with the results of the answers in the User
Profile section; furthermore, by aggregating the two composite indices it will be possible to obtain an index that
represents the Propensity to Adopt, i.e. degree of propension to adopt the specific technology. This is a relevant
dimension for the assessment of social acceptance.
For the submission of the questionnaires, four infographics and infosheets were prepared - one for each Living
Lab in the project - which will be used as informational material to those who choose to answer the questions.
For each infosheet, the relevant characteristics of the Living Lab were included, accompanied by images
representing the proposed technologies; a brief description of the implementation of the technology in each Use
Case was also included for information purposes, adding also the interested personas identified for each
technology. The main objective was to offer an understanding of the main innovations resulting from the
development of the technology, without, however, expressing a value judgement on the same, by using a neutral
approach in the description approach.
Since the heterogeneity of the respondents does not represent an obstacle for the objectives of the project, but
rather is intended as a resource to be able to obtain a sufficient number of respondents - with the intent to make
the analysis very rich from the point of view of the results - we will proceed using two methods for the
administration of the questionnaire. The first is the one defined "snowball sampling"; units will be identified to
which, in addition to responding to the questionnaire, will be asked to indicate “n” units, belonging to the same
population, to which to turn the invitation to complete the questionnaire, so as to enlarge the pool of
respondents. As with any sampling method, snowball sampling has its pros and cons. On the one hand, the
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inability to obtain some other access to the sample often makes this type of sampling the optimal solution. In
addition, as reported by (Sharma, 2017), the list of the population in which we are interested is not always known
and this could prove to be an obstacle to the identification of the units to which to submit the questionnaire. On
the other hand, this method has cons: the most important one is the one concerning statistical inference. By not
applying random selection for the inclusion of units within the sample, it is not possible to make generalisations
and identify possible sampling errors.
The second method is the one of the "Online Posting" (see (Coomber, 1997); (Fricker, 2008)). This method has a
strong impact in reaching a hard-to-involve online population (D. Andrews, 2003). In the specific context of this
Project, by using the wide net of contacts of the social channels on which the Project itself is sponsored (Website,
Linkedin, Facebook Twitter etc.), it will be provided to invite the same ones to the compilation of the
questionnaire, asking them to forward it to their net of contacts, facilitating the process of recruiting of
respondents.
This method falls within what (Fricker, 2008) calls "unrestricted self-selected surveys". The goal is to reach a large
number of respondents using surveys that are open to the public, in which anyone can participate. Although the
results are not generalizable, (D. Andrews, 2003) emphasises that this method is not without usefulness in
research. In fact, the use of the web as a means of distributing questionnaires and "capturing" respondents often
meets organisational needs and can act as a facilitator to reach people who are often difficult to intercept, as
they are difficult to locate or because they belong to very small groups that probability-based models would not
capture.

4.4.5 Engagement, analysis and insights
•
•

Data from engagement
Analysis and insights

The first analysis carried out was that of the respondent sample. The questionnaire included three questions
related to gender, age and educational qualification that provide an analysis of the type of respondents, not
strictly anchored to the technological question, but useful for better placing the respondents according to certain
characteristics directly ascribable to them.
For the sake of clarity, it is important to highlight that no personal information was gathered and collected during
the questionnaire. So, the engaged respondents cannot be identified.
For each of the Living Lab, therefore, the analysis proceeded with a profiling of the users on the basis of these
three variables, and then analysis was replicated to obtain an overall profiling of the 5G-SOLUTIONS project as a
whole.
The second part of the User Profile, instead, took into account four dimensions: "Propensity to technology",
"Dependence to technologies", "Propensity to trust" and "Domain Engagement". The information related to the
technology questions and their relationship with it, in a broad sense, describes a narrative about the relationship
between respondents and technologies in general, although two questions that make up this section are closely
related to the Living Labs surveyed. For this second part of User Profile, the goal was not to create an index, but
rather to explore the average that was an expression of the total preferences, according to a minimum score
equal to three and a maximum score equal to fifteen. These scores are obtained considering a triple of questions
for each investigated dimension, and for each question the respondent can use a Likert scale answer with 5
levels.
The second step was the creation of the indexes. The variables used to capture the dimensions under analysis
are of the ordinal categorical type. The modalities present for each of the variables allow us to construct an
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additive index for each of the dimensions we explored, placing a qualitative analysis alongside a quantitative
discussion of the data.
The process followed was to create an index for each of the dimensions, resulting in an initial index that would
allow for a comparison between different Living Lab dimensions and between the same dimension but captured
for each of the Living Labs. The three indices that make up the two macro-sections "Perception" and
"Expectation" create, through the "counting approach", an index for each macro-section, to explore the weight
that "Perception" and "Expectation" had in determining the User Experience Satisfaction – the last index,
combination of “Perception” and “Expectation” – both at the level of a single Living Lab, and at the overall level
of the project (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Perception, Expectation and Propensity to Adopt

This type of approach is very common when dealing with batteries of Likert scales that, however, do not allow
for a factorial analysis and/or a dimension reduction analysis. In fact, while perfectly meeting the canons of the
treatment of metric variables, factor analysis requires pre-conditions that are often difficult to satisfy.
In parallel, both the Perception and Expectation indices were compared with the three variables that made up
the first part of the User-Profile. Since the latter are categorical variables, and since the index at the same time
is a cardinal variable, the best way to analyse their relationship is to use the "Compare-Means" technique, that
is, to see how the modalities of each individual variable are distributed with respect to the mean of the index.
The same procedure was repeated, later, on the total of the Living Labs.

4.4.5.1 LL1 – Factory of the future
The LL1 respondents’ sample is characterised by the following features: it is made up of most men (66.7%), with
an age mainly under 39 years (58.3%). The educational level of the respondents is very high: in fact, the lowest
level reported is the one of “college or university degree”, but the majority (75%) state that they have obtained
a post-graduate degree.
For the second part of the user profile, the sample is characterised by a high propensity for technologies (84%)
in general, along with a high dependence (82%) on them. Next, the highest score is recorded by the propensity
to trust (73%) and finally the domain engagement, which presents the lowest average, 58%.
The score obtained by the index called Propensity to Adopt is 70% and is given, as described above, by the
intersection of the six items that make up Perception and Expectation. The propensity to adopt is strongly driven
by three factors: benefits, usefulness and likeability, which have more or less (between 72 and 73% on average)
the same weight.
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Easy to use and Human-in-the-Loop, on the other
hand, appear as factors with an average explanatory
capacity, or rather a more limited weight than the
previous ones in establishing the propensity to
adopt.
Finally, the analysis returns a value for the last of the
factors, "Risks", which stands at an average rate of
31%. This is the lowest when compared to others
and it is a positive aspect, due to the fact that it
means “involved participants to the survey have a
low perception of risks with regards to the use of this
technology”.
Figure 5: LL1 - Social Acceptance Analysis

4.4.5.2 LL2 – Smart energy
For the Living Lab 2, the composition of overall respondents follows the trajectory already analysed for Living
Lab 2, albeit with some differences.
The sample has a greater presence of men than women (83.3% for the former and 16.7% for the latter), with a
large group of respondents who are under 39 years of age, and therefore quite young (61.1%). As far as
educational qualifications are concerned, on the other hand, there is a part of the sample that declares having
an educational qualification below a bachelor (5.6% of the total), while the remaining part has at least a university
degree.
The trend analysed for the second part of the user
profile section, also in this case, returns a picture
identical to that of the Living Lab 1.
In fact, to stand out among all is the propensity to
technologies (85%), which records a higher average
value than the other dimensions, followed by
dependence to technologies (83%), propensity to trust
(74%) and finally the domain engagement (70%) that
has the lowest average value in relative terms, although
all four dimensions are characterised by a high average
if compared to the maximum achievable value.
This Living Lab reaches a higher Propensity to adopt if
compared to the Living Lab 1. The value of the index is
Figure 6: LL2 - Social Acceptance Analysis
76%, which indicates that the technologies contained
and developed within it potentially have a high rate of approval. The likeability, benefits and usefulness
dimensions, which were evaluated very positively by respondents, contribute above all to driving up this index.
The risks dimension also in this case marks the lowest of the values (28%) among the dimensions that make up
the index, although lower than Living Lab 1; however it is useful to note that compared to the previous case, this
result is not associated with a low domain engagement; this result is potentially linked to a greater awareness,
compared to the previous case, of the potential pros and cons related to the technologies promoted by the Living
Lab.
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4.4.5.3 LL3 – Smart cities and ports
Living Lab 3 is characterised by an equal distribution of respondents for each of the sections that characterise
the first part of the User Profile. In fact, this is the only Living Lab that, among its respondents, foresees an equal
presence of men and women (50%) and an equal presence among the various age groups, which are all
represented in the sample.
As far as the educational qualification is concerned, only "college or university" and "post-graduate" are present
among the respondents; therefore, also in this case the respondents present a high level of education and are
equally distributed between the two modes.
The second part of the User Profile presents divergent
characteristics compared to the other Living Labs.
The dimensions Propensity to Technologies and
Dependence to Technologies are equivalent,
presenting decidedly high values and above average
(90%), followed by Propensity to Trust and Domain
Engagement, with the latter registering the lowest
value among the four (60%).
The Propensity to Adopt index recorded, as for Living
Lab 2, the highest score among those analysed; also in
this case, in fact, the score reached is 75%.
Likeability above all, followed by Usefulness and
Benefits,
help the index to reach that score, given the
Figure 7: LL3 - Social Acceptance Analysis
greater weight that these dimensions have in
determining the index score. As in all the previous cases, as well as in Living Lab 4, the dimension associated with
risks is the one with the lowest score (33%), although in relative terms it is not the lowest among the various
Living Labs under analysis.

4.4.5.4 LL4 – Media and entertainment
The sample of respondents for this Living Lab is overwhelmingly male (70%) and is characterised by being a highly
educated sample; in fact, 60% of respondents claim to have a post-graduate degree, while the remaining 40%
claim to have at least one degree acquired at college
or university. Also, for this Living Lab the respondent
sample is characterised by young age: although all
four age groups are present in the sample, 60% say
they are under 39, while the remaining 40% are
equally distributed between the 40-49 and over-50
age groups.
The second part of the user profile presents
peculiarities distinct from those of the previous Living
Labs analysed. The sample is characterised, in this
case, by a strong dependence to technology (86%),
followed in order by the propensity to technologies
(73%), domain engagement (63%) and propensity to
trust (59%).
Figure 8: LL4 - Social Acceptance Analysis
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It is interesting to note that in addition to the presence of respondents over 50 there is also, for the first time, a
high score assigned to the dependence to technology.
This could also be explained in relation to the fact that, as the number of respondents potentially involved in
working contexts increases, so does the need to rely on technological solutions that facilitate not only daily life,
but also the working environment.
The propensity to adopt index reaches a value of 70%. As for the Living Lab previously analysed, likeability (79%)
contributes in a considerable way to determining the value of this index, which records the highest value among
the six dimensions that make up this index. It is useful to note that, as for the previous ones, also in this living
lab the “benefits” and “usefulness” dimensions contribute more than positively in determining the total score of
the Propensity to Adopt, while the dimension linked to the risks records the lower score (31%).

4.4.6 Conclusions: 5G-SOLUTIONS as a whole
The analysis as a whole conducted over the four living labs results with a positive response to the technological
solutions proposed by 5G-SOLUTIONS project. Even if there are some areas that need to be further investigated
and discussed, the evaluations show a high rate of satisfaction both with regards to Perception and Expectation,
anchored to the single Living Labs and to all the innovations contained in the project.
Considering the results of the propensity to adopt of each LL, distributed among a range of 70% and 76%, this
assessment reports a positive (73% medium-high) score for the 5G-SOLUTIONS project as a whole. This
propensity to adopt, as above mentioned, represents a key value for the social acceptance of technology.

Figure 9: 5G-SOLUTIONS “Propensity to adopt” score

Even though the data are not completely placed at the positive end of the distribution, they are interesting in
light of the following considerations:
a. the 5G-SOLUTIONS project, while presenting an important advancement in its activity scheduling, is in a
progressing phase of implementation that is still running;
b. as for the DoA, the maturity of 5G SOLUTIONS technology will not reach the level of a system proven in a
operational environment;
c. due to the previous points, the tools used for show casing the LLs technology are based on narrative methods
(i.e. infographics and user stories).
Despite the limitations underlined in the previous points, the six analysed factors are generally ranked with a
good score.
However, comparing all the investigated factors in all the four LLs, the evaluations expressed by the respondents
converge on a weakness in terms of perceived risks - although the score on this dimension never goes below 31%
-, as well as a slight weakness in terms of likeability and usefulness.
Generally speaking, it is worth to notice that while the potential benefits offered by a technology can be captured
through a narrative tool such as the ones used in the current analysis, in many cases the analysis of possible risks
is much more complex because it needs to consider several further factors.
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In fact, the risk perception cannot be read exclusively as a "fear" referred to the individual person, but also and
perhaps above all as a more extensive feeling.
Often this is due to misinterpretation, while sometimes can be much easier to imagine a risk without a real
knowledge about the technology. Communication plays a key role to improve awareness on how really
technology works, but it cannot replace at all the experience with technology in defined scenarios of the LLs. This
is even more true considering the need to make a more direct experience with technology by really using it in an
operative environment (actually 5G-SOLUTIONS doesn’t foresee such a level of technology maturity),
acknowledging the risks and benefits the technology can bring especially in terms of usability and likability.
When it comes to the acceptance of new technologies, the risk perception is indeed a multi-faceted
phenomenon, that is composed by different elements: policy related attitudes, the perception of “dread” (an
uncontrolled exposure to uncontrollable hazards), and the presence of unknown features may decrease the
perceived acceptability of certain new technologies. In regards to 5G, Frey2 claims that both subjective
knowledge (e.g., feeling informed) and objective knowledge (e.g., that radiation primarily results from the user’s
device) may attenuate individuals’ risk perceptions. Other elements that account for the risk perception
regarding 5G “seriousness of the risk to future generations,” and “severity of consequences”, that has been
inquired in other surveys3. Those have been found to increase the risk perception scores. In the Living Lab case,
in order to provide a possible explanation for the relatively low perception of risks, we should take also into
account that the vast majority of the responders show:
1) high degree of education;
2) high overall score of propensity to technology and dependence to technology.
This fact alone might let us guess that the responders, being generally high adopters of technology, may be
already informed (subjective knowledge) of the actual risks (objective knowledge) that 5G poses.
On the other hand, this could represent a drawback when it comes to issues related to privacy that arise from a
general diffusion of the 5G infrastructure4: even responders that show both high propensity to technologies and
high domain engagement, may not be completely aware of the novel risks that are currently being researched.
From this last reflection it is possible to outline some lessons learned and requirements for possible next steps.
Starting from the sample that answered the questionnaires, it would be beneficial to repeat the analysis with the
same respondents once the technology will be made available on the market or for general access by users. The
survey might be carried out on the single Living Lab or on the whole set of Living Labs, and through a longitudinal
analysis it would be possible to detect which areas, after the actual use, show a different result from the current
one, both in positive and negative terms, and which areas do not undergo any change even after the adoption
of the technology.
Alternatively, after the implementation and provision of the technology, the same questionnaire might be
submitted to both those who participated to the current survey and to a totally new sample, thus maintaining a
fixed and a rotating component. It would lead to compare the preliminary results gathered during the
development phase of the project with the results collected in a more advanced phase, to analyse similarities
and divergences between the two samples regarding the Perception and Expectation dimensions.
Finally, it is important to underline that the current analysis will be improved in the framework of the Research
Ethics Protocol (D10.4B, due for November 2022), where it is expected to identify how social values might impact
the factors used to determine the social acceptance of the 5G technology, and viceversa.
2

Frey, R. (2021). Psychological Drivers of Individual Differences in Risk Perception: A Systematic Case Study Focusing on 5G.
Psychological Science, 32(10), 1592–1604. https://doi.org/10.1177/0956797621998312
3
Koh, T. H., Choi, J. W., Seo, M., Choi, H. D., & Kim, K. (2020). Factors Affecting Risk Perception of Electromagnetic Waves
From 5G Network Base Stations. Bioelectromagnetics, 41(7), 491–499. https://doi.org/10.1002/bem.22290
4
Occhipinti, C., Briguglio, L., et al. (2022). Privacy and Security aspects in 5G Technology. doi: 10.2861/255532
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5 LL 1: Factories of the Future Use Cases Description and Detailed
Analysis
Five UCs are analysed in LL1, related to the industrial sector, covering different cases and applications with their
own specific requirements. A detailed analysis of each UC of this LL can be found in Section 5 in the Annex, while
the following Sections contain the updates compared to D1.1A for the UCs of LL1 regarding key business and
technical findings from trials, the technical description and architecture and the updated technical KPIs. Each
Section for each UC contains an introductory paragraph that pinpoints the content that has been updated from
D1.1A.

5.1 WP8 Market Feedback to LL1
Deliverable D1.1A contains a detailed analysis regarding the Market Feedback to LL1, while in Section 5.1 of the
present deliverable the updates on this are highlighted.

5.2 UC1.1: Time-critical process optimization inside digital factories
5.2.1

Updated content from D1.1A

No updates have been provided in comparison to D1.1A.

5.3 UC1.2: Non-time-critical Communication inside the Factory
5.3.1

Updated content from D1.1A

No updates have been provided in comparison to D1.1A.

5.4 UC1.3: Remotely controlling digital factories
5.4.1

Updated content from D1.1A

The main updates for UC1.3 in comparison with D1.1A focus on the key findings from Cycle 1 trials, as described
in Section 5.4.2 below, as well as updates regarding integration with CDSO and VNF usage, which are mentioned
in Section 5.4.3.

5.4.2 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
The results Cycle 1 show that the achieved latency is significantly higher in the case of the commercially available
5G than what is acceptable under Industry 4.0 requirements. The latency is also lower in the case of WiFi tests.
The probable reason is that messages over 5G have to go via the public internet, while, in the case of WiFi, the
messages are routed via the internal network of NTNU. For the time being, NTNU’s Industry 4.0 lab does not
have a 5G node connected to the internal network, which has been one of the major hurdles during the Cycle 1
trials. A private 5G node has been installed at NTNU in 2020, but due to certain delays, its deployment has been
postponed. The node is planned to be in operation during Q2 2022.
Another important factor affecting the test results is that devices with 5G connectivity get assigned private IP
addresses within the operator’s network. This could mean that packets travelling through the core network
would need extra routing before they reach to the destination point. During Cycle 2 trials we have requested the
network operator (Telenor) to provide our 5G units with public IP so future tests could be carried out under more
ideal conditions.
The results also show that the achieved throughput is much lower than expected, in addition to occasional drops
in network reliability. The likely reason for that is that data packets are routed through local university networks,
which are probably rate-limited and could encounter congestions depending on the number of active users. We
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are improving this during Cycle 2 trials by replacing LAN connections with 5G-to-5G connection and utilizing 1G
LAN networks when needed.
Remote control
The Asset Adminstration Shell (AAS) that was developed to control and monitor the KMR iiwa autonomous robot
remotely was tested successfully. Once an entity is detected by the system, an operator would have full access
to the functionalities that the entity provides, and they can control it in real-time with fast and reliable
connectivity.
The AAS partly satisfies the goal of Use Case 1.3, which is mainly remote control, but it does not fulfil the
performance requirements as seen in the latency results. This is mainly attributed to the fact that the test utilized
the public 5G network through an operator-owned node.

5.4.3 Technical Context

5.4.3.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The overall architecture at NTNU is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: NTNU Lab Architecture used in UC 1.3 / 1.5
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Figure 11: Yara Maintenance expert assistance

Figure 12: Real-time control geographically separated sites
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For the dataflow diagrams to/from end-nodes, measurement equipment and operator desk(s) please see the
example in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Dataflow - Camera-2-operator (preliminary)

CDSO and VNF usage
We plan to explore utilizing virtualized/containerized network functions as part of use cases 1.3 and 1.5. Namely,
the backend portion of the asset administration shell that has been developed for remote-control and
management could relatively easily be deployed as a network function. The database portion of the system could
make another good candidate for containerization. This is to be explored in greater details when the SA core is
deployed and ready for usage. We will also explore the need for orchestration using CDSO.

5.4.3.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The most relevant issues and parameters, i.e. KPIs to measure/study for each UC1.3, are directly measurable
quantities such as positional accuracy, latency, reliability, availability of bandwidth etc. in the presence of
extensive and unpredictable radio noise caused by electric welding, other electric equipment, reflections and
blocking walls and equipment.
Table 2: UC 1.3 Technical KPI

KPI
Throughput

Target
DL: 100Mbps

Measurement
method/formula
Data-flow monitoring

UL: 500Mbps

Target Improvement for the UC
Fully passed:
DL > 100 Mbps
UL > 500 Mbps
Partially passed
50 <= DL <= 100 (Mbps)
50 <= UL <= 500 (Mbps)
Not passed:
DL < 50 Mbps
UL < 50 Mbps

latency

< 10 ms

Timestamping difference
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Partially Passed:
10ms <= latency <= 30 ms
Not passed:
> 30 ms
Number of devices
simultaneously connected
Positioning accuracy

Indoor Communication
Range
Reliability

>10
< 0,2m

Between 10
and 30
meters
99.99%

Comparison to manual
measures / comparison
other indoor location
systems
RSSI at the receiver

% of data delivered
without data corruption

Passed:
>= 99.99%
Partially Passed:
99.99% > x >= 99%
Not passed:
< 99%

5.5 UC1.4: Connected goods
5.5.1

Updated content from D1.1A

No updates have been provided in comparison to D1.1A.

5.6 UC1.5: Rapid deployment auto/re-configure testing of new robots
5.6.1

Updated content from D1.1A

The main updates for UC1.5 in comparison with D1.1A focus on the key findings from Cycle 1 trials, as described
in Section 5.6.2 below, as well as updates regarding integration with CDSO and VNF usage, which are mentioned
in UC1.3.

5.6.2 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
A part of Use Case 1.5 is rapid deployment, which was attempted by making the processes in the “Industrial Lab”
start automatically. This was achieved with the exception of the KMR iiwa, which required an operator in order
to start the robot application. Utilizing Raspberry Pis, which are easily mounted on devices like the KMR iiwa,
enables efficient configuration and deployment of entities that do not allow custom software to be installed
directly. This again makes it so that new robots can be introduced to factories and laboratories and tested within
a short amount of time.
The Raspberry Pis not only start automatically once they are powered, but their software is also partly
configurable remotely. This ties in with another important part of Use Case 1.5, namely auto/re-configuration.
In relation to these two aspects, it can be concluded that Use Case 1.5 is only realizable if the software that
comes with industrial robots is manufacturer-independent and includes well-documented and exposed APIs. This
way, it is possible for components such as the Raspberry Pi to obtain the information it needs from the entity in
order to configure it and introduce it to the system automatically.
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5.6.3 Technical Context

5.6.3.1 Technical Description and Architecture
Critical tasks that will be studied in this use-case include:
1. Possibility of increased level of automation and usage of robots being achieved by eased set-up and
configuration reduced time, effort and cost for this, through leveraging of 5G-technologies.
2. Improved flexibility in the use of the aforementioned equipment due to the previous point.
3. To find out whether, and if, how, information in so-called AAS (Asset Administrative Shell) can be utilized
optimally, or even practically, to set up the necessary resources in a (possibly shared) 5G infrastructure.
4. Study the compatibility/co-operation and co-existence issues of 5G with several of the lower-level
technologies that can be expected to be part of Industry 4.0:
4.1. OPC UA (With DDS)
4.2. Industrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA)
4.3. ROS 2.0 (based on DDS as middleware)
5. Whether 5G can substitute traditional network-technologies, especially in a scenario where resources
are shared, even with unrelated parties, therefore reducing the need for in-house competence in various
networking technologies. This bullet point can be related to the KPIs directly.
For the overall architecture at NTNU, see UC1.3 where this is shown in Figure 10 and onwards.
For the dataflow diagrams to/from end-nodes, measurement equipment and operator desk(s) please see the
example in UC1.3 Figure 13.
Usage of CDSO and VNFs is also discussed in UC1.3.

5.6.3.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
For the most relevant parameters, i.e. KPIs to measure/study for each UC (1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.5), some are purely
qualitative such as “feasibility of using an infrastructure delivered by an external vendor such as Telenor for
industrial purposes”. Others are more directly measurable quantities such as the aforementioned positional
accuracy, latency, reliability, availability of bandwidth etc. in the presence of extensive and unpredictable radio
noise caused by electric welding, other electric equipment, reflections and blocking walls and equipment.
While the indicated performance will be needed for UC1.5, Latency, reliability and bandwidth-availability will be
focused on in UC1.1 and UC1.2. These will be both examined on a low “instrumentation” level, as well as when
used for covering several of the traditional industrial levels for networks. The latter is done with the organization
of virtual networks.
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6 LL 2: Smart Energy Use Cases Description and Detailed Analysis
Three (3) UCs are analysed in LL2, related to the energy market and more specifically to smart energy. A detailed
analysis of each UC of this LL can be found in Section 6 in the Annex, while the following sections contain the
updates compared to D1.1A for the UCs of LL2 regarding key business and technical findings from trials, the
technical description and architecture and the updated technical KPIs. Each Section for each UC contains an
introductory paragraph that pinpoints the content that has been updated from D1.1A.

WP8 Market Feedback to LL2

6.1

Deliverable D1.1A contains a detailed analysis regarding the Market Feedback to LL2, while in Section 6.1 of the
present deliverable the updates are highlighted.

6.2 UC2.1: Industrial Demand Side Management
6.2.1

Updated content from D1.1A

As concerns UC 2.1, the section “UC description, motivation and objectives” (6.2.1) has been revised. The section
“Business Analysis and Goals” (6.2.4) has been updated according to the joint activities among WP1 and WP8
concerning the use case 2.1. The section “Technical Context” (6.2.5) has been enriched with further details about
the technical description, including updated information about the technical KPIs definition and analysis as well
as the requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system, according to the experience with trials
in Cycle 1.

6.2.2 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
The design and the implementation of the Vertical Service was successfully finalized during Cycle 1. The
deployment of the Vertical Service on the 5G facility (5G EVE) was a very hard task. The entire VNF chain of the
Vertical Service is hosted and managed through the 5G EVE portal. At the end of Cycle 1 we were able to
successfully setup and execute smoothly instances of one test case (namely, TC2.1.3). The final execution of the
end-to-end test case proved the successful integration of all architectural components and the Vertical Service
in the 5G facility (5G EVE) as well as the complete integration with the 5G-Solutions CDSO component and 5GSolutions KPI Visualization System. Similarly, at the beginning of the trials in Cycle 1, we experienced technical
issues to make 5G-Solutions KPI Visualization System interact smoothly with the 5G EVE facility. All the issues
have been completely solved after an intense step-by-step trouble-shooting. These issues led to set up a very
detailed check list in order to minimize the risk during execution in Cycle 2. Another important issue is the 5G
availability in the geographic areas selected for the tests. In the light of the above-described check list, one
important element is to ensure that the 5G connectivity is stable and the signal strength is sufficiently powerful
to maintain the 5G communication for the whole duration of the experiments. The main recommendation for
the Cycle 2 tests was to ensure the 5G connectivity is up and working before running the tests, to use the most
recent 5G hardware equipment (swap from 5G mobile phone to a dedicated 5G modem/router) and to empower
their reception (e.g., through dedicated antennas).

6.2.3 Technical Context

6.2.3.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The pilot selected by IREN for the Use Case is a building belonging to the Municipality of Turin and operated by
IREN, with the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•

Address: via De Sanctis 12, Torino
Total volume: 17.400 m3
Heating system – fuel: central heating system – methane boiler coupled with an electrical heat pump
Cooling system: chillers – electricity
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•
•

Annual expenditure (only for fuel): > 30.000 €/year
Presence of thermostatic valves: Yes

In the same target area, a second pilot will be deployed by Ares2t for the PoC of an experimental energy
controller, consisting of an extensible portable demo, with the following characteristics:
•
•
•

N Energy sensors (1 phase or 3phases,
consumption/production;
N WiFi-based energy breakers (10A and 16A);
1 4G/5G/WiFi router.

220V)

to

measure

the

partial/total

power

The reference architecture for this use case will be provided in deliverable D2.8 (D2.4A) “LLs planning, setup,
operational management handbook (initial version)”.

6.2.3.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
Network KPIs. Load management in non-residential buildings requires the possibility to apply for fast (near realtime, below 2 seconds) load shedding to avoid local overloads and related blackouts due to the operator
intervention. If, during the time between the occurrence of an overload and the blackout, a proper load shedding
strategy is applied the blackout (and its consequences) can be avoided. In a scenario of interconnected nonresidential buildings, it makes sense to have an edge (or cloud) service dedicated to remote control (e.g., to get
sensors data and to provide disconnection/reconnection commands) and to the local electric control systems
(relying on custom or commercial building automation system). In such a scenario, the network latency is
essential to guarantee a near real-time load shedding.
The control loop duration (that, hereafter we will refer to as the “response_time”) is composed of several
additions like the time needed by the sensors to estimate the energy consumption of a load, the time needed to
process the data, the time needed to send the data, the time needed to actuate a command. Network latency is
an important adding that, depending on the sensor and actuation technologies, can weigh up to the 25% to the
control loop.
As an example, since a wired control loop requires approximately 200ms (considering the sensing, actuating and
processing activities), a commercial 4G technology provides an average latency of 50ms (+25%), while 5G can
lower down to 1ms (+0,5%). The lower the network latency is, the less the control loop lasts and the better a
remote controller can operate to avoid blackouts, overloads and peaks in energy demand.
The target value of network latency is expected to be (in average) below 35ms.
The network availability (or Coverage) is the probabilistic distribution of continuous operations maintained for
an extended period of time. This Network KPI plays an important role to guarantee the continuity of the Vertical
Service for disconnecting active loads with a minimum percentage 99.9%. The network reliability guarantees
the reliability of the Vertical Service and is expected to be at least 99.99%.
Data Rate is not a critical Network KPI in this Use Case. The Device Density is important since the number of
Local Controllers that control the energy loads for fast load shedding to avoid local overloads and related
blackouts could be potentially high. Since the facility supporting the Use Case trials is an experimental one being
completely dedicated to ICT19 project trials, namely the 5G EVE facility, with a very limited number of connected
devices, this KPI is not relevant in the trials but will be eventually relevant in commercial development of the Use
Case.
Vertical KPI. The “response_time” is the total duration of a single control loop aimed at avoiding an overload
and the consequent blackout. The response time is the sum of different additions, including the sensors reading
times, the data processing times, the network latencies and the actuation times. It is essential to have a response
time that is lower as possible and, in particular, lower to the time before the blackout caused in case of an
overload.
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In our experiments, we want to stay, on average, below 500ms in case of wired sensors/actuators and below 2s
in case of wireless sensors/actuators.
Table 3: UC 2.1 Technical KPI

Technical
Measurement
Category

Indoor
communication
range

UC Specific
Metric

Target Improvement for the UC

Commercial KPI: <= 500 ms
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) <= 500 ms
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) >= 1000 ms
and < 500 ms
Not passed (Non acceptable value) > 1000 ms

Vertical
Disconnection
Time

Indoor
communication
range

Network Latency

Indoor
communication
range

Network
Availability

Indoor
communication
range

Commercial KPI: <= 30 ms
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) <= 35 ms
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) >35 ms <= 50
ms
Not passed (Non acceptable value) > 50 ms
Commercial KPI: >= 99.99%
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) >= 99.9%
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) < 99.9% >=
98%
Not passed (Non acceptable value) < 98%
Commercial KPI: >= 99.999%
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) >= 99.99%
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) < 99.99% >=
99%
Not passed (Non acceptable value) < 99%

Network
Reliability

6.3 UC2.2: Electrical Vehicle Smart Charging
6.3.1

Updated content from D1.1A

As concerns Use Case 2.2, Section “UC description, motivation and objectives” (6.3.1) has been slightly revised.
The section “Business Analysis and Goals” (6.3.4) has been updated in the business measurement categories
“Cost Reduction” and “Revenue Increase”. The section “Technical Context” (6.3.5) has been revised with slight
revision in the technical description, including updated information about the technical KPIs definition (especially
the Vertical related ones) and analysis as well as the requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization
system, driven by the lessons learned from Cycle 1.

6.3.2 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
During the trials in Cycle 1, the Test Case 2.2.3 has been tested. Some issues have been faced in order to deploy
and execute the test case. First of all, the visibility of the dynamic IP had to be faced: the IP of one of the VNF in
the chain (i.e., Master Control Agent IP), when dynamically instantiated through the 5G EVE Experiment Portal,
is not known in advance and, in general, changes at each instantiation of the Virtual Machine. In order to tackle
this problem, also foreseeing the execution of the next cycles, a free Dynamic DNS service has been used. This
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issue could be solved in the next cycles using a DNS server inside the 5G EVE facility, and we are committed to
evaluate the feasibility of this solution in the 5G EVE platform. A similar issue with the component on the field
(namely, the Local Control Agent Proxies) was solved by inserting manually the User Equipment IP as a parameter
for the simulation and putting a port forwarding app in the 5G device (namely, smartphone in Cycle 1), In Cycle
2 a new publisher-subscriber communication architecture among the Agents (e.g., MQTT) is put in place to fix
this problem.
Another important point driving activities in Cycle 2 is the robustness of the control algorithm in the Vertical
Service with respect to communication losses, with particular attention to the parameter tuning in corner cases
due to communication drops (e.g., after TCP max retransmissions). Another point to be faced in Cycle 2 regards
the deployment strategy of the various Docker containers to reduce the UC Developer’s actions needed.
During trials in Cycle 1 we experienced an end-to-end network latency of approximately 200ms being too high in
this Use Case. All results have been shared with the 5G EVE Site Manager (namely, TIM) and network optimization
has been carried out in Cycle 2.

6.3.3 Technical Context

6.3.3.1 Technical Description and Architecture
At the moment the EV charging infrastructure of Enel X is based on a e-mobility platform back-end, namely a
centralized system that manages all the charging stations (both for the service starting/stopping of new charging
sessions and for billing purposes). This Enel X system communicates with the charging stations using a proprietary
protocol based on Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP). All the communications between the e-mobility platform
back-end and the charging stations happen through mobile networks as 3G or 4G, due to the sparsity of the
charging stations on the field and, consequently, the unsustainability of the deployment of a dedicated copperbased or fiber-based wired network.
The e-mobility platform back-end exposes some REST APIs to external partners that makes use of the Enel X
charging infrastructure: in such a way an E-Mobility Service Provider (EMSP) can let its customers use the
Charging Point Operator (CPO, in this case Enel X) infrastructure to charge their EVs. The EMSP has to notify the
CPO, through these APIs, that a new charging session is starting, so the e-mobility platform back-end can unlock
the plug of the specific charging station being used and start providing electricity to the EV. At the same time the
CPO collects measures from the energy meter installed inside the charging station for billing purposes (the bills
are paid by the EMSP, which in turn has some contract with the final customer).
The e-mobility platform back-end communicates through REST APIs with a Control Service Provider (CNP), that
provides smart charging services to the CPO. Through these APIs the CPO can notify the CNP that a new charging
session is started (e.g., by an EMSP’s customer), specifying if it is a smart charging session or not: in the first case
the CPO sends to the CNP also some user preferences for the specific charging session, like the dwelling time and
the desired final State-of-Charge (SoC). The CPO can also communicate the CPS some Distribution System
Operator (DSO) preferences, like a reference aggregated load consumption for a Load Area (i.e., a group of
charging stations) to be tracked. Moreover, the CPO has to periodically send to the CNP measurements data
from the charging stations’ energy meters. The CNP, on its side, has to compute periodically a scheduling (i.e.,
the target power consumption of each charging session for each time-slot of a defined time window) to be sent
through appropriate API to the CPO. In such a way the CPO can actuate the scheduling on the charging stations
involved in the active smart-charging sessions to guarantee both DSO preferences and customer preferences to
be accommodated.

6.3.3.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The pioneer vision of coordinating a huge number of charging sessions to reach a common energy infrastructure
goal, and at the same time to offer a high-quality, flexible charging service has to deal with problems related to
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computational complexity and availability. The idea of breaking down the complexity of the charging schedule
computation, by distributing the computation on different agents opens new horizons with new challenges. The
evaluation of the performances of the new scenario requires specific measurements and analysis of the
behaviour of infrastructures of different nature. These can be identified by the following KPIs.
Network KPIs. Telecommunication infrastructure performances
•
•
•

availability: probabilistic distribution of continuous operations maintained for an extended period of
time
reliability: probabilistic distributions of lost communication and related parameters
latency: end-to-end communications time probability distributions and related parameters

Vertical KPI. Load deviations and aggregated charging power curve evolutions
•
•
•

the real-time deviation between the target and the aggregated charging power curve
maximum absolute deviation from the target charging curve
integral of the deviation from the target charging curve

Vertical KPI. End-user performances
•

final percentage and absolute deviation from the desired state of charge

Vertical KPI. Energy monitoring and control infrastructure
•

minimum sampling time

These KPIs are strictly correlated one to each other and represent the building blocks for the evaluation of the
overall efficiency of the infrastructure.
The control loop characterizing UC2.2 scenario has the goal of defining the power setpoints for each EV to match
requirements coming from the Charging Point Operator (CPO) that is the customer of the smart charging service
together with its own customers being the end-user of the services. In principle, the end-users should not notice
the effects of the smart charging schedule (i.e., from their point of view, the charging schedule service should be
fully transparent). The above reported KPIs have been designed to evaluate the efficiency of the service chain
presented above. In the scenario in which the CPO requires a specific power curve on the load area, the quality
of the requested service can be evaluated by the Vertical KPIs Load deviations and aggregated charging power
curve evolutions, indeed these KPIs provide a measure of the tracking performance of the power curve and on
the stress of the distribution system operator infrastructure. Keeping these KPIs in a high-efficiency range can
improve the reward of the service in the CPO view, but these KPIs do not provide a measure of the effects of the
charging schedule on the end-user. The end-users, in this respect identified by the EVs, must provide preliminary
information on the service that they expect to receive, as the desired state of charge and the dwelling time. This
information that should be integrated into the decision-making process of the charging schedule can be
summarized by the Vertical KPIs End-user performances. A key role to obtain high efficiency for both sets of KPIs
is played by the sampling time. A high granularity of the charging schedule (i.e., the possibility to control the
charging power of each EV with a higher frequency), allows to determine a dense charging session able to satisfy
in a more efficient way CPO and end-user requirements. Nowadays the sampling time is around 5-15 minutes, in
this time frame communication (see Technical Description and Architecture for details), computation times and
actuation times are included. The possibility, provided by the 5G technology, to have low latency and reliable
end-to-end communications opens up the possibility of distributing the computational time on different
machines - reducing the single computational complexity - with the drawback of an increased number of
communications needed between the computational actors. The time saved in the computational phase should
not be spent in the transmission, so the Network KPIs Telecommunication infrastructure performances have the
role to measure the time spent in the communication and the reliability transfer of data; in general, in a
distributed algorithm, if a communication does not arrive before a time out it is considered lost, and this
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negatively affects the computational flow. These KPIs, due to the aleatory nature, will be expressed in terms of
a probability distribution.
The sampling time KPI plays a key role in the UC flow and its efficiency so it seems natural to define a target on
it and to derive incrementally the targets for the other KPIs; the ongoing algorithm design and experiments will
give the knowledge needed to be aware on the real possibility of the computation, telecommunication and
actuation systems. This knowledge will allow us to define efficient but realistic targets. Currently the target is to
have a sampling time lower than the nowadays lower-bound (i.e., 5 minutes), with the objective to push it to the
order of 1 minute.
Table 4: UC 2.2 Technical KPI

Technical
Measurement
Category
Indoor/Outdoor
communication
range

UC Specific
Metric

Target Improvement for the UC

Vertical Sampling
Time
Commercial KPI: <= 1 min
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) <= 1 min
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) > 1 min and <= 2 min
Not passed (Non acceptable value) > 2 min

Indoor/Outdoor
communication
range

Network Latency

Indoor/Outdoor
communication
range

Network
Availability

Indoor/Outdoor
communication
range

Network
Reliability

Commercial KPI: <= 35 ms
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) <= 35 ms
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) >35 ms <= 45 ms
Not passed (Non acceptable value) > 45 ms
Commercial KPI: >= 99.99%
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) >= 99.9%
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) < 99.9% >= 98%
Not passed (Non acceptable value) < 98%
Commercial KPI: >= 99.999%
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) >= 99.99%
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) < 99.99% >= 99%
Not passed (Non acceptable value) < 99%

6.4 UC2.3: Electricity Network Frequency Stability
6.4.1

Updated content from D1.1A

As concerns Use Case 2.3, the section “UC description, motivation and objectives” (6.4.1) has been strongly
revised in line with the technical and scientific achievements in Cycle 1, also impacting the section “Why is 5G
required” (6.4.3). The section “Business Analysis and Goals” (6.4.4) has been updated in the business
measurement categories “Cost Reduction”, “Revenue Increase” and “Persona Experience”. The section
“Technical Context” (6.4.5) has been revised with slight revision in the technical description, including updated
information about the Vertical related technical KPIs definition and analysis as well as the requirements from
testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system, strongly driven by the use case development activity carried out
in Cycle 1.
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6.4.2 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
Use Case 2.3 did not report any results from trials in Cycle 1 since during this cycle the design and implementation
activities for the use case development have been finalized and reported in D5.2A (5G-SOLUTIONS, D5.2A: Living
Lab 2 field trials (v1.0) , 2020), including the architecture, the methodological framework for the Vertical Service
development and the interfaces for Vertical Service and Network KPIs with the 5G-Solutions KPI Visualization
System. Trials are planned and ongoing in Cycle 2.

6.4.3 Technical Context

6.4.3.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The architecture of UC 2.3 can be seen as an extension of what is described in the corresponding section of the
UC 2.2. Currently, the EV Charging Infrastructure (which is managed by the Charging Point Operator - CPO) is not
able to modulate the EV energy consumptions in response to frequency deviation from the nominal network
frequency. Therefore, even if the CPO infrastructure is able to modulate the EV energy consumptions through
the third-party Control Service Provider using some REST APIs, it is not designed to meet the strict requirements
on the reaction time needed for the participation in the primary regulation service (both the Control Service
Provider (CNP) and the E-Mobility Platform Backend are in the cloud and the communication between them
happens every fixed sampling time of some minutes, the E-Mobility Platform Backend communicates with the
EV Charging Stations through very-high latency 2G/3G/4G technologies, etc.). In order to enable the frequency
regulation in such architecture, it is needed to install faster controllers directly at RAN / EV Charging Station level.
The dynamics of these faster autonomous controllers could be tuned by the CNP to meet as much as possible
ancillary services market requirements and end-user requirements on final state-of-charge and dwelling time.
The final results will be the superposition of a faster control signal on the original scheduling computed by the
CNP with the aim of modulating, with much higher frequency, the power consumption of the EV connected to
the Charging Station.

6.4.3.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
In UC 2.3, the inclusion of PEVs in the primary reserve and active power balancing service will be considered.
Even if this problem has been investigated from a theoretical point of view, the practical use and demonstration
of the effective contribution of PEVs for the provisioning of fast ancillary services is a step that has not been
faced yet. The idea of PEVs becoming part of the primary reserve of the networks brings a set of challenges.
Currently, the primary reserve is entrusted to electromechanical systems with high inertia, which, considering
their nature, work with a (relatively) high time constant, but at the same time, they can efficiently damp
frequency oscillations on the network. This use case therefore proposes an innovative control strategy for
allowing the participation of PEVs to the provisioning of frequency regulation services. The relevant KPIs for this
UC are the following ones:
Network KPIs. Telecommunication infrastructure performances
•
•
•

availability: probabilistic distribution of continuous operations maintained for an extended period of
time
reliability: probabilistic distributions of lost communications
latency: end-to-end communications time probability distributions

Vertical KPIs. Frequency deviations and aggregated power deviation
•
•

time spent for the full measurement-communication-computation-actuation chain;
deviation between the actual aggregated charging power and the frequency dependent target one

The last KPI provides a measure of the deviation between the expected behaviour of the load area, and the actual
one. The superposition of the UC 2.3 on a scheduled charging session should not affect the performance of the
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charging service, so it should be fully transparent from the driver's point of view. Note that in this UC, unlike the
previous one, the drivers undergo the effects of the system without earning any benefit from charging point of
view, so it is important to measure the effects of the frequency service regulation on the drivers; the following
KPIs have this purpose
Vertical KPIs. Drivers performances
•
•

the deviation between the actual charging power and the frequency dependent target one scheduled
for the single electric vehicle;
the deviation between the desired and the final state of charge

The first KPI provides a measure of the deviation between the expected behaviour of the vehicle when
participating in the frequency regulation, and the actual one. The second one measures the effects of the UC 2.3
on the charging session, i.e., the transparency of the service from the driver point of view.
5G plays the central role of maintaining coordination and alignment between different load areas and PEVs
involved in the service. As already discussed in the previous sections, the frequency deviation will not be
measured by all the charging stations that take part in the service, but it will be spread to all the involved agents.
The amount of power that should be modulated to help in the frequency deviation control is correlated to the
real-time measurement of the frequency itself, so, a key point for the correct functioning of this service is the
availability of these measures in proper timing and with high reliability.
Combined, Network and Vertical KPIs will give information about the effects of the telecommunication network
on the service. The work that we are performing in UC 2.3 is one of the first near-real-world-experiments in which
PEVs contribute as a primary reserve. Consequently, it will be the work itself to provide the values of these KPIs,
giving the present knowledge of what is actually possible to do with the available technologies.
Table 5: UC 2.3 Technical KPI

Technical
Measurement
Category

UC Specific
Metric

In and Outdoor
communication
Vertical
range
Delay

Target Improvement for the UC

Commercial KPI: <= 300 ms
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) <= 300 ms
Service
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) >300 ms and <= 450
ms
Not passed (Non acceptable value) > 450 ms

In
and
door
communication
Network Latency
range
In
and
door
Network
communication
Availability
range
In
and
door
Network
communication
Reliability
range

Commercial KPI: <= 30 ms
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) <= 40 ms
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) >40 ms <= 50 ms
Not passed (Non acceptable value) > 50 ms
Commercial KPI: >= 99.99%
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) >= 99.9%
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) < 99.9% >= 98%
Not passed (Non acceptable value) < 98%
Commercial KPI: >= 99.999%
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) >= 99.99%
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) < 99.99% >= 99%
Not passed (Non acceptable value) < 99%
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7 LL 3: Smart Cities and Ports Use Cases Description and Detailed Analysis
Six (6) UCs are analysed in LL3, related to smart cities and smart ports industry verticals. A detailed analysis of
each UC of this LL can be found in Section 7 in the Annex, while the following Sections contain the updates
compared to D1.1A for the UCs of LL3 regarding key business and technical findings from trials, the technical
description and architecture and the updated technical KPIs. Each Section for each UC contains an introductory
paragraph that pinpoints the content that has been updated from D1.1A.

7.1

WP8 Market Feedback to LL3

Deliverable D1.1A contains a detailed analysis regarding the Market Feedback to LL3, while in Section 7.1 of the
present deliverable the updates on this are highlighted.

7.2 UC3.1: Intelligent Street Lighting
This UC has been discontinued so no updates are expected after Cycle 1. Its description remains below for the
sake of completeness in the Annex.

7.3 UC3.2: Smart Parking
This UC has been discontinued so no updates are expected after Cycle 1. Its description remains below for the
sake of completeness in the Annex.

7.4 UC3.3: Smart City Co-Creation
7.4.1

Updated content from D1.1A

In the D1.1A deliverable we introduced four Smart City use case scenarios - Reduced transport and improved
environment, Digital twin and VR/AR enhanced remote maintenance, Smart city engagement, and Scenario X Rapid response to the next Smart City Co-creation project
In this deliverable (D1.1B) we introduce an extra scenario: Real time music co-creation demo as a mobile network
application which will be the prioritized scenario going forward. A detailed description of this extra scenario can
be found in Section 7.4.1 in the Annex, as well as the use case scenarios: Reduced transport and improved
environment and Digital twin and VR/AR enhanced remote maintenance, as previously presented in D1.1A.

7.4.2 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
UC.3.3 was not involved in the C1 trials.
The objective for UC.3.3 C2 trials is to develop a real time music co-creation demo as a mobile network
application. This use case concept is adjacent to the 5G MediaHUB project, use case 3 smart media content
distribution. Use case 3.3 smart city co-creation aims to describe smart city engagement through co-creation by
citizens using their 5G 4K capable smartphones, co-producing media content, exploring artistic performances
and interventions in public spaces.
Networked Music Performance (Rottondi, Allocchio, & Satri, 2016), connected music (Ericsson, n.d.) and Internet
of things music (Barthet, Turchet, Essl, & Barthet, 2018) are three related terms that describe the concept of real
time virtual music. In 2019, the world’s first 5G low latency three-way distributed orchestra at King’s College
London enabled musicians to perform across locations (Hakim, 2019). The show case was an output of the 5G
Smart Tourism project, led by the West of England Combined Authority and funded by The Department for
Digital, Culture, Media & Sport.
The objective is to measure the latency and user experience of a networked music application. The target is to
have a low latency for synchronized play between the musicians located at different locations. According to
Centenaro, Casari, and Tuchet (2020), the threshold for synchronized co-playing is below 30 ms, and preferably
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20 ms and below. The aim is to compare the latency on 4G vs. 5G network (commercial and/or through 5G VINNI
facility).
The user experience will be measured by an audience of professional and non-professional audience. After
viewing/listening at the music piece they will be asked to fill in a questionnaire where they can score (on a scale
from Disagree to Agree) the quality of the video and sound compared with being presence on a conventional live
music event. A survey questionnaire of the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) model will be applied.

7.4.3 Technical Context
As introduced above, the UC3.3 at this stage is focusing on business and ecosystem context and preparation for
working with KPI’s addressing service on-boarding and the subsequent selection of UC scenarios. Detailing of
technical KPI’s for specific scenarios will be prioritized for the musical co-creation use case scenario.

7.4.3.1 Technical Description and Architecture
Scenario: Real time music co-creation
The UC 3.3 Smart city co-creation in 5G SOLUTIONS will perform a trial of the real time music co-creation use
case scenario, also referred to as Networked Music Performance (NMP) (Rottondi, Chafe, Allocchio, & Sarti,
2016), or Internet of Musical Things (IoMusT) (Turchet, Fischione, G., Keller, & Barthet, 2018).
Measurements of latency connecting musicians playing together over the commercial 5G networks in Norway
will be captured along with their user experience. The development and test of the music application in addition
to reporting will be executed in collaboration with Norwegian University NTNU in Norway under the supervision
of Telenor Research (Gundersen, et al., 2021). The objective is to develop a music audio and video application or
apply an open software NMP application, where musicians could play simultaneously over the 5G network
without being located in the same room/studio. The latency should be lower than 30ms, securing synchronized
transmission of audio and preferably also transmission of video. The experience from the test persons
(musicians) using the 5G music application is gathered through interviews and/or feedback forms. Figure 14
describes the technical set-up for the music co-creation use case scenario

Figure 14: Distributed NMT application set-up for test in Norway using commercial non- stand-alone 5G network

The test will include to architectures/set-ups:
•

5G commercial network (non standalone) in Trondheim, Norway;

•

5G standalone network in Trondheim, Norway.

The commercial 5G network is a first generation 5G network, i.e non-stand-alone core network in Trondheim,
and all traffic is routed down to Oslo and back up to Trondheim.
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A conclusion from the latency measurement and user experience feedback is that the 5G non-stand-alone
commercial network in its current state cannot support this experience. With 5G SA and distributed data plane
it will be possible to route traffic directly between connected piers and as such avoid latency caused by
centralized packet gateways. Opportunities to reduce latency in RAN will also be explored.

7.4.3.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The target for the network performance use case is less than 20-30 milliseconds. For the user experience.
feedback will be measured through a survey after the audience have listened to the music piece. The target is
not yet decided here.
Table 6: UC 3.3 Technical KPI

KPI

Target

Latency

<30 ms

Technical KPI
Measurement
Target improvement for the UC
method/formula
Telenor commercial Average latency (67,6 ms)
5G Network Norway
Not passed

We will also ask the musicians participating in the test to report the user experience from executing the music
application, i.e how it can support a synchronized vs. improvised play. Moreover, we will also include questions
related to whether this musical co-creation (NMP) scenario is a viable use case for musicians and
recommendation for modifications such as video and stereo features. If possible, we will perform a survey among
musicians’ community to validate the results indicated by the test musicians.

7.5 UC3.4: Smart Building/Smart Campus
7.5.1

Updated content from D1.1A

In this deliverable, the updated technical architecture and KPIs are presented and updated over the content of
D1.1A. The relevant technical KPI tables have also been updated along with an updated description of the key
business and technical findings from Cycle 1 trials.

7.5.2

Key Business and Technical findings from trials

The main focus of UC3.4 in cycle 1 was on the deployment of the testbed as well as 5G connectivity and
integration testing. A few of the network KPIs were captured, while the application related KPIs are planned for
cycle 2. Also, cycle 1 activities included the integration of the UC3.4 testbed with the KPI Visualization System.
These activities have also laid out the groundwork for the integration of the CDSO in cycle 2. Such an integration
will allow for more flexibility by enabling more dynamic orchestration options to be explored and more
customization of the 5G network slices to better suit the requirements of the smart building/campus industry
vertical. The predictive maintenance and the enhanced video analytics UC scenarios feature state-of-the-art
Machine Learning (ML) models to achieve the application and business related KPIs. These will in turn feed back
into the network configuration to improve the performance of the network KPIs. As a next step, we are seeking
to recalibrate the network KPIs in a way to match the reality and the capabilities of the testbed.
During the deployment of the 5G testbed and the trials execution in cycle 1, we have identified several technical
challenges that we set out to tackle during cycle 2 trials execution, in addition to the objectives initially planned.
These technical challenges are mainly related to the hardware limitations related to UEs and the 5G node.
Although we are seeing an emergence of newer generation 5G UEs in the market, most have limitations in the
supported radio bands as well as bandwidths, which affects the extent of testing performed in cycle 1 and in
turns reflects poorly on the measured technical KPIs. In addition, the 5G node’s closed source core network
prevents the use case from fully taking advantage of the benefits offered by NFVs and xNF orchestration. This
also limits the extent at which the 5G improvements can be showcased. For this reason, we are providing a
revised list and target values of some of the KPIs starting from cycle 2, in order to match the capabilities of the
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deployed testbed and its associated devices. Furthermore, alternative implementations to the AmariSoft 5G core
are being investigated and tested with the help of our consortium technology partners.

7.5.3 Technical Context

7.5.3.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The detailed architecture of UC3.4 in cycle 2 is presented in Figure 15. While cycle 1 focused mainly on setting
up the 5G testbed and integration with the KPI Visualisation System, cycle 2 focuses on the end-to-end
integration of the testbed with the CDSO as well as the increase in the number of connected IoT devices. In Figure
15, letters A to F refer to the connection types between the various components.

Figure 15: Detailed architecture of UC3.4 during Cycle 1
As illustrated in the figure, IoT devices and 4K cameras represent 5G endpoints that attach to the 5G selfcontained node. These two types of endpoints, i.e., IoT sensors and 4K cameras, entail heterogeneous service
requirements and rate demands. Such service heterogeneity can be accommodated by 5G technology where
each service is allocated resources to provide performance guarantees and isolation from other co-existing
services. The base station particularly accommodates the eMBB slice functionality so as to provide stable
connections with very high data rates for the 4K cameras. In addition, mMTC slice functionality is supported by
the base station in order to serve a number of low power low rate IoT devices, which are sporadically active to
send their small data payloads. The IoT devices hence operate in the NB-IoT band, whereas the 5G routers /
gateways operate in the sub-6 GHz new radio (NR), e.g., 3.5-3.6 GHz. End-to-end integration between the base
station and the CDSO will be carried out. This integration will enable cross-domain service management, (endto-end) service orchestration, and 5G service lifecycle automation.
This will also allow more flexibility by enabling more dynamic orchestration options to be explored and more
customisation of the 5G network slices to better suit the requirements of the smart building/campus industry
vertical. The predictive maintenance and the enhanced video analytics UC scenarios will feature state-of-the-art
Machine Learning (ML) models to achieve the application and business related KPIs. These will in turn feed back
into the network configuration to improve the performance of the network KPIs.
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The ML models which will constitute the core of the predictive maintenance and the enhanced video analytics
applications are packaged as a VNF as part of cycle 2. This is in line with the EC officers and the reviewers’
comments and suggestions. To achieve this, we are exploring the use of OSM as a local orchestrator that will be
managed by the CDSO through its northbound interface in cycle 3. An open source 5G core (Open5GS5) that
supports VNFs and 5G service chaining is being investigated. This implementation allows for more flexibility and
the implementation of VNFs to explore more complex scenarios such as Edge Computing.

7.5.3.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The complete set of UC3.4 technical KPIs is presented below. During Cycle 1, an initial measurement of the KPIs
is performed so as to test the end-to-end system performance. Critical technical KPIs that are neither met nor
verified in Cycle 1 are then paid most attention in Cycle 2. Throughout the subsequent cycles, i.e., Cycle 2 and
Cycle 3, more critical validations will be performed in order to draw up recommendations that will be
documented and disseminated.
Table 7: UC3.4_SC1 Cooperative positioning and predictive maintenance technical KPIs

Technical KPIs
KPI

Positioning
accuracy

Coverage

Unit of
measure

Measurement
method/formula

Justification

Compare calculated – for enhanced
position with actual predictive
location
maintenance of IoT
devices– help the
operation team to
know the exact
position of massive
number of IoT
devices – help in
mobile scenarios,
e.g., asset tracking
and indoor aerial
vehicles
Percentage Data
reception – IoT sensors need
success rate when to be covered with
device in different high probability to
locations (statistical allow
real-time
sampling from >1000 monitoring
of
measurements
in device status and
different locations)
anomaly
measurement
–
useful for mobile
scenarios for a
seamless handover
and less service
disruption

Target
Improvement
for the UC

Meters

< 10m, the UC
will
mainly
explore
non
radio-based
positioning
solutions
as
mmWave is not
available in the
used hardware.

> 99.9%, but
limiting
the
scope of the
measurement
to
a
small
indoor region,
due to limited
range of 5G
node used.

Cycle 1 trial
target KPI
No results yet,
due to hardware
limitation and
unavailability of
mmWave in the
private 5G node.
To be explored
further in cycle 3

Partially passed,
limited
measurement
scope.

5 https://open5gs.org/open5gs
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Reliability

Percentage % of data delivered
without
data
corruption
Connection Number of Evaluate
service – massive IoT
density
connected while
increasing where a large
devices
device density
number of IoT
devices
are
deployed around
campus
Projection Error rate
The percentage of – the benefits of
of battery
error in Remaining using
5G
life
useful Lifetime (RUL) technology
as
estimation compared compared to other
to the actual RUL.
technologies such
as Wi-Fi to prolong
the battery lifetime

Energy
reduction

Percentage % energy reduction
when choosing the
best power saving
mode

> 99.9%

Partially passed.
measurement
for eMBB slice.

At least 8, due
to the limited
size of the
testbed

Fully
passed,
deployment of 8
IoT devices in
cycle 1.

error rate in
RUL estimation
< 10% given
various
workload and
communication
profiles.

Partially passed,
Remaining
Useful Lifetime
calculation
performed
successfully,
results expected
at the end of
cycle 2 and cycle
3.

– the benefits of
using
5G
technology
and
power
saving Best effort
modes to reduce
energy
consumption

No results yet,
will be explored
in cycles 2/3.

Table 8: UC3.4_SC2 Enhanced safety monitoring and object detection technical KPIs

Technical KPIs
KPI

Coverage

Unit of
measure

Measurement
method/formula

Justification

Data
reception
success rate when
device in different
locations (statistical
Percentage > sampling
from
99.9%
>1000
measurements in
different locations)

– prevent service
disruption if the
cameras
are
deployed
at
different locations
covered by the cell
– help in mobile
scenarios,
e.g.,
indoor
aerial
surveillance
Reliability
% of data delivered –
wireless
without
data networks
must
Percentage >
corruption
reliably transmit
99.99%
large amounts of
data at very high
© 5G-SOLUTIONS, 2022

Target
Improvement
for the UC
> 99.9%, but
limiting
the
scope of the
measurement
to
a
small
indoor region,
due to limited
range of 5G
node used.

Cycle 1 trial
target KPI

Partially passed,
limited
measurement
scope.

> 99.99%
Partially passed,
add comment, limited
what conditions measurement
scope.
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speeds to ensure
no degradation in
quality of videosreliability for less
blurry
video
streaming at high
frame per second
(FPS) and frame
refresh rate (FRR)
Data Rate
Throughput
– average uplink
measurement at a rate per camera is
Mbps per cell device
25 Mbps, and for 4
> 100Mbps
cameras, it yields
(per cell)
100 Mbps

Latency

Network
+
elaboration latency
in normal operation
mode
Milliseconds <
10ms

False
positive

Manual check of
alerts reported over
Percentage <
a sample period of
5%
time

False
negative

Manual check of
unreported alerts
<
over
a
sample
5%Percentage
period of time

Incident
type
(severity
level)

Cross check by
human operator of
the severity level
reported vs actual

Low /
Medium /
High

> 100Mbps
(refer
to
snapshot sheet,
add
justification)

– stringent delay
requirements for
seamless real-time
surveillance
and
monitoring,
especially
for
< 10ms
mission
critical
applications such
as
anomaly
detection
and
emergency
situations
– the false positive
rate
of
alerts
< 5%
reported by the
system needs to
remain low
– the rate of
unreported alerts
< 5%
needs to remain
low

Partially passed.
Target not yet
achieved, due to
limitation of 5G
node.
(measured 41
Mbps).

Partially passed.
Target not yet
achieved,
measured 22ms

No results yet,
will be explored
in cycles 2/3.

No results yet,
will be explored
in cycles 2/3.

– the system needs
to be able to
No results yet,
categorise
Error rate less will be explored
incidents based on than 5%
in cycles 3.
their levels of
severity.
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7.6 UC3.5: Autonomous Assets and Logistics for Smart Harbour/Port
7.6.1 Updated content from D1.1A
In D1.1B, some additional information has been added from D1.1A. The Key Business and Technical findings from
the trials has been added. Under the “Technical Context” chapter, there is added some information about the
TaaS, CDSO and VNF. Where convenient, the technical KPI’s has been updated with “Passed”, “Partially Passed”
and “Not Passed” targets.

7.6.2 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
In cycle 1, initial testing with a 5G NSA system supplied by Telenor Norway was mainly used. During the Cycle it
was tried to transfer the 3.6GHz RAN to 5G Vinni as a SA system. This transfer was not successful and we only
had poor unrepresentative results for the SA. The results from the NSA test is what is used for the conclusions
here.
The key business and technical findings are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

The download speed seems to be sufficient for industrial applications.
The upload speed needs to improve for Industrial applications.
The coverage seems to be in alignment of what was planned by Telenor Norway.
Concrete buildings are a challenge for 5G systems, giving drops in download speeds and especially upload
speed.
The indoor coverage of 5G indoor is quite challenging with concrete buildings.

7.6.3 Technical Context

7.6.3.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The planned architecture will be used by several Use Cases that Yara is a part of. Figure 16 shows the complete
setup that is relevant for all Use Cases.

Figure 16: UC3.5 Technical Architecture
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In this setup it is planned that the 5G RAN is connected to 5G-Vinni in standalone mode. It will have a local
connection to the site LAN for real time capability and IT security reasons. It will also be connected to Kongsberg’s
AZURE cloud, Yara’s global data center (Yara WAN) and to the local office network through the Nordic connect.
It will also be connected to the Nurogame’s location and NTNU’s network through the Internet.
The use cases will use different test equipment that is connected to the 5G network as indicated on the topology.
The Testing as a Service system (TaaS), a system for performing tests within a network will be used. With
Keysights’ network monitoring tool “Hawkeye”, and TaaS, tests and KPI measurements can be performed by
sending simulated traffic between end-points (virtual probes) that can be installed both inside and outside the
network. This system will be able to push the test results into the test-results database.
The Cross-Domain Service Orchestrator (CDSO), can control the (re-)configuration of the system to start and stop
tests, and notifies the KPI Visualization System about new results being available. This CDSO needs to be
integrated with TaaS to order testing services.
The VNF is needed to have a local breakout at the site. The local breakout is needed to support the low latency
and repeatability that is needed for the real time applications. It is also expected that the UX of data input from
a tablet will be improved.
A VNF with the correct design will reduce the dependency of the commercial Telco network to keep the local
uptime of the systems.
There is also an advantage that the company network can be used for integration to company datacenters. This
might improve the cyber-security for the company.

7.6.3.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The Technical KPI’s for the use case are:
Table 9: UC3.5 Technical KPIs

KPI

Target

Technical KPIs
Measurement
Justification
method/formula

Target Improvement
for the UC
Trial target KPI
Fully passed:
DL > 100 Mbps

Data Rate

> DL:
100Mbps
> UL:
100Mbps
(per
straddler)

UL > 100 Mbps
To be able to use multiple 4k
cameras in autonomy (both ends Partially passed
Use 5G enabled
and the sides of the straddlers). 75 <= DL <= 100
test equipment,
One shared antenna.
(Mbps)
with
Hawkeye
Network
75 <= UL <= 100
To stream 4k video at 48-60 fps
Performance tool
(Mbps)
on
eg.
Youtube,
the
and TaaS.
recommended bitrate is 53-68
Mbps.
Not passed:
DL < 75 Mbps
UL < 75 Mbps
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Comment on 4G:
Theoretical 4G LTE:
Peak DL 100 Mbps

> DL:
High speed 1000Mbps
data
rate > UL:
(26.6 GHz)
500Mbps
(per device)

Outdoor
Coverage

> 99.9%

Indoor
coverage

> 99.9%

Reliability

> 99.99%

Mobility
interruption
time

<1 ms?

Positioning
Accuracy

<0.5 m

Peak UL 50 Mpbs
Fully passed:
DL > 1000 Mbps
UL > 500 Mbps
5G high speed
Partially passed
measurement
750 <= DL <= 1000
To be able to upload diagnostics
tools,
with
(Mbps)
data and download updates
Hawkeye
375 <= UL <= 500
from/to Yara Birkeland while
Network
(Mbps)
loading the vessel.
Performance tool
and TaaS.
Not passed:
DL < 750 Mbps
UL < 375 Mbps
Fully passed:
The values of RSRP,
RSRQ RSSNR where
sufficent UL, DL.
Partially passed:
The values of RSRP,
To be able to support autonomy. RSRQ RSSNR where
Test device with To be able to achieve sufficent partly passed UL, DL.
GPS mapping.
upload and download speeds.
Not passed:
The values of RSRP,
RSRQ RSSNR where
not sufficent DL and
UL.

To be able to support the use of
Test device with tablets inside the buildings. To
GPS mapping
be able to achieve sufficent
download and upload speeds.
To be able to support real time
Statistical
applications and autonomy.
To move from RAN system to
RAN system without HALT in
Use 5G enabled
autonomy or loosing frames
test equipment
from cameras.
To be able to become an
Verify against a alternative for positioning of
DGNSS.
straddlers
in
autonomous
operation.
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Not passed:
> 1.0m
Density

>1
(devices/m2)

Mobility

<30 (km/h)

Latency

< 10ms

Data quality

>99,99%

Log quality
Cyber
security

Use 5G enabled
test equipment
Use 5G enabled
test equipment,
with
Hawkeye
Network
Performance tool
and TaaS.
Statistical. Need
to be precise in
what data need to
be accurate.

To be able to support autonomy.
Speed limit at site is 30 km/h.
Passed:
< 10ms
To be able to support real time Partially Passed:
applications and autonomy.
10ms<=x<=20 ms
Not passed:
> 20 ms
To be able to support real time
applications, data input and
autonomy

To reduce downtime due to
problem solving
Proven
To not create a back door into
Subjective
/
secure / not
the production network / to
penetration test
hackable
reduce downtime
Subjective

Several of the tests need to be done in steps. The first step of positioning and coverage could be to equip a car and
existing loading systems with a 5G modem. Other relevant steps will be planned at a later stage of the use case.

7.7
7.7.1

UC3.6: Port Safety: Monitor and Detect Irregular Sounds
Updated content from D1.1A

No updates have been provided in comparison to D1.1A.
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8 LL 4: Media & Entertainment Use Cases Description and Detailed
Analysis
Six (6) UCs are analysed in LL4, related to media and entertainment verticals. A detailed analysis of each UC of
this LL can be found in Section 8 in the Annex, while the following Sections contain the updates compared to
D1.1A for the UCs of LL4 regarding key business and technical findings from trials, the technical description and
architecture and the updated technical KPIs. Each Section for each UC contains an introductory paragraph that
pinpoints the content that has been updated from D1.1A.

8.1 WP8 Market Feedback to LL4
Deliverable D1.1A contains a detailed analysis regarding the Market Feedback to LL4, while in Section 8.1 of the
present deliverable the updates on this are highlighted.

8.2 UC4.1: Ultra-High-Fidelity Media
8.2.1

Updated content from D1.1A

The main points updated for UC4.1 are the architecture for the next Cycle trials and the revision of the technical
KPIs. The former was a major step towards integrating all the components of the project to fully capitalize on its
capabilities (CDSO, VS, ZTA) while the later was a result of the lessons learned after the Cycle 1 trials, as some
KPIs proved to be very important for the quality of the provided media service.

8.2.2 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
After the completion of Cycle 1 and the successful use of the CDSO for the rate adjustment and the
starting/stopping of the Encoders and the automation of the VNF orchestration, the need for further
collaboration with CDSO, ZTA and UoP testbed engineers to achieve integration was identified. This was further
enhanced by the fact that in commercial deployments, respective tools guiding such integration will need to be
provided, as this integration plays a major role in the quality of the provided service.
In Cycle 2, the integration between the Encoders, the UoP testbed, the CDSO, the Visualization System and ZTA
has been achieved with end-to-end trials utilizing all the above components. This integration has vastly improved
the Technical KPIs such as Latency, Lost Frames and Jitter, as further reported in Section 8.2.3.2.

8.2.3 Technical Context

8.2.3.1 Technical Description and Architecture
Within 5G-SOLUTIONS, media application and equipment are deployed within the UoP testbed in order to imitate
a commercial deployment. Such setup aims at both measuring performance KPIs and also user experience. In
addition, VNFs were implemented that were able to control transmission parameters providing a flavour of the
evaluation of such services. Three encoders are deployed in FNET premises in Athens, able to stream content in
multiple speeds. The Tandberg encoders stream the signal while the TVG420 encoder is used to multiplex the
signals and create a demand for higher throughput. Furthermore, two TVG420 decoders are deployed at UoP
premises: the first one is deployed in the core network while the second one at the signal reception site (using
UoP 5G radio). In this way end-to-end application latency will be measured excluding the impact of the public
network. Finally, CDSO connectivity has been implemented, able to initiate, terminate and modify the stream
parameters.
For the On-Demand Streaming (ODS) scenario of this UC, a cache is located at the Edge of 5G end-to-end segment
and is utilized to reduce the apparent delay experienced by users requesting multimedia content. The cache
operates with an advanced machine learning technique (the soft actor-critic) to choose which contents need to
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be cached. The implemented approach reduces the latency for end-users, adapting to the content popularity
pattern across different locations and times.
The following architecture illustrates the UC4.1 setup during Cycle 1:

Figure 17: UC4.1 Architecture Cycle 1

The architecture for Cycle 2 was based on the above one from Cycle 1, maintaining the connection with the CDSO
and the Visualization System. The VNF and Service orchestration, as well as the control of the Encoders is similarly
done by the UoP testbed, which is also connected to the CDSO. The major changes in Cycle 2 architecture are
the introduction of a database that is connected to the Visualization System and of course the Zero Touch
Automation (ZTA) component. The former stores metrics and KPIs and makes them available to the latter, in
order to have the data needed for the automation. ZTA evaluates all the data from the DB and predicts changes
to the quality of the stream based on a set of policies and thresholds. If it evaluates that a change is needed, it
calls the respective CDSO API to notify about the new parameters and the change is propagated via the UoP
testbed to the Encoders. The new metrics are again collected by the Visualization System and the DB and the
loop can start again, fine-tuning the stream quality based on the implemented ZTA policies.
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Figure 18: UC4.1 Architecture Cycle 2

8.2.3.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
As target KPIs for the use case, we use those defined by NEM in the 5G Media slice definition6.
More specifically:
Table 10: UC4.1 Technical KPIs

Low latency service with
high reconfigurability and
Use case attribute
heterogeneity of the
network
Description
Dynamic and flexible UHD
content
distribution
scenario that support the
applicability
of
pure
adaptive
streaming
protocols such as DASH, in
which a DASH streaming
service can be constructed
by not having as many
descriptions per segment as
allowed qualities but rather
being based on scalable
coding techniques that can
allow
exploitation
of

Live event experiences

Target Improvement for
the UC

AV production for live event
experiences
with
guaranteed QoS (data rate,
latency, reliability, etc.). On
site live events can be
classified into scheduled
(e.g. sport matches, music
concerts, festivals) and
unpredictable/unexpected
events (e.g. live news,
emergency support, etc.).

6

https://bscw.5g-ppp.eu/pub/bscw.cgi/d322688/NEM%20Networld2020%205G%20media%20slice%20V12_24092019.pdf) (Matrix pages 23-24)
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Experience
rate

adaptive modulation and
coding (AMC) techniques.
data 4K (2160/60/P): 22~25 14 Mb/s
Mb/s

Application
Latency

20 ms

27 ms

Cache Hit Ratio

80 %

80 %

Lost Frames

20 frames/minute

8.1 frames/minute

Trial target KPI
Fully passed > 25 Mb/s
Partially passed > 20 Mb/s
and < 25 Mb/s
Not passed < 20 Mb/s
Trial target KPI
Fully passed < 20 ms
Partially passed > 20 ms and
< 40 ms
Not passed > 40 ms
Trial target KPI
Fully passed >85%
Partially passed <85% and >
80 %
Not passed <80 %
Trial target KPI
Fully
passed
<
20
frames/minute
Partially passed > 20
frames/minute and < 40
frames/minute
Not
passed
>
40
frames/minute

Within 5G-SOLUTIONS we aim at measuring Latency and Experience data rates using the testbed facilities.

8.3 UC4.2: Multi-CDN Selection
8.3.1

Updated content from D1.1A

Because of the departure of IRT and the assignment of UC4.2 to ICOM, some aspects of the use case have been
modified. For instance, the tools developed by IRT, such as Argo, are no longer used in the use case. Instead, for
the present trials, the monitoring tools used are the KPI Visualization (KPI-VS) system developed by AppArt and
the QoS Monitoring and Prediction (QMP) tool developed by ICOM, as explained in the next section. These
changes affect also the stakeholders involved in UC4.2. Namely, the new stakeholders are ICOM, UoP, AppArt,
Nova and, in future trials, CTTC. The role of each stakeholder in the current trails is explained in following
paragraphs.
Moreover, the architecture diagram has been updated and analysed in section 8.3.3.1. Finally, the target KPIs
have been modified, as indicated in Tables 14 - 16. Tables 15 and 16 present also the measurements for the KPIs
that where extracted from the trials.

8.3.2 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
In Cycle 2 trials, the main focus was on the preparation of the required fs|cdnTM NFV MANO artifacts and the
creation of the three slices. The goal was to validate and evaluate the deployment of CDN components (VNFs for
packaging, streaming & caching/prefetching) over the 5GVINNI, Patra, facility through its orchestration layer, set
up the slice and verify initial connectivity between all components. This was successfully completed for all three
slices and, for each one of them, the E2E connectivity was assured. Various KPIs were measured (see Section
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8.3.6.2), such as data rate and latency experienced by an end user, and was verified that the existing network
satisfies the 5G and CDN requirements. For the present trial, the end user was a laptop connected to gNB through
a CPE and executing the fs|cdnTM Anywhere application through a browser. In future trials, we plan to use 5G
mobile phones and compare the KPIs with and without applying the dynamic adaptations.
Additionally, in this cycle, the KPI Visualization System (KPI-VS) was integrated with the testbed and the QMP
and it was configured according to use case requirements. It was verified that the KPI-VS successfully retrieves
the monitoring data from the CDN application as well as system-level monitoring metrics from NFV-MANO
(through Prometheus).
Finally, some of the data is fed to the QMP module, which analyses them. The main goal was to evaluate one of
the basic functions of QMP, that is to produce insights and notifications about imminent performance
degradations. For this purpose, the accuracy of the prediction function was calculated. Up to the time of the
present deliverable, the accuracy was calculated using data from the existing training dataset and it was
satisfyingly high (~98%). However, in the future, it is required to generate more traffic in order to push enough
monitoring data in the QMP to generate predictions and calculate its accuracy with the runtime data.

8.3.3 Technical Context

8.3.3.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The UC4.2 high-level architecture is illustrated in Figure 19. The multi-CDN selection approach focuses on
intelligent adaptation of CDN components, based on QoS criteria. As CDN resources, in this case of use, we
consider the end-to-end CDN solutions of CDN providers deployed through the MNO network. Central CDN
components, such as video headend and management platforms, are typically deployed on the mobile core. In
contrast, cache and streaming server components can also be deployed at the MEC level, acting as edge
streaming proxies. This modular CDN development allows demand-based provisioning at MEC level (i.e., edge
streaming proxies), taking into account the number of connected users, the popularity of the content, the
mobility of users, etc.
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Figure 19: High level architecture of UC4.2

As shown in the above figure, we assume the availability of solutions by different CDN Providers on the same
MNO Network, which all receive content by the same Content Origin and distribute it over their CDN solutions
to end users. We also make the assumption that end-users establish business relationships only with the Content
Provider, while the mobile network and CDN service details are transparent to them on a business level.
Nevertheless, at each point of time, each CDN Provider serves a concrete set of end users, but based on realtime monitored or predicted QoS, the assignment of an end-user to a particular CDN provider is subject to change
on run-time, both for load balancing purposes and for the assurance of streaming QoS and QoE for each enduser. This analysis is performed by QoS Monitoring and Prediction services at the MEC Host level, and is provided
as input to CDN selection and CDN edge adaptation functions.
In our scenario, intra-CDN adaptations include the dynamic switching between edge caches (of the same CDN
Provider) that serve particular end-users, as well as the triggering of concrete content caching on a particular
edge cache or the parametrization of that cache (e.g. buffer size, content Time-To-Live (TTL)). On the other hand,
inter-CDN switching include the re-assignment of some UEs to a different CDN slice. In general, CDN solutions of
different CDN Providers are instantiated each in its own 5G Network Slice and adaptation primitives are realized
as Network Function Virtualization (NFV) Management and Orchestration (MANO) Day-2 configurations.

8.3.3.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
Table 11: UC4.2 Minimum Technical Requirements

Link Data Rate
(Mbps)

Latency (ms)

Reliability (%)

Cache hit ratio (%)

>200

<50

>99

>90
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The next tables present the measurements and results from Cycle 2 activities. The network measurements refer
to one slice, but the measurements of the rest slices were similar, since the network conditions and requirements
are exactly the same.
Table 12: UC4.2 Technical KPIs

KPI

Measure Value

Target

Description

Downlink
throughput

> 200 Mbps

Average: 255 Mbps
Peak: 351 Mbps

This is the E2E link throughput. Peak and
average values are measured

Downlink data
rate per stream

> 5 Mbps

Peak: 20 Mbps

This was measured with one streaming video
at one UE

Latency

<50 ms

Minimum:
29ms
Maximum:
49ms
Average: 37ms

Packet latency from UE to N6 interface

Reliability

> 99.9%

100%

The packet loss from UE to N6 interface was
0, because this was measured under the
conditions of the experiment, where we had
1 UE getting 2 streams. We need to stretch
the system in order to notice any packet loss.

Cache hit ratio

> 90%

100%

Since we have only 1 stream (i.e. video), the
cache hit ratio is always 100% in this use
case.

Table 13: UC4.2 Network Service Management KPIs

KPI

Slice instantiation
time

Target

< 5 min

Measured Value

~ 3 min

Description
Refers to the creation and activation of a single
CDN slice. Note that the slices are not activated
concurrently. Another notice is that Juju charms
are used in configurations, posing delays in slice
instantiation. If the charms were removed, the
measured time would be lower.

8.4 UC4.3: On-Site Live Event Experience
8.4.1

Updated content from D1.1A

The main points that have been updated for UC4.3 are the use of uplink configuration along with generic network
configuration. In addition, load generation was used to simulate high traffic on the network, this can partly
replace real life crowded event that was planned to do and was cancelled due to COVID constrains.
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The mix of uplink configuration, load generation and different levels of application delay were first introduced in
this cycle.
We saw an impact of load generation on the results, compared to isolated feed in cycle 1. This show us the impact
of net work load on performance. Also we noticed that uplink configuration is significantly better than generic
configuration.

8.4.2 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
This UC didn’t participate in cycle 1.

8.4.3 Technical Context

8.4.3.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The main technical objectives of this use case are:
•
•
•
•

Evaluate network parameters and their impact on user experience and network performance, under
various traffic conditions.
Evaluate SLAs and especially uplink configuration for real time video transmission under various traffic
conditions.
Measure the uplink speeds and latency under different profiles.
Evaluate user experience while offloading traffic between different network configurations.

Figure 20: UC4.3 Architecture scheme

8.4.3.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The technical KPIs are given in the table below.
Table 14: UC 4.3 Technical KPIs

KPI

Target

Data Rate
UL per user
(Kbps)

>2000

UL Latency
(ms)

<200

Justification
Rough number for reasonable
H.264 smartphone encoded UL
video stream for social media
output
Very
short
overall
5G
(RAN+Core) UL latency is not

Measurement
method/formula
Uplink throughput
measurement at
application server
and network
Uplink throughput
measurement at
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Trial target KPI
Fully passed: > 2000Kbps
partially passed
15002000Kbps
not passed < 2000Kbps
Fully passed < 200ms
partially passed 200-400
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Consistency

Reliability

>99%

>99.99%

critical; latency stability is
much more important

the
application
server

Users
are
looking
for
consistency in QoS and QoE

% of the time that
UL rate was above
the
acceptable
rate to stream

High to satisfy user experience,
but it’s an entertainment, not a
critical application

%
of
data
delivered without
data corruption

not passed > 400

Fully passed > 99%
partially passed 95-99%
not passed < 95%

Fully passed >=99.99%
partially passed 99-99.99%
not passed < 99%

8.5 UC4.4: User and Machine Generated Content
8.5.1

Updated content from D1.1A

The main points that have been updated for UC4.4 are the use of uplink configuration along with generic network
configuration. In addition, load generation was used to simulate high traffic on the network, which can simulate
a situation where many broadcasters are trying to stream together at the same time.
While news events are becoming more congested and loaded with devices like LiveU and other upload based
products, it was important for us in this cycle to simulate a situation where the load on the network is higher
then usual and we managed to do it. Also the uplink configuration was extremly helpful to see 5G uplink rate
advantage in different scenarios. Even though we could see the impact of load and network configuration in the
this cycle, the addition of multiple modems (also called “bonding”) had a great impact on this cycle results.
The mix of uplink configuration, load generation ,bonding and different levels of application delay were first
introduced in this cycle. Furthermore, we started working on ZTA integration to be introduced in the next cycle.

8.5.2 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Single connection is risky for important media use cases
Two external modems were tested – Samsung A90 5G7703 and HAUWEI CPE
o SAMSUNG did not perform well
o Work with HAUWEI only
The performance in application level is not 100% stable, even when very close physically to the base
station itself with an empty network
Need to enhance the CDSO sequences decouple service orchestration from test orchestration
Noisy 5G environment is more prone to fluctuated performance
Bonding can help reduce the risk
Planning for Cycle 2 trials
o Application configuration:
i. Bonding
ii. Internal 5G modems
o Network configuration
i. SA
ii. Uplink slice
iii. Different parameters in uplink in generic slide
General lessons:
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o
o

It is hard to test load on networks as minor changes can affect the results dramatically
Testing methodology with many partners is complex but possible with good planning –
integrations, definitions, KPI, Timing, COVID… Planning and organization of the equipment and
tests in advance for the cycle went smooth

8.5.3 Technical Context

8.5.3.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The single modem transmission and the various bonding combinations that will be tested are:
•
•
•

Transmission of encoded video over a single 5G modem
Bonding multiple 5G connections of the same slice type
Different slice types - Bonding different types of slices shall include a generic default slice with a
dedicated slice for upstream video (such as defined in the NEM-5G “Media Slice”).

Figure 21: ·Architecture and integration with the testbed, orchestrator and visualization system

8.5.3.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The main technical objectives of this UC are:
•
•
•
•
•

Measure uplink speed and latency under different conditions and sub-scenarios
Validate and evaluate:
The value in single link video transmission and multilinking 5G connections from the same operator for
professional video coverage.
“multi-slice” – using multilink bonding done on two different slices of the same operator
Load influence- check traffic generation influence on performance
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The UC 4.4 KPIs are given in Table 15.
Table 15: UC 4.4 Technical KPIs

KPI

Data Rate UL
per
user
(Kbps)

UL Latency

Consistency

Reliability

Target

Justification

Measurement
details

20-40Mbps

LU600 upload speed for,
Generic
configuration
target: overall 20Mbps,
Uplink
configuration
target: overall 40Mbps

Uplink throughput
measurement
at
application server
and network

Application
1.8sec,
network:
<200ms

overall 5G (RAN+Core) UL
latency and application
latency

Uplink throughput
measurement
at
the
application
server

>99%

Broadcasters and their
viewers are looking for
consistency in QoS and
QoE

% of the time that
UL rate was above
the acceptable rate
to stream

High to satisfy user
experience, but it’s an
entertainment, not a
critical application

% of data delivered
without
data
corruption

>99.5%

Trial target KPI
Fully passed: > 20Mbps
partially
20Mbps

passed

10-

not passed < 10Mbps
Fully passed < 200ms
partially passed 200400
not passed >400
Fully passed >99%
partially passed
99%

95-

not passed <95%
Fully passed >=99.99%
partially
99.99%

passed

99-

not passed <99%

8.6 UC4.5: Immersive and Integrated Media and Gaming
8.6.1

Updated content from D1.1A

No updates have been provided in comparison to D1.1A.

8.7 UC4.6: Cooperative Media Production
8.7.1

Updated content from D1.1A

The main points that have been updated for UC4.6 are the use of uplink configuration along with generic network
configuration. In addition, load generation was used to simulate high traffic on the network, which can simulate
a situation where many broadcasters are trying to stream together at the same time, each one of them with
several cameras (remote multi-camera production). This was also done with multiple modems in multiple units
simulating real life scenario of production like sports production with multiple angles (like a football game
production).
The mix of uplink configuration, load generation, bonding and different levels of application delay were first
introduced in this cycle. It is the first time we also had 4 uplink channels simultaneously at the same session. It is
preparation to ground setting for more connection in the next cycle.
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8.7.2 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Multi-camera use case is valid, feasible, growing, and accelerating in COVID era
Single connection is risky for important media use cases, especially when multi-camera production is
involved
Two external modems were tested – Samsung A90 5G7703 and HAUWEI CPE
o SAMSUNG did not perform well
o Work with HAUWEI only
The performance in application level is not 100% stable, even when very close physically to the base
station itself with an empty network
Need to enhance the CDSO sequences decouple service orchestration from test orchestration
Noisy 5G environment is more prone to fluctuated performance
Bonding can help reduce the risk
Planning for Cycle 2 trials
o Application configuration:
iii. Bonding
iv. Internal 5G modems
o Network configuration
iv. SA
v. Uplink slice
vi. Different parameters in uplink in generic slide
General lessons:
o It is hard to test load on networks as minor changes can affect the results dramatically
o Testing methodology with many partners is complex but possible with good planning –
integrations, definitions, KPI, Timing, COVID… Planning and organization of the equipment and
tests in advance for the cycle went smooth

8.7.3 Technical Context

8.7.3.1 Technical Description and Architecture
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Figure 22: UC4.6 Technical Architecture

8.7.3.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The technical objectives of this UC are the following:
•
•
•
•

Measure uplink speed and latency under different conditions and sub-scenarios
Multi-camera feeds synched between them, each at low, consistent latency and uplink bandwidth
5G-bonding: – using multilink bonding of 5G
Impact of UL congestion (load) on said performance

The UC4.6 KPIs are given in Table 16.
Table 16: UC 4.6 Technical KPIs

KPI

Target

Justification
LU600
and
LU800
together upload speed
for, Generic configuration
target: overall 20Mbps,
Uplink
configuration
target: overall 40Mbps

Measurement details
Uplink
throughput
measurement
at
application server and
network

Data Rate
UL per user
(Kbps)

20-40Mbps
per unit

UL Latency

Application
1.8sec,
network:
<200ms

overall 5G (RAN+Core) UL
latency and application
latency

Uplink
throughput
measurement at the
application server

>99%

Broadcasters and their
viewers are looking for
consistency in QoS and
QoE

% of the time that UL
rate was above the
acceptable rate to
stream

Consistency
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Trial target KPI
Per unit
Fully
passed:
>
20Mbps
partially passed 1020Mbps
not passed < 10Mbps
Fully passed < 200ms
partially passed 200400
not passed >400
Fully passed >99%
partially passed 9599%
not passed <95%
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Reliability

>99.5%

High to satisfy user
experience, but it’s an
entertainment, not a
critical application

% of data delivered
without
data
corruption
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Fully
passed
>=99.99%
partially passed 9999.99%
not passed <99%
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9 LL5: Multi Living lab Use Case Scenarios Description and Detailed
Analysis
LL5 is a distinct LL that aims to test the capability of 5G networks by combining multiple UCs from LLs 1 to 4. A
detailed description for this LL’s objective, specific KPIs, requirements and scenarios were presented in D1.1A
and can also be found in Section 9 in the Annex. The following sections contain a summary of the updates
compared to D1.1A and the key business and technical findings from concluded trials.

9.1 Updated content from D1.1A
The updates from D1.1A focus on the key findings from Cycle 1 trials and more specifically on UC5.3, as analyzed
in Section 9.2 below.

9.2 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
In C1, only UC5.3 (UC4.1 + UC4.4) have conducted test cases and gained learnings. The main findings from UC5.3
are as follows:
Deployment and VNF implementation were achieved and the tests were successfully concluded in time. At this
stage the testbed was able to handle both Use Cases and gather the data needed from the Visualization System.
To implement both tests at the same time, preparations were needed in a more detailed and synchronized
manner, because of the complexity of the test and the number of partners involved. From the two test scenarios
indoor and outdoor, it was apparent that the onsite meeting helped tremendously to run the tests together and
on time. Furthermore, the tests showed that when two demanding test scenarios are executed simultaneously
there will be an impact to the metrics.
Regarding the measured KPIs, latency was the one affected the most, though the data rates and lost frames were
not affected in the same degree. Depending on the combination of the tests running on the testbed, significant
negative influence was observed to the UC.4.4 metrics, but UC4.1 tests observed less impact.
Additionally, the integration of the CDSO to the testbed is apparent, especially in LiveU flow on new units, to
allow automatic streaming from CDSO and not manually, along with the use of the VS System to gather all the
necessary information. Finally, in regard to the equipment use during this MLL trials, the Black Magic devices
helped significantly better than the rented cameras and thus are preferred for any next tests.
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10 Conclusions and Next Actions
In this deliverable the 5G-SOLUTIONS project refined the specification and analysis of all the concerns regarding
UCs and Living Labs within the 5G-SOLUTIONS project scope, that are expected to shape the future of 5G
networks and applications. This analysis resulted in updates in the technical context, the assessment with respect
to business and social acceptance perspectives, the KPIs, the required targets of those KPIs and the
measurements that have to be taken for Cycle 2. For the use case analysis, we have taken into account the most
recent recommendations on the 5G use cases and KPIs from the 5G-PPP perspective and the Cycle 1 trials that
have occurred.
The identification and evolution of the use case requirements as well as the technical and business KPIs has and
will continue to be a stepping stone for the project since it feeds other critical tasks and points out the
technological enablers for facilitating the continuation of the field trials. To this end, the use cases have been
validated towards their conformance to target 5G KPIs, as well as their business potential, ethical and social
acceptance. This deliverable defined in a clear and solid way the KPIs, their target values and the measurements
that have to be provided, in order to prove and validate that the 5G technology can provide prominent industry
verticals with ubiquitous access to a wide range of forward-looking services with orders of magnitude of
improvement over 4G.
It is interesting to remark the positive result obtained by each Living Lab by applying the social acceptance
methodology (refined and consolidated in D1.4Β). All the living labs (and 5G-SOLUTIONS as a whole) obtained an
overall score (i.e. propensity-to-adopt) that is around 73% and therefore in the medium-high range.
This is an important milestone and represents an opportunity for the wider adoption of 5G technology, especially
for its opportunities and improvements enabling better and smarter lives. This result has been obtained through
the engagement of external stakeholders and the promotion of the assessment via project social channels, and
so with a strict collaboration with the communication work package.
Even if 73% is a good result, the analysis identifies margins for improvements and the project is moving forward
with further analysis. This analysis considers other dimensions of the social acceptance, dealing with ethics and
regulatory aspects, and for this reason a final report will be provided in D10.4B (5G-SOLUTIONS, D10.4B: Report
on legal and ethics monitoring (v2.0) , 2022).
Requirements’ capture process in this deliverable, aimed at documenting the end-users (stakeholder) needs
about the new innovative vertical use cases that require 5G performance capabilities in the domains of Factories
of the Future, Smart Energy, Smart Cities, IoT, Media & Entertainment. Those use cases and the relative scenarios
have been mapped to specific target KPI and SLA values (e.g. throughput, mobility, latency, density, reliability,
positioning accuracy, coverage, service provisioning time, QoS, QoE, etc.), which set the baseline for conducting
the actual measurements during the field trials.
This deliverable contains only the progress status of the use cases specification and analysis, that was previously
submitted (D1.1A). For the sake of clarity and completeness, this document is integrated and annexed with a
detailed analysis of all UCs, that is mainly consistent with the previous specifications. It will feed the respective
WPs towards the continuation of field trials execution and evaluation of the use cases and is based on the
feedback from other project tasks, related to the field trials deployment.
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4 Living lab and Use case analysis overview
The previous chapter detailed the adopted methodology for providing a clear and complete analysis of the use
cases, describing the process to examine the technical and business aspects for each UC. This section provides
an initial concise analysis and overview of the use cases, providing some essential information about the scope
and the market value of each use case. The first part of this section provides a summary of the market analysis
(“top-down”) for each Living Lab vertical as carried out within WP8 and the second part delves further into the
problem and general scope of effort being addressed within each UC.

4.1 Updated Market Assessment, Analysis and Feedback from WP8
5G-SOLUTIONS deliverables D8.1A(and later D8.1B) “Market Assessment and Technology Monitoring” provide a
comprehensive mapping and review of the primary drivers and impacts for each of the 5G verticals explored in
5G-SOLUTONS. A summary for each vertical is extracted here to provide a direct linkage from the vertical market
requirements to the specifics of each LL and to focus on some of the key business concerns to be addressed
within each LL. This is further supported with a market knowledge base7 which is maintained by all project
partners to support the most current and accurate market information. Those resources support a continuous
feedback link between WP8 (Market assessment and Commercialisation) and WP1 (Specific UC Pilots).
Market assessment for LL1 – (Factory of the Future)
The factory-of-the-future is envisaged to be a “smart factory” that encompasses a broad set of technologies,
solutions, and products. It connects people, processes and machines in an industrial environment to enable
advanced manufacturing in a single location or dispersed geographically across many locations. The smart factory
will offer multiple benefits to help users optimize processes, reduce errors, improve quality, and eliminate waste.
The combination of technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), cloud and
edge computing, collaborative robotics, advanced product monitoring systems, process analytic technologies,
predictive and assisted maintenance, and process automation techniques are rapidly impacting the way factories
carry out their business and forcing a rethink of the entire process from sourcing to logistics. At the core of these
technologies, are mobile connectivity, built on low-latency, high throughput, high reliability, and very large
volumes of device connectivity. It also provides an excellent opportunity for new and innovative solution
providers to emerge in a new ecosystem built around 5G. The overall market for 5G Services in the area of
connected/smart factories is projected to reach over $13 billion by 20258 and a general analysis of the key market
opportunities are provided in Figure 23.

7

https://www.knowledgeportalcenter.com/?kbproj=5gsolutions
Market and Markets: “5G Services Market, forecast to 2025”,
https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/5174482/global-5g-services-market-2020-2025
8
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Figure 23: 5G Services Market Opportunity, Factories of the future (values in Billions of dollars)

Despite all the many well documented benefits, there are many challenges and inhibitors to the widespread
deployment of 5G in Smart Factories and it is important that the 5G use cases are cognizant of those
challenges. High capital costs, the inherent disruption to complex manufacturing processes, concerns regarding
security of cyber-physical systems, the lack of standards between Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) and Operational Technology (OT) are some of the many impediments to the widespread deployment of
5G. Recent findings (Jan 2020) from the Global Lighthouse Network9, an ongoing research project by the World
Economic Forum in collaboration with McKinsey (Global Management Consultancy), highlight that 70% of Smart
Factory pilots fail to progress to delivering innovation at scale. The research study confirms the transformative
power of innovative manufacturing technologies for today’s businesses. However, the report concludes that of
even greater importance is the need to focus on the business value as opposed to the technology capability and
the findings that should also be applied to all 5G-SOLUTIONS use cases. This is particularly relevant in Factoryof-The-future Use Cases which will be strongly incentivised to move towards widespread adoption when they
can demonstrate a clear bottom-line benefit to the business. “Start assessing use cases against current business
needs, focusing on business problems that need solving rather than particular technologies. Companies often end
up in “pilot purgatory” when they look at technologies first”.10
Market assessment for LL2 (Smart Energy)
The advanced services envisaged in future smart energy grids call for a tighter integration between
communication networks, power systems and a multitude of application providers. To enable enhanced power
grid monitoring, effective demand side management, and appropriate balancing and coordination of electrical
loads (e.g. building Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) and electric vehicles), huge amounts of data,
with stringent quality-of-service requirements, need to be transferred among different entities of the grid in realtime. The convergence of 5G capabilities such as network slicing, network function virtualization, cloud
computing and software defined networking provide the structure on which the communication requirements
of smart grid services can finally be achieved and support the volume of traffic in a flexible, scalable, and dynamic
way. Delivering on the promise of smart energy places real and diverse challenges on 5G technologies and several
9

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Global_Lighthouse_Network.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/operations/our-insights/industrys-fast-mover-advantage-enterprisevalue-from-digital-factories
10
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architectural smart energy frameworks are proposed and explored such as that outlined in Figure 24 (explored
in EC funded project H2020 ICT-762013 NRG-5).

Figure 24: Sample framework exploiting 5G concepts to enable smart energy grid11

The changed landscape in the energy market creates many new opportunities for Distribution System Operators
(DSO), Transmission Service Operators (TSO), Charging Point Operators (CPO), Aggregators and many others
along the value chain to the final consumer (B2B or B2C) but more work remains outstanding to understand and
demonstrate the specific value for various stakeholders across the complete value chain.
The Smart Energy Living Lab (LL2) will trial specific use cases that are influenced by current and emerging business
requirements for industrial partners IREN12 and ENEL X13: UC2.1 “Industrial Demand Side Management”, UC 2.2
“Electrical Vehicle Smart Charging”, UC 2.3 “Electricity network frequency stability”.
In addition to the technical trials which seeks to demonstrate the use of 5G and begin to explore the boundaries
of the technology, an important aspect to align is the business value that is likely to accrue to all key stakeholders
in the value chain (e.g., DSO, CPO, consumers) in order to identify the sectors most likely to see the fastest
engagement from the marketplace because 5G can add a unique value and a potential market differentiation.
The business aspects will specifically attempt to understand the cost saving for the various stakeholders plus the
new revenue opportunities that accrue for actors who can move towards returning energy to the grid.
Market assessment for LL3 (Smart Cities and Ports)

11

H. C. Leligou, T. Zahariadis, L. Sarakis, E. Tsampasis, A. Voulkidis and T. E. Velivassaki, "Smart Grid: a demanding use case
for 5G technologies," 2018 IEEE International Conference on Pervasive Computing and Communications Workshops
(PerCom Workshops), Athens, 2018, pp. 215-220, doi: 10.1109/PERCOMW.2018.8480296.
12
https://www.gruppoiren.it/
13
www.enelx.com
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The main purpose of the smart cities mission is to drive economic growth and to improve the quality of life of
individuals by empowering local area development and harnessing technology, particularly the technology which
leads to smarter outcomes. 5G, which offers faster connections, more reliability and greater capacity at lower
costs, will enable cities to better connect their infrastructure, devices and people. Moreover, compared to the
current 4G standard, 5G offers the capacity to enable additional smart city capabilities, and it will be a
prerequisite to enable various high-bandwidth and low-latency smart city applications. The 5G Services market
in Smart Cities is estimated to exceed $20.5 Billion by 202514 and provide unique opportunities for transformation
of how citizens live and interact in urban areas.

Figure 25: 5G Services Market in Smart Cities (units in billions of dollars)

The use cases addressed by LL3 explore some of the applications that cities would need to start the transition
towards a “smarter” city where technology is used to improve policy efficiency, reduce waste and inconvenience,
improve social and economic quality, and maximize social inclusion. The technology pilot process will clearly seek
to demonstrate the technology capabilities of 5G in meeting the business requirements outlined for each use
case. However, many industry analysts like Deloitte15 highlight that delivering on the promise of smart cities
adoption is less of a technology driven exercise (where major tech companies focused on problem-solving in
different urban operation verticals through IT means) and is now more society driven (Governments give
guidance and encouragement to citizens and companies for participating in the smart city development, serving
the public through the use of data). Therefore, Use Cases should also be cognizant of some of those nontechnology challenges when assessing the business and societal value that will accrue to various stakeholders.
Challenges such as the absence of common goals across cities or across traditionally siloed organizations, the
very large investments required to deliver practical return to stakeholders, plus the privacy and security concerns
that inevitably are attached to the use of citizen data. Where possible, a definitive and clear understanding of
the benefits for the various stakeholders impacted by the use case will help to connect the technology to the
societal benefits that will accrue and ultimately support an assessment of those cases where are most likely to
achieve greatest traction and broad adoption.
Market assessment for LL4 (Media and Entertainment)

14

Market and Markets: “5G Services Market, forecast to 2025”,
https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/5174482/global-5g-services-market-2020-2025
15
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/cn/Documents/technology-media-telecommunications/deloitte-cntmt-empowering-smart-cities-with-5g-white-paper-en-200702.pdf
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Media & Entertainment (M&E) have been transformed in recent years. The biggest change is that individuals no
longer passively consume information broadcast to them but instead they interact, share, talk, tweet etc. while
walking, running, driving, and commuting. Consumer engagement and expectations are a dramatically
accelerating convergence across all segments of M&E:
• Devices are expected to support all types of M&E with high quality and maximum flexibility.
• Video content and interactive user-experience converge into integrated platforms with a web-like
experience.
• M&E content can follow the end-user across devices and on the move.
• Professional productions are complemented by self-productions by the end-users on social networks,
community platforms, aggregators and service providers producing original content.
• User Generated Content (UGC) is exploding in personal and professional environments.
M&E is one of the most promising sectors which will benefit from 5G networks as it is expected that 5G
implementations will drastically increase bandwidth and reduce latency thus driving increased media usage with
implications and business opportunities for 5G growth across all aspects of the M&E Industry (see Figure 26).

Figure 26: 5G Enterprise Market for Media and Entertainment (units in Millions of Dollars) 16

However, in assessing opportunities in the global market, it is important to segment the overall M&E market
into production and distribution functions which have different lifecycles, costs, 5G needs, markets and business
potential.
From a technology viewpoint, the European Technology Platforms, New Electronic Media and
NetWorld202017 issued a joint position paper which considers nine use cases, covering a broad range of existing
and future media services. Analysing the 5G network capabilities and KPIs that are needed to meet the
requirements of the use cases, the position paper concludes that two network slices with complementary
capabilities are needed. The reason for this is that the media production and distribution chain encompass
functionalities and operations such as content creation, service composition, service aggregation, content
distribution, devices capacities, user interaction and user interfaces, which require very diverse network
16

Market and Markets Report, “5G Enterprise Market, Forecast to 2026”; https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/MarketReports/5g-enterprise-market-128223246.html
17
5G Media slice definition (version 1.2), Joint position paper by NEM initiative and NetWorld2020, Online: https://neminitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/nem-networld2020-5g-media-slice-v1-2_24092019.pdf
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capabilities. As an example, content production mostly needs high uplink capacity, while media distribution
typically needs high downlink capacity.
From a commercial viewpoint, it is important that M&E Use Cases segment the various stakeholders and
personas that will potentially benefit or be impacted along the production or distribution value chain in order to
align new business models to stakeholder benefit. New business models include new media workflows with
remote live production, where the video assets are in the cloud and the involved team members are in their
homes or offices, as well as enhanced media production services, given that cloud resources and AI/big-data
processing solutions can be used in real time with the live high-fidelity video uplink in a 5G network. Further
business drivers include increased productivity and revenues by enabling producing and handling more live
events simultaneously, significantly reduced costs by reducing size and travel of big production teams and
equipment trucks to event sites, reduced costs compared to traditional media contribution over dedicated
satellite, reduced costs due to enabling usage of cloud-based production software, increasing viewers
engagement by providing more content and at a higher quality and higher overall QoE (such as more fluent and
reliable video) content on TV and online including on social networks.
The use cases in 5G-SOLUTIONS for M&E will seek to further demonstrate the technology capabilities in real
industry trials but also to examine the opportunities for new and modified business models that are enabled with
5G and to specifically identify the personas impacted at each in the value chain.

4.2 High-level UC description
This section provides an overview and the motivation for each LL and high-level descriptions of each of the UCs.
In particular:
•
•
•
•

Problem description: what the UC is addressing
Gap analysis: which problem(s) the use case has the ambition to cover
Impacted stakeholders: all the actors involved and/or can benefit by the implementation of the use case
What is to be provided as a new feature: what is new in terms of service or new technology w.r.t. the
state of the art and similar behaviour currently available?

It is highly important that each UC exhibits understanding of the specific need for 5G technologies and services,
and for that, the following category definitions are used to help indicate the relative criticality of 5G to the
success of the Use Case.
• CATEGORY A: There is at least one KPI requiring 5G, i.e. it is not possible to achieve needed
performance/Latency/connections with 4G or 4.5G.
• CATEGORY B: There are no KPIs strictly requiring 5G performance but they will benefit from 5G
performances or 5G will be essential for wide penetration of the service
• CATEGORY C: There is no KPIs strictly requiring 5G performance. The use case can be performed using
4G/4.5G.; However, the trial will demonstrate effectiveness in a 5G environment as they may be a driver
for other services or for a long term, strategic success in the relevant vertical.
Hence, in the below overview of the UCs we also include the following items:
•
•

Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies
5G Justification Category: A / B / C, and if relevant including a short statement regarding why the
category is chosen, if not already implied from the justification given above.
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4.2.1

Living Lab 1 - Factories of the Future

“I think this is the beginning of the fourth generation of the industrial revolution. 5G will be the platform linking
billions of devices together” Kaan Terzioğlu, Turkcell CEO, told CNBC at the World Economic Forum in Davos in
early 2018. Furthermore, Ignacio Contreras, Qualcomm’s director of marketing for 5G, said: “The adoption of 5G
will be even faster than what we saw on 4G, which was already fairly fast”.
The three key concepts that the 5G-SOLUTIONS project has been considering since its beginning, based on the
two quoted statements are:
•
•
•

5G will be the driving force for the fourth industrial revolution (not normal progress, but a real
revolution);
5G will be the technology to connect objects;
5G will be adopted for industrial use and integrated with the verticals’ solutions very quickly.

Living lab 1 "Factories of the Future" is developing under these key principles in which, 5G enables a mix of
Industry 4.0 and industrial IoT. In fact, the network access points (5G in this case) will improve in the factories of
the future in terms of:
•
•

•
•

Automatic quality control (UC1.1), speeding up production and increasing the mass of products, without
sacrificing quality;
Reduced costs. The predictive maintenance (UC1.2) allows reducing the number of stops in the assembly
line. Knowing that every minute of downtime has very high costs (up to € 10k in car companies).
Furthermore, the auto-configuration of robots through agnostic platforms allows reducing times and, at
the same time, to be compatible with more industrial suppliers (UC1.5).
Reduced workplace accidents through remote control of the production line (UC1.3).
Make the common European citizen a participant in this revolution, not only indirectly with higher quality
products at lower prices thanks to lower costs for companies, but also directly since intelligent and
remotely controlled devices will easily infiltrate Citizens’ houses. (UC1.4).

UC 1.1 Time-critical process optimization inside digital factories
Problem Description: to increase production line efficiency by enhanced real-time monitoring of the
performance of sub-components and the measured quality variations of produced goods
Gap analysis: The idea is to implement in-line product monitoring system and process analytic technologies
replacing the current off-line product quality assessment approach
Impacted stakeholders: Manufacturing, Engineering, R&D, Operations, Quality assurance
What is to be provided as a new feature: A new most efficient and more complete way for inspecting products
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: 5G is required because high data transfer rate per emitter (>
1Gbps), very high data transfer rate at the 5G node (> 60Gbps), very low latency (<1ms) and high-density RAN
emitters (> 4/m2) are needed. In order to make it cost efficient, one 5G node has to handle many 5G emitters
simultaneously, each requiring > 1Gbps continuously. Fiber technologies are not suitable for the intrinsic mobility
of the devices. 4G does not assure these performances
5G Justification Category: A - The required performances are similar to what is offered by fiber (bit-rate >60Gbps
and latency <1ms, but fiber is not suitable, 5G is the only solution)

UC 1.2 Non-time-critical Communication inside the Factory
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Problem Description: multi IIoT sensor’s data gathering and enabling mobile worker operations, in particular
related to maintenance
Gap analysis: predictive maintenance is not so well developed. This UC has the ambition to cover this gap
Impacted stakeholders: engineering, maintenance people, manufacturing IT, Solutions & supply chain, IT
Infrastructure, Production Operations & Quality, Environmental Health & Safety, and Finance
What is to be provided as a new feature: Equipping the maintenance worker with a smart connected device
promises better compliance with work procedures and more accurate and more fully featured data collection
and recording opportunities; accessing work instructions, validating spare parts, providing ad hoc commentary
or providing photographic evidence of the job for instance.
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: The plant is deployed on a large area that becomes difficult
to cover with wi-fi. The 4G solution is enough to manage the basic features of the application, but it is not as
reliable as 5G when we need to support the maintainer with augmented reality displaying real time data from
sensors during a repair or tuning of an asset. Moreover, with AR. On this direction, 5G guarantees low latency
and high reliability.
5G Justification Category: B - The problem is low latency and high reliability, impossible to reach with WiFi and
difficult to be viable with 4G in large scale

UC 1.3 Remotely controlling digital factories
Problem Description: end-to-end communication between remote workers and the facilities within a factory
Gap analysis: The use of remote control is limited in many current factories, in particular for the poor
performance of TLC (cf. latency, security and availability)
Impacted stakeholders: Factory operator, Factory worker, Remote expert, Responsible for operations,
Responsible for financials, Responsible for HMS, Automation / SW company, IT / SW company, Automation
company, Telecom Operator
What is to be provided as a new feature: An extensive possibility to control remotely an entire factory, or
sections of it, including freely moving equipment such as AGVs, thus limiting the possibility of incidents and
decreasing the expenditures.
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: 5G promises a single solution for several key industrial
requirements, namely guaranteed throughput, guaranteed response-time, scalability in number of nodes for
large sensor networks, indoor and outdoor position information, as well as information security related to issues
such as privacy and authentication. For remote operation, it is especially important that the response times are
predictable, and sufficiently small. This is one of the issues that 5G through its slicing mechanisms is expected to
solve.
5G Justification Category: A - The throughput and the latency (in term of response time) must be strictly
guaranteed. The 5G slicing mechanism is essential

UC 1.4 Connected goods
Problem Description: This technology will enable consumers to use and leverage IoT solutions in their home to
interact with supplier of products and services. The tests will be performed on washing machines
Gap analysis: A complete system for connecting goods requires connectivity with performance not currently
available
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Impacted stakeholders: Goods manufacturers, EU Citizens, Telecom Operators.
What is to be provided as a new feature: Building in new sensors and electronics
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: 1. Latency: The 5G promise is +- 50x lower latency versus 4G.
2. Bandwidth: The 5G promise is 10x higher bandwidth vs 4G. 3. Connection reliability: A positive consequence
of low latency is connection reliability. 4. Security: 5G comes with many built-in security controls by design,
developed to enhance the protection of both individual consumers and mobile networks. 5. Lower cost per bit:
Modelling efforts predict that 5G cost per bit will be less than half of what it is for 4G, and a quarter of 3G costs.
The decreased cost is paramount to enable mass adoption of connected home appliances.
5G Justification Category: A - The required performance is impressive, at least one order of magnitude higher
that what offered by 4G. The real driver for 5G is the cost, which will be too high if 4G was to be adopted.

UC 1.5 Rapid deployment auto/re-configure testing of new robots
Problem Description: To achieve deployment of new robots into existing plants through automatic on-boarding
of industry requirements. This encompasses auto-configuration of (mobile) robots, and the corresponding 5G
service configuration needed for interconnection / interworking across solutions from different vendors.
Gap analysis: Recently some promising additions to IEEE standards related to time sensitive network has been
added. Although additions to Wi-Fi for positioning exist, these are neither in widespread use, nor known to be
highly accurate.
Impacted stakeholders: Control room operator, Factory technicians, Responsible for operation efficiency,
Responsible for HMS, Responsible for financials, Responsible for on-boarding new production lines, Customer:
the entity which initiates/kicks off a new production line.
What is to be provided as a new feature: More rapid set-up and installments of robots where also quality of
service for the network is automatically handled. Additionally, if one common solution can be used instead of
several, the cost of installation, operation and maintenance will be lowered. Outsourcing everything related to
the network(s) to for example a telecom-vendor is also a possibility if it is proven that 5G can cover industrial
needs and requirements.
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: 5G promises a single solution for several key industrial
requirements, namely guaranteed throughput, guaranteed response-time, scalability in number of nodes for
large sensor networks, indoor and outdoor position information, as well as information security related to issues
such as privacy and authentication. The possibility of ordering a certain set of capabilities of the 5G network
related to the aforementioned issues thorough the 5G orchestration system, opens up a potential for setting up
automatically the network parameters related to requirements found in information found in the so-called AAS
(Assed Administrative Shell) of the Industry 4.0 concept.
5G Justification Category: A - 5G is essential for guarantee throughput and response-time one order of
magnitude w.r.t. 4G.

4.2.2 Living Lab 2 - Smart Energy
The electricity production and distribution sector has recently experienced a period of great evolution that is still
underway, due to the increase of distributed sources of energy production, such as photovoltaic panels or small
wind turbines suitably installed where more convenient.
5G is more than an evolution in communication. It is an evolution in the construct of the entire energy
infrastructure representing the potential for Utilities to touch and to manage every aspect of the industrial and
residential consumer value-chain in ways never imagined before.
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LL2 use cases have the ambition to provide an optimal scheduling of energy loads (UC 2.1) and balance the
discrepancies between supply and demand resulting in irregularities in the grid frequency that may result in
catastrophic interruptions (UC2.3) with particular focus on Electrical Vehicle Smart Charging (UC 2.2). The last
Use Case represents the most advanced living lab involving all partners in Smart Energy, both Verticals and Use
Case Developer.

UC 2.1 Industrial Demand Side Management
Problem Description: Demand Side Management (DSM) at the level of business/not residential users (large,
medium or small enterprises, offices, others). The focus is on the optimal scheduling of energy loads during
normal plant operation, as well as the computation and actuation of flexibilities offered on the Dispatching
Market and the control actions needed to keep the peak power consumption limited.
Gap analysis: Currently the peak of energy avoiding is not handled efficiently.
Impacted stakeholders: industrial site owner, municipality CSP, facility managers, energy actor service provider.
What is to be provided as a new feature: A new way of DSM
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: 5G technology is expected to play an important role in the
communication segment from the field to the edge where the IoT devices and their aggregators require a
reliable, low-latency and pervasive connectivity regardless of their increasing density. 4G can hardly respect
these requirements.
5G Justification Category: A - The guaranteed low latency, together with reliability are the drivers for 5G

UC 2.2 Electrical Vehicle Smart Charging
Problem Description: This Use Case deals with the problem of computing in real-time the charging power setpoints for active EV charging sessions taking place in one load-area
Gap analysis: Currently, charging platforms performing such a task leverage centralized computation schemes
working at the level of charging infrastructure back-end. The idea is to decentralize the data processing and the
optimal set point evaluation tasks through the end-to-end communication chain.
Impacted stakeholders: Citizens, CPP, CSP, energy utilities, EV owners (B2C/B2B)
What is to be provided as a new feature: designing new control strategies which, also relying on new
computation and communication paradigms, improve the charging control in terms of the trade-off between the
number of served vehicles and the sampling time with respect to existing solutions.
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: 5G technology is expected to guarantee high reliability, very
low communication latency and, consequently, enable a low sampling time control framework, too expensive to
be provided by fiber and insufficient by 4G.
5G Justification Category: B - The necessary performance can be also guaranteed by fiber, but they will be too
expensive, as well as 4G. 5G is the only viable solution, also considering the economic point of view for the wide
spread deployment required in the industrial scenarios.

UC 2.3 Electricity Network Frequency Stability
Problem Description: The increase of electricity from intermittent renewable sources such as wind and solar
energy calls for faster responsive adjustments between electricity production and demand. Such imbalances
between supply and demand result in irregularities in the grid frequency that may become catastrophic if not
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addressed properly and therefore TSOs, DSOs and service providers have recently put the attention to innovative
solutions to counteract frequency instability. Electric Vehicles (EVs) play an important role in this context thanks
to their batteries that can be charged with less power than actually requested by the on-board BMS (V1G) or
even be a power source for the grid (V2G).
Gap analysis: The situation is immature: currently, the participation to the frequency regulation services is
limited to the production units with strict specifications, being typical of critical infrastructures. Each EV,
considered on its own, is not able to satisfy the requirements needed for the participation to the ancillary
services, but, as in the previous UCs, the controlled aggregation of many EVs can meet the above-mentioned
requirements for the provisioning of the primary frequency regulation services, opening the energy market to
new entities and opportunities.
Impacted stakeholders: CPO, CSP, GRID OPERATOR, EV OWNER (B2C/B2B)
What is to be provided as a new feature: a completely new system, in particular:
•
•

Control in real time the aggregated charging power of a set of Electric Vehicles (EVs) connected in a given
grid area, in such a way that the cluster absorbs a proper amount of power in response to fast changes
of electrical network frequency.
Achieve the above objective in real time leveraging grid frequency measurements coming from
frequency meters installed in a limited amount of charging stations (e.g., one master charging station)
and interacting with the rest of stations (slave stations) via 5G.

Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: 5G technology is expected to guarantee high reliability, very
low communication latency and, consequently, enables precise and secure frequency deviation measurements
broadcast to all the involved entities.
5G Justification Category: B - High reliability and low latency are the technical drivers. 5G is the only viable
solution, also considering the economic point of view, in particular with a spread deployment.

4.2.3 Living Lab 3 - Smart Cities and Ports
Top executives, including two of Verizon’s CEOs, have said: “5G is the fundamental platform for the fourth
industrial revolution and will become an integral part of societies and civil infrastructures, just like roads, energy
and transportation.”
In fact, while previous mobile network transition from 3G to 4G offered significant improvements in video
streaming applications; it has not kept pace with the rapacious consumer appetite for ultra-high-resolution video
content both in the uplink and downlink directions. This explosion of objects connected to the internet will make
life easier for citizens or avoid excessive and wasteful energy consumption.
Smart buildings are also a real revolution and a real new way of thinking about daily life, thanks to the hundreds
of interconnected sensors that are able to increase safety, have more capillary controls and make maintenance
more efficient.
Use cases in the smart port vertical have the great ambition, through centralized control systems and a massive
use of IoT, to improve logistics and contribute to the transition of maritime transport zero-emissions.
UC 3.1 Intelligent Street Lighting
Problem Description: intelligent street lighting where the emulated sensors can detect the activities and only
uses the energy when there is a requirement
Gap analysis: Currently the problem is not solved due to certain limitations provided by 4G on the number of
connections it can handle in a certain area (Device Density).
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Impacted stakeholders: Citizens, Cities, application providers, Infrastructure managers,
What is to be provided as a new feature: intelligent street lighting, completely new, not available before
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: 4G can handle between 10,000-100,000 devices in a square
mile radius which while being good for general population, provides a slim chance for connected devices such as
street lights to operate while being connected to the internet. To be able to calculate the street lights that need
to be turned on in case of movement is done on the cloud and the transmission of data needs to be instant
therefore a low latency network is required. A car travelling at 80 Kilometers per hour (~22 meters per second)
will cross a street every 1.5 seconds on average. This will give less than 1.5 second for the street light to send the
data across to the remote server and the remote server to calculate the street lights that needs to be switched
OFF and the new street lights to get switched ON. Therefore, the latency required to complete the entire
operation for multiple street lights with multiple cars at the same time is below 20ms.
5G Justification Category: A - The number of devices simultaneity connected is the driver for 5G together with
low latency.

UC 3.2 Smart parking
Problem Description: Cameras for the identification of the presence of vehicles on individual parking bays, a
technological evolution in order to meet the new urban necessities.
Gap analysis: There are currently too many devices on the 4G networks, bogging down the entire network. This
means that connections and response times are slower. Another key factor is the number of devices that are
becoming connected that never were before – like streetlights, refrigerators, parking meters, cardiac monitors,
sprinkler systems, garbage cans, cattle, retail shelves, and a lot more.
Impacted stakeholders: Citizens, Cities, application providers, Infrastructure managers.
What is to be provided as a new feature: Smart parking system based on computer vision in real-time by
streaming 4K video.
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: There are currently too many devices on the 4G networks,
bogging down the entire network. This means that connections and response times are slower. This can be
handled by 5G networks.
5G Justification Category: B - The quantity of information is the real driver for adopting 5G that will become
essential when this service will be widely deployed

UC 3.3 Smart City Co-Creation
Problem Description: A smart city is a framework, predominantly composed of Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT), to develop, deploy, and promote sustainable development practices to address growing
urbanization challenges. Cities can collaborate with citizens in co-creating services and products to benefit both
the city, the everyday urban life and offers a solution towards delivering sustainable long-term benefits for public
service providers and users. A co-creation process supports the opportunity for promoting citizen participation
and bottom-up innovation approaches. Cities are increasingly relying on IoT technology to become “smart”. New
touchpoints and innovation playgrounds for the scenarios identified will be developed.
Gap analysis: At the general level of smart city co-creation the challenge is fast and efficient onboarding of UC
Scenario projects, and accordingly efficient support of processes such as the offering of logical network as a
service for experimentation (EaaS), service on-boarding, deployment and end-to-end network and application
service orchestration. KPIs for specific UC scenarios will be addressed and defined when the specific UCs are
selected for the co-creation process, on-boarding and operation.
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Impacted stakeholders: Smart city stakeholders are: Public (City / Municipality); Private/Industry Enterprises,
SME's; Universities/ Research institutes; Citizens, NGO’s Social entrepreneurs.
What is to be provided as a new feature: Three scenarios (1) Real time collection and analysis of
climate/environmental conditions; air quality, noise, presence, road surface etc. (2) Digital replicas (twins) of city
facilities/assets (buildings, bridges, towers, dams etc.) VR/AR enhanced maintenance work, remote repair etc.
for city technical sector and mission critical services. (3) Citizens residents/ artists producing high bandwidth
related content and real time presentation e.g for aesthetical implications of urban development (4) Co- creation
process making the onboarding of smart city stakeholders more efficient.
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: Generallly, smart city is perceived as a good case for 5G, with
massive number of IoT devices, with a variety of properties and needs, including low power, long battery life, as
well as broad-band cameras demanding high-quality real-time video, to mission critical AR/VR live
communication and operation. The justification for 5G will be analyzed and assessed in detail for the specific UC
scenarios selected for the co-creation process, on-boarding and operation.
5G Justification Category: A/B - Since it is a conglomerate of services 5G is necessary for several reasons. To face
of the huge number of devices to assure low latency and to guarantee high bandwidth

UC 3.4 Smart Building/Smart Campus
Problem Description: 5G Industrial and enterprise use cases will be mainly focusing on IoT and video
applications. For instance, the consumer IoT space spans a vast range of use case applications, ranging from
connected homes and cars to personal electronics such as wearables devices. Given that a bigger growth in data
generation is expected as a result of digital transformation and automation in various industries, the number of
IoT sensors that make up the IoT system also continues to grow steadily. As an illustrative example, the total
number of installed IoT-connected devices is projected by International Data Corporation (IDC) to exceed 40
billion worldwide by 2025, generating 79.4 zettabytes (ZB) of data. On the other hand, according to Cisco, mobile
video applications will account for 79 percent of total mobile data traffic by the end of 2022.
Gap analysis: Cooperative positioning and predictive maintenance as well as enhanced monitoring and object
detection use cases together would have a direct impact on the smart Campus/Buildings business. Providing
seamless connectivity for such a potential massive number of IoT devices and surveillance cameras with stringent
latency and speed requirements is very challenging. mMTC and eMBB slices of 5G can be seen as a real enabler
for an effective transition towards a smarter building/campus.
Impacted stakeholders: European citizens, Enterprise and end consumers, Enterprise Asset Management, Public
Security companies.
What is to be provided as a new feature: 5G technology can open up a new set of breakthrough use cases for
consumers and businesses that use applications relying on increased connection speeds, improved traffic
capacity, low latency, high reliability/security, and support for massive density of devices. The blend of 5G and
AI technologies would provide a foundation to support new ground-breaking use cases in several verticals.
Another real novelty is the establishment of full ubiquitous 5G networks and assisted by cloud/edge computing
and AI technologies, featured by the adoption of both cloud computing and AI-based automation to fulfil the
needs for smart campus/building use case, thereby validating the ultimate capability of 5G networks. Moreover,
the accurate positioning is obtained by the use of wider bands and mmWave frequencies. Additionally, it can
provide seamless connection and high rate for UHD cameras, e.g., 4K and 8K, which is not achievable from prior
network generations such as 3G and 4G.
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: The forthcoming 5G cellular technology stands out as an ideal
candidate for preserving reliable and seamless connectivity for the IoT devices and 4K cameras underpinning our
use case scenarios. In addition to enhancing mobile broadband, 5G will enable unprecedented massive machine-
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type communications to support mass adoption of IoT services across many industry verticals such as smart
campus/buildings in our case. Moreover, it can offer unrivalled ultra-reliable low latency communications for
mission-critical applications, virtualization, slicing, and edge computing would also optimize throughput and
latency.
5G Justification Category: A - Huge bandwidth and the intrinsically IoT nature for 5G are the real drivers.

UC 3.5 Autonomous Assets and Logistics from Smart Harbour/Port
Problem Description: To. To re-adapt the logistic operations at Yara Porsgrunn from vehicles that take only one
container at a time to a vessel that take about 100 containers at a time, it was determined that one needed to
digitalize the cargo information flow:
•
•
•

Providing the personnel at the loading station with details on executing the order and allowing them to
report back on the loading results (actual weight, seal number etc.) through the use of tablets.
Allowing the logistic administration to follow up on the progress of the loading operation, nearly in realtime.
Providing data to logistic operation to allow them to efficiently produce the necessary manifest for the
individual transport.

Gap analysis: All the problems related to this use cases are suggested to be handled by utilizing a local wireless
network. This is an extensive undertaking in and outdoor industrial area of this size. It would require a significant
amount of connected wireless base stations (15-20) to give good coverage of the area. These base stations would
need to be protected from the environment in the area as well as the outdoor conditions. In addition, Yara
Porsgrunn would need to establish an organization with people to maintain the operation of this network.
Impacted stakeholders: Transport Coordinator, Supervisor Material Handling, “Omaha” Operator Material
Handling, Crane Operator, Remotely-controlled crane, Straddle Carrier Driver, Operator support org, Monitor
network, Dispatch maintenance personnel, System Expert Logistics Planner.
What is to be provided as a new feature: stable, secure and fast wireless communications without having to
build and maintain a wireless network infrastructure.
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: The key element is to reduce the need and cost for
infrastructure. It is expected that the need of antennas will be less than for antennas needed in a private Wi-Fi
solution. From a technical perspective 5G will be essential in:
•
•
•

Providing large enough data transmission rates to support transfer of large amounts of data on a wireless
carrier.
Providing guaranteed transmission capacity independent of other connected devices.
Ensuring private network connection with a high level of cyber-security.

Finally, it has been a discussion if 5G actually can provide positioning on its own, making the DGNSS base station
and the GPS system on the FSCs redundant. Currently a criterion of less than 50 cm has been set. This would be
enough for monitoring the straddle carriers from the control room. For the purpose of navigating these vehicles
autonomously on the road the accuracy has to be increased significantly, down to less than ±5 cm.
5G Justification Category: B - The performance is similar w.r.t. offered by fiber (in particular for latency and
bitrate), but the service is intrinsically mobile.

UC 3.6 Port Safety: Monitor and Detect Irregular Sounds
Problem Description: To avoid unwanted machine downtime or component failure, maintenance would
traditionally be scheduled at intervals that vary depending on the importance of the machinery and the
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manufacturing processes being carried out (this is known as preventative maintenance). Analysts have found
that poor plant maintenance strategies harm a plant ‘s productive capacity, reducing it between 5 to 20%.
Gap analysis: Method of maintenance requires many resources and can become very costly to the company (i.e.,
preventative maintenance does not ensure that the machinery will not breakdown outside of these scheduled
maintenance times)
Impacted stakeholders: Plant Maintenance Engineer, Port Owner
What is to be provided as a new feature: The core objective of this use case is to setup a hardware that collects
the acoustic data of the electrical motors and send the data via 5G RAN to the cloud for the analysis using
machine learning technique. With the help of developed algorithm, the system can predict the accurate period
of maintenance for those electrical motors. As the electrical motors runs 24 hours a day the flow of data will
always be there streaming to the server, this is the scenario where 5G play an important role.
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: 5G brings device density and data volume (linked to the
capacity and bandwidth capabilities), ultra-reliability and security and low latency. 5G increases the data volumes
ports have available to them on their operation facility, by multiplying the number of devices that can be
connected and the amount of data that can be carried through the network.
5G Justification Category: B - The main reason for 5G is the ultra-reliability. The required level cannot be
guaranteed by 4G if the number of devices will dramatically increase.

4.2.4 Living Lab 4 – Media and Entertainment
The entertainment industry is always "hungry" for increasingly challenging telecommunications performance. It
is probably the only sector in which the service is born first and therefore the need for very high performance,
compared to the real availability of a connectivity service with such high performance. In fact, video
transmissions (UC4.1, UC4.2, UC4.4) need very high bandwidth and controlled latency. Online games (UC4.5),
increasingly complex and sophisticated, move "tons" of graphics in real time and need to be inherently
interactive, so ultra-low latency is a must.
Also, in this sector as in others already analyzed above, the number of objects connected to the network
increases dramatically, perhaps the most important feature of 5G. The entertainment sector takes the ball,
thanks to services that allow you to have live television coverage of sporting events or mega-events thanks to
amateur (UC4.3) or professional (UC4.6) filming.

UC 4.1 Ultra-High-Fidelity Media
Problem Description: Rapid progress in display and capture technologies is enabling a new, highly immersive
production and viewing
Gap analysis: In broadcast downlink a certain portion of spectrum is permanently consumed by TV/Radio
services - independently from the number of viewers. This can then be combined with on-demand elements
obtained in unicast mode known as "hybrid applications" is by nature an individual affair and requires bidirectional communications and unicast mode. Places such as stadiums, cinemas and hall parks are becoming
increasingly connected to the digital world, with the purpose of further engaging their users. Augmented onsite
live event experience: this means enhancing the experience of the onsite visitors. Personalized onsite live event
experience is of key importance. Current deployments (4G, WiFi, etc.) dot not address massively such
requirements in order to constitute a means for widely deploying such high-quality broadcasting services.
Impacted stakeholders: OTT operators, OTT subscribers, EU Citizens, Content creators.
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What is to be provided as a new feature: New features in the media and entertainment distribution sector are
both technical and business. On the technical plane operators will offer stringent KPIs, which lead to quality
distribution of UHD content AR/VR services, online gaming no matter where the subscriber is and irrespectively
of the subscribers' density. On the business plane have three sets of recognizable opportunities to capture value
in the 5G era.
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: On top of the stringent technical KPIs (e.g. latency, density,
etc.) 5G provides architectural capabilities that enable advanced content distribution services. Key 5G unique
feature is network slicing. Network slicing is a mechanism that allows operators to create virtual networks
dedicated to a specific service, use case or customer over a common physical network infrastructure, is a
potentially key 5G capability. Network slicing is a very attractive tool in operators’ quest to address the different
needs of enterprise customers. Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC), an approach that deploys computation and
storage resources closer to the edge of the network, will provide lower latency capabilities. Virtualisation, which
was already in progress, will accelerate with 5G. The 5G Core Network will be fully virtualised to support faster
service provisioning and enhanced network maintenance.
5G Justification Category: A - The intrinsic nature of providing slices is the real driver for 5G, together with
virtualization.

UC 4.3 On-Site Live Event Experience
Problem Description: Media service providers challenge is to offer a good QoE to their clients in a dense client
environment. Currently, the providers sharing the radio access, backhaul and core network try to optimise their
quality independently causing a dramatic degradation of the QoE
Gap analysis: The main current problems not solved by other technologies are:
•
•
•
•
•

Limited user density support
Limited UL bandwidth
No QoS or service guarantee
No practical flexibility in resources allocation (e.g between UL and DL)
No practical support for private 4G networks (though few attempts are being made in very few cases
where unlicensed spectrum is identified and RoI is envisioned, yet even these very few deployments are
done for IoT/logistics, not in venues for UL media support).

Impacted stakeholders: Individual Consumers/users, network operators, venue operators and network
operators, Media companies, events producers
What is to be provided as a new feature:
Mainly, the ability to upload, or live stream, from congested areas a relatively good video (HD) from their
smartphones. Ability for special users such as security forces to get proper service even in congested areas.
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: 5G supports high users’ density also in the UL and with SA,
provides slices enabling special services and QoS management.
5G should introduce better experience in the following technical aspects:
1. Increased UL (& DL) Speed for improved UL video quality, where most smartphones already stream HD
UL and even 4K)
2. Subscriber profiles – allowing user to register to get better QoE
3. Higher density support – more users able to stream live from the same location
5G Justification Category: A - The high density and the impressive required bit-rate are the drivers for 5G
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UC 4.4 User and Machine Generated Content
Problem Description: Media-related requires high bandwitdh in mainly generating professional and semiprofessional content for various purposes including live news coverage, live sports and other entertainment
coverage, telemedicine related live transmission such as video from rural medical centres to medical experts or
live from moving ambulances, real time security cameras, automotive-generated content.
Gap analysis: WiFi is mostly non-existent for breaking news, news coverage from anywhere, Sports and extreme
sports etc. A single 4G connection is insufficient due to reliability, coverage, stability, available UL bandwidth for
any single connection etc. Hence “bonding”, using multiple links from multiple MNOs, come to play. Still, the
total UL capacity available from multiple 4G connections, let alone from a single one, is in many cases
insufficient for good quality, stable, mobile or stationary, Full-HD professional transmission, let alone of 4K or 8K
ones, let alone of multiple cameras from the same location.
Impacted stakeholders: News/Sports/events producer, director
What is to be provided as a new feature: Innovations that grow as mobile connectivity improves (e.g. music
streaming) are also good candidates for capturing value in the 5G era. While several operators already make such
investments, the key is to explicitly link these ecosystem investments and partnerships as part of the value
capture opportunities in the 5G era.
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: WiFi is mostly non-existent for breaking news, news coverage
from anywhere, Sports and extreme sports etc. A single 4G connection is insufficient due to reliability, coverage,
stability, available UL bandwidth for any single connection etc. This is expected to be overcome in 5G.
5G Justification Category: A - The high density and the impressive required bit-rate are the drivers for 5G.
UC 4.5 Immersive and Integrated Media and Gaming
Problem Description: Gaming industry is one of the fastest adopting industries in terms of new technologies.
Gamers want to play with new technologies and experience new technologies. Virtual Reality gaming is on a
similar threshold right now. The industry is growing rapidly. The hardware price has declined in the past few
years which make it extremely accessible for the gamers, who generally have higher paying capacity. To develop
a single player or local VR games is extremely easy for game developers, the problems happen in development
of multiplayer games in VR which are truly immersive. The need for the emerging 5G networks capabilities is
critical for the proliferation of such services.
Gap analysis:
4G averages at a latency of 45ms which is considered too high for multiplayer gaming. With respect to the WiFi
deployments the average connection speed in a household is 12.6 Mbps whereas VR streaming requires at least
50Mbps constant connection to run smoothly. Due to the limited availability of WiFi, the games cannot be played
casually, where the major VR games are made to as casual or hyper-casual games. Since high quality content will
be the major driver in the industrial uptake of VR, the demand for faster connections and lower latency is bound
to increase soon. There are already VR devices that run on 4K resolution for each eye which brings the bandwidth
of current solutions to a bottleneck.
Impacted stakeholders: Game developers, Players, Network programmers.
What is to be provided as a new feature:
Use case 4.5 will work on the creation of multiplayer virtual reality games that use the 5G capabilities to support
low latency gaming. A multiplayer game is best experienced when the latency is in the range of 5-25ms. For the
game to run in VR, a 90hz refresh rate has to be maintained and therefore the latency should not fluctuate during
the game play.
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Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: 5G can provide latencies as low as 5ms and averages at 20ms,
which will help players to have a smooth experience in VR gaming with near real-time response. Change of game
server programming to use the capabilities of edge computing provided by 5G networks which will make the
entire gameplay faster. 5G’s total spectrum can provide higher-quality connections to more devices as device
density is not a problem with 5G, this can help the uptake of games in bigger cities without any issues.
5G Justification Category: A – Low latency and edge computing 5G characteristics are key success drivers.

UC 4.6 Cooperative Media Production
Problem Description: Cooperative Media Production, or At-Home Production or Remote Integration (REMI) is
very new capability for production companies, broadcasters and sports organizations of all sizes. Sports and
event producers can deliver multi-camera live events while eliminating the need to spend a fortune on
production vehicles, satellite uplinks and travel expenses. In this use case several cameras are each connected in
the field to cellular-based transmission devices, including bonding devices to provide the utmost reliability and
bandwidth. These field devices then transmit the video stream over the cellular and the standard public internet
(ISP) to a single receiving/decoder server with several physical SDI outputs.
Gap analysis:
Remote Production comes to solve the need of the media groups to increase their efficiency in producing live
events from anywhere, while reducing their costs and their risks. Sending fewer teams and equipment to the
field, covering more sports and other events live in a professional consistent manner, reducing costs and reducing
the impact on the environment.
Impacted stakeholders: Sports/events producer, Broadcasters, sports teams, media groups, etc., professional
and semi-professional TV and online media groups, production houses, events owners, network operators, the
media directors, producers and cameramen, the environment.
What is to be provided as a new feature: “The ability to produce from a central studio instead of from an onsite OBVAN or similar, multiple live events of all kinds and from anywhere, at high quality, consistency and
stability, at a much-reduced cost and reduced impact on the environment. Also synched multi-cam productions
and guaranteed” SLA/QoS for multiple UL cameras/feeds.
Why is 5G useful as opposed to past technologies: 5G is expected to provide higher UL bandwidth, consistency,
latency sustainability and overall UL “guaranteed” SLA/QoS for multiple UL cameras/feeds. This is expected to
be done with SA with slices/services, PN and NPN networks.
5G Justification Category: B - Higher bandwidth, in particular for upload is the driver. 5G is required in order to
solve these issues of the current on-site production by allowing to do the production itself remotely, in the studio
or in the cloud or distributed, while sending to the field only the cameras and the cameramen especially with a
general diffusion of the service.

4.2.5 Multi living lab (MLL)
Within the multi living lab, different MLL UC Scenarios (UCSs) are built to validate the capability of NOP and CSP
to provide assured network slice services to multiple vertical customers concurrently. These UCs are designed in
three cycles with increasing complexity and difficulties. In the beginning simple UCs are planned, mostly by
reusing UCs from the previous four living labs, e.g., concurrent execution of multiple scenarios of a single UC.
These scenarios run individually (one-by-one) in LLx whereas in MLL, they will run concurrently to verify the
capability of 5G networks (e.g., in orchestration, resource allocation and service assurance) to support multiple
slices and multiple types of services simultaneously. Later more advanced MLL UCs are planned to verify more
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complex combinations. The table below illustrates the four MLL UCs with respect to the single UC reused and
corresponding consortium partners involved and testbed facilities applied.
In Cycle 1, UCS5.3 (UC4.1 + UC4.4) has run a set of test cases to evaluate the influence of having multiple UCs
compete for a single network slice. The experiment results demonstrate certain performance degradation and
complexity. In Cycle 2, a similar UCS is introduced from LL2 to create UCS5.5, composed of UC2.1 and UC2.2 that
share one single slice. Different from UCS5.3 that requires an eMBB slice, the two UCs in UCS5.5 do not generate
a large volume of multimedia traffic. The corresponding performance and behaviour of such competing UCs are
expected to be different from UCS5.3.
In addition, due to the change of UC3.1 and UC3.2, we remove UCS5.4 (combination of UC3.1 and UC3.2) from
the MLL UCS list. Consequently, we need to create a new UCS in Cycle 3 to account for the similar construction
fule, i.e., a combination of UCs subscribing to different network slices. This type of UCSs is important to evaluate
and validate the service orchestration and assurance capabilities, as well as resource sharing and isolation for
NOP and CSPs.
Table 17: MLL Use Cases

UC

5.1

Description

Componen
t UCs

One UC with
UC3.4
Multiple slices

5.2

One UC with
UC3.5
Multiple slices

5.3

Two
sharing
slice

5.4

Two UCs
two slices

5.5

Two
sharing
slice

UCs UC4.1
one
UC4.4

in UC3.1
UC3.2

Partne
rs

IBM
Patras

YARA
TNOR

Testbed

Planned test
time

5G-node
Dublin

Test service orchestration Cycle 2 or 3
and service assurance
in
capability for a single user
in a small-scale 5G
environment

5GVINNI
Norway

Test service orchestration Cycle 2 or 3
and service assurance
capability for a single user
in
an
ICT-17
5G
environment

LiveU
FNET

Objectives

5GVINNI
Patras

Test service differentiation Withdrawn
when two UCs compete
within one slice

Patras
NURO
TNOR

5GVINNI
Norway

Test service orchestration Cycle 2 or 3
and service assurance
capability for multiple users

5G-EVE

Test service differentiation
when two UCs compete Cycle 2 and 3
within one slice

IREN
UCs UC2.1
one
UC2.2

ARES2
t
ENEXL
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4.3 Overview and assessment of Business and Technical KPIs
In this section an overview over the business and technical KPI’s for the four living labs are found. More
information on the KPI details per UC will be present in the descriptions of the individual use cases.

4.3.1

Overview and summary of business KPIs

The overall process of Business Analysis and Validation was outlined earlier (Section 5.1) with a specific emphasis
placed on doing a “bottom-up” investigation of the business impact of the various use cases. It is clear that the
business impact and the potential KPI’s for measuring that impact can vary significantly from UC to UC but for
the purpose of assessing the relative impact across the project and achieving some element of consistency, we
have chosen to group the potential business KPI’s into nine broad categories of benefit assessment:
Table 18: Categories of Business Benefit Analysis

Category of Business Benefit

Category examples and potential KPI measurements

Cost Reduction

Describe the specific CAPEX or OPEX reduction that can be identified
within the UC

Revenue Increase

New revenue growth based on new markets for an existing product;
create new product variations based on 5G; increased fees for an already
existing product

Time Saved

Removal of specific tasks in an existing process flow

Faster Time to Market

5G supports faster (re)configuration for a specific vertical UC; customized
variations of a vertical service can be configured faster than previously.

Improved Safety

Early warning of potential risks/problems in assets, people, etc.

Improved Security

A single, coherent infrastructure based on 5G (rather than a range of
technologies) may reduce the attack vector for security incidents

Improved Accessibility

More users (of various types) can access a high-value or critical service
with no interruptions

Enhanced User Experience

Users can interact in a variety of ways and in many scenarios with the
service being provided. See additional indicators on user experience (e.g
likability, usefulness, easy to use) on the living lab level in section 4.4.5

Others

Unique to the UC

Each UC explored the above stated business benefit categories to examine the involved personas in each UC and
identify specific benefit each persona hopes to gain in a 5G-enabled world. Exhaustive analysis on the data
collected from the UC’s is provided in individual chapters for each LL.
The following paragraphs summarize some of the key business benefits that are identified per UC including an
initial assessment of the likely value attached to the benefit category. It is not intended to be an exhaustive list
but instead to provide an overview of the business benefits involved.
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As described earlier, the project will ultimately seek to cluster one or more Use Cases (UC) that could be delivered
to the market as bundled commercial services with a lead commercial actor for each LL. The commercial clusters
that are chosen will be the target of most scrutiny and measurement within the project with particular attention
paid to those with practical KPI’s that can be extrapolated for a potential commercial initiative (e.g. CAPEX, OPEX,
System Usability Scale (SUS) scores, etc.).
LL1 – Factory of the future
•

The majority of these five UCs expects that the main benefits from 5G are cost reduction and time savings.
o

UC 1.1 (Time critical process optimization inside digital factories) expect reduced waste on
production line (12% per year), as well as avoidance of rework and waste management (5% per year).
Less stops in the production process can also result in increased productivity (6%). Faster plant scaleups is also anticipated, 10-20% faster than today.

o

UC 1.2 (Non-time critical communication inside factories) foresee reduced cost and time for
deploying new sensor equipment and reduced time to carry out quality inspections inside the factory
from easier access to maintenance records as well as reducing mistakes and safety incidents using
AR. Increased food safety capabilities also allow for differentiating products in more demanded
market.

o

UC 1.3 (Remotely controlling digital factories) expects person cost (10%) and consultancy cost (50%)
savings from factory operators and experts working from home/remotely instead of being onsite/travelling to factory. Fewer Health, Safety and Environmental (HSE) incidents are foreseen from
remote controlling (5%) as well as increased uptime (10%) due to immediate access to experts
remotely when equipment fails

o

UC 1.4 (Connected goods) foresee new marketplaces and new sources of revenues from capturing,
saving and management of large real time connected goods data sets for the connectivity
provider. Machine manufacturers can obtain cost savings and higher revenues from business model
change to circular solutions with servicing of product and repair when needed.

o

UC 1.5 (Rapid deployment auto/re-configure testing of new robots) expect person cost savings (20%
factory floor man-hours savings) from use of robots/AGV’s for transport and delivery of production
parts, time savings from more rapid reconfiguration of the production line for a new product (40%)
and the deployment of robots in a new production line (20%).

LL2 – Smart energy
•

The majority of these three UC’s foresee the main benefits from 5G to be related to cost reduction, revenue
increase as well as increased accessibility and user experience
o

UC 2.1 (Industrial Demand Side Management) expects 5% reduced energy cost by avoiding peak
hours for industry site owners. Municipalities will also observe reduced energy costs because of
intelligent management of data loads and, in addition, create the opportunity for increase revenue
by selling energy to dispatching market (5%). Major reduction in data transmission cost is also
expected (50-75%).

o

UC 2.2 (Electrical Vehicle Smart Charging) expects reduced cost of communication infrastructure and
data traffic (30-50% per year). EV owners can also expect to reduce yearly energy cost by selectively
using charging time slots at off peak hours (40-50%). Subscription based revenues from increased
number of residential wall box and company owned charging stations are also expected. Charging
points available in remote areas increases the accessibility for the EV driver and EV fleet owner.

o

UC 2.3 (Electricity network frequency stability) foresee reduced costs (more than 5%) for the
communication service provider due to network virtualization allowing better use of resources at a
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defined service level. Increased revenues (5-10% yearly subscriptions) for communication service
providers and charging point operators from use of residential charging wallbox (e.g. Enel-X
juicebox). Moreover, improved user experience is also foreseen as EV owners are projected to
become active “prosumers” through their role as contributors in adding power source to the grid.
LL3 – Smart cities and ports
•

Common for the six UC’s within this Living lab is revenue increase in addition to cost reduction and time
savings.
o

UC 3.1 (Intelligent street lighting) expect new revenues (10%) from intelligent street lighting
applications, Moreover, energy savings (10%) are expected for the city/municipality. Cost reductions
are also foreseen from predictive maintenance of IoT infrastructure.

o

UC 3.2 (Smart parking) expect that smart parking solutions will increase the efficiency and decrease
the infrastructure management costs and project 1-2% increased revenue for application provider
solutions. Improved safety/less accidents and on average reduced time (15 min.) per search for
parking lot are also expected benefits.

o

UC 3.3 (Smart city co-creation) expect potential time savings for deployment of new city
infrastructure functions from use of digital twins and more user-friendly city innovations from
increased citizen engagement. New revenues are also expected for application providers from
accessibility to public data and assets. A more environmentally friendly urban area is also predicted.
Finally, a more efficient process for network operator to onboard stakeholders for experimenting
with smart city prototypes is expected.

o

UC 3.4 (Smart buildings and campus) foresee 10-20% reduced building maintenance/replacement
cost. Moreover, 20% cost savings is expected from reduced CAPEX (cables/infrastructure) and OPEX
(labor). This mostly stems from the increased number of incidents (30%) in the building/campus to
be detected by intelligent video cameras as opposed to human operators. Reduction in financial loss
from less service disruption and unavailability is also expected.

o

UC 3.5 (Autonomous assets for smart port) expects reduced CAPEX and increased OPEX in projects
when the infrastructure is in place, reducing the need for private WiFi system on site supporting
autonomous operations. Moreover time-savings are anticipated from faster planning of sequences
(7%), less rework (7%), less waiting (5%) and more timely production of key documents for
transportation (10%) due to real time data availability. Increased safety is also expected (from less
walking in a trafficked plant area) and security from better documentation of the containers to be
transported. Finally, projects might execute faster if infrastructure is in place (45 days) as well as
improved user experience from less stress, higher precision in job performance and attracting talents
to new exciting technology.

o

UC 3.6 (Port safety, monitor and detect irregular sound) expects cost savings from auto-detection of
asset conditions (20%), cost savings from less service disruptions as well as cost savings from
increased asset life (15%). Time spent on root-cause searching is also expected to be reduced by
15%.

LL4 – Media and entertainment
•

Common for the three UC’s within this Living lab is revenue increase, time savings, increased user experience
and cost reductions
o

UC 4.1 (Ultra High-Fidelity media) expects no cost reduction, but rather replacing current services
and revenues. However, improved user experience is expected (70% score on Systems Usability
Scale) as well as opportunity to increase the market size through the youngster segment (10% after
two years)
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o

UC 4.2 (Multi CSN selection) Information for this UC is not included in this analysis.

o

UC 4.3 (On site live event experience) may also see revenue increase from new revenue sharing
models between MNO and venue owners. Increased accessibility and user experience are also
foreseen here enabling more event goers to stream live events (festivals, concerts etc.)

o

UC 4.4 (User and machine-generated content) foresee cost reduction (CAPEX) from performing
remote production as opposed to on-site production (equipment, training, modem savings). This will
also allow for faster response (time to market) to upcoming events. Less persons travelling will also
result in reduced labor cost and more safe working conditions. Moreover, increased user experience
at high profile sporting events and congested areas from more predictable network performance.

o

UC 4.5 (Immersive and integrated media and gaming) expect improved user experience for VR
gaming players due to near real-time response. The uptake of gamers in bigger cities is also foreseen
due to high-quality connections to more devices.

o

UC 4.6 (Cooperative media production) expects CAPEX and OPEX savings from less production
equipment (OB vans) and workforce used. Time can also be saved from less need to travel to events
location, which also will result in less hazard and harmful working conditions. Due to less travels
more and new types of events can also be produced, i.e. increased revenues. Smaller production
companies may also start competing for more and bigger events.

LL5 – Multi living lab
•

In this living lab the Network Operator (NOP)/Communication Service Provider (CSP), Vertical Enterprise/UC
customer and the Solution/Application provider are the main stakeholders addressed. Here cost, revenue
and user experience changes are foreseen.
o From the NOP/CSP perspective, the business KPIs reflect cost savings and new revenue opportunities
from running multiple UC applications on same physical network slice, whether they are within same
vertical cluster or across multiple clusters.
o From the Vertical Enterprise/UC customers’ perspective, the business KPIs reflects enhanced user
experience and satisfaction from accessibility to new features for visualizing and experiment with
potential vertical solutions running concurrently with other UC’s.
o For the Solution/Application providers the business’ KPI’s reflects cost savings and revenue increase
from working with multiple novel applications on same network resources, as well as changes in time
to market and degree of interference between UC’s with concurrent usage of the network resources

4.3.2 Updated Overview and assessment of Business and Technical KPIs
5G network deployments and operation will be tailored to support the requirements of a range of stakeholders
and services in an all-inclusive manner. For this purpose, 5G-related activities are converging to address the
following major vertical industries:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Automotive, focusing on services provided in high mobility scenarios, IoT applications/services, etc.;
eHealth, especially focusing on remotely provided health services with high latency and reliability
requirements;
Energy, especially focusing on IoT based energy monitoring, management and network control
scenarios;
Smart cities and smart ports,
Media & Entertainment, especially focusing on next generation applications/services provisioning
such as Ultra High Definition (UHD) content, Crowdsourced/multi-user created content, highly
interactive services, etc., and
Factories of the future, referring to Industry 4.0 setups.
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It becomes evident that these vertical industries involve large service groups, which can be provided by various
business stakeholders, depending on the specific market/social environment, and can include various
applications/services. Following the top-down approach, the vertical use cases can be broken down to services
falling in the following 5G (3GPP, ITU) identified categories: enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), massive
Machine Type Communications (mMTC), Ultra-Reliable and Low Latency Communications (URLLC) and Network
Operation services, as depicted in Figure 27.

Figure 27: 5G use cases defined by the ITU Vision for 2020.

Furthermore, 3GPP’s work on 5G services and their requirements has resulted in an almost identical classification
corresponding to enhanced Mobile Broadband (studied in 3GPP TR 22.863), massive Internet of Things (studied
in 3GPP TR 22.861) and Critical Communications (studied in 3GPP TR 22.862) services. On top of this, Network
Operation Services (studied in 3GPP TR 22.864) are distinguished as a separate class with a number of functional
requirements such as multi-tenancy, energy efficiency, etc. 3GPP has already started consolidating the four
Technical Reports into a single Technical Specification (TS 22.261), where specific system requirements are
reported.
Furthermore, in terms of technical requirements for the different types of verticals, 5G-PPP classifies them (see
below)18 according to the following dimensions: data rate, mobility, latency, density, reliability, positioning
accuracy and coverage. The picture shows, for example, how for a remote control application in a Factory of the
Future, high reliability is a very important technical requirement, whereas mobility speed is not a stringent
requirement.

18

https://5g-ppp.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/BROCHURE_5PPP_BAT2_PL.pdf
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Figure 28: 5G-PPP defined 5G technical requirement for different types of verticals
Table 19: Summary of technical requirements per LL

Living labs
(LL)

5G-PPP technical requirements
important for the LL

Additional technical requirements / areas of focus
reflected in UCs technical KPIs

LL1

Network latency, Density,

Factories of
the Future

Reliability, Positioning accuracy

LL2

Network latency,

Smart energy

Reliability, Availability and Deice
Density

LL3

Positioning accuracy, Density,
Coverage, energy reduction, interruption time due to
Reliability, Latency, Mobility, Data mobility, data quality, security
Rate

Smart cities &
smart ports
LL4
Media and
Entertainment
LL5
Multi-LL

Throughput, communication range, number of
connected devices, record loss, security

Number of connected devices, Vertical Service
response time, Distributed control strategy to reduce
overloads and deviations in load & charge, as well as EV
charging fluctuations over the energy grid.

Data rate, Latency, Reliability,
Density, Mobility, Positioning
accuracy

Throughput, coverage, security, slice setup/teardown
time, transition time from generic to dedicated slice,
time to connect to service

All of the above, as per respective
LL

Resource utilization, automation of service
deployments
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Similarly, our analysis found that some of these dimensions point to important technical requirements for the
different UCs and LLs. but we went beyond those, by looking into the specific characteristics of the individual
UCs. The table below presents at a glance the 5G-PPP KPI categories deemed important for each LL, as well as a
couple of examples for the additional technical requirements we defined in each LL. However, since these
requirements are quite diverse and they should be looked at in the context of the UC and full details for technical
KPIs are included in the individual UC descriptions. Note that we, where relevant, identified target KPIs including
values for both Passed (fully) as well as not passed, whereas KPI measurement results in between these two
values are considered as Partially Passed.
In the 5G-SOLUTIONS project we experiment across 4 living labs and 20 use cases, each with individual
requirements. For this reason, it is quite challenging to present an inclusive summary of the technical KPIs of all
LLs and direct the reader to the chapters where the use cases are described in detail, for specifics on the values
that we aim to achieve.
Some examples are included below:
Table 20: Example technical target KPIs

KPI

Value

Use case

Justification

Bitrate

Up to 60Gbps per UC1.1:
Time-critical
process Connection of 60 cameras,
node.
optimization inside digital factories
each with a 5G RAN
transmitter,
continuously
emitting 1Gbps data towards
the same shared 5G node.
Statistical multiplexing can
reduce the requirements that,
in
any
case
remains
impressively high.

Coverage

99.9%

UC3.6: Port Safety: Monitor and IoT sensors need to be covered
Detect Irregular Sounds
with high probability to allow
real-time monitoring of device
status
and
anomaly
measurement – useful for
mobile scenarios for a
seamless handover and less
service disruption

Position
accuracy

<0.2 m

UC1.3: Remotely controlling digital The control should be as valid
factories
as by presence, in particular
for the measurements.

Latency

< 40 ms

UC2.3: Electricity Network Frequency To assure the strict reaction
Stability
time
required
by
the
regulation for the actuation

5G latency < ~1% fluctuations over UC4.4: User and Machine Generated To avoid that glitches, black
sustainability >15 min continuous Content
screens,
lower
grade
transmission durations
support/SLA
for
various
productions
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Reliability

>99.99%

UC3.4: Smart Building/Smart Campus The percentage of data
delivered
without
data
corruption should be enough
to transmit large amounts of
data at very high speeds to
ensure no degradation in
quality of videos, without retransmissions.

It is however important to specify that the real challenge is not to achieve a particularly challenging performance,
but rather to be able to create a service (i.e. use case) that is able to use a connectivity that respects very high
performance values in several areas (e.g. high capacity together with low latency and high reliability). In the rest
of the document the main KPIs, their value and the justification for this choice will be reported for each use case.

4.4 Overview and assessment of social acceptance
4.4.1
•
•
•

Rationale and objectives
Rationale and objectives of the social acceptance of technology (SAT) assessment
Uniqueness of proposed SAT methodology w.r.t. state of the art
Overview of SAT methodology and process applied in 5G-SOLUTIONS project

The relevance of performing a validation of 5G-based solutions from the social perspective, with the engagement
of stakeholders as well, has been yet presented in other 5G-SOLUTIONS documents, including inter-alia: D8.1A
“Market Assessment and Technology Monitoring - v1.0; D1.4a “Methodologies for the validation of 5G and for
LL measurements - v1.0; D1.4b “ D1.4B Methodologies for the validation of 5G and for LL measurements - v2.0”;
and a few of published papers Invalid source specified.Invalid source specified.. Social dimension plays the same
important role as technical and business dimensions, and if it is not properly considered barriers against the
technological outcomes might be raised and hinder the local deployment.
Social acceptance assessment aims to support technical and business development tasks by identifying potential
concerns (i.e. weaknesses and threats, as well as strengths and opportunities) that might undermine the degree
to which the citizens might desire and adopt 5G and 5G-based solutions.
The 5G-SOLUTIONS project has defined a novel methodology to perform this assessment and it is called social
acceptance of technology (SAT) and it is based on the research ethics protocol (REP) framework established since
the beginning of the project (i.e. D10.4a “Report on legal and ethics monitoring - v1.0). This novel approach
overcomes limits of current methodologies that usually focus on users’ behaviour and acceptability on the userexperience side, without considering the systematic aspects of social impact.
In November 2021, 5G-SOLUTIONS performed a dry-run test of this methodology by selecting the UC4.1 “UltraHigh-Fidelity Media” and a workshop was organised for gathering preliminary feedback from external
stakeholders. This has allowed the project team to fine-tune and consolidate the methodology and its process.

4.4.2 Assessment process
•
•
•
•

Assessment process with a schema for easier readability
Identification of audience/groups of stakeholders
Definition of informative material
Engagement, analysis and insights
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The assessment process adopted during the dry-run was mainly characterised by three levels:
4.

5.
6.

Use Case desktop analysis - based on technical specifications of the Use Case, this level produces a set
of informative material (i.e. one-page information sheet and infographics) to be shared with the
stakeholders;
Quantitative analysis - based on questionnaires, this level shares the informative material with external
audience, gathers information on the use case and produces insights;
Qualitative analysis - based on insights and informative material, this level engages relevant
stakeholders in workshops/focus groups, performs evaluations of the use case and produces
recommendations.

This process has been improved based on the results of dry-run by and the following considerations:
•

•

•
•

When presenting the use case, the external audience asks for further details of other scenarios belonging
to the same context, domain or - as known in 5G-SOLUTIONS - living lab. This allows the external audience
to better comprehend the context of the use case and evaluate it. Based on this, it has been decided to
perform assessment of living labs, i.e. groups of contextualised use cases.
One-page information sheets and infographics are relevant and appreciated material for the external
audience. To improve the presentation of Living Labs, it has been decided to produce informative
material highlighting characteristics of the belonging use cases and improvements enabled by 5G
technology. This enables a simple “narration” of the rationale of the Living Lab and its needs (Why), the
enabled solutions and improvements (What) and the impacted personas of the Living Lab (Who).
Questionnaire has been redesigned according to the Social Acceptance of Technology (SAT)
methodology, fine-tuned and consolidated after the dry-run.
Engagement of relevant stakeholders in workshops/focus groups can be performed with internal living
lab and use case owners and experts. This allows the project consortium to benefit from sharing and
debating the assessment results.

This process, in three levels, is not adopting a pure waterfall approach but it is an iterative process where
improvements are achieved recursively (see Figure 29).

Figure 29: Assessment process
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4.4.3 Informative material
•

Informative material for narrative presentation to external audience

To better clarify the goals of the project to those who will answer the questionnaire, and to enhance and improve
their knowledge about the technology implemented in each Living Lab, during the desktop analysis has been
created a package of informative material. So, the first level of the process produced two types of informative
material that will be posted on the website of the Project, on the section related to each Living Lab, together
with the questionnaire.
The first is a one-page information sheet (namely infosheet – see Figure 30).
Following the rules of the three Ws (What, Why, Who), this material reports
a very detailed description of all the main relevant information regarding
needs, challenges, technology solutions and interested personas for each
Living Lab. Infosheet is a useful tool especially for those who are not familiar
with disruptive technologies (as 5G promises to be) and their applications,
because it provides not only a general
overview of the main ideas behind the
project but also a description of a potential
real application environment.
The second is an illustrative document
(namely infographic - see Figure 31). Based
on the above-mentioned infosheet, it
contains pictures for presenting use cases of
the living lab, with a list of the expected
Figure 30: Infosheet for LL3
improvements and interested personas. In
addition, every sheet contains a series of
images in order to give an idea of the contexts in which the technology will be
applied and an idea of a real application of that disruptive technology. The idea
of creating an infographic, in addition to the infosheet previously mentioned,
derives from the fact that an image (or a series of) sometimes can provide a
better outcome in terms of capturing the attention of the
audience/readers/respondents. Indeed, during the dry-run with the UC4.1,
tested in November 2021, infosheet and infographics have been really
appreciated and helped a lot in the comprehension of context.
Differently from the dry-run, infosheets and infographics present information at
Living Lab level, rather than Use Case level. This has a relevant advantage: based
on the experience done during the dry-run, external users better understand the
context if it is representative of more correlated use cases, and not a specific one.
This informative material, in collaboration with the communication team, has
Figure 31: Infographic for LL4
been published on the project website and shared among the project social
channels, enabling to increase the visibility of the project to external audiences.
For this reason, details of this material will be reported in communication reports.
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4.4.4 The social acceptance questionnaire
•
•
•

Social Acceptance of Technology methodology
Model and questionnaire
Engagement methods

To engage external audience during the quantitative analysis level, it has been defined a specific questionnaire
based on the Social Acceptance of Technology (SAT) methodology and the models of perceptions and
expectations.
The questionnaire is characterised by three main sections.
The first, called User Profile, contains a series of questions that will be used to stratify the respondent sample
according to some general variables about their relationship with generic technology and innovation. This section
allows capturing relevant items such as Propensity to technologies, Dependence to technologies, Propensity to
trust and Domain Engagement.
The other two sections get to the heart of the Perception and Expectation dimensions.
The first dimension refers to the “Perception” that the individual has in reference to the specific technology
under investigation. To better explore this dimension, three items with related questions have been identified:
Likeability, Ease to use and Human-in-the-loop.
The second dimension, defined "Expectation", refers to a projection, negative or positive, of the risks and
benefits deriving from the possible adoption of a given technology. It means, therefore, unlike the perception
that recalls the immediacy of the opinion, the expectation refers to whether the technology would potentially
start to be part of the subject's life. Therefore, “Expectation” dimension is characterised from three items, i.e.
Benefits, Usefulness and Risks.
In operational terms, each of the items consists of a battery of three questions on a five-step Likert scale. The
goal is to create a summation index for each of the items, which once summed will give us a measurement for
each of the components (Perception and Expectation). At the end of this process, it will be possible to proceed
with the separate analysis of the two indices by comparing them with the results of the answers in the User
Profile section; furthermore, by aggregating the two composite indices it will be possible to obtain an index that
represents the Propensity to Adopt, i.e. degree of propension to adopt the specific technology. This is a relevant
dimension for the assessment of social acceptance.
For the submission of the questionnaires, four infographics and infosheets were prepared - one for each Living
Lab in the project - which will be used as informational material to those who choose to answer the questions.
For each infosheet, the relevant characteristics of the Living Lab were included, accompanied by images
representing the proposed technologies; a brief description of the implementation of the technology in each Use
Case was also included for information purposes, adding also the interested personas identified for each
technology. The main objective was to offer an understanding of the main innovations resulting from the
development of the technology, without, however, expressing a value judgement on the same, by using a neutral
approach in the description approach.
Since the heterogeneity of the respondents does not represent an obstacle for the objectives of the project, but
rather is intended as a resource to be able to obtain a sufficient number of respondents - with the intent to make
the analysis very rich from the point of view of the results - we will proceed using two methods for the
administration of the questionnaire. The first is the one defined "snowball sampling"; units will be identified to
which, in addition to responding to the questionnaire, will be asked to indicate “n” units, belonging to the same
population, to which to turn the invitation to complete the questionnaire, so as to enlarge the pool of
respondents. As with any sampling method, snowball sampling has its pros and cons. On the one hand, the
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inability to obtain some other access to the sample often makes this type of sampling the optimal solution. In
addition, as reported byInvalid source specified., the list of the population in which we are interested is not
always known and this could prove to be an obstacle to the identification of the units to which to submit the
questionnaire. On the other hand, this method has cons: the most important one is the one concerning statistical
inference. By not applying random selection for the inclusion of units within the sample, it is not possible to make
generalisations and identify possible sampling errors.
The second method is the one of the "Online Posting" (see Invalid source specified.; Invalid source specified.).
This method has a strong impact in reaching a hard-to-involve online population Invalid source specified.. In the
specific context of this Project, by using the wide net of contacts of the social channels on which the Project itself
is sponsored (Website, Linkedin, Facebook Twitter etc.), it will be provided to invite the same ones to the
compilation of the questionnaire, asking them to forward it to their net of contacts, facilitating the process of
recruiting of respondents.
This method falls within what Invalid source specified. calls "unrestricted self-selected surveys". The goal is to
reach a large number of respondents using surveys that are open to the public, in which anyone can participate.
Although the results are not generalizable, Invalid source specified. emphasises that this method is not without
usefulness in research. In fact, the use of the web as a means of distributing questionnaires and "capturing"
respondents often meets organisational needs and can act as a facilitator to reach people who are often difficult
to intercept, as they are difficult to locate or because they belong to very small groups that probability-based
models would not capture.

4.4.5 Engagement, analysis and insights
•
•

Data from engagement
Analysis and insights

The first analysis carried out was that of the respondent sample. The questionnaire included three questions
related to gender, age and educational qualification that provide an analysis of the type of respondents, not
strictly anchored to the technological question, but useful for better placing the respondents according to certain
characteristics directly ascribable to them.
For the sake of clarity, it is important to highlight that no personal information was gathered and collected during
the questionnaire. So, the engaged respondents cannot be identified.
For each of the Living Lab, therefore, the analysis proceeded with a profiling of the users on the basis of these
three variables, and then analysis was replicated to obtain an overall profiling of the 5G-SOLUTIONS project as a
whole.
The second part of the User Profile, instead, took into account four dimensions: "Propensity to technology",
"Dependence to technologies", "Propensity to trust" and "Domain Engagement". The information related to the
technology questions and their relationship with it, in a broad sense, describes a narrative about the relationship
between respondents and technologies in general, although two questions that make up this section are closely
related to the Living Labs surveyed. For this second part of User Profile, the goal was not to create an index, but
rather to explore the average that was an expression of the total preferences, according to a minimum score
equal to three and a maximum score equal to fifteen. These scores are obtained considering a triple of questions
for each investigated dimension, and for each question the respondent can use a Likert scale answer with 5
levels.
The second step was the creation of the indexes. The variables used to capture the dimensions under analysis
are of the ordinal categorical type. The modalities present for each of the variables allow us to construct an
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additive index for each of the dimensions we explored, placing a qualitative analysis alongside a quantitative
discussion of the data.
The process followed was to create an index for each of the dimensions, resulting in an initial index that would
allow for a comparison between different Living Lab dimensions and between the same dimension but captured
for each of the Living Labs. The three indices that make up the two macro-sections "Perception" and
"Expectation" create, through the "counting approach", an index for each macro-section, to explore the weight
that "Perception" and "Expectation" had in determining the User Experience Satisfaction – the last index,
combination of “Perception” and “Expectation” – both at the level of a single Living Lab, and at the overall level
of the project (see Figure 32).

Figure 32: Perception, Expectation and Propensity to Adopt

This type of approach is very common when dealing with batteries of Likert scales that, however, do not allow
for a factorial analysis and/or a dimension reduction analysis. In fact, while perfectly meeting the canons of the
treatment of metric variables, factor analysis requires pre-conditions that are often difficult to satisfy.
In parallel, both the Perception and Expectation indices were compared with the three variables that made up
the first part of the User-Profile. Since the latter are categorical variables, and since the index at the same time
is a cardinal variable, the best way to analyse their relationship is to use the "Compare-Means" technique, that
is, to see how the modalities of each individual variable are distributed with respect to the mean of the index.
The same procedure was repeated, later, on the total of the Living Labs.

4.4.5.1 LL1 – Factory of the future
The LL1 respondents’ sample is characterised by the following features: it is made up of most men (66.7%), with
an age mainly under 39 years (58.3%). The educational level of the respondents is very high: in fact, the lowest
level reported is the one of “college or university degree”, but the majority (75%) state that they have obtained
a post-graduate degree.
For the second part of the user profile, the sample is characterised by a high propensity for technologies (84%)
in general, along with a high dependence (82%) on them. Next, the highest score is recorded by the propensity
to trust (73%) and finally the domain engagement, which presents the lowest average, 58%.
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LL1 - Factories of the Future
100%
75%
50%
25%
0%

The score obtained by the index called Propensity to
Adopt is 70% and is given, as described above, by the
intersection of the six items that make up Perception
and Expectation.
The propensity to adopt is strongly driven by three
factors: benefits, usefulness and likeability, which
have more or less (between 72 and 73% on average)
the same weight.
Easy to use and Human-in-the-Loop, on the other
hand, appear as factors with an average explanatory
capacity, or rather a more limited weight than the
previous ones in establishing the propensity to
adopt.

Finally, the analysis returns a value for the last of the
factors, "Risks", which stands at an average rate of
Figure 33: LL1 - Social Acceptance Analysis
31%. This is the lowest when compared to others
and it is a positive aspect, due to the fact that it means “involved participants to the survey have a low perception
of risks with regards to the use of this technology”.

4.4.5.2 LL2 – Smart energy
For the Living Lab 2, the composition of overall respondents follows the trajectory already analysed for Living
Lab 2, albeit with some differences.
The sample has a greater presence of men than women (83.3% for the former and 16.7% for the latter), with a
large group of respondents who are under 39 years of age, and therefore quite young (61.1%). As far as
educational qualifications are concerned, on the other hand, there is a part of the sample that declares having
an educational qualification below a bachelor (5.6% of the total), while the remaining part has at least a university
degree.
The trend analysed for the second part of the user
profile section, also in this case, returns a picture
identical to that of the Living Lab 1.
In fact, to stand out among all is the propensity to
technologies (85%), which records a higher average
value than the other dimensions, followed by
dependence to technologies (83%), propensity to trust
(74%) and finally the domain engagement (70%) that
has the lowest average value in relative terms, although
all four dimensions are characterised by a high average
if compared to the maximum achievable value.
This Living Lab reaches a higher Propensity to adopt if
compared to the Living Lab 1. The value of the index is
Figure 34: LL2 - Social Acceptance Analysis
76%, which indicates that the technologies contained
and developed within it potentially have a high rate of approval. The likeability, benefits and usefulness
dimensions, which were evaluated very positively by respondents, contribute above all to driving up this index.
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The risks dimension also in this case marks the lowest of the values (28%) among the dimensions that make up
the index, although lower than Living Lab 1; however it is useful to note that compared to the previous case, this
result is not associated with a low domain engagement; this result is potentially linked to a greater awareness,
compared to the previous case, of the potential pros and cons related to the technologies promoted by the Living
Lab.

4.4.5.3 LL3 – Smart cities and ports
Living Lab 3 is characterised by an equal distribution of respondents for each of the sections that characterise
the first part of the User Profile. In fact, this is the only Living Lab that, among its respondents, foresees an equal
presence of men and women (50%) and an equal presence among the various age groups, which are all
represented in the sample.
As far as the educational qualification is concerned, only "college or university" and "post-graduate" are present
among the respondents; therefore, also in this case the respondents present a high level of education and are
equally distributed between the two modes.
The second part of the User Profile presents divergent
characteristics compared to the other Living Labs.
The dimensions Propensity to Technologies and
Dependence to Technologies are equivalent,
presenting decidedly high values and above average
(90%), followed by Propensity to Trust and Domain
Engagement, with the latter registering the lowest
value among the four (60%).
The Propensity to Adopt index recorded, as for Living
Lab 2, the highest score among those analysed; also in
this case, in fact, the score reached is 75%.
Likeability above all, followed by Usefulness and
Benefits,
help the index to reach that score, given the
Figure 35: LL3 - Social Acceptance Analysis
greater weight that these dimensions have in
determining the index score. As in all the previous cases, as well as in Living Lab 4, the dimension associated with
risks is the one with the lowest score (33%), although in relative terms it is not the lowest among the various
Living Labs under analysis.

4.4.5.4 LL4 – Media and entertainment
The sample of respondents for this Living Lab is overwhelmingly male (70%) and is characterised by being a highly
educated sample; in fact, 60% of respondents claim to have a post-graduate degree, while the remaining 40%
claim to have at least one degree acquired at college or university. Also, for this Living Lab the respondent sample
is characterised by young age: although all four age groups are present in the sample, 60% say they are under
39, while the remaining 40% are equally distributed between the 40-49 and over-50 age groups.
The second part of the user profile presents peculiarities distinct from those of the previous Living Labs analysed.
The sample is characterised, in this case, by a strong dependence to technology (86%), followed in order by the
propensity to technologies (73%), domain engagement (63%) and propensity to trust (59%).
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It is interesting to note that in addition to the
presence of respondents over 50 there is also, for the
first time, a high score assigned to the dependence to
technology.

Figure 36: LL4 - Social Acceptance Analysis

This could also be explained in relation to the fact
that, as the number of respondents potentially
involved in working contexts increases, so does the
need to rely on technological solutions that facilitate
not only daily life, but also the working environment.

The propensity to adopt index reaches a value of
70%. As for the Living Lab previously analysed,
likeability (79%) contributes in a considerable way to
determining the value of this index, which records
the highest value among the six dimensions that make up this index. It is useful to note that, as for the previous
ones, also in this living lab the “benefits” and “usefulness” dimensions contribute more than positively in
determining the total score of the Propensity to Adopt, while the dimension linked to the risks records the lower
score (31%).

4.4.6 Conclusions: 5G-SOLUTIONS as a whole
The analysis as a whole conducted over the four living labs results with a positive response to the technological
solutions proposed by 5G-SOLUTIONS project. Even if there are some areas that need to be further investigated
and discussed, the evaluations show a high rate of satisfaction both with regards to Perception and Expectation,
anchored to the single Living Labs and to all the innovations contained in the project.
Considering the results of the propensity to adopt of each LL, distributed among a range of 70% and 76%, this
assessment reports a positive (73% medium-high) score for the 5G-SOLUTIONS project as a whole. This
propensity to adopt, as above mentioned, represents a key value for the social acceptance of technology.

Figure 37: 5G-SOLUTIONS “Propensity to adopt” score

Even though the data are not completely placed at the positive end of the distribution, they are interesting in
light of the following considerations:
d. the 5G-SOLUTIONS project, while presenting an important advancement in its activity scheduling, is in a
progressing phase of implementation that is still running;
e. as for the DoA, the maturity of 5G SOLUTIONS technology will not reach the level of a system proven in a
operational environment;
f. due to the previous points, the tools used for show casing the LLs technology are based on narrative methods
(i.e. infographics and user stories).
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Despite the limitations underlined in the previous points, the six analysed factors are generally ranked with a
good score.
However, comparing all the investigated factors in all the four LLs, the evaluations expressed by the respondents
converge on a weakness in terms of perceived risks - although the score on this dimension never goes below 49%
-, as well as a slight weakness in terms of likeability and usefulness.
Generally speaking, it is worth to notice that while the potential benefits offered by a technology can be captured
through a narrative tool such as the ones used in the current analysis, in many cases the analysis of possible risks
is much more complex because it needs to consider several further factors.
In fact, the risk perception cannot be read exclusively as a "fear" referred to the individual person, but also and
perhaps above all as a more extensive feeling.
Often this is due to misinterpretation, while sometimes can be much easier to imagine a risk without a real
knowledge about the technology. Communication plays a key role to improve awareness on how really
technology works, but it cannot replace at all the experience with technology in defined scenarios of the LLs. This
is even more true considering the need to make a more direct experience with technology by really using it in an
operative environment (actually 5G-SOLUTIONS doesn’t foresee such a level of technology maturity),
acknowledging the risks and benefits the technology can bring especially in terms of usability and likability.
When it comes to the acceptance of new technologies, the risk perception is indeed a multi-faceted
phenomenon, that is composed by different elements: policy related attitudes, the perception of “dread” (an
uncontrolled exposure to uncontrollable hazards), and the presence of unknown features may decrease the
perceived acceptability of certain new technologies. In regards to 5G, Frey19 claims that both subjective
knowledge (e.g., feeling informed) and objective knowledge (e.g., that radiation primarily results from the user’s
device) may attenuate individuals’ risk perceptions. Other elements that account for the risk perception
regarding 5G “seriousness of the risk to future generations,” and “severity of consequences”, that has been
inquired in other surveys20. Those have been found to increase the risk perception scores. In the Living Lab case,
in order to provide a possible explanation for the relatively low perception of risks, we should take also into
account that the vast majority of the responders show:
3) high degree of education;
4) high overall score of propensity to technology and dependence to technology.
This fact alone might let us guess that the responders, being generally high adopters of technology, may be
already informed (subjective knowledge) of the actual risks (objective knowledge) that 5G poses.
On the other hand, this could represent a drawback when it comes to issues related to privacy that arise from a
general diffusion of the 5G infrastructure21: even responders that show both high propensity to technologies and
high domain engagement, may not be completely aware of the novel risks that are currently being researched.

From this last reflection it is possible to outline some lessons learned and requirements for possible next steps.
Starting from the sample that answered the questionnaires, it would be beneficial to repeat the analysis with the
same respondents once the technology will be made available on the market or for general access by users. The
survey might be carried out on the single Living Lab or on the whole set of Living Labs, and through a longitudinal
analysis it would be possible to detect which areas, after the actual use, show a different result from the current
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Frey, R. (2021). Psychological Drivers of Individual Differences in Risk Perception: A Systematic Case Study Focusing on 5G.
Psychological Science, 32(10), 1592–1604. https://doi.org/10.1177/0956797621998312
20
Koh, T. H., Choi, J. W., Seo, M., Choi, H. D., & Kim, K. (2020). Factors Affecting Risk Perception of Electromagnetic Waves
From 5G Network Base Stations. Bioelectromagnetics, 41(7), 491–499. https://doi.org/10.1002/bem.22290
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Occhipinti, C., Briguglio, L., et al. (2022). Privacy and Security aspects in 5G Technology. doi: 10.2861/255532
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one, both in positive and negative terms, and which areas do not undergo any change even after the adoption
of the technology.
Alternatively, after the implementation and provision of the technology, the same questionnaire might be
submitted to both those who participated to the current survey and to a totally new sample, thus maintaining a
fixed and a rotating component. It would lead to compare the preliminary results gathered during the
development phase of the project with the results collected in a more advanced phase, to analyse similarities
and divergences between the two samples regarding the Perception and Expectation dimensions.
Finally, it is important to underline that the current analysis will be improved in the framework of the Research
Ethics Protocol (D10.4b – M42), where it is expected to identify how social values might impact the factors used
to determine the social acceptance of the 5G technology, and viceversa.
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5 LL 1: Factories of the Future Use Cases Description and Detailed
Analysis
The industrial sector enters into its fourth revolution; the introduction of 5G can only boost up the development
of futuristic factories, always more connected, automated, and always more decentralized. Modern factories are
extremely complex environments where automated devices can perceive the environment around them and
interoperate with it other than with other devices. We are moving towards the possibility for robots to cooperate
with human operators. The cobots (cooperative robots) in fact implement a stack very similar to the human way
of perceiving and interacting with the environment. Their sensor layer behaves like the human senses and
instinct (used also to provide emergency safety), the perception layer elaborates the stimulus from the senses
to recognize the environment, and the cognitive layer takes decisions on how to interact with it, re-planning
tasks according to certain metrics aimed to enhance the factory efficiency.
Networks of sensors and actuators reduced the necessity of personnel to continuously checking the correct
operation of the machineries in the plants, enhancing safety and providing all the information in a direct and
visual way assessing the status of the plant. The tendency is going towards the adoption of models to predict the
necessity of maintenance intervention, building digital replicas of the industry plant to identify bottlenecks and
inefficient behaviours changing the conditions under which the production is happening.
In such an interconnected and interoperable environment, rely on an underlying telecommunication network
with the sufficient capacities is becoming a necessity. The need of a fluid, flexible, and reliable infrastructure is a
common theme in the modern factories that want to be able to reconfigure their production lines according to
the market demand and scale their manufacturing dynamically.
Modern factories tend to use data of many kinds in many different applications, and the 5G high bandwidth, lowlatency, reliability, and its possibility of interconnecting multiple devices is the natural choice for supporting the
evolution of factories and maintains their operations scalable. The aim is not only to accelerate the process
reducing the communication latency and enhancing the throughput, but also adapt the productivity of the plant
and such the use of resources (material and energy) to reduce the cost of production, increasing margins without
necessarily increasing the price of the products.
New solutions are getting to the market thanks to the possibilities opened by the new wireless technologies,
allowing performing product monitoring instead of process monitoring, enhancing the quality of the products
and reducing scraps. The wireless technology allows to access location of the factory that cannot be reached by
cables, and to connect multiple sensors in a more lean, scalable and cost-effective way. On the same trend is the
adoption of cyber-physical systems enabled by advanced wireless communication, assisted AR-based
maintenance, and managing the autonomous mobility inside the factory.
Five (5) UCs are analysed in LL1, related to the industrial sector, covering different cases and applications with
their own specific requirements. Some of the applications are enhancements from previous versions, but others
were not even possible to be deployed without an adequate wireless connectivity. However, they all have in
common the will of embracing the Industry 4.0 paradigm shift taking advantage of the major advancements that
5G can bring to their business.

5.1 WP8 Market Feedback to LL1
The factory-of-the-future is envisaged to be a “smart factory” that encompasses a broad set of technologies,
solutions, and products. It connects people, processes, and machines in an industrial environment to enable
advanced manufacturing. The smart factory will offer multiple benefits that help users to optimize processes,
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reduce errors, improve quality, and eliminate waste. The combination of technologies such as Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), cloud and edge computing, collaborative robotics, advanced
product monitoring systems, process analytic technologies, predictive and assisted maintenance, and process
automation techniques are rapidly impacting the way factories carry out their business and forcing a rethink of
the entire process from sourcing to logistics. At the core of these technologies are mobile connectivity, built on
low-latency, high throughput, high reliability, and massive device connectivity. It also provides an excellent
opportunity for new and innovative solution providers to emerge in a new ecosystem built around 5G. The overall
market for 5G Services in the area of connected/smart factories is projected to reach over $13 billion by 2025 22
and a general analysis of the key market opportunities are provided in Figure 38.

Figure 38: 5G Services Market Opportunity, Factories of the future

Despite all the many well documented benefits, there are many challenges and inhibitors to the widespread
deployment of 5G in Smart Factories and it will be important for the 5G use cases to be cognizant of those
challenges. High capital costs, the inherent disruption to complex manufacturing processes, concern regarding
security of cyber-physical systems, the lack of standards between ICT and Operational Technology (OT) are some
of the many impediments to the widespread deployment of 5G. Recent findings (Jan 2020) from the Global
Lighthouse Network23, an ongoing research project by the World Economic Forum in collaboration with McKinsey
(Global Management Consultancy), highlight that 70% of Smart Factory pilots fail to progress to delivering
innovation at scale. The research study confirms the transformative power of innovative manufacturing
technologies for today’s businesses. However, the report concludes that of even greater importance is the need
to focus on the business value as opposed to the technology capability and the findings suggest a lens that should
also be applied to all 5G-SOLUTION use cases. This is particularly relevant to the Factory-of-The-future Use Cases
which will be strongly incentivised to move towards widespread adoption when they can demonstrate a clear
bottom-line benefit to the business. “Start assessing use cases against current business needs, focusing on
business problems that need solving rather than particular technologies. Companies often end up in “pilot
purgatory” when they look at technologies first”.24

22

Market and Markets: “5G Services Market, forecast to 2025”

23

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Global_Lighthouse_Network.pdf

24

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/operations/our-insights/industrys-fast-mover-advantage-enterprisevalue-from-digital-factories
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Within the 5G-SOLUTIONS Project, deliverable “D8.1A Market Assessment and Technology Monitoring” (Section
6.1) contains a more in-depth intersection between Factory-of-the-future industry requirements and the
specifics of each UC. This is further supported with a specific market and technology knowledge base25 which is
maintained by all project partners to support the most current and accurate market information. Those resources
support a continuous feedback link between WP8 (Market assessment and Commercialisation) and WP1 (Specific
UC Pilots).

5.2 UC1.1: Time-critical process optimization inside digital factories
5.2.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

Real-time product quality monitoring in the manufacturing industry is becoming more and more important and
a competitive advantage. It provides productivity gains, saves time, reduces waste, reduces energy consumption
and improves customer satisfaction. However, this is not easy to be achieved. Sometimes the technology to do
it is not ready, but in many cases, the problem is that the available technologies are not affordable. The drive
for real-time monitoring and optimization to increase production line efficiency requires increased performance
of sub-components to measure quality variations of produced goods. This involves the use of advanced sensors
and digital inspection systems to assess product quality and to perform real-time process control. Quality
assurance and quality control are two key aspects for the manufacturing industry. Each industry in its own sector
wants to produce products that meet the needs and expectations of the customer. These have a direct impact
on the industry’s business, increasing the loyalty of the customer, building the brand and maintaining the brand’s
reputation, create the perception that the product has a better value for money ratio than competitors, and all
these aspects help to make a profitable business.
We will explore the possibility of implementing in-line product monitoring system and process analytic
technologies replacing the current off-line product quality assessment approach. In-line quality assessment
mechanisms integrate techniques to inspect each single product at the end or during the different production
phases. By being an in-line and automated procedure, it ensures that every product (and/or every part
composing it) is inspected. This requires less time than the off-line inspection methods. Data from the inspection
scan in then used as feedback the production process in real-time reducing waste and increasing the efficiency.
The diagram below (Figure 39) shows in a visual way what the UC1.1 is about. In the manufacturing plant, the
finished products are being transported on a conveyor belt at a relatively high speed. A state-of-the-art camera
is capturing the spectral images of each product and this large amount of data is transferred via a 5G RAN
transmitter to a 5G private node located in the manufacturing plant. This data is then rapidly processed using an
analysis algorithm running in a dedicated processing unit, which determines the presence of defects in the
product and as such assess the quality level of the same through specific metrics defined by the production plant.
Considering a full-scale 24/7 production plant, in the case where the quality of the product does not meet the
expectations, a signal would be sent to the processing line, triggering a rejection mechanism whereby the
defective product is taken out from the processing line. In order to decrease complexity, the rejection system
will not be implemented in the framework of this project, and the proof of concept will be validated up to the
generation of the triggering signal. All this process has to happen in a time window of around 150ms (acquiring
image, sending image, processing image, feedback to process, actuator to take product out) even though the
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time window will depend on the actual speed of the production line, and continuously, with no downtime, one
right after the other. High data transfer rate and low latency are critical aspects to be carefully evaluated.

Figure 39: Simplified overview of the UC1.1

The business needs go beyond the Proof of concept that will be validated in UC1.1. In reality, what is needed
from a business point of view is depicted in Figure 39. A number of cameras are needed to capture all products
being made. This multiplies the number of 5G RAN transmitters required, which in turns translates into a much
larger amount of data being transmitted to the 5G private node. For cost reasons, the number of 5G private
nodes inside the manufacturing has to be minimized. This means that this 5G node has to deal with a number of
high-speed cameras, all of them sending high amount of data to this 5G node. As explained before, all this large
amount of data has to be sent continuously, 24/7, which requires a very high data transfer rate and a relatively
low latency. In reality the low-latency requirement depends on the actual speed of the conveyor belt that carries
the product under the quality assurance system. The speed of the conveyor depends on the production necessity
in that very moment.
We have conducted internal cost-benefit analysis on this industrial case. P&G has many manufacturing plants
and every plant has many production lines. Figure 40 below shows the potential layout of one single production
line, where approx. 6 cameras per line are needed in order to control the quality of the products being made.
This explains the high density of 5G emitters in that zone (> 5 / m 2). It is important to understand that, in order
for 5G to enable this quality control system. The cost of the entire system, including the 5G emitters and 5G
nodes, has to be under control in order to make it affordable.
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Figure 40: Simplified overview of the real manufacturing plant case.

5.2.2 Current status and challenges
Currently there is no in-line single product quality monitoring mechanism implemented. For this reason, it is
quite difficult to provide a fixed baseline to compare the proposed solution. The quality assurance mechanism in
place performs only the detection of a wreckage of the product collecting groups of 10-15 products on a trail and
inspecting if residual material is left on the trail. In case residual material is detected the whole bunch of products
is discarded. This situation causes the production of unwanted scrap, because even if only one product is broken,
10-15 products have to be discarded. To get the situation worse, this analysis happens almost at the end of the
production line, where the broken product might have impacted a significant part of the other products in close
positions.
Moreover, some defects that could affect the product do not result in a wreck during the production process but
only after the product is packed and shipped from the distribution.
In this context, it has been considered necessary to adopt a more sophisticated product analysis method, able to
analyse each single product at an early production stage detecting not only if the product is broken, but also if
the product present some of the defects that are known to cause a later compromise of the integrity of the
product. The monitoring technology that has been considered as one of the most promising to solve this issue is
the hyperspectral or multispectral imaging.
IRIS has more than 10 years’ experience in hyperspectral and multispectral imaging (HSI/MSI) monitoring
technologies, installing mainly in food and pharmaceutical production plant. In the vast majority of the cases the
analysis of the data happens very close to the monitoring system, and often they are collocated. This is the first
time, to the best of the author knowledge, that the output of an HSI/MSI monitoring device is offloaded
wirelessly. Normally the connection between the camera and the software module is performed through a
Gigabit Ethernet cable, or a special video cable that offers data-rates in the order of several Gbps. In some cases,
the results from the analysed data are sent wirelessly to a server for statistical analysis.
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State of the art monitoring technologies can offload data wirelessly using 4G or WiFi connection if the
applications allow these technologies to be compliant with the requirements. However, product monitoring
using HSI or MSI is considered viable only using cable connections due to the typically high data volume as
explained above, and more often than not the speed of the production lines does not allows the latencies that
are typical for legacy connectivity. This fact represents a limitation to the adoption of the HSI/MSI monitoring
systems of some industries. Especially in dense production plants, where several production lines are deployed
in a relatively small place, installing a single HSI/MSI device for each line is not cost-efficient. To reduce the cost,
if the application allows, a single processing unit can process the data coming from different monitoring devices,
but also in this case there are limitations on the possibility of performing complex cable connections. Moreover,
it is difficult to scale the solution.

5.2.3

Why is 5G required

Considering the supposed final implementation in a real production plant, 5G is required because high data
transfer rate per emitter (that depending on the technology and the level of resolution needed could be more
than 1Gbps), very high data transfer rate at the 5G node (if we suppose the installation of 6 HSI/MSI cameras to
cover the production line, each system can produce up to 60Gbps of cumulated data rate), very low latency
(<150ms at a normal conveyor speed to perform the whole process of detection, classification, recognition of
the defect, and triggering the rejection system) and high density RAN emitters (> 4/m2 because the cameras are
co-located) are needed. In order to make it cost efficient, one 5G node has to handle many 5G emitters
simultaneously, each requiring up to 1Gbps continuously.
The requirement of 60Gbps at the node comes from having 60 cameras, each with a 5G RAN transmitter,
continuously emitting 1Gbps data towards the same shared 5G node. This requirement might be too stringent
for any wireless technology in the market, but the general idea is to have one 5G private node managing multiple
devices to reduce as much as possible the number of 5G nodes present.
In general, transmit the raw data from the camera using a wireless connection is not ideal. Depending on the
application the amount of data generated by the camera can be very large, overcoming the 1 Gbps of information
for each camera. In a recent application for a food producing industry interested in detecting foreign body into
one of their products during its elaboration the latency requirement between the moment in which the product
image is captured and the analysis produced the result was around 30 ms. In another application still in the food
production sector, the client wanted to monitor the percentage of fat, water, and other chemical properties of
each product. In this last case the throughput generated by the camera was 2.1Gbps in average. Another aspect
to be considered is the reliability: the transmission of the image in many cases is performed frame by frame. If
one frame arrives corrupted, it can be sufficient to jeopardize the analysis of the entire datacube.
In general, the requirements for the communication system are strongly dependent on the application. For slow
and low-resolution applications where a low frame-rate is sufficient and the number of wavelengths (necessary
for HSI and MSI analysis using for instance the infrared field) involved in the analysis is quite limited, current
communication technologies such as WiFi 802.11ac, WiFi 6, or 4G can fit the purpose. The specific case in UC1.1
however will unlikely fall into this category. The products are small and distributed on a conveyor moving at a
relatively high speed (from 12 to 18 meters per minute). The defects are heterogeneous, not all on the surface,
and affecting different areas of the product characterized with different properties and therefore they might
require different wavelengths for a proper analysis.
Under these conditions it is likely that the throughput between the data acquisition and the data analysis
modules can easily become not sustainable for current technologies. At this stage it is impossible to provide
consistent figures because the product must undergo a first pre-analysis for building the analysis model, and the
technology should be tested in a small proof of concept. A preliminary estimation result in around 2.5Gbps for
an HSI technology using almost all the wavelengths available for the selected camera model (worst case that
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produces the highest throughput requirement), and around 800 Mbps for a MSI technology using RGB channels
and half of the wavelengths available in the NIR channel. The latency is also a critical requirement. Considering
an average speed of the conveyor of 15 meter per minute and knowing that the product is around 5 cm long, it
means that around 5 products will be analysed every second. With this condition the system has a maximum of
150ms to acquire the frames, perform the pre-processing, transmit the frames, analyze the data, and in case it
is needed, trigger the rejection system. The acquisition and analysis of the data is not immediate, especially the
data analysis process. A lot will depend on the complexity of the algorithm and the computational capacities of
the hardware. Generally speaking, a machine learning algorithm for MSI needs more time than a chemometric
algorithm to be executed on the same hardware. Chemometric models developed in past applications took
between a few tenths up to hundreds of ms; for this specific application we estimate an execution time between
70 and 100ms on a commercial mid-level GPU.

5.2.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials

5.2.5

Business Analysis and Goals

5.2.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
Table 21: UC1.1 Personas & Stakeholders

Stakeholders
R&D

Engineering
Quality assurance
Operations
Consumers

Description
R&D is responsible for continuously improving current products and bringing new
products to the market. Responsible for the formulation and process of making the
products.
Engineering is responsible for ensuring that the equipment installed in the plant is
performing as it was designed for
Responsible for ensuring the quality of the products are meeting the quality criteria
Responsible for running the manufacturing plant
Use products at home

5.2.5.2 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
Table 22: UC1.1 Business Problems & Benefits

Stakeholder
R&D

Engineering

Quality assurance

Operation

Business problem
Difficult to control the
quality of new products
during introduction in
manufacturing
Difficult to assess the
impact of equipment
status on product quality
Cannot measure and
control all products being
produced
Poor reliability. Have to
stop productions when
many products are having
defects.

Benefits
An automated vision system that captures the quality of the
products being produced will enormously facilitate the
introduction of new products and reduce the time-tomarket
Real time understanding of the relationship between
equipment status and product quality. Will reduce the timeto market for new products.
Will identify and control all products being produced.
Will ensure no defect products are reaching the market
Will be able to solve problems without stopping production.
This will save energy and greatly reduce waste.
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Consumer

Quality problems

Will ensure that the consumer does not receive any defect
product.

5.2.5.3 Business Measurement KPIs
The following are the business KPI, summarized in the table below:
From a production point of view, an automated real-time quality control system with feedback to the production
process will ensure the quality of the products leaving the plant is optimal. This will reduce waste on the
production line (estimated 12% improvement on waste reduction). In addition, this will reduce production stops
which will translate into an increase to higher productivity (6% increase). The above two items will impact on
the current rework and waste management, providing a 5 % improvement (operators time saving).
From an R&D and Engineering point of view, a reliable and automated quality control will enable faster
introduction of new product variants into the manufacturing plant (10-20% faster than today), which is synonym
of faster innovation. The same system will enable the plant operators make informed decisions about the quality
of the products being produced, saving 10-20% time of the operators.
The end result is that the consumers of these products will be more satisfied as the quality of the products is
better, and this will increase the consumption of these products and sales.
Table 23: UC1.1 Business Measurement KPIs

Reduced waste on production line
Increase of productivity due to less stops

Target
Improvement for
the UC
12% Per annum
6% increase

Avoidance of rework and waste management

5% Per annum

Faster scale-up to the plant

10-20% faster
than today

Business Measurement
Category
Cost Reduction
Revenue Increase
Time Saved
Faster Time to Market

UC Specific Metric

Safety
Security

N/A
N/A

User Experience

Help plant operators make informed decisions

10-20% faster
than today

5.2.6 Technical Context
Given the specific product to be examined, a standard RGB camera cannot (in a first analysis) detect all the
defects that have been recognized as harmful for the product quality. To detect with an acceptable tolerance the
harmful defects, the project partner IRIS is conducting a series of experiments aimed to identify the technology
that best suits the purpose. After a preliminary investigation the hyperspectral image analysis (HSI) and the
multispectral image analysis (MSI) resulted to be the most promising. Specifically, hyperspectral analysis takes
advantage of the information brought by the analysis of near infrared (NIR) and short-wave infrared (SWIR)
wavelength that allow to get an insight on the chemical composition of the product and such identifying
discontinuity in the chemical fingerprint that are typically correlated to the presence of a defect.
The cameras used for hyperspectral or for multispectral analysis (in brief HSI cameras and MSI cameras) are
complex devices composed by a sophisticated set of lenses with specific coating working as filters for the
different wavelengths, a series of sensors built with CCD or CMOS technology, and a fast control electronic.
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The output of such devices is called hypercube and can become enormous and very difficult to transmit and
process depending on the spatial resolution and the spectral resolution of the camera. In some cases, the
dimension of the hypercube can overcome 1GBytes.
An overview of how the HSI/MSI system is illustrated in Figure 41.

Figure 41: Simplified overview of the HSI/MSI system

The HSI/MSI camera will be synchronized with the speed of the conveyor belt in order to grant the sufficient
frame-rate that is necessary to achieve the required resolution.
The high-level architecture that will be used for the HSI/MSI system is depicted in Figure 42.

Figure 42: High-level architecture of the HSI/MSI monitoring system for UC1.1

The HSI/MSI camera is connected to a data acquisition module. The data acquisition module has the task of
composing the frames from coming from the camera and building the hypercube. This same module will also
adapt the data to be transmitted, applying fragmentation if necessary. The data acquisition module will save
different log files in a database for troubleshooting purposes.
Data coming from the data acquisition module are sent to the 5G-transceiver which will perform the actual
transmission of the data towards the 5G-private node installed in the same premises. The 5G-private node in this
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case works as a relay offloading the received data to the data analysis module. The 5G-node will also take care
of gathering the physical information such as RSSI, Modulation coding scheme used, and so on.
The data analysis module runs the software that performs the actual analysis of the data images. It hosts the
chemometric model in its software implementation and, in case artificial vision is used, also the machine learning
algorithm to perform the image analysis. The results are stored in a dedicated database that will also store KPIs.
The hardware to host the data analysis module must be optimized for running the chemometric and the machine
learning algorithms. Typically, these algorithms run on graphic processing units (GPU). Mainly for this reason it
has been decided to implement the data analysis module on a local hardware, but in general this module could
be hosted in the local 5G-node as well as remotely, as long as the processing requirements are met. It is the data
analysis module, once performed the analysis, to trigger the rejection mechanism.
After a preliminary analysis of the product in a controlled environment, it has been possible to determine a range
of expected values for the most critical aspects that can affect the performance of the system and are related to
the wireless transmission of data. Table 24 summarizes these aspects. The requirements considered in Table 24
are related to a production plant in normal operation. Production peaks might cause a further reduction of the
tolerable latency and a slightly higher throughput.
Table 24: Expected ranges for requirements related to the 5G communication depending on monitoring technology

Requirement
Throughput per camera
Overall process Latency (avg.)
Processing Latency
Acquisition Latency
Transmission Latency
Device density
Mobility
Reliability

Expected range for technology
HSI
MSI
700-1000 Mbps
100-180
Mbps
150 ms
150 ms
10-20 ms
100-130 ms
70-90 ms
10-15 ms
40-60 ms
5-40 ms
4
6
none
none
100%
100%

5.3 UC1.2: Non-time-critical Communication inside the Factory
5.3.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

UC1.2 will leverage the 5G technology as enabler for: 1) multi IIoT sensors’ data gathering, and; 2) mobile worker
operations. This UC will be developed in a large-scale dairy production facility, that is, the Glanbia factory. In this
environment, the vast majority of data is currently gathered from the programmable logic controllers (PLCs) and
distributed control systems (DCSs) that control the production plant. The information collected by these sensors
and systems is concentrated in a manufacturing execution system (MES) which in turn consolidates
and contextualizes the data and provide a status of the plant. The output is presented on a graphical user
interface, accessible through a browser. It provides a model for the operational status and historic data series
for problem investigation.
This living lab will also investigate the suitability of 5G as an enabling technology for the mobile connected
worker. The focus is on a particular maintenance operation with a high demand for rigorous adherence to an
approved procedure. Today, it is difficult to accurately exploit all the data collection opportunities in the current
manual processes. Thus, improved data gathering and mobile worker opportunities are tightly connected.
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The premise for the use case (with sub use-case 1 and 2) is that the ubiquitous coverage, deterministic
performance characteristics, endpoint isolation and encapsulation and network as a service delivery will allow
to easily access data sources in a fully managed environment while continuing to provide acceptable levels of
IT/OT separation.
Integrated with the MES is the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). It manages resources and drives the business
at higher levels than what the MES does. In an industry becoming more data driven, it is fundamental to merge
management needs with plant data to increase production volumes and decrease costs. Assets maintenance is
a crucial aspect in companies which want to maximize production volumes and minimize downtime and
maintenance costs.
At the very beginning of the project, a market analysis highlighted two main competitors which offer off-theshelf solutions: Smartenance (Festo) and Emaint (Fluke). Both solutions offer mobile support which is important
for the maintainers to keep track of their job. But both solutions provided limited opportunities for the
maintainer to provide feedback putting a note beside the task. Furthermore, there were no native interface with
systems such as ERP (SAP) and MES.
Based on Glanbia requirements and the limitations reported above, both Festo and Fluke cannot completely fulfil
Glanbia needs.
Moreover, Glanbia’s current solution is already completely integrated with the Orbis MES which already has
interfaces with ERPs such as SAP. In other words, the Orbis MES maintenance application (provided by one of
the project participants) is a candidate to be the best choice for companies with special requirements and/or
which already manage part of the maintenance operations with an ERP system and want to improve the overall
maintenance process.
In 2019 an analysis of trending words was carried out regarding the manufacturing sector worldwide, probing
the words “maintenance”, “IIOT” and “Augmented Reality”. It showed a quite constant trend with a pretty high
score of interest, especially for maintenance. In our opinion, this indicates that enterprises have not yet found a
satisfactory solution for their maintenance problems or that most of them are still in the process of migrating
towards digitalization of their maintenance operations.
This becomes more evident in the trend of the last 5 years, where the interest around the word “maintenance”
in the industrial sector is slightly increasing.

Figure 43: maintenance trend 2015-2019

Finally, drawing on the considerations above, the proposal for UC1.2 of opportunities around the maintenance
process is definitively supported by the enterprises needs expressed worldwide. These needs will here be
addressed by developing a maintenance application exploiting the 5G technology can bring.
In delivering this Living Lab, we will have the opportunity to investigate how the 5G communications layer will
integrate with and simplify the established enterprise architecture.
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This is also the reason why we have decided to split the UC1.2 in two sub use-cases: UC1.2.1 focused on the data
collection, hardware infrastructure and the basic feature of the maintenance service; and UC1.2.2 focused on
the mobile worker, and delivering specific services such as AR in support of the maintainer and predictive
maintenance analyzing sensors data.
The UC1.2 aims to create a platform that merges management and plant data providing an easy to use tool for
recording maintenance activities on the production assets. Moreover, the UC wants to show an example of
services which can be attached to a maintenance application in an Industry4.0 perspective.

5.3.2

Current status and challenges

Currently, the maintenance module is part of the SAP ERP system. Due to the lack of reliable, always connected,
network coverage, proprietary spreadsheet-based middleware has been developed to facilitate the maintenance
planning and execution operations. The spreadsheet contains the list of assets to maintain and the current
schedule. The maintainer, once finished the job, goes back to the spreadsheet and record the result of the
operation for offline posting to the ERP system.
Actually, the entire maintenance plan is managed by spreadsheet with a periodic manual integration with the
ERP. A selected user is in charge of filling out the ERP reading the notes from the spreadsheet. Omitting the time
spent by this user, the chances to introduce errors in this transcription is high and wrong maintenance
information may lead to device failures and plant downtimes.
Equipping the maintenance worker with a smart connected device promises better compliance with work
procedures and more accurate and more fully featured data collection and recording opportunities; for instance,
accessing work instructions, validating spare parts, providing ad hoc commentary, or providing photographic
evidence of the job. The application also provides a direct access to information during the maintenance job,
with possibility to take pictures and record thoughts straight away.
All these features are impossible in the current manual process. A spreadsheet also limits the company improving
their maintenance module with new ideas which may help the maintainer, improve the quality of the job and
reduce the time spent in a single repair.
An even bigger challenge is using sensor data in ad-hoc predictive maintenance algorithms which aim to calculate
Remaining Life Time (RLT). This could at the same time minimize maintenance activities and plant downtime
resulting in higher production volumes, less maintenance costs and easiness of maintenance management with
higher responsiveness to face unforeseen issues.
The subjected maintenance application aims to automatize the current spreadsheet-based process, avoiding
mistakes and providing a perfect schedule of the maintenance activities. A deeper analysis of cost/benefit will
be provided in next sections.

5.3.3

Why is 5G required

The plant is deployed on a large area that has become difficult to cover with WiFi. The 4G technology is sufficient
to fulfil basic features of the maintenance application. However, even if a maintenance application with a basic
level of complexity helps increasing the level of digitalization and simplifies the flow of data from maintainer to
the ERP in a paperless approach, it still lacks the services which really raise the bar in the maintenance process.
Only with additional features can an enterprise justify the financial effort to develop and deploy a solution like
the one proposed in UC1.2.
Most modern maintenance applications provide augmented reality support in order to pair the maintainer during
the entire process of maintenance of a specific asset/device. AR services developed in recent approaches tend
to render content on server side and stream the video on the mobile device. This approach reduces smart
devices’ overheating and increases their battery life at the expense of a more intensive use of network
bandwidth. If the battery capacity is a problem, engineers are facing reducing the computational load on a
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device. It is this constraint on the network bandwidth that could easily be overcome using 5G technology. On
this direction, 5G guarantees low latency and high reliability. The latency is, indeed, the most important KPI in
this UC in both GW to CIMIO communication and smartphone to web service communication.
Where a technology does not help overcoming an obstacle delivering a solution like in a non-timecritical communication application described in UC1.2, it definitively enables new concepts and new services a
company can exploit to increase the efficiency of a branch of their business. Developing the new maintenance
application in 2020 without the support of latest communication technologies would just limit the potentials of
the company in their maintenance process. Furthermore, from a business perspective, the number of unplanned
downtimes on the plant is expected to decrease reflecting a better way to manage the maintenance of the assets.
Thus, 5G is not essential for this UC; there are no KPIs strictly requiring 5G, but they will benefit from it. Moreover,
UC1.2.2 winks at 5G where the latency may become a crucial KPI for the UC. From a business point of view,
having full 5G coverage on the plant will improve the communication between internal departments which
operate outside the office, and between assets (things in IIoT paradigm).
In sum, technically the specific deliverables identified in the use case could be delivered using a complex mix of
currently available technologies. However, natural extensions to the mobile worker use case, moving the UI to
wearable devices to leverage the power of voice enabled interfaces or augmented reality features, will quickly
exceed the capability of current networks. Thus, the individual network technologies available today are suited
to delivering particular use cases; 5G has the potential to be the one single network to securely deliver multiple
industrial applications with diverse communications requirements. This living lab will test 5G in two such sub use
cases.

5.3.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
Trials onsite reviealed that, with latest updates on the 5G node, technical KPIs reached the minimum level to
validate the architecture. Glanbia and Orbis managed to overcome the limitations that the 5G node exposed in
the trials in the Orbis office. In this sense, cycle 1 provided a great insight of the problems we could face in cycle
2 and we had the chance to appropriately act in order to solve, at least partially, issues that could compromise
test cases in cycle 2.
Even if the coverage is still limited to the area of the main manivalve, this allows the team to run test case
foreseen for Cycle 2 included test case 6 and 7 dedicated to the onsite application.

5.3.5

Business Analysis and Goals

Glanbia factory stakeholders and representatives were directly involved in the selection of the use cases. This
means that the use cases are directly relevant to the business goals of Glanbia in their adoption of 5G technology.
Three criteria were used for selection of the use case:
1. The use case must provide real business value for Glanbia in the context of 5G being the platform for
technology innovation within Manufacturing across the Glanbia Group.
2. The use case must clearly demonstrate the value proposition offered by 5G technology standards.
3. The use case must be deployed within the timeframe of the 5G solutions project.
A consultation process was put in motion within Glanbia and a wide group of potential stakeholders were
involved in the specification of the most suitable use case.
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5.3.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
The following Glanbia stakeholder groups were canvassed for their input - Engineering, Maintenance,
Manufacturing, IT Solutions & Supply Chain, IT Infrastructure, Production Operations & Quality, Environmental
Health & Safety, and Finance.
The Glanbia Engineering and Maintenance Teams proposed the strongest and most critical use case which best
met the key criteria for 5G.
The key goals for the Maintenance worker in Glanbia for the 5G trial will be as follows:
•
•
•
•

To replace manual work processes with a digitized work process via 5G mobility
To enhance data acquisition through easy to deploy and easy to move IIoT sensors connected to 5G
mobile devices thereby increasing data speed and reducing latency
To facilitate the Mobile Enabled Worker enhancing operations quality, efficiency and completeness
To establish the feasibility of factory of the future work process enhancement using advanced wearable
user equipment (UE) and AR technologies.

It is anticipated also that the business value gains will accrue in a number of related areas from IT operations to
quality and safety.

5.3.5.2 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
Maintenance Worker:
Today the Maintenance worker manually loads the maintenance plans from the ERP system into an excel
spreadsheet on a handheld computer. The maintenance worker then executes valve maintenance on the factory
floor as per the plan in excel. The details of the maintenance tasks performed are entered onto the spreadsheet
and then at a later time uploaded back to SAP where non-conformance issues are noted. Any alerts necessary
are raised manually.
The vision for the 5G enable maintenance is as follows:
The Maintenance plans for the Glanbia Maintenance worker will be accessed via a GUI App on a 5G enabled
tablet. The data will be comprehensive and informative and can access some of the following live repositories
such as:
1. Valve maintenance SOPs and documents
2. Pictures and diagrams
3. Comparison pictures for gauging valve conditions
4. Instant access to stores parts availability
5. Access to QR Codes for Augmented Reality
6. Access to Internet and OEM sites
The Maintenance Worker will still carry out the valve maintenance on site but now with more powerful
assistance and information at the scene. The Maintenance worker will access valve data via IOT sensors on the
unit. True mobility will be achieved as the sensors can be easily moved and the data can be easily captured on
the 5G device without the requirement for wired connectivity. Data can be transmitted with the time criticality
associated with 5G thereby enabling and facilitating process scheduling and process compliance associated with
a Factory of the Future.
Issues that require alerts / or follow up actions can be instantly raised as the unit is “live” continuously
(In/Outdoor communication range KPIs are important in this sense). The longer-term potential, using this type
of technology can be realized within almost all maintenance activities including a vast array of operational
activities as follows:
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•

•
•

Imagine being able to take on the technical service of a complicated milk Separator or packing machine
and having all the steps streamed to the worker in pictorial format
Or being able to find faults, and having the assistance of an OEM expert using AR
And that assistance, although 1000kms away, is also via AR, beside you seeing what you see at the same
time
Or talk through an issue with your manager or colleague who is on another part of the site but seeing
what you see on a phone

•

5.3.5.3 Business Measurement KPI
An improved maintenance process reflects all aspect of the production. In this scenario, the aim is that 5G
provide additional features to the classic maintenance activities which lead improvements in OEE, mean time to
repair (MTTR) and safety. Even though OEE is a good quality indicator of a maintenance process, it does not
provide a clear proof of the additional contribution from 5G the 5G contribution becomes clearer when we look
at the MTTR. 5G is fundamental to fulfil AR, which in turn contribute to reduction of MTTR. With AR, the
maintainer will always know what to do and instructions to follow during a repairing, avoid silly mistakes, and
work safely.
A more comprehensive list of business KPIs is provided in the following table.
Table 25: UC1.2 Business Measurement KPIs

Business
Measurement
Category
Food Safety

Cost
Reduction

Revenue
Increase

UC Specific Metric

Target Improvement for the
UC

Correct completion of critical work, particularly
on equipment that comes into direct contact with
the product, reduces risk of foreign body
contamination

Eliminate or Reduce exposure
to risk of reputational damage

Reduced administrative effort (cost) completing a
maintenance activity

Eliminate manual steps from
the process

Reduced effort (cost) deploying new sensor
equipment

Eliminate resource time from
the process. Save on PLC IO
count. Save on Physical
cabling.

Not expected in this use case
Reduced time to carry out quality investigations

Time Saved

New market
opportunities

Access to maintenance records
is easier and the records are
more comprehensive

Reduced time to install new sensor endpoints
Quicker turnaround on information requests in
customer or regulatory audits

Access to maintenance records
is easier and the records are
more comprehensive

Demonstrating increased food safety capability
allows us to continue to differentiate our branded
products and potentially compete in more
demanding markets, e.g., infant formula

Marketing opportunity.
Brand value maintenance
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Safety

Security

Future: potential integration with tag out lock out
work will ensure workflow cannot commence
until equipment is correctly isolated
With AR, new employees are paired in the first
approach to their job reducing accidents
A single technology will be easier to secure than
multiple point solutions and the security controls
are naturally integrated into the network design
and extend as a unified service to the UE SIM
providing the basis for integrated granular and
flexible security controls.

Achieve higher safety
certification level
Reduction of injuries and
improved know-how sharing
Eliminates management
overhead and licensing costs of
multiple disparate solutions.

Accessibility
User
Experience

OEE

A craft worker is stepped through a well-defined
process with access to relevant information. This
is particularly important for less experienced
workers or trainees.
More control on maintenance will reduce
unexpected downtime
Reduced time to response in the event of damage
Make Problem Investigations cost justifiable
where additional non-PLC data is needed for the
analysis

Other

Arrive at Problem Root cause in a timelier
manner. Potentially improving uptime throughput
or yield.
Optimise work programs through data analysis.
E.g., identify valves or other equipment from a
pre-planned time-based schedule that did not
need to be serviced. Minimises maintenance
effort without compromising uptime.

Tasks can be carried out by less
experienced personnel with no
reduction in quality or
accountability
Increase % OEE
Reduced Mean Time to Repair
Deploy new sensors cost
effectively.
Integrate new measurement
points with existing PLC time
series data.
Increase in number of problem
resolutions.
Decrease in average open
problem lifetime.
Reduction in planned
maintenance activity.
(Only possible once longerterm patterns are available for
analysis)

5.3.6 Technical Context

5.3.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The LL2 UC1.2 experiments are designed to demonstrate how new network architecture built around 5G has the
potential to integrate with and replace a number of both wired and wireless technologies so as to increase
performance, strengthen security and simplify management and orchestration of network endpoints. These
combined capabilities will create the environment where accelerated adoption of industrial transformation use
cases will be possible. The Glanbia Living Lab use cases set out to resolve two problem statements around 1) IIoT
connected assets and 2) enhanced mobile workforce automation. This will require the 5G deployment to be
tightly integrated into existing enterprise architecture. The target architecture is described in Figure 44.
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Figure 44: Logical High-Level Architecture

The experiment will introduce a 5G indoor data coverage zone onto the existing network architecture in the
Glanbia Ireland Cheese plant at Ballyragget Co. Kilkenny. In the first sub use-case, this 5G zone will provide a
secure conduit routing data from IIoT sensor endpoints into the time series historian of the existing
manufacturing execution system. We will use existing OPC data collection applications and standard based data
collection protocols like OPC UA and MQTT.
For the sub use-case of the mobile worker, Smart Phones and tablets will operate in the 5G coverage zone. Via a
custom App the UEs will securely connect to back office IT systems where craft workers will be guided through
enhanced workflow processes in real time. It is easy to envisage that once full 5G coverage is realised, these
processes can be further enhanced with precise positioning and AR features leveraging the full capabilities of 5G.
The Physical Components and technologies in the test space are shown in Figure 45.

Figure 45: Physical Components and technologies in the test space
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The Glanbia use case will accurately simulate a realistic future scenario where 5G will need to co-exist with
existing technologies as standards evolve, and as new 5G enabled endpoints are released and operators’
commercial offerings mature. Figure 45 describes a mix of wired and wireless technologies that will likely
represent a typical initial enterprise architecture that will evolve as the technical capabilities of 5G are proven
and commercial offerings become clearer. One of the main aspects the UC wants to focus on is replacing the
maintenance spreadsheet currently used from the ERP solution with a more suitable mobile application. There
by the maintenance schedule can improve from a purely periodic maintenance to a mix of periodic and predictive
maintenance driven by data collected from sensors installed on the maintained devices.
The new maintenance application must first communicate with the existing system and second be able to collect
and analyse sensors data. These two interfaces store different kinds of information. The first one
stores maintenance activities where each activity involves a certain number of tasks which will have a result and
other attributes attached. The second stores time series data with no priorly recognized relations.
We cannot use the same type of database to store both type of information. Moreover, if the ERP is deployed
on a server on premise, sensors are installed around the plant and they need a reliable infrastructure to bring
the data value from the sensor to the application database. Here 5G finds its first field of application. Data from
sensors can reach the server in two ways:
1. Directly from sensor: if the sensor is 5G enabled and if the sensor is located far from any other sensor
or infrastructure component
2. Through a gateway (GW): most common approach when sensors are stably installed
in a relatively small area (such as the plant)
In this case, working on a plant area, we decided to install a 5G IIoT gateway that concentrate all the sensors
data and sends the payload to the server.
The second field of application is more evident and involves the communication between the smart device and
the server application. Here, as we normally see in the common use of our smartphone, the 5G is used to get
online information regarding maintenance activities and to store maintainer feedbacks from/to a web service.
To complete the overview on the architecture, another service is required to elaborate raw data sensors and
transform them into valid information for the end user.

5.3.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The technical KPIs under test are a mix between network KPIs which define the performance of the architecture
and user KPIs which define the quality of the user experience.
Technical KPIs are divided in categories as follow:
• Communication range: these KPIs represent the strength of the signal, in other words the coverage and the
reliability of a persistent connection. The sensors are spread around the plant and with these KPIs we want
to verify the coverage range of the GW and of the maintainer smartphone during the maintenance
operations.
• TCP session metrics: these KPIs indicate the speed of the communication and its reliability. This KPI wants to
verify the highest reliability of 5G compared to other technologies.
• Throughput: simply the amount of data a device can send in a unit of time.
• CIM/IO data transfer: with these KPIs we start considering the application data rather than generic network
performance indicator, such as the number of records lost. These KPIs support TCP session metrics KPIs in a
higher abstraction layer.
• Mobile sensor polling: this indicator is not important for performance, but allows to calculate the amount of
data sent and to estimate a degree of goodness of the communication
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•

UX and UI performance: these KPIs are high level indicators which describe the user experience in terms of
time to render contents and retrieve maintenance data. These KPIs mostly justify the 5G technology
translating the low latency property into a better user experience.

Since all the transmission are established within the plant, we expect latency below the millisecond and high
signal strength, high reliability of the communication with 0 % (or almost 0) of packets and records loss with a
great user experience. For throughput, with the settings of cycle 1 living lab, we do not expect to have particular
issues or bottlenecks.

Technical
Measurement
Category

UC Specific
Metric

Target Improvement for the UC

RSRQ

>
-102
dBm
the maintainer must have connectivity everywhere during
a maintenance activity to be supported
>
-75
dBm
the maintainer must have connectivity everywhere during
a maintenance activity to be supported
> -12 dB

RSSNR

>0 dB

Latency

<
1
ms
real time data must be ready on the smart device as soon
as possible i.e. difference during asset tuning and
configuration

Packet loss

0%

Jitter

< 1 ms

Throughput

> 100 Mbps

Record Loss

0
%
Sensors data is important in decision making. Nowadays,
business decisions are data driven.

RSRP
In/Outdoor
communication
range

RSSI

TCP session metrics

Throughput

CIM/IO data transfer

Mobile
sensor
Sampling period
response to poll

10sec

User Experience

< 250ms

API Latency

Time to access and Rendering
render
latency

< 1200ms
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5.3.6.3 Base use case scenarios, context and conditions
The use case scenario involves a dairy production plant. As all production plants, it is subjected to periodic
maintenance in order to ensure reliability and continuity of production. As an industrial plant becomes bigger
and bigger, maintenance becomes critical to schedule and to keep under control. In particular, keeping track of
all replacements and repairs requires a proper tool and organization. An unorganized approach cannot guarantee
a correct estimation of time and costs resulting in a lack of competitiveness.
UC1.2 is allocated in a context where the maintenance of a particular asset is managed through a spreadsheet.
This asset counts hundreds of devices across the plant and each device undergoes periodic maintenance. The
current wi-fi coverage is not enough to cover the entire plant and extend the current wired network to allow
new access point deployments is not always feasible. Moreover, the recent installation of sensors to monitor the
asset requires a reliable network to transfer data into the company database.
In this context, the 5G technology aims perfect network coverage on the entire plant and enables a series of
technologies supporting maintenance such as AR. The base use case supports the maintenance workers
managing their tasks, recording the job done and supporting activities such as repair procedures.

5.3.6.4 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
This use case is based on a standalone node supplied by UoP. There is no connection to either the VINNI or EVE
ICT-17 test bed facilities for remote orchestration. The Living Lab will however make outbound API calls to the
AppArt KPI visualisation platform through the Glanbia wide area network to share experiment results.
For the entire baseline test cases, Orbis set up a demo lab where the entire architecture is deployed and sensors
are simulated. Network parameters are collected and verified in an indoor environment inside the Orbis office.
At first instance, also the 5G node will be tested in the demo lab and then moved onto the Glanbia plant. This
demo lab speeded up the development of the software chain and the test of the architecture. Although the final
testbed requires the application deployed on site, the demo lab allows us to run test case 1 to 5 and decouples
the success of the project from eventual delays of plant installation due to COVID 19 situation. On site, the
maintenance application will use real production data and will drive the maintainer into his task list.
The installation of the toolchain is manual on the three dedicated servers: historian, application database and
web server. Every update is manually deployed simply copying and pasting the new dlls. When all the data
content is dynamic, then the software deployed is itself able to manipulate it.
The integration with the visualization system is done by web API where the maintenance app is the client and
the KPI VS platform is the server. A special module is manually triggered to send start and stop test case while
the KPI transfer in automatic between the 2 commands.

5.3.6.5 UC Technology Partners and Roles
Table 26: UC1.2 Partners & Roles

Partner
Three Mobile
Huawei
Amarisoft

Role
Glanbia Mobile Communications Partner, Three Mobile will provide future 5G
coverage on Glanbia plant
5G Transceiver provider for the TCs
Test 5G node during the project, while Three Mobile has not provided coverage
yet
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AspenTech
Advantech

MES time-series data historian (IP.21). It is part of the software architecture.
IIoT gateway supplier. Advantech provided the best solution for the GW in the
context of this project. It has been chosen as Glanbia partner for the GW device
Glanbia Business Service Glanbia involves several independent organs with a specific task. For this
Teams
project, the following teams are involved:
Network: Network integration, firewall rules, VMs deployment;
MES: MES configuration;
SAP Solutions: ERP interface;
Security: advice and standards compliance;
Enterprise Architecture: advice and standards compliance.
All these partners play a key role in the success of the UC providing hardware, skills, tools-chain and software
support.

5.4 UC1.3: Remotely controlling digital factories
5.4.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

While in both UC1.1 and UC1.2, local on-site communication is assumed within the plant, in the case of UC1.3,
the public wireless access network also plays a role in the end-to-end communication between remote workers
and the facilities within a factory. The simplest setup of this use case involves remote control applications running
on tablets or smart phones for example. Latency is particularly important for real-time, remote motion control
of local robots. Edge computing within the network is required for fulfilling the low latency requirements.
In view of the trend of new AR devices, it is likely that new remote services may arise that facilitate the creation
of virtual back office teams. Such remote teams may use the data coming from smart devices for preventive
analytics and easy access to work instructions, whereby, e.g. they would be able to view the camera or
iPad/Google Glass of a local worker. In this part of the use case, there is a less stringent need for low-latency.
Interaction times up to seconds are acceptable for remote servicing machines. However, high availability is key
for allowing (emergency) maintenance actions to occur immediately. Bandwidth is important for videocontrolled maintenance, with real-time augmented content mixed into the video signal.
Under what circumstances does the UC arise?
The possibility to remote-control a factory would be a part of daily operations and give factory workers enhanced
flexibility and improved efficiency. The UC envisions a continuous quite stable operation where incidents do
happen regularly, however unpredictable. The incidents require mitigation where expertise is called upon.
Moreover, there are customers (in all time-zones) who need to adjust the product lines and expect information
about status and incidents.

5.4.2 Current status and challenges
Currently there is a plethora of different network types used not just in different industries and in different
companies, but also within single factories. This is necessary due to the varying needs and requirements, which
is solved to a different degree using different networks. Wired Ethernet or Wi-Fi is often used where throughput
is required, 4G is used for mobile applications (unless restricted to confined areas, where Wi-Fi is used), and
many different variations of WSN (wireless sensor networks) depending on the specific requirements e.g. range,
throughput, number of nodes, flexibility, scalability etc. Many needs are covered well with this spectrum of
technologies, although real-time communication have until recently been handled by non-standard technologies
and extensions to wired solutions such as EtherCat and Profinet. Recently some promising additions to IEEE
standards related to time sensitive network has been added. Although additions to Wi-Fi for positioning exist,
these are neither in widespread use, nor known to be highly accurate.
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5.4.3 Why is 5G required
This use of a plethora of technologies has several ramifications. There is a significant risk of vendor lock-in when
choosing a non-standardized solution to cover requirements more specialized to industrial needs rather than
office needs. The selected solutions might not be in widespread use, and thus have a higher potential risk for
undetected and unknown security flaws, as well as becoming obsolete. In addition, it is more difficult to maintain
and recruit a workforce with required communication competence over time. Having a large number of different
networks that now in an Industry 4.0 setting will have to communicate more or less transparently, inherently
increases complexity, and therefore both cost and probability for errors both of configuration and of use.
Furthermore, there are direct financial arguments for employing a 5G communication infrastructure. If one
common solution can be used instead of several, the cost of installation, operation and maintenance will be
lowered. Outsourcing everything related to the network(s) to for example a telecom-vendor is also a possibility
if it is proven that 5G can cover industrial needs and requirements. On the contrary, migrating an existing system
that already works is likely not to be cost-efficient.
5G promises a single solution for several key industrial requirements, namely guaranteed throughput,
guaranteed response-time, scalability in number of nodes for large sensor networks, indoor and outdoor position
information, as well as information security related to issues such as privacy and authentication.
This is one of the issues that 5G through its slicing mechanisms is expected to solve.

5.4.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
The results Cycle 1 show that the achieved latency is significantly higher in the case of the commercially available
5G than what is acceptable under Industry 4.0 requirements. The latency is also lower in the case of WiFi tests.
The probable reason is that messages over 5G have to go via the public internet, while, in the case of WiFi, the
messages are routed via the internal network of NTNU. For the time being, NTNU’s Industry 4.0 lab does not
have a 5G node connected to the internal network, which has been one of the major hurdles during the Cycle 1
trials. A private 5G node has been installed at NTNU in 2020, but due to certain delays, its deployment has been
postponed. The node is planned to be in operation during Q2 2022.
Another important factor affecting the test results is that devices with 5G connectivity get assigned private IP
addresses within the operator’s network. This could mean that packets travelling through the core network
would need extra routing before they reach to the destination point. During Cycle 2 trials we have requested the
network operator (Telenor) to provide our 5G units with public IP so future tests could be carried out under more
ideal conditions.
The results also show that the achieved throughput is much lower than expected, in addition to occasional drops
in network reliability. The likely reason for that is that data packets are routed through local university networks,
which are probably rate-limited and could encounter congestions depending on the number of active users. We
are improving this during Cycle 2 trials by replacing LAN connections with 5G-to-5G connection and utilizing 1G
LAN networks when needed.

Remote control
The Asset Adminstration Shell (AAS) that was developed to control and monitor the KMR iiwa remotely was
tested successfully. Once an entity is detected by the system, an operator would have full access to the
functionalities that the entity provides, and they can control it in real-time with fast and reliable connectivity.
The AAS partly satisfies the goal of Use Case 1.3, which is mainly remote control, but it does not fulfill the
performance requirements as seen in the latency results. This is mainly attributed to the fact that the test utilized
the public 5G network through an operator-owned node.
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5.4.5 Business Analysis and Goals

5.4.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
End-user personas
Persona Name
Factory operator
Factory worker
Remote expert
Responsible for operations
Responsible for financials
Responsible for HSE

Persona Role
Configuration and control of production / robots
Inspection, maintenance
Assistance in maintenance and diagnostics
See to that operation is efficient
Cater to cost and revenues
Cater to employee and another stakeholder safety

Application provider(s)
Persona Name
Automation / SW company
IT / SW company
Automation company

Persona Role
Development of PC/tablet software for remote control
Development of solution for AR & Audio/Video (A/V)
Integration of remote control software and control system

Other actors
Persona Name
Telecom operator

Persona Role
Communication infrastructure

5.4.5.2 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
End user Persona
Problem

Factory operator
In 24-7 operations, incidents need to be taken care of immediately. Costs
and consequences can be huge.
No work flexibility, factory operator must be present in factory.
Task / Constraint
Configuration of production parameters, control of robots
How is it addressed On-site systems. Factory operator must be present in factory – actually in
now? (Pre-5G)
control room 24-7.
End user Persona
Problem

Factory worker
Inspection and maintenance tasks sometimes require expert assistance at
odd hours. The worker is unable diagnose the severity of the incident or
give advices on mitigation.
Task / Constraint
Inspection and maintenance
How is it addressed Expert must travel to factory premises.
now? (Pre-5G)
End user Persona
Problem

Remote expert
The expert is unable diagnose the severity of the incident or give advices
on mitigation. Expert must travel to be on-site to assist in inspection and
maintenance operations
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Task / Constraint
Inspection and maintenance
How is it addressed Expert travels to factory location
now? (Pre-5G)
Persona Name
Problem
Responsible for HMS
When incidents, HMS have to travel to site to assess and report.
Responsible
for To achieve very high operation efficiency and quality is too costly – it
operations
requires full staff and expertise 24-7. The operation efficiency and quality
are not as high as it should be.
The necessary expertise is not always on-site; thus, incidents takes more
time and may have larger consequences.
Responsible
for It is very costly to have a team onsite 24-7 to prevent and reduce
financials
incidents and costs. Thus, the quality delivered is not as good as it could
be. Eventually, this affects the competitive ness, revenues, and profits
Customer: the entity We get information about incidents and delays sometime after they
which initiates/kicks off actually happened and are unable to adjust our operations accordingly.
a new production line

5.4.5.3 Business Measurement KPIs
Expected Benefits
End user personas
Describe benefit
Specific benefit
Cost reduction?

Revenue Increase?
Operations efficiency
Time saved?
Faster Time-to-Market?
Safety?
Accessibility?
Persona experience?

Application Provider
Personas
Describe benefit
Specific benefit

All
Remote access to production configuration and robot control
Quantify the potential benefit
Factory operators can be "on-call" at home, cost savings at night and
weekends
Costs decrease due to less people on-site 24-7
Cost decrease due to faster and better mitigation of incidents
Higher quality, more precise on-time information to customers 10%
increase
Quality and efficiency increase due to expertise is more available when
incidents occur
Faster adjustments to customer re-configurations inquire
Less human presence in potentially dangerous areas in factory. More
efficient reports on HMS incidents
Factory production can be controlled from anywhere, anytime.
Increased job satisfaction, less hours at factory, more time at home

Factory worker
Remote access to experts through A/V on factory floor
Quantify the potential benefit
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Cost reduction? Less downtime due to potential failures as experts can be consulted
immediately, cheaper access to experts due to less cost from travel and
travel time
Revenue Increase?
Time saved? Less downtime due to potential failures as experts can be consulted
immediately
Faster Time-to-Market?
Safety? Faster fixes to failure of critical components with potential dangerous
and hazardous consequences.
Security?
Accessibility? Quick and 24h access to experts
Persona experience?
Other
Business Measurement KPIs
The UC1.3 business KPIs are:
Table 27: UC1.3 Business Measurement KPIs

KPI
Increased uptime

Target
10%

Increased safety
Person cost
savings
Consultancy fees
savings

5%
10%
50%

Business validation Metrics
# of hours with downtime saved due to immediate access to improved
inspection routines and remote access to experts when equipment fails
# of HSE incidents reduced by remote control
# of hours switched from om-site presence to "on-call" at home for
factory operator
% of decreased cost of using remote expert instead of having the expert
travelling to factory

5.4.6 Technical Context

5.4.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The overall architecture at NTNU is shown in Figure 46.
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Figure 46: NTNU Lab Architecture used in UC 1.3 / 1.5

Figure 47: Yara Maintenance expert assistance
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Figure 48: Real-time control geographically separated sites

For the dataflow diagrams to/from end-nodes, measurement equipment and operator desk(s) please see the
example in Figure 49.

Figure 49: Dataflow - Camera-2-operator (preliminary)
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CDSO and VNF usage
We plan to explore utilizing virtualized/containerized network functions as part of use cases 1.3 and 1.5. Namely,
the backend portion of the asset administration shell that has been developed for remote-control and
management could relatively easily be deployed as a network function. The database portion of the system could
make another good candidate for containerization. This is to be explored in greater details when the SA core is
deployed and ready for usage. We will also explore the need for orchestration using CDSO.

5.4.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The most relevant issues and parameters, i.e. KPIs to measure/study for each UC1.3, are directly measurable
quantities such as positional accuracy, latency, reliability, availability of bandwidth etc. in the presence of
extensive and unpredictable radio noise caused by electric welding, other electric equipment, reflections and
blocking walls and equipment.
Table 28: Planned KPIs to be tested

KPI
Throughput

Target
DL: 100Mbps

Measurement
method/formula
Data-flow monitoring

UL: 500Mbps

Target Improvement for the UC
Fully passed:
DL > 100 Mbps
UL > 500 Mbps
Partially passed
50 <= DL <= 100 (Mbps)
50 <= UL <= 500 (Mbps)
Not passed:
DL < 50 Mbps
UL < 50 Mbps

latency

< 10 ms

Number of devices
simultaneously connected
Positioning accuracy

Indoor Communication Range
Reliability

Timestamping difference

Passed:
< 10ms
Partially Passed:
10ms <= latency <= 30 ms
Not passed:
> 30 ms

>10
< 0,2m

Between 10 and
30 meters
99.99%

Comparison to manual
measures / comparison other
indoor location systems
RSSI at the receiver
% of data delivered without
data corruption
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5.4.6.3 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
The overall testing set-up is illustrated in Figure 50. It consists of the following components:
•
•
•
•

•

The Cross-Domain Service Orchestrator (CDSO)
Controls (re-)configuration of the system to test, starts and stops tests, and notifies the KPI
Visualization System about new results being available.
The KPI Visualization System (KPI-VS)
Retrieves measurement data from the results data base, analyses the data and presents the results.
The Results Database
For storing measurement results from the tests. The results are pushed to the database both from the
TaaS and from the vertical’s test set-up.
The 5G-VINNI Testing as a Service system (TaaS)
A system for performing tests within the 5G-VINNI virtualized network. It can also be used to perform
KPI measurements by sending simulated traffic between so called Hawkeye end-points (virtual probes)
that can be installed both inside and outside of the 5G-VINNI network.
The vertical’s application-based test set-up, consisting of:
o One or more servers generating application traffic
o One or more PCs running software that controls the configuration of the tests, starts and stops
the tests, and ensures that the measurement results are sent to the results data base. The
PC(s) software can be remotely controlled by the CDSO or operated manually.
o UEs or CPEs that communicate with the 5G network, and which are either connected to the
test application server or located on an independent unit (e.g. a robot) sending and/or
receiving data associated with e.g. sensors and actuators.

The test set-up will not be completely implemented for the tests in Cycle 1, this includes:
•
•
•

The CDSO will not be used for test case automation. Instead, the tests will be conducted through manual
procedures (e.g. for starting and stopping the tests).
The measurement results from the vertical’s application-based test set-up will not be automatically
pushed to the results data base. This will instead be done manually.
The integration between the 5G-Solutions KPI Visualization System and the 5G-VINNI TaaS system will
only be partly implemented.
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Figure 50: UC1.3 Overall testing set-up

The black and red solid lines indicate message exchange between components. The message exchanges indicated
by red solid lines will not be implemented in Cycle 1.

5.4.6.4 UC Technology Partners and Roles
The experiments will be performed at MTP NTNU, MTP NTNU together with Yara, and at Yara. At MTP NTNU
there is several industrial scales, physically and logically interconnected robotics laboratories being completed
as of the summer 2020. These are part of the NFR (Norwegian Research Council) supported initiative Manulab26.
These laboratories at MTP at Gløshaugen in Trondheim consists of several interconnected parts, a general
robotics laboratory for welding, one for use with robotized direct construction of casting-forms, stations for
automated shaping of metallic pipes and a section with several smaller robots and operator stations to study
Industry 4.0 concepts, this especially in conjunction with the AGV lab.
MTP NTNU will instrument both the stationary robots and the AGVs with high-resolution cameras / 3D-cameras
and auxiliary sensors to be connected to the 5G network. In addition, the robots and AGVs will be connected
using 5G through their traditional interfaces found on external computers and built in through gateways. Here
we expect to construct several translations/gateways for proprietary interfaces; OPC UA - as well as ROS 2.0 based interfaces, as well as additions to AAS components for Industry 4.0.
MTP NTNU will conduct experiments with use of different 5G connections where measures on KPIs are done
both with and without different kinds of welding and other industrial-type operations are done in the labs.

26

https://www.ntnu.edu/ivb/manulab
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The first scenario at Yara is called addresses expert assistance using AR. Here we will investigate how well the 5G
system is capable to support an AR system and transfer of video to the control room / maintenance supervisor.
This capability will allow experts to remotely assist the local maintenance experts in performing difficult tasks.
The second scenario with Yara - NTNU is using 5G connected devices for monitoring / control. In this scenario we
will investigate that the 5G system supports real-time control between geographical separated sites. Such
capability allows for remote control and will also give new possibilities for placement of equipment in process
control.

5.5 UC1.4: Connected goods
5.5.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

The use case will assess the potential for 5G to enable truly duplex communication of appliances such as washing
machine in tomorrow’s home, i.e., a connected and smart washing machine. This ideally builds on an open source
interoperable IoT building block standard. It will enable different stakeholders in IoT generated data connecting
to appliances, while ensuring the necessary security and privacy considerations. This technology will enable
consumers to use and leverage IoT solutions in their home to interact with suppliers of product and services.
Specifically, the use case will study the functionality of a full duplex communication of a modular washing
machine with removed built-in obsolescence. The results will be used to assess the potential to enable real time
connectivity of new features of the wash process from wash programming to product use. The washing machine
will be available for testing at the P&G consumer lounge using the 5G node in UC1.4. The proof of concept
includes the following elements:
•

•
•
•
•

Collection of non-processed data key features from sensors in the washing machine coming from the
motors, moisture sensors, a camera in the machine and turbidity sensors. These will be collected to
automatically (without consumer involvement) determine key features to decide the wash program. This
requires a combination of sensors and camera. Hyperspectral reading will also be explored.
The data are translated and collected in the cloud for determination of load size, amount of soil, type of
garments, and colours. Based on the input, the algorithm in the cloud will define the composition of the
wash load.
A subsequent algorithm will determine the most sustainable wash cycle for this load without consumer
involvement.
The cloud-based algorithm will activate the machine accordingly.
Upon execution it checks progress and results accordingly.

For the consumer this process needs to be completely seamless and work instantly (in seconds).
A recent illustration on the importance and opportunity of this use case was shared by the current European
Commission president Ursula von der Leyen in a keynote speech 2020 Business Europe Day - Prosperity People
Planet.
These are the near-term deliverables we aspire on load recognition:

Deliverables
Timing
a. A recommended list of low-cost, frequently used Washing Machine Sensor definition: Aug 2020
sensors (needs to be compatible with NA 110V)
System build: Sep 2020
b. Data collection requirements (sampling frequency, granularity, storage)
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c. An analysis algorithm that analyses the collected data to detect load Data collection requirement
composition within 80% accuracy.
and system: Oct. 2020
d. Deploy learning on how the algorithm works.
First learnings exchange: end
2020
a. A low-cost (<$20 at-scale) camera and/or other sensor recommendation Vision system development
or leverages of smart phone camera in a hands-free way.
end 2020
b. An algorithm for detecting:
i.
Garment construction (woven vs. knit)
ii.
Garment surface damage (irregularities found in construction)
iii.
Load colour type (white, darks, mixed, lights)
as a consumer adds them to the wash drum, one at a time.
a. Feasibility of hyperspectral for advanced composition of loads.
Assessment
when
b. A recommendation on lower-cost, frequency-specific sensors that hyperspectral technology from
can differentiate and measure:
UC 1.1: 2021
• Squalene
• Skatole
• Oil
• Fatty Acid
• Blood/Haemoglobin
• Sebum
• Hormones
• Proteins
on a garment.
The connectivity will be worked on by end 2020. The connection with the 5G node will be developed based on
availability.

5.5.2

Current status and challenges

1. Redesigning the physical modules:
In an initial phase, the hardware of the machine was adapted to enable integrating new sensors and electronics.
This work included redesign of:
o
o
o

Dosing module, to enable automated detergent dosing
Drain module, for soil level sensing throughout the wash cycle
Front panel + display: adding electronics for cloud connectivity

2. Sensor study:
For an E2E load recognition, several connected sensors are needed. A sensor study was performed. The study
includes the below sensors:
−
−
−

Weight sensor & motion sensors to measure the wash load
Pressure sensors for detergent dosing
Turbidity sensors for soil recognition during the wash

Find the list of sensors studied below. Testing inside and outside the machine was done to select.
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Type

A
B

Waterflo
w
Water
level

Measures

Connect
s with

Qty

Location

Functio
n

Technolog
y

Amount of
filled water
Pressure in
water
gauge
Impact on
shockabsorbers
Rotations of
drum
AC power
consumptio
n
Drum
motion

B

1

Inlet valve

Pulse count indirect

A

1

Above
drum

Process
control
Process
control

Frequency
count

indirect

no

F, E

2

Shock
absorbers

TOF
ultrasonic

energy
efficiency

yes

E

1

motor

Pulse count less wear

yes

C, D

1

module

Load
definitio
n
Process
control
Safety

load
monitoring

energy
saving

yes

C

1

drum

Drum
protecti
on
Load
definitio
n
Load
definitio
n
Process
control

MEMS

efficient
washing
cycles
efficient
detergent
dose
efficient
detergent
dose
indirect

yes

Load
definitio
n
Load
definitio
n

camera

right
detergent
type
efficient
washing
cycles

yes

C

Weight

D

Tacho

E

Power

F

IMU

G

Turbidity

Level of
soilage TM

A, H

1

drum

H

Turbidity

Level of
soilage BS

A, G

1

drum

I

Temp

1

drum

J

Vision

Water
temperatur
e
Garment
colour

K

Vision

Garment
type

E, A

front

C

front

photosens
or/cam
photosens
or/cam
NTC

high
resolution
camera

Related to
KPI

Cloud
processi
ng
yes

yes

yes

no

yes

3. Sensor testing:
Weight/sensors:
To assure a correct weight measurement during the load process, the suspension is modified by replacing friction
shock absorbers by oil cylinders. The weight sensors are divided in global weight capture (entire drum) and
specific capture (added weight only) during the load process.
Vibration monitoring:
Purpose is a real-time follow-up of the drum movement. This is done by a IMU sensor chip allowing digitial
capture of the drum motion under several angles.
On-board pressure sensor:
For a precise follow up of the water consumption, the original analog sensor is replaced and directly integrated
on machine controller PCB, the best solution to avoid noise and signal interference
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Turbidity sensor:
A study was performed to identify the right sensor. Turbidity sensors are typically used in dishwashers, but do
not exist in washing machines. The sensor identified is a high resolution 18 channel spectral sensor27.
4. Prototype making and installation in the machine
Prototypes were made for the different modules and sensors were embedded for initial testing. In the test phase
the machine controller module was mounted on a temporary board for ease of testing.
The prototypes were produced to install the sensors and then mount them into the washing machine. See below
picture of the prototyped parts and the overview picture.
The modules are installed in the machine and will then be tested as integrated system locally. In a next phase,
full cycle wash testing will be performed to define the collection requirements (sampling frequency, granularity,
storage). The next phase includes the development of an analysis algorithm to analyze the collected data to
detect load composition and launch the best wash program for the load.

Figure 51: UC1.4 prototyped parts

27

https://datasheetspdf.com/pdf/1315799/ams/AS72651/1
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Figure 52: UC1.4 Overview of the machine sensors

5.5.3

Why is 5G required

For the specific UC1.4, a connected and smart washing machine, several sensors and camera technology are
embedded. These technologies drive higher connectivity needs, which 5G is expected to fulfil. Below we describe
the main advancements that will play a role and be needed to ensure scale and broad adoption. Overall, a
connected machine could leverage 4G capability with limited sensors. In practice in consumer homes with the
full set of sensors, camera and cloud enabled functionality; this is not robust enough for a smarter and more
convenient washing performance. In addition to the technical aspects, there is also the fact that relying on 5G,
P&G can count on long term technology advancement and support for future implementation and integration of
other services.
1. Latency: The 5G promise is +- 50x lower latency versus 4G.
The key with 5G is reliability. Improved speed is important, but without reliability, the speed advancement does
not pay off. Therefore, the low latency may well be the crucial element for advanced home connectivity. Low
latency
is
needed
to
enable
cloud
computing
for
near
real
time
decisions.
This is valid in particular for the initial steps of the washing process and related decisions for the most demanding
wash cycle for the load.
The first step in the washing process is adding the fabrics into the drum: a camera in front of the machine is
capturing the type of the fabrics and colour. The image data are collected in the cloud. The algorithm, running
remotely in the cloud, then determines the best wash cycle for this load and activates the machine accordingly,
without consumer involvement.
The image analytics, which leverages AI/ML and requires intense processing in the cloud, require 5G’s
performance to deliver near real-time decision. In addition, the decision to stop the machine when a coloured
item starts to “bleed” colour to others (red sock makes the full load red/pink), needs to be instant at the start.
Tracking of soil levels and product dosing during the wash may also be required.
In sum: the problems with current connectivity are unpredictable response time for setting up demanding
washing programs and too slow response time for reacting to urgent events.
2. Bandwidth: The 5G promise is 10x higher bandwidth vs 4G.
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Low image quality can hamper the delivery of accurate analysis. Therefore, high quality image and video data
create a significant additional traffic load. As more and more homes increasingly use connected and IoT devices,
4G networks are getting more congested and overburdened. However, with 5G networks, this challenge has
become insignificant as capacity is increased dramatically. As outlined in the success criteria we would like to
recognize fabric features, colour and type of items with camera technology and sensors. In addition, we will also
explore the value of hyperspectral technology for soil recognition which requires high volume of data not feasible
today.
In sum: the problems with current connectivity are slow and/or unpredictable response time for setting up
demanding washing programs.
3. Connection reliability: A positive consequence of low latency is connection reliability.
5G networks aim to provide seamless and real time streaming of live images/video data, which further helps in
generating a near real-time response leveraging artificial intelligence.
For the connected smart washing process, it is paramount that the washing process is reliable in performance
avoiding program mistakes leading to “wash disasters”. While 4G connected washing machines existing to share
information from these machines, these are not used often by consumers. The connectivity has frictions with a
typical consumer requiring complex set-up settings depending on the user Wi-Fi, location and provider. When
moving to real time connectivity requirements, reliability and friction free connection is critical for consumers.
The 5G reliability should provide this. It requires >95%, ideally 99% reliability where today a traditional home
network for connect machines does not have this in practice.
In sum: the problems with current connectivity are slow and/or unpredictable response to events in operation
4. Security: 5G comes with many built-in security controls by design, developed to enhance the protection of
both individual consumers and mobile networks.
If the security of a connected appliance is not taken care of, it is possible to contaminate a smart home service
environment and use the device for malicious purposes, such as interrupting or spoofing data communications,
infecting other connected devices in the home, denial of service, exploitation of fraudulent transactions and
personal information leakage. With the rise of connected home appliances, the vulnerabilities grow
exponentially.
5G has designed in security controls to address many of the threats faced in today’s 4G/3G/2G networks. These
controls include new mutual authentication capabilities, enhanced subscriber identity protection, and additional
security mechanisms. 5G offers the mobile industry an unprecedented opportunity to uplift network and service
security levels.
Detailed information can be found in a GSMA report28.
Some important new and extra security provided by 5G network services for the home include improved
authentication, privacy/integrity protocols, subscriber identification with enhanced encryption, and home
control for fraud protection.
For real time connected devices, a lot of consumer data will be collected on the consumer habits and in many
instances’ personal information. In the wrong hands, it can track consumer presence at home. The compilation
of this information from many consumers requires strong security features which are sufficiently robust.
In sum: the problem with current connectivity is the potential privacy violence by unauthorized access to
consumer data.

28

https://www.gsma.com/security/securing-the-5g-era/
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5. Lower cost per bit: Modelling efforts predict that 5G cost per bit will be less than half of what it is for 4G, and
a quarter of 3G costs. The decreased cost is paramount to enable mass adoption of connected home appliances.
Though even more than the cost per bit, easy device set up and great new services experiences will drive growth.
With 5G, IoT devices setup will become much easier. The new wide-area network will allow any plugged-in device
to connect directly to 5G, bypassing Wi-Fi for more reliable performance. This also means that all devices will be
able to connect using the same Imagine when a device is brought home, powering it on, and having it
immediately connected and working.
Unlike 4G, 5G will work with low-power devices, making it useful for a broader array of connected products
protocol to start interacting more effectively.
IoT devices in the connected home: In a household with low-latency 5G connectivity, today's so-called "smart
devices" that are essentially smartphone-class computers, could be replaced with dumb terminals that get their
instructions from nearby edge computing systems. Kitchen appliances, climate control systems, and health
monitors can all be made easier to produce and easier to control. The role played today by IoT hubs, which some
manufacturers are producing today to cooperate alongside Wi-Fi routers, may in the future be played by 5G
transmitters in the neighbourhood, acting as service hubs for all the households in their coverage areas.
For the UC washing machine project, the use of large data sets cannot become cost prohibitive. In most
households, current washing machines and detergents are viewed as expensive. From collaborations models in
4G (e.g., Bundles) we learned that the additional cost of current cloud management (Wi-Fi capability,
connectivity and cloud) is cost prohibitive on top of the detergent/machine. This was estimated at 20% of cost.
The lower cost/bit with 5G will puts the business proposition within acceptable cost range since the business
model is for consumer to pay per wash. This should include the cost of detergent, depreciated machine cost and
the IoT/cloud technology.
In sum: the problems with current connectivity are a too high cost to justify new appliances, combined with nonuser-friendly set up procedures.
Table 29: Overview of speed and latency

Speed Average/Max
Latency (average)

4G
10Mbps / 150Mbps
50ms

5G
Min 50Mbps / 1-10Gbps
1-5ms

5.5.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
5.5.5

Business Analysis and Goals

5.5.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
To realise the vision as outlined in the speech from Ms von der Leyen, there are several new and existing
stakeholders:
Consumer: The current wash process has still a lot for friction in the process, from sorting laundry, finding the
right detergent, progressing the right program, limited cleaning performance, long cycles and drying. Consumers
want to simply supply their laundry and not care about the rest.
The machine manufacturer: produce machines with limited life and end-of-life disposal. Obtain revenues on the
sales of machines and desire to sell more machines. Connected machines are emerging but due to complexity
(Wi-Fi, 3-4G) for connectivity the actual use by consumers is limited.
The connectivity provider: Currently appliances have limited usage and business opportunities, although some
start to become an opportunity with IoT connectivity. The future for real time connectivity with washing
machines is dependent on both real time connectivity and bandwidth.
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Overall, the approach leads to an industry subscription.

5.5.5.2 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
Assuming the new appliance with 5G will enable a new business model as outlined in the von der Leyen video:
Consumers will finally be able to do laundry without worrying about it. From item to heavy load simply adding
to the washing machines. These consumers will not need to buy washing machines, but rent it and pay per wash.
Product gest shipped automatically when feeder is empty.
The machine manufacturer and detergent maker: They will change business model to circular solutions with
servicing of product and repair when needed. This will lead to savings and higher revenues but different way of
working.
The connectivity provider: A new business opportunity to capture, save and manage large data sets. It will create
new market places and new sources of revenues.

5.5.5.3 Business Measurement KPIs
Table 30: UC1.4 Business Measurement KPIs

Business
Measurement
Category
Cost
Reduction

UC Specific Metric

Target
Improvement for
the UC

TBD

TBD

Revenue
Increase
Time Saved

Faster Time to
Market
Safety
Security
Accessibility
User
Experience
Other

5.5.6 Technical Context

5.6 UC1.5: Rapid deployment auto/re-configure testing of new robots
5.6.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

While in UC1.1, UC1.2 and UC1.3 the RAN properties of the 5G communication are being tested and evaluated
in various settings and with different requirements, UC1.5 focuses on the possibility of utilizing the core
functionalities of 5G in order to achieve one major feature of the Industry 4.0 in the FoF, such as significantly
lower expenses and reduced time in order to either commission or reconfigure the robotized manufacturing.
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In UC1.5 the goal is to demonstrate how to achieve deployment of new robots into existing plants through
automatic on-boarding of industry requirements. This encompasses auto-configuration of (mobile) robots, and
the corresponding 5G service configuration needed for interconnection / interworking across solutions from
different vendors.
Other overall issues that will be researched in UC 1.5 in cooperation with work in UC1.1, UC1.2 and UC1.3 include:
•
•
•

To decide upon whether 5G can be utilized to improve the competitiveness of industry, here exemplified
with small and medium-sized enterprises e.g., as they typically are in much of Norway.
To get experiences of whether 5G technically and practically can be a replacement at all or some levels,
and to which degrees, for the plethora of contemporary proprietary WSNs, proprietary real-time
extensions for Ethernet and protocols with their resulting complexity.
To get experience on how or whether 5G can complement and be used as part of or in conjunction with
the other major industrial driving forces of today, mainly the Industry 4.0 initiatives.

Under what circumstances does the UC arise?
The UC aims to emulate a real factory production environment, based on concepts from Industry 4.0 with rapid
deployment of new robots and capabilities for automatic configuration and dynamic, on-demand reconfiguration
of a production line. The UC envisions a continuous stream of new production lines/contracts coming into the
factory, which must to be responded to in the form of set-up and configuration. Moreover, the operation runs
24-7 and normal operation and incidents must continuously be monitored and handled properly.

5.6.2 Current status and challenges
Currently there is a plethora of different network types used not just in different industries and in different
companies, but also within single factories. This is necessary due to the varying needs and requirements, which
is solved to a different degree using different networks. Wired Ethernet or Wi-Fi is often used where throughput
is required, 4G is used for mobile applications (unless restricted to confined areas, where Wi-Fi is used), and
many different variations of WSN (wireless sensor networks) depending on the specific requirements e.g. range,
throughput, number of nodes, flexibility, scalability etc. Many needs are covered well with this spectrum of
technologies, although real-time communication have until recently been handled by non-standard technologies
and extensions to wired solutions such as EtherCat and Profinet. Recently some promising additions to IEEE
standards related to time sensitive network has been added. Although additions to Wi-Fi for positioning exist,
these are neither in widespread use, nor known to be highly accurate.

5.6.3 Why is 5G required
This use of a plethora of technologies has several ramifications. There is a significant risk of vendor lock-in when
choosing a non-standardized solution to cover requirements more specialized to industrial needs rather than
office needs. The selected solutions might not be in widespread use, and thus have a higher potential risk for
undetected and unknown security flaws, as well as becoming obsolete. In addition, it is more difficult to maintain
and recruit a workforce with required communication competence over time. Having a large number of different
networks that now in an Industry 4.0 setting will have to communicate more or less transparently, inherently
increases complexity, and therefore both cost and probability for errors both of configuration and of use.
Furthermore, there are direct financial arguments for employing a 5G communication infrastructure. If one
common solution can be used instead of several, the cost of installation, operation and maintenance will be
lowered. Outsourcing everything related to the network(s) to for example a telecom-vendor is also a possibility
if it is proven that 5G can cover industrial needs and requirements.
5G promises a single solution for several key industrial requirements, namely guaranteed throughput,
guaranteed response-time, scalability in number of nodes for large sensor networks, indoor and outdoor position
information, as well as information security related to issues such as privacy and authentication.
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The possibility of ordering a certain set of capabilities of the 5G network related to the aforementioned issues
thorough the 5G orchestration system, opens up a potential for setting up automatically the network parameters
related to requirements found in information found in the so-called AAS (Assed Administrative Shell) of the
Industry 4.0 concept.

5.6.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
A part of Use Case 1.5 is rapid deployment, which was attempted by making the processes in the “Industrial Lab”
start automatically. This was achieved with the exception of the KMR iiwa, which required an operator in order
to start the robot application. Utilizing Raspberry Pis, which are easily mounted on devices like the KMR iiwa,
enables efficient configuration and deployment of entities that do not allow custom software to be installed
directly. This again makes it so that new robots can be introduced to factories and laboratories and tested within
a short amount of time.
The Raspberry Pis not only start automatically once they are powered, but their software is also partly
configurable remotely. This ties in with another important part of Use Case 1.5, namely auto/re-configuration.
In relation to these two aspects, it can be concluded that Use Case 1.5 is only realizable if the software that
comes with industrial robots is manufacturer-independent and includes well-documented and exposed APIs. This
way, it is possible for components such as the Raspberry Pi to obtain the information it needs from the entity in
order to configure it and introduce it to the system automatically.

5.6.5 Business Analysis and Goals

5.6.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
End-user personas
Persona Name
Control room operator
Factory technicians
Responsible
for
operation efficiency
Responsible for HMS
Responsible
for
financials
Responsible for onboarding
new
production lines
Customer: the entity
which initiates/kicks off
a new production line

Application provider(s)
Persona Name
Automation company
Robot vendor

Persona Role
Monitoring, control and configuration of production robots
Supervision, maintenance, modifications
Monitor and optimize the running operation efficiency rates of the factory
production environment
Monitor and action on HMS status
Optimize cost efficiency and revenues (short-long contracts, flexible vs
stable production lines)
Cater to customers which need new production lines to be expedited

Needs a certain operation to be carried out in a/the factory production
environment

Persona Role
Provider of control systems, communication infrastructure, applications
(production, supervision, maintenance etc.)
Provider of production robots and AGVs
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Internal ICT/Automation Provider of production profiles/batch recipes/ additional applications.
department

5.6.5.2 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
End-user Persona
Problem

Control room operator
Wired communication is not ideal for production robots, and not possible
for AGVs. Current wireless protocols do not support the latency
requirements for robot control, nor the data rate for multiple HD video
streams for surveillance of the production area.
Task / Constraint
Monitoring and control of production robots and AGVs.
How is it addressed This UC addresses FoF, and the planned scenario is not addressed (prenow? (Pre-5G)
5G) due to technology limitations.
Persona Name
Control room operator

Factory technicians

Responsible
for
operation efficiency
Responsible for HSE
Responsible
financials

for

Problem
We get shorter and shorter time for re-configuring the production set up
for new production lines; this is required by customers and competition.
We must cut the quality procedures we use to do previously – this is done
at a high risk – which we are willing to take. For my folks, it is stressing
that this happens ever more frequently.
When operation incidents – tend to be full blown, we have no means to
predict them and act preventively.
Costly to repair – instead of prevent.
Our “operation quality indicators” are mediocre. Slowly, ability to
reconfigure and on-board new production lines swiftly and at low cost
have become a quality indicator – we are far from delivering on this KPI.
When HSE incidents – tend to be full blown, we have no means to predict
them and act preventively.
The cost of setting up a production line is relatively large compared to
running the production. This skews our operation towards stable, long
run lines – which have a lower price/worth. There are many contracts we
are not competitive.
Cannot respond swiftly to customers’ dynamic requirements for
changing production lines. We are losing customers and contracts.

Responsible for onboarding
new
production lines
Customer: the entity We have changed our business to a more flexible, just-in-time operation.
which initiates/kicks off Thus, it is a problem to us when suppliers are not flexible and fast enough
a new production line
– the problem is that they could not be fast enough even if we paid them
a lot more.
Application Provider
Persona
Problem

Task / Constraint

Automation company
Automation companies are unable to provide the factory owners with
communication infrastructure for wireless robot and AGV control fulfilling
performance requirements and support for systematic automatic
onboarding of requirements to this system based on the current
configuration of application(s).
Monitoring and control of production robots and AGVs
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How is it addressed The UC is not addressed Pre-5G.
now? (Pre-5G)
Application Provider
Persona
Problem

Task / Constraint

Robot vendor
There are limited wireless protocols capable of delivering the required
KPIs for control of AGVs. In addition, cables attached to stationary
production robots with multiple joint and moving parts, for example for
extra sensory systems such as 3D cameras, might be prone to failure.
Wireless monitoring and control of robots.

How is it addressed The stationary robots use wired communication. AGVs use this for
now? (Pre-5G)
programming operations, and to some degree Wi-Fi.

5.6.5.3 Business Measurement KPIs
Table 31: UC1.5 Business Measurement KPIs
KPI
Target
Business validation Metrics
Rapid deployment 20%
% of decreased time to configure and deploy production
robots in new production line.
Rapid
40%
% of decreased time to reconfigure a production line to
reconfiguration
produce a different product
Person
cost 20%
% of factory floor man hours saved by using reconfigurable
savings
production robots in conjunction with AGVs for transport and
delivery of production parts.

5.6.6 Technical Context

5.6.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture
Critical tasks that will be studied in this use-case include:
6. Possibility of increased level of automation and usage of robots being achieved by eased set-up and
configuration reduced time, effort and cost for this, through leveraging of 5G-technologies.
7. Improved flexibility in the use of the aforementioned equipment due to the previous point.
8. To find out whether, and if, how, information in so-called AAS (Asset Administrative Shell) can be utilized
optimally, or even practically, to set up the necessary resources in a (possibly shared) 5G infrastructure.
9. Study the compatibility/co-operation and co-existence issues of 5G with several of the lower level
technologies that can be expected to be part of Industry 4.0:
9.1. OPC UA (With DDS)
9.2. Industrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA)
9.3. ROS 2.0 (based on DDS as middleware)
10. Whether 5G can substitute traditional network-technologies, especially in a scenario where resources
are shared, even with unrelated parties, therefore reducing the need for in-house competence in various
networking technologies. This bullet point can be related to the KPIs directly.
For the overall architecture at NTNU, see UC1.3 where this is shown in Figure 10 and onwards.
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For the dataflow diagrams to/from end-nodes, measurement equipment and operator desk(s) please see the
example in UC1.3 Figure 13.
Usage of CDSO and VNFs is discussed in UC1.3.

5.6.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
For the most relevant parameters, i.e. KPIs to measure/study for each UC (1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.5), some are purely
qualitative such as “feasibility of using an infrastructure delivered by an external vendor such as Telenor for
industrial purposes”. Others are more directly measurable quantities such as the aforementioned positional
accuracy, latency, reliability, availability of bandwidth etc. in the presence of extensive and unpredictable radio
noise caused by electric welding, other electric equipment, reflections and blocking walls and equipment.
While the indicated performance will be needed for UC1.5, Latency, reliability and bandwidth-availability will be
focused on in UC1.1 and UC1.2. These both on a low “instrumentation” level, as well as when used for covering
several of the traditional industrial levels for networks. The latter done with organization of virtual networks.

5.6.6.3 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
The overall testing set-up is illustrated in Figure 53. It consists of the following components:
•
•
•
•

•

The Cross-Domain Service Orchestrator (CDSO)
Controls (re-)configuration of the system to test, starts and stops tests, and notifies the KPI
Visualization System about new results being available.
The KPI Visualization System (KPI-VS)
Retrieves measurement data from the results data base, analyses the data and presents the results.
The Results Data Base
For storing measurement results from the tests. The results are pushed to the database both from the
TaaS and from the vertical’s test set-up.
The 5G-VINNI Testing as a Service system (TaaS)
A system for performing tests within the 5G-VINNI virtualized network. It can also be used to perform
KPI measurements by sending simulated traffic between so called Hawkeye end-points (virtual probes)
that can be installed both inside and outside of the 5G-VINNI network.
The vertical’s application-based test set-up, consisting of
o One or more servers generating application traffic
o One or more PCs running software that controls the configuration of the tests, starts and stops
the tests, and ensures that the measurement results are sent to the results data base. The
PC(s) software can be remotely controlled by the CDSO or operated manually.
o UEs or CPEs that communicate with the 5G network, and which are either connected to the
test application server or located on an independent unit (e.g. a robot) sending and/or
receiving data associated with e.g. sensors and actuators.

The test set-up will not be completely implemented for the tests in Cycle 1, this includes:
•
•
•

The CDSO will not be used for test case automation. Instead, the tests will be conducted through manual
procedures (e.g. for starting and stopping the tests).
The measurement results from the vertical’s application-based test set-up will not be automatically
pushed to the results data base. This will instead be done manually.
The integration between the 5G-Solutions KPI Visualization System and the 5G-VINNI TaaS system will
only be partly implemented.
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Figure 53: Overall testing set-up

The black and red solid lines indicate message exchange between components. The message exchanges indicated
by red solid lines will not be implemented in Cycle 1.

5.6.6.4 UC Technology Partners and Roles
The experiments will be performed at MTP NTNU, MTP NTNU together with Yara, and at Yara. At MTP NTNU
there is several industrial scales, physically and logically interconnected robotics laboratories being completed
as of the summer 2020. These are part of the NFR (Norwegian Research Council) supported initiative Manulab29.
These laboratories at MTP at Gløshaugen in Trondheim consists of several interconnected parts, a general
robotics laboratory for welding, one for use with robotized direct construction of casting-forms, stations for
automated shaping of metallic pipes and a section with several smaller robots and operator stations to study
Industry 4.0 concepts, this especially in conjunction with the AGV lab.
MTP NTNU will instrument both the stationary robots and the AGVs with high-resolution cameras / 3D-cameras
and auxiliary sensors to be connected to the 5G network. In addition, the robots and AGVs will be connected
using 5G through their traditional interfaces found on external computers and built in through gateways. Here
we expect to construct several translations/gateways for proprietary interfaces, OPC UA - as well as ROS 2.0 based interfaces, as well as additions to AAS components for Industry 4.0.
MTP NTNU will conduct experiments with use of different 5G connections where measures on KPIs are done
both with and without different kinds of welding and other industrial-type operations are done in the labs.
One UC scenario to be done at Yara Porsgrunn is called Narrow band IIoT. In this scenario we will test if the 5G
system is capable of automatic (or degree of) inclusion of additional installed sensors at the site and to present

29

https://www.ntnu.edu/ivb/manulab
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this information in the local PIMS system. This scenario will need a local connection to the Yara Porsgrunn
network, so the information is available for the systems that need to access the information.
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6 LL 2: Smart Energy Use Cases Description and Detailed Analysis
6.1

WP8 Market Feedback to LL2

The advanced services envisaged in future smart energy grids call for a tighter integration between
communication networks, power systems and a multitude of application providers. To enable enhanced power
grid monitoring, effective demand side management, and appropriate balancing and coordination of electrical
loads (e.g. building HVAC and electric vehicles), huge amounts of data, with stringent quality-of-service
requirements, need to be transferred among different entities of the grid in real-time. The convergence of 5G
capabilities such as network slicing, network function virtualization, cloud computing and software defined
networking provide the structure on which the communication requirements of smart grid services can finally
be achieved and support the volume of traffic in a flexible, scalable, and dynamic way. Delivering on the promise
of smart energy places real and diverse challenges on 5G technologies and several architectural smart energy
frameworks are proposed and explored such as that outlined in Figure 54 (explored in EC funded project H2020
ICT-762013 NRG-5).

Figure 54: Sample framework exploiting 5G concepts to enable smart energy grid30

The changed landscape in the energy market creates many new opportunities for Distribution System Operators
(DSO), Transmission Service Operators (TSO), Charging Point Operators (CPO), Mobility Service Providers (MSP),
Aggregators and many others along the value chain to the final consumer (B2B or B2C) but more work remains
outstanding to understand and demonstrate the specific value for various stakeholders across the complete
value chain.
The Smart Energy Living Lab (LL2) will trial specific use cases that are influenced by current and emerging business
requirements for industrial partners IREN31 and ENEL X32:

30

H. C. Leligou, T. Zahariadis, L. Sarakis, E. Tsampasis, A. Voulkidis and T. E. Velivassaki, "Smart Grid: a demanding use case
for 5G technologies," 2018 IEEE International Conference on Pervasive Computing and Communications Workshops
(PerCom Workshops), Athens, 2018, pp. 215-220, doi: 10.1109/PERCOMW.2018.8480296.
31
https://www.gruppoiren.it/
32
www.enelx.com
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•
•
•

UC 2.1 “Industrial Demand Side Management”;
UC 2.2 “Electrical Vehicle Smart Charging”;
UC 2.3 “Electricity network frequency stability”.

In addition to the Technical trials which seeks to demonstrate the use of 5G and begin to explore the boundaries
of the technology, an important aspect to align is the business value that is likely to accrue to all key stakeholders
in the value chain (e.g., DSO, CPO, consumers) in order to identify the sectors most likely to see the fastest
engagement from the marketplace because 5G can deliver a unique value add.
Within the 5G-SOLUTIONS Project, deliverable “D8.1A Market Assessment and Technology Monitoring” (Section
6.2) contains a more in-depth intersection between the Smart Energy industry requirements and the specifics of
each UC, and is updated as a working document throughout the project. This is further supported with a specific
market and technology knowledge base33 which is maintained by all project partners to support the most current
and accurate market information. Those resources support a continuous feedback link between WP1 (Specific
UC Pilots) and WP8 (Market assessment and Commercialisation).
In order to specify the use case needs for 5G the following category definitions have been employed:
•
•
•

CATEGORY A: There is at least one KPI requiring 5G, i.e. it is not possible to achieve needed
performance/Latency/connections with 4G or 4.5G. Which release?
CATEGORY B: There are no KPIs strictly requiring 5G performance, but they will benefit from 5G
performances or 5G will be essential for wide penetration of the service
CATEGORY C: There is no KPIs strictly requiring 5G performance. The use case can be performed using
4G/4.5G. For this latest category it is essential to highlight that 5G is not strictly necessary and, perhaps,
the 5G performances do not increase the level of the service, but we demonstrate that they work in 5G
behaviour, so that they can be an economic driver for the other services.

6.2 UC2.1: Industrial Demand Side Management
6.2.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

This use case deals with Demand Side Management (DSM) in electric power distribution at the level of
business/not residential users (large, medium or small enterprises, offices, others). The focus is on the optimal
scheduling of energy loads during normal plant operation, as well as the computation and actuation of flexibilities
offered on the Dispatching Market and the control actions needed to keep the peak power consumption limited.
The UC owner is IREN, a large Italian multi-utility company operating in the sectors of electricity at multiregional
catchment level. IREN selected as the case study a building located in Turin with several end-uses (offices, public
services, social housing). The building is owned by the Municipality of Turin and managed by IREN. It is equipped
with an electrical heat pump and a building management system capable to communicate directly with the grid
TSO for providing energy flexibility services. The first aspect covered by this use case is the planning and
aggregation of loads. A distributed monitoring and load shifting control system (based on sensors, meters, and
in-cloud data analytics and control tools) will be setup and suitably deployed to perform a real-time schedule of
loads and assess the energy behaviour of the pilot user selected, with the aim of evaluating possible actions of
power reduction to be offered on the Dispatching Markets. This action may be performed by the customer as a
single actor in the market, if the power reduction constraints set by the Regulator are met, or in aggregated form
with other prosumers (by means of an Aggregator). 5G technologies is expected to play an important role, as
both data communication from the field to the cloud and communications among the Aggregator and involved
customers must be reliable, fast and with minimal delay (latency).

33

https://www.knowledgeportalcenter.com/default.aspx?articleID=11847
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The second aspect concerns the peak power consumption, which represents one of the critical parameters for
this class of customer segment. The simultaneous use of electrical devices may involve peak loads that can result
in the tripping of commercial meters due to overload detection. With the introduction of new tariff schemes
accounting for the peak power consumption in addition to the energy component (e.g., maximum demand) and
the presence of fluctuating Renewable Energy Sources (RES), the problem of keeping the peak power limited is
quite important: it appears crucial to rely on a technological solution to promptly switch off the loads responsible
for the peak/overload and, therefore, to reschedule the load in a more efficient way. The load switch off can be
applied using different techniques aiming, at the same time, to avoid peak/overloads while maximizing the user
experience and the service quality. It is important to consider the fact that without a reactive and automatic
system that avoids overloads the user can occur in meter tripping, resulting in a general blackout, that is the
worst scenario for service quality. As an example, prioritizing the loads it is possible to set which loads are more
important than others, thus the loads with less priority will be switched off first. Cooling and heating, as an
example, can be considered less important than main power plugs, during working hours. 5G technology can
play a crucial role: a commercial meter (that is in charge of measuring energy consumption parameters) will be
used to detect the power peak/overload and generate an alert, which will be transferred to a pre-selected set of
control devices that will reduce the power consumption and automatically trigger the computation of a new load
schedule as a recovery action.
Hence, the objective of this use case is to demonstrate in the field that 5G technology can be effectively used for
offering new grid services and drastically reduce the tolerance implemented on the meters before disconnection,
without having an impact on the customer perception and quality of service.
To enable the testing and validation of this use case several distributed indoor sensors, Energy Management
Systems and Aggregator Management system were installed (included in IREN’s budget under “other direct
costs”). Synergies were made with the H2020 project “PLANET”, where IREN is already testing innovative energy
productions/management solutions. Additionally, a Proof of Concept (PoC) of an experimental energy controller
focused on blackout avoidance through a fast, reactive load disconnection and subsequent black start
procedures will be developed to compare the 4G against 5G performance.
The Use Case will rely on the 5G EVE platform to manage the use case execution in the 5G EVE Italian Site covering
the Turin Test Site, which was achieved by the means of the installation of proper 5G antennas in the target area.

6.2.2 Current status and challenges
Current status on the most advanced industrial demand side management is normally based on local controllers
that can be supervised by external systems (SCADA). Local controllers are proxy to the controlled systems’
sensors and actuators thus guaranteeing low latency control actions.
The main challenge is to demonstrate that remote controllers (instantiated and distributed at the edge of the 5G
network facility) can operate through 5G technologies so as to overcome the problem of blackouts caused by
limited time overloads. Nowadays, to guarantee a prompt, near real-time overload avoidance in non-residential
smart buildings, the load shedding is applied locally, by means of a dedicated (wired) bus between the IoT devices
and the controller. These local controllers are often proprietary, stand-alone working with limited data, and not
able to collaborate with other ones. The suitable deployment of remote and distributed controllers proposed in
this use case would strongly impact the above-mentioned problems and Demand Side Management in industrial
application would benefit considerably.

6.2.3 Why is 5G required
The Use Case aims at demonstrating that the actual architecture can be changed, moving the controller on the
edge while guaranteeing an appropriate disconnection time (that is the overall reactiveness of the system).
Having the controller on the edge allows controlling many smart buildings at once, applying global energy
policies, while guaranteeing overload avoidance to the whole system in scalable way. In particular, we want to
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measure the improvement with respect to the actual remotization and virtualization techniques that make use
of 4G connection and cloud environments. The unpredictability of network connection between cloud and the
remote IoT systems makes it hard to respect the needed disconnection times.
Our objective is to seamlessly move from a local control to a remote control, while not impacting on the overall
disconnection time, showing how this scenario is feasible thanks to the 5G technologies and related network
performances.

6.2.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
The design and the implementation of the Vertical Service was successfully finalized during Cycle 1. The
deployment of the Vertical Service on the 5G facility (5G EVE) was a very hard task. The entire VNF chain of the
Vertical Service is hosted and managed through the 5G EVE portal. At the end of Cycle 1 we were able to
successfully setup and execute smoothly instances of one test case (namely, TC2.1.3). The final execution of the
end-to-end test case proved the successful integration of all architectural components and the Vertical Service
in the 5G facility (5G EVE) as well as the complete integration with the 5G-Solutions CDSO component and 5GSolutions KPI Visualization System. Similarly, at the beginning of the trials in Cycle 1, we experienced technical
issues to make 5G-Solutions KPI Visualization System interacting smoothly with the 5G EVE facility. All the issues
have been completely solved after an intense step-by-step trouble-shooting. These issues led to set up a very
detailed check list in order to minimize the risk during execution in Cycle 2. Another important issue is the 5G
availability in the geographic areas selected for the tests. In the light of the above-described check list, one
important element is to ensure that the 5G connectivity is stable and the signal strength is sufficiently powerful
to maintain the 5G communication for the whole duration of the experiments. The main recommendation for
the Cycle 2 tests was to ensure the 5G connectivity is up and working before running the tests, to use the most
recent 5G hardware equipment (swap from 5G mobile phone to a dedicated 5G modem/router) and to empower
their reception (e.g., through dedicated antennas).

6.2.5

Business Analysis and Goals

6.2.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
There are several User Personas involved in the use case across the Industrial Demand Side Management value
chain:
•
•

•
•
•

Industrial Site Owner or Operator: could make use of the Industrial Side Demand Management 5G
technology to optimize energy demand, foreseeing and avoiding peak energy costs consumption. Energy
efficiency will reduce associated costs and allow for more environmentally aware production patterns.
Municipality: can use the 5G commercial sensors to monitor and reduce the environmental and
economic costs of public lighting or of the institutional/public buildings. Energy efficiency could be
promoted with the aim of changing urban collective behaviours towards more environmentally friendly
energy consumption solutions.
Communication Service Provider: the communication company providing the 5G connectivity service
guaranteeing high reliability connectivity and distributed capability of data processing.
Energy Actor: is responsible for engagement of users/prosumers and the flexibility management and
forecasting to be sold on dispatching markets.
Service Provider: is the Company defining the hardware and software solutions needed to perform
Industrial Demand Side Management.

6.2.5.2 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
The main business problem deals with the need for flexibility on the electric network and market in order to
balance the fluctuation of renewables and to support the increased electric consumptions of new connected
electric assets (EV chargers, heat pumps, induction hobs systems and so on).
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The Energy Actor’s need for real time monitoring, implementing peak shaving/shifting orders and re-scheduling
if unexpected events occur, is the driver of UC 2.1. This flexibility will be sold in the market and provide revenues
that will be shared, in an open and competitive market schema, with the building owners/inhabitants.
Those changes in scheduling of main electrical loads (namely, the load is a large heat pump for heating and
cooling purposes in UC2.1) must not affect the building comfort and respect the inhabitants’ needs.
With prosumers’ aggregations schemas, building owners/inhabitants and small to medium prosumers can now
enter national dispatching markets that, until a few months ago, were only accessible to large power plants and
consumers/prosumers. This is a game changer as, especially in some countries where energy prices for end users
are quite static, they will have the possibility of implementing the actual demand-response paradigm and turning
what was only a cost into possible revenues.
Table 32: UC2.1 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas

End User Persona
Business Problem
Industrial Site Owner or The Industrial Sites cope with various
Operator
challenges in terms of energy demand
management due to elevate costs of
energy at peak period combined with
simultaneous production processes.
The users cannot actually manage the
energy distribution according to
preferences and therefore they
cannot schedule the production in a
way that could guarantee savings in
terms of costs and time.
Municipality
The Municipality cope as well as
Industrial Site Owner with various
challenges in terms of energy demand
management due to elevate costs of
energy at peak period combined with
simultaneous production processes.

Communication Service
Provider

Today the CSP has constraints in
extending the communication service
to IoT and AI

Energy Actor

Today the energy actor is not able to
managing effectively and real-time
demand/capacity dynamics required
by this category of services.

Service Provider

Today it will not be possible to serve
the Industrial Site Owner with
mentioned service.

Business Benefits
Using the 5G smart commercial
sensors, the industrial site can monitor
and
schedule
the
production
according to agreed efficiency targets.
5G Real-time data and cloud analytics
provide opportunities for cost
reduction
and
sustainable
management of energy consumption.

Using the 5G smart commercial
sensors, the Municipality can monitor
and schedule the production
according to agreed efficiency targets.
5G Real-time data and cloud analytics
provide opportunities for cost
reduction and sustainable
management of energy consumption
Increase of revenues by extending the
traditional business model from
connectivity service provider to
application provider.
Use of smart demand forecast, energy
optimization and 5G fast data
transmission will enable a better
planning of industrial energy supply
and demand.
5G will enable the SP to provide
monitoring, control and optimization
services, as well as analytics tool
allowing to deploy new services to the
market.
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6.2.5.3 Business Measurement KPIs
The following map describes the relationship between “Personas and Stakeholders”, “Business KPIs” and “Impact
of 5G”.
In the Business Measurement KPI Value Map three different categories of Business KPIs are evaluated in
comparison to previous technologies:
•
•
•

Economic (Cost Reduction and Revenue Increase) introducing an economic improvement.
Quality (Security, Reliability, Persona Experience, Process Efficiency, Environmental Sustainability and
Lifecycle Management) introducing a better service management result.
Enabling / determining the possibility to build and deliver the service.

This use case can be categorized as a Category A considering that, according to specific business benefits
explained in Business KPIs table below, in several cases 5G brings an effective business value compared to
previous wireless technologies.
The business KPI updates for LL2 in deliverable D1.1B take into consideration the following aspects:
•
•

New positive market evidence that impacts KPIs such as for example Cost Reduction and/or Revenue
Increase;
Recent technological improvements and/or developments of existing technologies and new emergent
applications impacting Business KPIs;

Increased focus in analysing stakeholders, the target market and the commercial approach.
Business KPI

INDUSTRIAL
SITE
OWNER

MUNICIPALIT
Y

CSP

ENERGY
ACTOR

SERVICE
PROVIDER

COST REDUCTION
REVENUE INCREASE
SECURITY
RELIABILITY
PERSONA EXPERIENCE
PROCESS EFFICIENCY
ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
LIFECYCLE
MANAGEMENT
Legend:
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CATEGORY A
CATEGORY B
CATEGORY C
Not applicable
Table 33: UC2.1 Business Measurement KPIs

Business Measurement Category
Cost Reduction
Cost reduction analysis generates
accost reduction of data transmission
service considering actual standard
applications using 3G/4G mobile
technology thanks to continuous cost
reduction of data transmission and
improved network flexibility, from
switching from previous, to the next
wireless communication technology.

UC Specific Metric
Reduced/optimized energy loads
during normal plant operation
[Industrial site owner]

Real time schedule of loads that
avoid peak hours consumption overload avoidance [Industrial
site owner]
Cut energy costs of
Cost reductions estimate is based on municipal/public infrastructure
the 5G subscriptions forecast that are [Municipality]
expected to reach 3.5 billion in 202634
and grow to 4.4 billion in 202735. In
Western Europe, a strong growth of
subscription penetration is projected The CSP will have a cost
starting from 1% in 2020 and expected reduction due to network
to reach 69% of market penetration by virtualization allowing better use
the end of 2026, expected to reach 83% of resources at a defined level of
in 2027 (90% in Northers America and service demand.
41% in Central Eastern Europe). This Overload prevention and
trend is also driving growth (35-50% in detection [Industrial site owner]
2027) of Broadband IoT and Critical IoT
(4G/5G) connections that will be
required for critical infrastructures such
as the energy grid.
According to Ericsson Mobility Report
November 2021 5G will account about
half (49%) of mobile connections
globally in 2027.

Revenue Increase

34

35

Possibility of selling energy on
the dispatching market

Target Improvement for the UC
Given the instantaneous
availability, the expected effect
is a reduction in costs, as
customers will pay more
attention to efficient usage.
5% lower energy costs

Less energy consumed with
Intelligent management of
loads36.
Reduced need for fossil fuel
generators to create flexibility,
such as natural gas generators.
Greater than 5%

90% reduction of circuit
breakers tripping due to
overloads

5% energy sold (simulated).

Ericsson Mobility Report, June 2021
Ericsson Mobility Report, November 2021.

36 Source: 5G Demand and Future Business Models - Malta Communications Authority
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More flexibility for the aggregator in
responding to TSO request covering
last moment defection.
This kind of flexibility practices in
expected to be increasingly used since
the integrated Demand-Side
Management (DSM) market to top $1.2
billion worldwide by 2025. Industrial
demand response system is expected
to grow at a CAGR of over 11.2%
(Mordor Intelligence).
Security
As known 5G is a more secure
technology than 4G and this is
important considering that on UC 2.1
there is, in general, impact on the
energy market and on mission critical
industrial processes. On the security
point of view in some countries (e.g.,
US, UK) and in some other European
countries there is/will be reluctance to
use technologies manufactured in
China that are widely diffused in 4G
networks and cannot be replaced.
Additionally, on the business continuity
side the architecture of the UC 2.x
allows a backup solution that would be
costly and inefficient with 4G.

[Industrial site owner,
Municipality]
Increase of revenues by
extending the traditional
business model from
connectivity service provider to
application provider [CSP]
CSP revenue increase refer to:
• 5G SIM activations
• Traffic fees
• MEC activations
Supreme built in and flexible
security [DSO, CSP, Service
Provider]

Reliability.
Responds to business needs requiring
guaranteed level of service in terms of
accessibility and broadband.

Service Reliability Increase, by
activation of guaranteed service
level agreement.

Persona Experience

More control over the load shifts
and energy consumption due to
accurate real time data and
forecasts [Industrial site owner,
Municipality]
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At least one new application
service added in the offering
(bundled with the connectivity
service)
For expected results see
forecasting reports from
Ericsson etc.
5G Network Function
Virtualization able to ondemand deploy security-related
network functions compared
with 4G.

Service communication
accessibility, latency and
broadband throughput can be
managed by a network slicing
application fitting UC
requirement service constraint.
Fast paced developments in
Automated Demand Response
(Auto-DR) technologies.
25% less energy used
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End-to-End Process Efficiency
Enables service required response time
including not only the network latency
but the end-to-end response time
constraints.

Sustainability

Lifecycle Management
In 2025 in Western Europe the 5G
technology will be the most diffused
technology, accounting 55% of total
subscription vs 43% of 4G and 3G
technologies will account 2% and will
quickly disappear; Eastern Europe
where 5G will count 27% will fastfollow WE37. This will allow:
− infrastructure lifetime increase4
− easier integration with smart city
or smart building devices and
platforms
− easier access to development and
maintenance skills

37

Using a distributed monitoring
and load shifting system the real
time schedule of loads will
become more efficient. In fact,
the end-to-end latency of the
control loop must be provided in
terms of ms as required by
Energy actors, Industrial site
owner and Municipality to
guarantee load ab.

Higher energy efficiency
[Industrial site owner,
Municipality]
Lower energy consumption
[Industrial site owner,
Municipality]
Increase of 5G subscriptions
[CPO]

4 times faster than 4G including
the end-to-end processing time
for balance control.
Development of grid-adaptive
demand
management
for
buildings solution using AI in the
cloud to actively manage the
electric demand of a building in
direct response to signals from
local utility operators.
Increasing need for newer DR
models for replacing manual
energy curtailments drive
demand for ADR technologies.
Less energy used.
Fast paced developments in
Automated Demand Response
(Auto-DR) technologies.
Less energy used.
Growing prominence of smart
electricity meters.
Estimated a 55% penetration of
5G mobile connectivity vs 42%
of 4G that will make 5G network
the standard access technology
for industrial application in
urban/sub urban areas.

5G Demand and Future Business Models - Malta Communications Authority
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6.2.6 Technical Context

6.2.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The pilot identified by Iren for the Use Case is a building belonging to the Municipality of Turin and operated by
IREN, with the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Address: via De Sanctis 12, Torino
Total volume: 17.400 m3
Heating system – fuel: central heating system – methane boiler coupled with an electrical heat pump
Cooling system: chillers – electricity
Annual expenditure (only for fuel): > 30.000 €/year
Presence of thermostatic valves: Yes

In the same target area, a second pilot will be deployed by Ares2t for the PoC of an experimental energy
controller, consisting of an extensible portable demo, with the following characteristics:
•
•
•

N Energy sensors (1 phase or 3phases,
consumption/production
N WiFi-based energy breakers (10A and 16A)
1 4G/5G/WiFi router

220V)

to

measure

the

partial/total

power

The reference architecture for this use case will be provided in deliverable D2.8 (D2.4A) “LLs planning, setup,
operational management handbook (initial version)”.

6.2.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
Network KPIs. Load management in non-residential buildings requires the possibility to apply for fast (near realtime, below 2 seconds) load shedding to avoid local overloads and related blackouts due to the operator
intervention. If, during the time between the occurrence of an overload and the blackout, a proper load shedding
strategy is applied the blackout (and its consequences) can be avoided. In a scenario of interconnected nonresidential buildings, it makes sense to have an edge (or cloud) service dedicated to remote control (e.g., to get
sensors data and to provide disconnection/reconnection commands) and to the local electric control systems
(relying on custom or commercial building automation system). In such a scenario, the network latency is
essential to guarantee a near real-time load shedding.
The control loop duration (that, hereafter we will refer to as the “response_time”) is composed by several
additions like the time needed by the sensors to estimate the energy consumption of a load, the time needed to
process the data, the time needed to send the data, the time needed to actuate a command. Network latency is
an important adding that, depending on the sensor and actuation technologies, can weigh up to the 25% to the
control loop.
As an example, since a wired control loop requires approximately 200ms (considering the sensing, actuating and
processing activities), a commercial 4G technology provides an average latency of 50ms (+25%), while 5G can
lower down to 1ms (+0,5%). The lower the network latency is, the less the control loop lasts and the better a
remote controller can operate to avoid blackouts, overloads and peaks in energy demand.
The target value of network latency is expected to be (in average) below 35ms.
The network availability (or Coverage) is the probabilistic distribution of continuous operations maintained for
an extended period of time. This Network KPI plays an important role to guarantee the continuounity of the
Vertical Service for disconnecting active loads with a minimum percentage 99.9%. The network reliability
guarantees the reliability of the Vertical Service and is expected to be at least 99.99%.
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Data Rate is not a critical Network KPI in this Use Case. The Device Density is important since the number of
Local Controller to control the energy loads for fast load shedding to avoid local overloads and related blackouts
could be potentially high (in the order to Industrial Sites in the covered area). Since the facility supporting the
Use Case trials is an experimental one being completely dedicated to ICT19 projects trials, namely the 5G EVE
facility, with a very limited number of connected devices, this KPI is not relevant in the trials but will be eventually
relevant in commercial development of the Use Case.
Vertical KPI. The “response_time” is the total duration of a single control loop aimed at avoiding an overload
and the consequent blackout. The response time is the sum of different additions, including the sensors reading
times, the data processing times, the network latencies and the actuation times. It is essential to have a response
time that is lower as possible and, in particular, lower to the time before the blackout caused in case of an
overload.
In our experiments, we want to stay, in average, below 500ms in case of wired sensors/actuators and below 2s
in case of wireless sensors/actuators.

Technical
Measurement
Category

Indoor
communication
range

UC Specific
Metric

Target Improvement for the UC

Commercial KPI: <= 500 ms
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) <= 500 ms
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) >= 1000 ms
and < 500 ms
Not passed (Non acceptable value) > 1000 ms

Vertical
Disconnection
Time

Indoor
communication
range

Network Latency

Indoor
communication
range

Network
Availability

Indoor
communication
range

Network
Reliability

Commercial KPI: <= 30 ms
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) <= 35 ms
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) >35 ms <= 50
ms
Not passed (Non acceptable value) > 50 ms
Commercial KPI: >= 99.99%
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) >= 99.9%
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) < 99.9% >=
98%
Not passed (Non acceptable value) < 98%
Commercial KPI: >= 99.999%
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) >= 99.99%
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) < 99.99% >=
99%
Not passed (Non acceptable value) < 99%

6.2.6.3 Base use case scenarios, context and conditions
Three test cases have been identified for the Use Case, which are:
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•

•

•

TC2.1.1: Heat Pump RMCU communication to the Aggregator with the aim of evaluating the pros/cons
of a 5G communication (compared to 4G) for reliability, flexibility and speed/latency when pushing
consumptions data and/or receiving flexibility inputs from the Aggregator or, at local level, from the
BMS;
TC2.1.2: Electrical monitoring and comfort monitoring devices data pushing with the aim of evaluating
the pros/cons of a 5G communication (compared to 4G) for reliability, flexibility and speed/latency when
pushing consumptions data to the BMS and/or RMCU Supervision platform. Post fiscal electrical meters
could be installed on the main electrical loads of the building (heat pump, Lighting, elevators, etc.);
comfort monitoring sensors could have a local wireless communication to a concentrator, with 5G
embedded;
TC2.1.3: Load shedding for overload avoidance with the aim of evaluating the pros/cons of a 5G
communication (compared to 4G) for latency when applying for load disconnection to avoid black-out;
the objective is that of comparing the time needed to detect a power peak and to react applying for a
prioritized load disconnection when using a 4G versus 5G connection among the controller and the plant
(not considering the time needed by the controller to evaluate a feasible solution) in different scenarios
(controller hosted in a cloud environment versus 5G edge server).

6.2.6.4 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
As mentioned before, the Use Case will rely on the 5G EVE platform to design and to manage the use case
execution as well as each test case in the 5G EVE Italian Site covering the Test Site in Turin.
The testbed is the building belonging to the Municipality of Turin, located in Turin, via De Sanctis 12. The
connectivity requirements from the testbed must be guaranteed by the 5G EVE platform, as well as the
requirements for MEC server hosting all the Vertical Services needed to support the execution of the test cases
reported above. Moreover, the current remote monitoring back-end server owned by Vertical UC Owner (Iren)
must be connected to the 5G EVE platform to ensure the suitable communication from/to the testbed, namely
the above-mentioned building belonging to the Municipality of Turin, so to guarantee the proper energy supply
operations on the field.
The 5G EVE platform supports design and deployment of each experiment via the open-source Management and
Orchestration (MANO) stack aligned with ETSI NFV Information Models. The 5G EVE’s MANO manages network
resources offered by the 5G facility according to the internal policies adopted in the project, as well as the Cloud
Edge resources in terms of OpenStack environment hosting all necessary Virtual Machines and the dynamic
deployment of the end-to-end chain of Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) to setup and to manage the Vertical
Service for the trail activities. The interaction between the Experiment Developer and the 5G EVE’s MANO is
managed by the 5G EVE Web Portal and requires the Experiment Developer (i.e., the UC Developer in 5GSolutions) to suitably edit network descriptors and blueprints to instantiate the VNFs and to setup the related
subnets for their interoperability. In order to manage different test cases in different test conditions, in LL2 the
requirements from the orchestrator concern also start and stop services to control and to monitor the execution
of the test cases reported above, as well as the semi-automatic uploading of related artifacts (network
descriptors and blueprints) to reduce the error rate during the experiment design and managing phase, including
the scheduling one
With respect to the requirements from the visualization system, this use case rely on both: the 5G Network KPIs
(with particular attention to network latency and reliability) and the Vertical KPIs (with particular attention to
the response time of the overall load shedding control cycle). While the Vertical KPIs are fed by the Vertical
Service via the chain of VNFs developed by Ares2t (as UC Developer), the 5G network KPIs are collected by the
5G Visualization Systems interacting with the 5G EVE platform facility through proper northbound REST APIs.
The 5G-Solutions CDSO has been integrated at the 5G EVE facility level to allow the control of the Vertical Service
activation via North-Bound APIs exposed by 5G EVE to manage the Experiment Management workflow. In Cycle
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1 the 5G-Solutions CDSO has been integrated for the executed Test Case and will be integrated in a similar way
in Cycle 2 for the remaining two test cases.

6.2.6.5 UC Technology Partners and Roles
In UC2.1, the role of Vertical Industry is played by Iren as Use Case responsible since the partner is the primary
actor (Energy Facility Manager and Aggregator) evaluating 5G compatibility and performances from the technical
and market point of view. Ares2t is the technology partner playing the technical roles of:
•
•

VNF producer providing all virtual network functions and atomic services necessary for supporting the
deployment and the execution of each test case in UC2.1;
Use Case developer modelling and defining all configuration files for the complete deployment of the
above-mentioned virtual network functions and atomic services on the 5G EVE Platform, and developing
the mechanisms for collecting all application-level metrics from the vertical service for UC2.1.

Finally, the role of Experimenter is played by both Ares2t and Iren. The former for testing and validation
purposes, the latter for monitoring and evaluating the execution of the experiment in his primary role of Vertical
and UC Owner.
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6.3 UC2.2: Electrical Vehicle Smart Charging
6.3.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

The new paradigm in e-mobility business implies a strong interaction between the Electric Vehicle (EV) and
energy ecosystem, posing new challenges and offering significant opportunities in the way the next generation
electrical networks will be operated. In this regard, the 5G infrastructure can be used for reliable real time
scheduling of charging sessions as well as providing fast reschedule in case of an overload, in case a contractual
threshold is overcome due to an excessive number of simultaneous charging sessions, or in case the electric
power generated from renewables suddenly falls short of the predictions.
This Use Case deals with the problem of computing in real-time the charging power setpoints for active EV
charging sessions taking place in a given load-area. Currently, charging platforms performing such a task leverage
centralized computation schemes working at the level of charging infrastructure back-end. In this Use Case the
decentralized scheme will be investigated and tested by the 5G infrastructure. In this way, the computational
effort will be distributed among session agents communicating each other through 5G communications. The
reaction to overloads and dispatching orders will be tested too. Moreover, the added value brought by 5G
technology in terms of reliability will be assessed.
To enable the testing and validation of this use case, a specific Vertical Service will be developed and integrated
in the 5G facility as chain of Virtualized Network Functions (VNF) dynamically deployed in the 5G Cloud Edge
environment as well as EV charging points, installed in private parking spaces, equipped with 5G communication
devices will be used, under the control of one charging back-end platform, enabling innovative services
interconnecting the e-mobility stakeholders. The charging points will need to manage “dynamic charging” to
manage instant changes in the charging loads based on the external input described above.
The Use Case will rely on the 5G EVE platform to manage the use case execution in the 5G EVE Italian Site covering
the Turin Test Site, which was achieved by the means of the installation of proper 5G antennas in the target area.

6.3.2 Current status and challenges
Currently the charging stations used to charge plug-in electric vehicles are connected to the charging
infrastructure operator back-end through mobile communications, mainly through 3G or 4G technology. The
reason for this technical choice mainly lies in the distributed nature of such an infrastructure. On the one hand
the access to the internet through whatever form of wired connection would imply dedicated civil works for
installation of each charging station, resulting in additional costs and a slow growth of the charging infrastructure.
Further, the idea of relaying on a subset of charging stations to establish a WiFi connection to the others is
generally not effective for public large-scale installations, due to the dispersed nature of the charging stations in
the electricity distribution grid. Consequently, mobile communications are the most used solutions for the
deployment of the charging infrastructure.
Pioneer smart charging infrastructure makes use of mobile communications for enabling remote control of the
charging sessions from the charging infrastructure operator back-end. Such a control action consists in the real
time assignment of proper charging power setpoints to the charging sessions, according to a set of boundary
conditions taking into account drivers' preferences for charging, tariff schemes and the operational status of the
electrical infrastructure. By coordinating simultaneous charging sessions, the charging infrastructure operator
can properly shape the aggregated charging power curve and, consequently, pursue business objectives which
depend on the specific charging scenario.
The computation of the above mentioned setpoints is typically performed at the level of the Aggregator based
on proper discrete time centralized control and optimization algorithms and set points are sent to the back-end.
In this regard a fundamental role is played by the sampling time characterizing the measurement, computation
and actuation chain. Indeed, the smaller the sampling time, the higher the granularity and consequently the
effectiveness of control.
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The performances of the control chain are naturally affected by the sensors and actuators dynamics, but a really
critical point is the computation of control. Computational complexity typically depends on a number of factors,
including the sampling time, the number of controlled charging sessions and the vehicle’s dwelling time. A
fundamental requirement to achieve a real time control is to compute the charging power setpoints within the
time interval established by the sampling time, so that it can be actuated at the beginning of the upcoming
sampling period.
What can be easily realized is that, for a given sampling time and control strategy, there exist critical values of
the number of vehicles and related dwelling times for which the computation time equals/overcomes the
sampling time, making real time smart charging impossible. Conversely, for a given maximum number of
simultaneous charging sessions to be controlled, there exists a minimum value of the sampling time below which
real time control cannot be performed.
In the light of the above, the challenge is designing new control strategies which, also relying on new computation
and communication paradigms, improve the charging control in terms of the trade-off between the number of
served vehicles and the sampling time with respect to existing solutions

6.3.3 Why is 5G required
In order to improve the operation of the smart charging infrastructure, a promising solution may be the shift of
the control strategy from a centralized approach to a decentralized one. The general idea is splitting a complex
centralized problem in a number of less complex problems solved by different software agents, subject to some
form of coordination among them able to guarantee the same achievements of a centralized controller.
According to this decomposition-based paradigm, this means breaking the complexity of a centralized problem
characterized by a potentially high number of variables at the cost of introducing a rationale for coordinating the
behaviour of control agents simultaneously solving a problem characterized by a smaller reduced number of
variables.
This idea is potentially interesting in view of the possibility of associating a control agent to the equipment
logically working at the level of the driver (his/her mobile device), the vehicle (the onboard battery management
system) or charging station (the internal control unit). This means giving the possibility to compute locally the
charging power setpoints, with potential benefits in terms of timing and privacy.
However, the coordination among control agents is a task potentially involving a high number of iterative
communications among them. This is the reason why a high reliable and low latency communication technology
is needed in order to quickly compute the charging setpoints (reducing the time wasted in the communication
process needed at each iteration) and potentially let the whole decentralized control framework to work with
smaller sampling times with respect to the centralized one.
In summary, using 5G technology is expected to guarantee high reliability, very low communication latency and,
consequently, enable a low sampling time control framework.

6.3.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
During the trials in Cycle 1 the Test Case 2.2.3 has been tested. Some issues have been faced in order to deploy
and execute the test case. First of all, the visibility of the dynamic IP had to be faced: the IP of one of the VNF in
the chain (i.e., Master Control Agent IP), when dynamically instantiated through the 5G EVE Experiment Portal,
is not known in advance and, in general, changes at each instantiation of the Virtual Machine. In order to tackle
this problem, also foreseeing the execution of the next cycles, a free Dynamic DNS service has been used. This
issue could be solved in the next cycles using a DNS server inside the 5G EVE facility, and we are committed to
evaluate the feasibility of this solution in the 5G EVE platform. A similar issue was with the component on the
field (namely, the Local Control Agent Proxies) was solved by inserting manually the User Equipment IP as a
parameter for the simulation and putting a port forwarding app in the 5G device (namely, smartphone in Cycle
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1), In Cycle 2 a new publisher-subscriber communication architecture among the Agents (e.g., MQTT) is put in
place to fix this problem.
Another important point driving activities in Cycle 2 is the robustness of the control algorithm in the Vertical
Service with respect to communication losses, with particular attention to the parameter tuning in corner cases
due to communication drops (e.g., after TCP max retransmissions). Another point to be faced in Cycle 2 regards
the deployment strategy of the various Docker containers to reduce the UC Developer’s actions needed.
During trials in Cycle 1 we experienced an end-to-end network latency of approximately 200ms being too high in
this Use Case. All results have been shared with the 5G EVE Site Manager (namely, TIM) and network optimization
has been carried out in Cycle 2.

6.3.5 Business Analysis and Goals

6.3.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
This paragraph gives a general overview of User Personas and Stakeholders.
There are several User Personas involved in the use case across the smart electro-mobility value chain:

•

•
•
•
•

Charging Point Operator (CPO): the actor providing the Smart Charging service to EV owners via the
electric vehicle charging station that must be connected to the mobile network to perform the smart
charging service; this connected charging station will be called Smart Charging Point. The CPO can enable
one or more Mobility Service Providers to provide charging services to end customers. The Operator can
also enable interconnection and/or roaming with other Charging Point Operator networks to allow end
customers to charge their electric car through a single Mobility Service Provider.
Mobility Service Provider (MSP): the actor interacting directly with the EV owner/user managing the
payment and customer care, and offering value-added services (booking charging sessions, displaying
available stations on a special map, etc.).
Communication Service Provider (CSP): the communication company providing the 5G connectivity
service guaranteeing high reliability connectivity and distributed capability of data processing.
Involved Energy Stakeholder (IES): is energy player(s) responsible for the supply and the continuity of
electricity demand satisfaction at urban area level and that need to leverage the energy balancing using
the smart charging service to balance the energy supply at the Smart Charging Point.
EV Owner (EVO): refers to both private users (B2C) and company owners (B2B) and defines the actor
using the smart charging service while charging the e-vehicle.

6.3.5.2 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
The use case is potentially applicable to Smart Charging Points, including both Charging Stations and Charging
Wallboxes, and it is essential when the electric charging network is saturated or is subject to temporary peaks of
demand.
It is also expected that between 2020 and 2025 the urban areas that will transfer a consistent electricity demand
on electric vehicles will increase and smart charging will increasingly become a necessary feature of all charging
services from 3.5 kW to 50 kW.
Table 34: UC2.2 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas

End User Persona
Business Problem
Business Benefits
Charging
Point Today managing charging process with The 5G enabled Smart Charging service will
Operator
flexibility during energy peak demands enable a coordinated and real time, adaptive,
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Mobility
Provider

or supporting end user preferences or
charging priorities FIFO (First In – First
Out) logic is challenged and could even
considered impossible with a high
number of vehicles and related
dwelling times due to the possible
overlap of the computation time with
the sampling time.
The smart charging service could be
poorly developed and rarely available
to end – users with previous 5G
technologies.

charging process during energy peak demands,
maintaining compliance with both energy
network capacity constraints and quality of
user experience (user Quality of Experience).
This solution will additionally have cost,
revenue,
security,
sustainability,
and
standardization business benefits (see tables
below).

Service Smart charging services could provide
benefits to the power network
operators (both DSOs and TSOs) via an
aggregator and to the end-user.
However the requirement for offering
these services is that they must be
considered reliable, controllable and
smooth at all time for both the network
operators and the end-user.

The 5G enabled Smart Charging service will
enable a coordinated and real time, adaptive,
charging process during energy peak demands,
maintaining compliance with both energy
network capacity constraints and quality of
user experience (user Quality of Experience).
This solution will additionally have cost,
revenue,
security,
sustainability,
and
standardization business benefits (see tables
below).
5G will provide a cost reduction and a potential
for revenue increase, solving at the same time
service enablement requirement issues, related
to distributed control processing, with a
combination of network slicing configuration
supported by MEC technologies.
Using 5G technologies will enable in the longterm service sustainability due to increased
costs of balancing the network that will
fluctuate more due to the higher energy
demand from connected EVs.
5G smart charging will enable a strong
improvement of EV Owners experience with a
seamless charging activity, cost reduction and
time-saving.

Communication
Service Operator

Involved
Actor

With current technologies it is very
difficult to guarantee an acceptable
customer experience for smart
charging and others active demand
services
requiring
distributed
computation.
Energy Today is not possible to use electric
vehicles to balance and manage energy
demand dynamics.

EV Owner

Charging Process of the electric vehicle
is slow and uncoordinated, and the
user cannot manage the charging
according to preferences in terms of
cost (flat) and time (uncontrolled).

6.3.5.3 Business Measurement KPIs
The following map describes the relationship between “Personas and Stakeholders”, “Business KPIs” and “Impact
of 5G”.
In the Business Measurement KPI Value Map three different categories of Business KPIs are evaluated in
comparison to previous technologies:
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•
•

Economic (Cost Reduction and Revenue Increase) introducing an economic improvement.
Quality (Reliability, Persona Experience, Environmental Sustainability and Lifecycle Management)
introducing a better service management result.

Enabling (Security, Process Efficiency) determining the possibility to build and deliver the service. This use case
can be categorized as a Category A considering that, according to specific business benefits explained in Business
KPIs table below, in several cases 5G brings an effective business value compared to previous wireless
technologies.
Business KPI

CPO

CSP

INVOLVED
ENERGY
STAKEHOLDER

EV OWNER
(B2C/B2B)

COST REDUCTION
REVENUE INCREASE
SECURITY
RELIABILITY

PERSONA EXPERIENCE
PROCESS EFFICIENCY
ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
LIFECYCLE
MANAGEMENT
Legend:
CATEGORY A
CATEGORY B
CATEGORY C
Not applicable
Table 35: UC2.2 Business Measurement KPIs

Business Measurement Category
Cost Reduction
Cost reduction analysis suggests a
cost reduction of data
transmission service considering
actual standard applications using
3G/4G mobile technology thanks
to:

UC Specific Metric
Reduced cost of the
communication infrastructure and
data traffic [DSO, CSP]
More accurate load balancing and
minimized electricity peaks based
on the real time data collected
[DSO, CSP]
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−

−

continuous cost reduction of
data transmission38,39 from
switching from previous, to
the next wireless
communication technology.
different “hub & spoke” based
communication architecture
for network of infrastructures
(e.g., charging parks including
50 connected charging points)
with 1 5G connection (SIM
Card and Contract) instead of
1 SIM and Contract per
charging point40.

Revenue Increase.
Both CPO and CSP will benefit for
revenue increase, since private
Charging Point users are
estimated to grow (e.g.,
residential wallbox41, fast
chargers42, company owned
charging station).

The CSP will have a cost reduction
due to network virtualization
allowing better use of resources at
a defined level of service demand.
EV owner will reduce its
monthly/yearly energy costs by
optimizing its energy consumption
by selectively using the recharge
time slots that have a lower
energy cost [EV driver, EV fleet
owner]

Increase in sales for residential
customers that will use 5G
technology for residential
charging wallbox (e.g. Enel-X
JuiceBox).
CSP revenue increase refer to:
• 5G SIM activations
• Traffic fees
• MEC activations.

Greater than 5%.

40 - 50 % cost reduction when
charging off peak hours8.
NMCA batteries, providing higher
energy densities and longer
lifecycle than the equivalent
NMC/NCA material are entering
the market in 2021, two years
ahead of our previous expectation.
By the end of the decade new
chemistries using more
manganese will become prevalent
to reduce pressure on nickel
(Bloomberg Electric Vehicle
Outlook 2021) improving the cost
efficiency of the service.
5-10% yearly subscriptions9

For expected results see
forecasting reports from Ericsson
etc.

38 5G network is driving higher network efficiency in terms of the cost per delivered gigabyte (Source E/// Mobility Report); Data about
cost trend per €cent/MB for 4G and 4.5G years 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020. (Yuri). There are three main factors that drive the FWA market
and the uptake of connections. First, demand from consumers and businesses for digital services continues, driving the need for
broadband connectivity. Second, FWA delivered over 4G or 5G is an increasingly cost-efficient broadband alternative in areas with limited
availability of fixed services such as DSL, cable or fiber. Increasing capacity – allowed by greater spectrum allocations and technology
advancements for 4G and 5G networks – is driving higher network efficiency in terms of the cost per delivered gigabyte.
39 5G technology can be offered with a similar cost as today's cost if the mobile companies can reduce the cost of today's level to 1/1000
per bit. If 5G service will cost exactly the same as 4G plan, wireless companies would have to reduce the price of each bit of data to 1/1000
what it costs today, according to a 5G cost analysis published by the University of Bridgeport. (Source: CNN Business //
https://money.cnn.com/2015/05/18/technology/5g-cost-wireless-data/index.html)
40 Business Case for EV Parking infrastructure for Company EV Fleet.
41 It is estimated that each residential user with an electric car will have a dedicated electric wallbox.
42

In Europe, fast chargers are being rolled out at a higher rate than slow ones. There are now more than 38.000 public fast
chargers, up 55% in 2020 and around 250000 slow chargers, with installations increasing one-third in 2020 (International
Energy Agency - Global EV Outlook 2021).
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There are currently 12 million
passenger EVs on the road,
representing 1% of the global
fleet. The users will rise to 54
million by 2025.

Involved Energy Actor (e.g.,
Aggregator) will sell the flexibility
in responding to TSO request
covering last moment defection.

Security

Higher security degree by design.

As known 5G is a more secure
technology than 4G and this is
important considering that UC 2.2
and UC 2.3 there is an impact on a
critical infrastructure such as the
public electric grid and UC 2.1
impact on mission critical
industrial processes. On the
security point of view in some
countries (e.g., US, UK) and in
some other European countries
there is/will be reluctance to use
technologies manufactured in
China that are widely diffused in
4G networks and cannot be
replaced. Additionally, on the
business continuity side the
architecture of the UC 2.x allows a
backup solution that would be
costly and inefficient with 4G.

Higher degree of data protection.

Smart charging points will require
interoperability of two critical
infrastructures such as the smart
electric grid and the mobile
network; 5G technology is more
secure compared with 4G security
standards, thanks to security by
design features like MEC and SDN
that will be used for distributed
data processing.

Compliance with security
regulatory constraints (e.g.,
“made in EU” technologies and
data protection)

100% compliance

Reliability

Service Reliability Increase, by
activation of guaranteed service
level agreement.

Both service communication
accessibility, latency and
broadband throughput can be
managed by a network slicing
application fitting UC requirement
service constraint.

Widespread available charging
points even in remote areas (e.g.,
CPO, EV Owners)

The 5G technology can provide
service at peak speeds exceeding
30 bits per second (bps) per Hertz
(Hz), which is more than double
the 15 bps/Hz provided by LTEAdvanced technology.

Higher service quality: EV Owners
will have more control over the
charging process by planning the
charging time slots as to avoid
higher tariffs or higher
consumption in peak hours

More than 25% satisfaction
increase.

Responds to business needs
requiring guaranteed level of
service in terms of accessibility
and broadband.

Persona Experience
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Smart Charging Process Efficiency
(need for MEC).
Enables service required response
time including the end-to-end
response time constraints, linked
to network latency, which is as
business enabler for the
distributed computing
architecture of UC 2.2 that could
not be performed with 4.x
technologies.
Sustainability.
Enabled by lower energy
consumption for 5G connection
and data transmission.
Sustainability is a KEY business
indicator for several companies
being demonstrated that higher
sustainability drives a higher
company capitalization value.

Reduced end-to-end response
time according to service
performance requirements.

4times faster than 4G, including
the end-to-end processing time
for balance control Up to.
In this case the presence of the
MEC technology provided by 5G
architecture is a business enabler
for the UC2.2.

Constraints applied by energy
companies to supply sustainable
products and services (ref. Enel
Group - Supplier Performance
Management)

5G will improve the cost/energy
efficiency compared to pre-5G
solutions11

Higher energy efficiency [CPO,
DSO]
Lower energy consumption (e.g.,
CPO, DSO, EV Owner, MSP)

Up to 40 - 50% less peak power
consumption12.

Technology Penetration %

Estimated a 55% penetration of
5G mobile connectivity vs 42% of
4G, that will make 5G network the
standard access technology for
industrial application in
urban/sub-urban areas.

Several companies (e.g., Enel
Group) who have invested a lot in
generating sustainability in the
last ten years started recently to
choose suppliers based on their
sustainability compliance to Group
principles. With the diffusion of
5G it is highly probable that it will
be preferred also for higher
sustainability impact vs 4G.
Lifecycle Management43
In 2025 in Western Europe the 5G
technology will be the most
diffused technology, accounting
55% of total subscription vs 43%
of 4G and 3G technologies will
account 2% and will quickly
disappear; Eastern Europe where
5G will count 27% will fast-follow
WE44. This will allow:

43 The 5G tech standardization level can be defined as the percentage of penetration of 5G technology compared to the
total adoption of all mobile technologies.
44 Source: Ericsson Mobility Report, June 2020, Fredrik Jejdling, Executive Vice President and Head of Business Area
Networks
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−
−
−

infrastructure lifetime
increase45
easier integration with smart
city or smart building devices
and platforms
easier access to development
and maintenance skills

6.3.6 Technical Context

6.3.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture
At the moment the EV charging infrastructure of Enel X is based on a e-mobility platform back-end, namely a
centralized system that manages all the charging stations (both for the service starting/stopping of new charging
sessions and for billing purposes). This Enel X system communicates with the charging stations using a proprietary
protocol based on Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP). All the communications between the e-mobility platform
back-end and the charging stations happen through mobile networks as 3G or 4G, due to the sparsity of the
charging stations on the field and, consequently, the unsustainability of the deployment of a dedicated copperbased or fiber-based wired network.
The e-mobility platform back-end exposes some REST APIs to external partners that makes use of the Enel X
charging infrastructure: in such a way an E-Mobility Service Provider (EMSP) can let its customers to use the
Charging Point Operator (CPO, in this case Enel X) infrastructure to charge their EVs. The EMSP has to notify the
CPO, through these APIs, that a new charging session is starting, so the e-mobility platform back-end can unlock
the plug of the specific charging station being used and start providing electricity to the EV. At the same time the
CPO collects measures from the energy meter installed inside the charging station for billing purposes (the bills
are paid by the EMSP, which in turn has some contract with the final customer).
The e-mobility platform back-end communicates through REST APIs with a Control Service Provider (CNP), that
provides smart charging services to the CPO. Through these APIs the CPO can notify the CNP that a new charging
session is started (e.g., by an EMSP’s customer), specifying if it is a smart charging session or not: in the first case
the CPO sends to the CNP also some user preferences for the specific charging session, like the dwelling time and
the desired final State-of-Charge (SoC). The CPO can also communicate the CPS some Distribution System
Operator (DSO) preferences, like a reference aggregated load consumption for a Load Area (i.e., a group of
charging stations) to be tracked. Moreover, the CPO has to periodically send to the CNP measurements data
from the charging stations’ energy meters. The CNP, on its side, has to compute periodically a scheduling (i.e.,
the target power consumption of each charging session for each time-slot of a defined time window) to be sent
through appropriate API to the CPO. In such a way the CPO can actuate the scheduling on the charging stations
involved in the active smart-charging sessions to guarantee both DSO preferences and customer preferences to
be accommodated.

6.3.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The pioneer vision of coordinating a huge number of charging sessions to reach a common energy infrastructure
goal, and at the same time to offer a high-quality, flexible charging service has to deal with problems related to
45 Source Enel-X Global: charging expected lifetime is 6-8 years and new generation of Smart Charging Points, including
demand response features, will be deployed between 2022 and 2027; this will push CP Operators to invest immediately in
5G technology, considering that 5G is commercially available since H1 2020, to avoid architectural change in early years of
Smart CP infrastructure.
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computational complexity and availability. The idea of breaking down the complexity of the charging schedule
computation, by distributing the computation on different agents opens new horizons with new challenges. The
evaluation of the performances of the new scenario requires specific measurements and analysis of the
behaviour of infrastructures of different nature. These can be identified by the following KPIs.
Network KPIs. Telecommunication infrastructure performances
•
•
•

availability: probabilistic distribution of continuous operations maintained for an extended period of
time
reliability: probabilistic distributions of lost communication and related parameters
latency: end-to-end communications time probability distributions and related parameters

Vertical KPI. Load deviations and aggregated charging power curve evolutions
•
•
•

the real-time deviation between the target and the aggregated charging power curve
maximum absolute deviation from the target charging curve
integral of the deviation from the target charging curve

Vertical KPI. End-user performances
•

final percentage and absolute deviation from the desired state of charge

Vertical KPI. Energy monitoring and control infrastructure
•

minimum sampling time

These KPIs are strictly correlated one to each other and represent the building blocks for the evaluation of the
overall efficiency of the infrastructure.
The control loop characterizing UC2.2 scenario has the goal of defining the power setpoints for each EV to match
requirements coming from the Charging Point Operator (CPO) that is the customer of the smart charging service
together with its own customers being the end-user of the services. In principle, the end-users should not notice
the effects of the smart charging schedule (i.e., from their point of view, the charging schedule service should be
fully transparent). The above reported KPIs have been designed to evaluate the efficiency of the service chain
presented above. In the scenario in which the CPO requires a specific power curve on the load area, the quality
of the requested service can be evaluated by the Vertical KPIs Load deviations and aggregated charging power
curve evolutions, indeed these KPIs provide a measure of the tracking performance of the power curve and on
the stress of the distribution system operator infrastructure. Keeping these KPIs in a high-efficiency range can
improve the reward of the service in the CPO view, but these KPIs do not provide a measure of the effects of the
charging schedule on the end-user. The end-users, in this respect identified by the EVs, must provide preliminary
information on the service that they expect to receive, as the desired state of charge and the dwelling time. This
information that should be integrated into the decision-making process of the charging schedule can be
summarized by the Vertical KPIs End-user performances. A key role to obtain high efficiency for both sets of KPIs
is played by the sampling time. A high granularity of the charging schedule (i.e., the possibility to control the
charging power of each EV with a higher frequency), allows to determine a dense charging session able to satisfy
in a more efficient way CPO and end-user requirements. Nowadays the sampling time is around 5-15 minutes, in
this time frame communication (see Technical Description and Architecture for details), computation times and
actuation times are included. The possibility, provided by the 5G technology, to have low latency and reliable
end-to-end communications opens up the possibility of distributing the computational time on different
machines - reducing the single computational complexity - with the drawback of an increased number of
communications needed between the computational actors. The time saved in the computational phase should
not be spent in the transmission, so the Network KPIs Telecommunication infrastructure performances have the
role to measure the time spent in the communication and the reliability transfer of data; in general, in a
distributed algorithm, if a communication does not arrive before a time out it is considered lost, and this
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negatively affects the computational flow. These KPIs, due to the aleatory nature, will be expressed in terms of
a probability distribution.

The sampling time KPI plays a key role in the UC flow and its efficiency so it seems natural to define a target on
it and to derive incrementally the targets for the other KPIs; the ongoing algorithm design and experiments will
give the knowledge needed to be aware on the real possibility of the computation, telecommunication and
actuation systems. This knowledge will allow us to define efficient but realistic targets. Currently the target is to
have a sampling time lower than the nowadays lower-bound (i.e., 5 minutes), with the objective to push it to the
order of 1 minute.

Technical
Measurement
Category
Indoor/Outdoor
communication
range

UC Specific
Metric

Target Improvement for the UC

Vertical Sampling
Time

Indoor/Outdoor
communication
range

Network Latency

Indoor/Outdoor
communication
range

Network
Availability

Indoor/Outdoor
communication
range

Network
Reliability

Commercial KPI: <= 1 min
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) <= 1 min
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) > 1 min and <=
2 min
Not passed (Non acceptable value) > 2 min

Commercial KPI: <= 35 ms
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) <= 35 ms
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) >35 ms <= 45
ms
Not passed (Non acceptable value) > 45 ms
Commercial KPI: >= 99.99%
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) >= 99.9%
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) < 99.9% >=
98%
Not passed (Non acceptable value) < 98%
Commercial KPI: >= 99.999%
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) >= 99.99%
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) < 99.99% >=
99%
Not passed (Non acceptable value) < 99%

6.3.6.3 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
The Use Case integrates the above-mentioned control loop in the Charging Point Operator’s regular operations
with actual EVs. The Use Case development and deployment completely rely on the 5G EVE platform to configure
and to manage the use case execution in the 5G EVE Italian Site covering the Test Site in Turin, including the
integration test cases planned for each Cycle. The requirements from the testbed concern 5G connectivity that
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should be guaranteed by the 5G EVE platform, as well as the requirements for Cloud Edge environment hosting
the Vertical Services focused on control and optimization aspects in charging related operations. The remote
Charging Station monitoring back-end server owned by the Vertical (Enel X) must be connected to the 5G EVE
platform to ensure the suitable communication from/to the Charging Stations in the testbed, namely a parking
area owned by the UC Owner (Iren), so to guarantee the proper energy supply operations on the field.
The 5G EVE platform supports design and deployment of each experiment via the open-source Management and
Orchestration (MANO) stack aligned with ETSI NFV Information Models. The 5G EVE’s MANO manages network
resources offered by the facility according to the internal policies adopted by the project consortium, as well as
the Cloud Edge resources managed by the OpenStack environment hosting all necessary Virtual Machines to
support the dynamic deployment of the end-to-end chain of Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) characterizing
the Vertical Service for the trail activities. The interaction between the Experiment Developer and the 5G EVE’s
MANO is managed by the 5G EVE Web Portal and requires the Experiment Developer (i.e., the UC Developer in
5G-Solutions) to suitably edit network descriptors and blueprints to instantiate the VNFs and to setup the related
subnets for their interoperability. Moreover, in order to manage different test cases in different test conditions,
in LL2.The requirements from the orchestrator concern the availability of start and stop services to control and
to monitor the execution of the test cases according to the UC owner’s needs at the execution time.
With respect to the requirements from the 5G-Solutions KPI Visualization System, this use case will rely on both:
the 5G Network KPIs (with particular attention to network latency and reliability) and several Vertical KPIs
(dealing with load deviations and aggregated charging power curve evolutions, end-user performances and
energy monitoring and control Infrastructure). The 5G-Solutions KPI VS retrieves the network KPIs by interacting
with the 5G EVE facility hosting the experiment by means of suitable northbound APIs. The Use Case Developer
(Ares2t) developed the needed software components in the Vertical Service to measure the vertical KPIs and to
feed the 5G-Solutions KPI Visualization System (KPI-VS). The data will be pushed from the application to KPI VS
via REST-API.
The 5G-Solutions CDSO has been integrated at the 5G EVE facility level to allow the control of the Vertical Service
activation via North-Bound APIs exposed by 5G EVE to manage the Experiment Management workflow. In Cycle
1 the 5G-Solutions CDSO has been integrated for the one executed Test Case (namely, the test case “Distributed
smart charging”) and will be integrated in a similar way in Cycle 2 for remaining test cases.

6.3.6.4 UC Technology Partners and Roles
In UC2.2, the role of Vertical Industry is played by Iren as Use Case Owner and Enel X as technology partner for
provisioning of the Charging Station for the experiment execution. Ares2t is technology partner playing the
technical roles of:
•
•

VNF producer providing all virtual network services necessary for supporting the deployment and the
execution of each test case in UC2.2;
Use Case developer modelling and defining all configuration files for the complete deployment of the
above-mentioned virtual network services on the 5G EVE Platform, and developing the mechanisms for
collecting all application-level metrics from the vertical service for UC2.2.

Finally, the role of Experimenter is played by Ares2t, Enel X and Iren for testing and validation purposes.
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6.4 UC2.3: Electricity Network Frequency Stability
6.4.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

The increase of electricity from intermittent renewable energy sources, such as wind and solar energy, calls for
faster responsive adjustments between electricity production and demand. Such imbalances between supply
and demand result in irregularities in the grid frequency that may become catastrophic if not addressed properly.
Therefore, Transmission Service Operators (TSO), Distribution System Operators (DSO) and service providers
have recently put their attention on innovative solutions to counteract frequency instability. Electric Vehicles
(EVs) play an important role in the context of Frequency Regulation (FR) thanks to their batteries that can be
charged with different power levels, typically ranging from 1.4kW to 22kW in AC charge and from 0 up to 150kW
with DC charge (V1G) or even be a power source for the grid (V2G). This Use Case focuses only on V1G and on
how 5G connectivity can boost the performance of vehicle-grid integration enabling EV users to provide ancillary
services to the grid and obtain a profit from it.
The Use Case deals with the integration of power network frequency regulation functions in the operation of EV
charging infrastructure. This integration implies the integration of 5G modems and the implementation of
efficient smart charging modules operating as virtual network applications (namely, VNFs) deployed in the 5G
Cloud Edge environment and working based on real-time network frequency measurements.

Figure 55: Charging Architecture

A crucial point here is the assessment of communication reliability, which has an impact on the ability of charging
infrastructure operator to take commitments on electricity markets, as well as the network latency, that has an
impact on the overall service activation time. Indeed, to be effective, the control action must be actuated within
few hundreds of milliseconds after a frequency deviation happens.
The Use Case will rely on the 5G EVE platform to manage the use case execution in the 5G EVE Italian Site covering
the Turin Test Site, which was achieved by the means of the installation of proper 5G antennas in the target area.

6.4.2 Current status and challenges
Currently, the participation in the frequency regulation services is limited to production units with strict
specifications; taking as an example Italy, which is the country in which the UC will be developed and tested,
each generation unit has to satisfy requirements on the nominal generation power (10 MVA), on the energy
production source (excluded are renewable and geothermal sources) and on the speed regulation units. Each
PEV, on its own, is not able to satisfy the requirements needed for the participation to the ancillary services, but,
as in the previous UC, the controlled aggregation of many PEVs can meet the above-mentioned requirements for
the provisioning of the primary frequency regulation services, opening the energy market to new entities and
opportunities. In this UC, the main challenge is to first evaluate the impact of the communication technology on
the feasibility, and then the quality of this new vision of the primary frequency regulation services.
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The main challenges for the Use Case concern:
1. Control in real time the aggregated charging power of a set of plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs)
connected in a given grid area, in such a way that the cluster absorbs a proper amount of power in
response to fast changes of electrical network frequency.
2. Achieve the above objective in real time leveraging grid frequency measurements coming from
frequency meters installed in a limited amount of charging stations (e.g., a master charging station)
and interacting with the rest of stations (slave stations) via 5G.

6.4.3 Why is 5G required
This UC deals with the integration of power network frequency regulation functions in the operation of electric
vehicle charging infrastructure. The network frequency regulation service is designed to manage the electrical
infrastructure so to ensure the safe operation of the network and at the same time to provide an adequate
quality of the regular services. When the instantaneous network frequency deviates from its nominal value (50
Hz in Europe), a set of actions have to be put in place to smooth the divergent evolutions in a time window in
the order of very few hundreds of milliseconds (typically around 300 ms). Considering the time required by
commercial frequency meters to measure with enough accuracy the network frequency (that is in the order of
200-250 ms), the remaining time available for communication, computation and actuation is approximately
limited to 50-100 ms, a timing that cannot be easily achieved by older mobile communication technologies. To
achieve frequency control services, the measurement of the frequency deviation has to be sensed by all of the
PEVs involved in the service. The cost of the frequency meters that have to be installed to guarantee the
sensitivity of the frequency variation in all the entities makes infeasible, from a business point of view, the
participation in the regulation service. To reduce the assets costs, and hence to make appealing the participation
to the ancillary service, it is desirable to reduce the number of the frequency meters in the network and rely on
communications among charging stations to share the frequency measurements. The strict reaction time
required by the regulation for the actuation of the service requires very-low latency communications of the
frequency deviation measurements.
In summary, 5G technology is expected to guarantee high reliability and very low communication latency as well
as, consequently, to enable precise and secure frequency deviation measurements broadcast to all the involved
entities.

6.4.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
Use Case 2.3 did not report any results from trials in Cycle 1 since during this cycle the design and implementation
activities for the use case development have been finalized and reported in D5.2A, including the architecture,
the methodological framework for the Vertical Service development and the interfaces for Vertical Service and
Network KPIs with the 5G-Solutions KPI Visualization System. Trials are planned and ongoing in Cycle 2.

6.4.5 Business Analysis and Goals

6.4.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
There are several User Personas involved in the use case across the smart electro-mobility value chain:

•
•

Charging Point Operator (CPO): the actor providing the Smart Charging service to EV owners via the
electric vehicle charging station that must be connected to the mobile network to perform the smart
charging service; this connected charging station will be called Smart Charging Point.
Aggregator: an actor that bundles together an assortment of smaller-scale resources –to create a
portfolio of assets available to provide grid services.
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•
•

•

Communication Service Provider (CSP): the communication company providing the 5G connectivity
service guaranteeing high reliability connectivity and distributed capability of data processing.
Grid Operator (GO): is energy player(s) responsible for the supply and the continuity of electricity
demand satisfaction at urban area level and that need to leverage the energy balancing using the
frequency regulation service to balance the frequency of energy supply via the Smart Charging Point and
electric vehicle batteries.
EV Owner (EVO): refers to both private users (B2C) and company owners (B2B) and defines the actor
using the smart charging service while charging the e-vehicle.

6.4.5.2 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
The use case is applicable to commercial and private EVs to take advantage of the Smart Charging Stations, it
works together with other primary frequency controllers installed on the electricity network exploiting the
presence of controllable loads, distributing the control actions and consequently extending the traditional
business model.
Since network frequency instability can occur within seconds or less, a fundamental requirement to enable
frequency regulation functions is the availability of highly reliable and low latency communications allowing a
fast and coordinated action.

Table 36: UC2.3 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas

End User Persona
Charging Point Operator

Communication
Operator

Business Problem
Over demand caused by the high
number of EVs connected at the same
time within the load area.
The frequency regulation service has
been tested mostly on commercial EV
fleet, but it is not scalable with
previous
communication
technologies.
Service Extending the communication service
to IoT and AI

Business Benefits
Real-time
(enabled
by
5G
technologies)
optimization
of
distributed electricity dynamics in
urban areas in terms of frequency
instability, energy cost, role of
renewables in charging services.
Reduced cost of mobile connectivity.

Increase of revenues by extending the
traditional business model from
connectivity service provider to
application provider.
Involved Energy Actor and Today it is not possible to manage Frequency Regulation (FR) using 5G
Aggregator
effectively and real-time demand/ will provide the stabilization of the
capacity/ frequency stability dynamics electric system when simultaneously
with electric vehicles.
connected EVs will represent high
complexity demand on the grid. Use of
smart demand forecast, energy
optimization and 5G fast data
transmission will enable a better
planning of energy supply and
demand.
EV Owner
Elevated cost of EV.
Given the elevated cost of EV,
frequency regulation would provide a
stream of revenue that would
incentivize the consumer by taking
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into account future monetization
benefits of the vehicle.

6.4.5.3 Business Measurement KPIs
The following map describes the relationship between “Personas and Stakeholders”, “Business KPIs” and “Impact
of 5G”.
•
•

Economic (Cost Reduction and Revenue Increase) introducing an economic improvement.
Quality (Reliability, Persona Experience, Environmental Sustainability and Lifecycle Management)
introducing a better service management result.
Enabling (Security, Process Efficiency) determining the possibility to build and deliver the service.

•

This use case can be categorized as a Category A considering that, according to specific business benefits
explained in Business KPIs table below, in several cases 5G brings an effective business value compared to
previous wireless technologies.
Business KPI

CPO

CSP

GRID
OPERATOR

EV
OWNER
(B2C/B2B)

COST REDUCTION
REVENUE INCREASE
SECURITY
RELIABILITY
PERSONA EXPERIENCE
PROCESS EFFICIENCY
ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
LIFECYCLE
MANAGEMENT
Legend:
CATEGORY A
CATEGORY B
CATEGORY C
Not applicable
Table 37: UC2.3 Business Measurement KPIs

Business Measurement Category

UC Specific Metric
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Cost Reduction
Cost reduction analysis suggests a cost
reduction of data transmission service
considering actual standard applications
using 3G/4G mobile technology thanks
to: continuous cost reduction of data
transmission (see footnotes comments
from UC2.2) from switching from
previous, to the next wireless
communication technology.

Reduced
cost
of
the Use
of
high-frequency
communication infrastructure and spectrum, above 6 GHz, and
data traffic.
of millimetre wave (mmW)
[CPO, DSO, CSP]
spectrum that has the
potential to offer multi-Gbps
data rates at a lower
marginal cost than previous
technologies4647
Real time network frequency Reduced number of grid
measurements that forecast and imbalances
avoid costly grid imbalances [CPO,
DSO, CSP]
Lower cost of peak hour energy 5G wireless connectivity is a
supplied thorough V2G technology cheaper solution to connect
[CPO, DSO, CSP]
energy-consuming devices
to support load balancing,
reduce electricity peaks and
reduce energy costs48.
The CSP will have a cost reduction Greater than 5%
due to network virtualization
allowing better use of resources at Vehicle-to-grid has the
a defined level of service demand.
potential to become a major
tool for grid operators in
managing peak energy
demand (Bloomberg Electric
Vehicles Outlook 2021)
Revenue Increase.
Increase in sales for residential
CPO, CSP and EV Owner will benefit for customers that will use 5G 5-10% yearly subscriptions.
revenue increase, since private Charging technology for residential charging
Point users are estimated to grow (e.g.,
wallbox (e.g. Enel-X juicebox).
residential wallbox12, company owned
charging station) and the Frequency
For expected results see
Stability Regulation will allow the EV CSP revenue increase refer to:
forecasting reports from
• 5G SIM activations
Owner to earn money.
Ericsson etc.
• Traffic fees
•

MEC activations.

46 A 38 GHz cellular outage study for an urban outdoor campus environment. J.N. Murdock
47 Estimates about market conditions at the end of the project (2022) suggest that the pricing will be aligned with current
4G subscription prices; consequently, the cost per Byte will be lower.
48

5G Demand and Future Business Models - Malta Communications Authority
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Security
As known 5G is a more secure technology
than 4G and this is important considering
that in UC 2.2 and UC 2.3 there is an
impact on a critical infrastructure such as
the public electric grid and UC 2.1 impact
on mission critical industrial processes.
On the security point of view in some
countries (e.g. US, UK) and in some other
European countries there is/will be
reluctance
to
use
technologies
manufactured in China that are widely
diffused in 4G networks and cannot be
replaced. Additionally, on the business
continuity side the architecture of the UC
2.x allows a backup solution that would
be costly and inefficient with 4G.

Reliability
Responds to business needs requiring
guaranteed level of service in terms of
accessibility and broadband.

Energy sold providing a source of Potential estimated yearly
revenue for B2C and B2B EV revenue is estimated:
OWNERS49
• Italy: EUR up to 1.000
/yearly per vehicle
• Denmark: EUR 1.700 2.500.
• Fermata Energy: “A
Nissan LEAF connected
to a 25 Kw bidirectional
charger used two to
three times a month to
reduce demand charges
of $30/kWh that could
create savings of $9,000
annually, per vehicle.”
Higher security degree by design.
Higher degree of data protection.
Smart
charging
points
providing the FSR service will
require interoperability of
two critical infrastructures
such as the smart electric
grid and the mobile network.
5G technology is more
secure compared with 4G
security standards, thanks to
security by design features
like MEC and SDN that will
be used for distributed data
processing.
Compliance
with
security 100% compliance
regulatory constraints (e.g., “made
in EU” technologies and data
protection)
Service Reliability Increase, by Both service communication
activation of guaranteed service accessibility, latency and
level agreement.
broadband throughput can
be managed by a network
slicing application fitting UC

49

Currently the charging standard that readily supports V2G is CHAdeMO, which has bidirectional capability and was
introduced first in Japan. CHAdeMo is now available in all major EV markets including China, Europe, and North America.
Until now, only 12 vehicle manufacturers (OEMs) have participated in V2G projects with Renault, Nissan, and Mitsubishi
clearly dominant representing more than 50% of V2G projects. However, more standards (CCS, GB/T, etc.) need to get on
board for greater adoption of V2G among other OEMs around the globe (CHAdeMO, 2019).
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requirement
constraint.

service

Location agnostic V2G services. More reliable accessibility.
Widespread available charging
points even in remote areas (e.g.,
CPO, EV Owner)
Persona Experience

End-to-End Process Efficiency (need for
MEC).
Enables service required response time
including the end-to-end response time
constraints; in UC 2.3 also latency
requirements are a technical must have
requirement for UC 2.3.
Environmental Sustainability.
Enabled by lower energy consumption
for 5G connection and data transmission.
Sustainability is a KEY business indicator
for
several
companies
being
demonstrated that higher sustainability
drives a higher company capitalization
value.
Several companies (e.g. Enel Group) who
have invested a lot in generating
sustainability in the last ten years started
recently to choose suppliers based on
their sustainability compliance to Group
principles. With the diffusion of 5G it is
highly probable that it will be preferred
also for higher sustainability impact vs
4G.
Lifecycle Management. In 2025 in
Western Europe the 5G technology will

– FSR Service Subscriptions: more
EV passive consumers take an
active role and act as “prosumers”
by becoming a power source to the
grid as EV Owners

Increased availability and
development
of
V2G
technology.

Constraints applied by energy
companies to supply sustainable
products and services (ref. Enel
Group - Supplier Sustainability
Performance Management)
Higher energy efficiency [CPO,
DSO]

Positive
impact
environmental
sustainability.
Less energy used

Technology Penetration %

Estimated
a
55%
penetration of 5G mobile

By 2040 home chargers
reach 270 million and
account for 87% of the total
network (Bloomberg Electric
Vehicles Outlook 2021).
Reduced end-to-end response The service cannot be
time
according
to
service performed with pre-5G
performance requirements.
technologies since a latency
of milliseconds is required to
provide the service.
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be the most diffused technology,
accounting 55% of total subscription vs
43% of 4G and 3G technologies will
account 2% and will quickly disappear;
Eastern Europe where 5G will count 27%
will fast-follow WE*. This will allow:
− infrastructure lifetime increase*,
− easier integration with smart city or
smart building devices and platforms
− easier access to development and
maintenance skills
* for information sources see footnotes
for UC2.2.

connectivity vs 42% of 4G,
that will make 5G network
the
standard
access
technology for industrial
application in urban/suburban areas.

6.4.6 Technical Context

6.4.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The architecture of UC 2.3 can be seen as an extension of what is described in the corresponding section of the
UC 2.2. Currently, the EV Charging Infrastructure (which is managed by the Charging Point Operator - CPO) is not
able to modulate the EV energy consumptions in response to frequency deviation from the nominal network
frequency. Therefore, even if the CPO infrastructure is able to modulate the EV energy consumptions through
the third-party Control Service Provider using some REST APIs, it is not designed to meet the strict requirements
on the reaction time needed for the participation in the primary regulation service (both the Control Service
Provider (CNP) and the E-Mobility Platform Backend are in the cloud and the communication between them
happens every fixed sampling time of some minutes, the E-Mobility Platform Backend communicates with the
EV Charging Stations through very-high latency 2G/3G/4G technologies, etc.). In order to enable the frequency
regulation in such architecture, it is needed to install faster controllers directly at RAN / EV Charging Station level.
The dynamics of these faster autonomous controllers could be tuned by the CNP to meet as much as possible
ancillary services market requirements and end-user requirements on final state-of-charge and dwelling time.
The final results will be the superposition of a faster control signal on the original scheduling computed by the
CNP with the aim of modulating, with much higher frequency, the power consumption of the EV connected to
the Charging Station.

6.4.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
In UC 2.3, the inclusion of PEVs in the primary reserve and active power balancing service will be considered.
Even if this problem has been investigated from a theoretical point of view, the practical use and demonstration
of the effective contribution of PEVs for the provisioning of fast ancillary services is a step that has not been
faced yet. The idea of PEVs becoming part of the primary reserve of the networks brings a set of challenges.
Currently, the primary reserve is entrusted to electromechanical systems with high inertia, which, considering
their nature, work with a (relatively) high time constant, but at the same time, they can efficiently damp
frequency oscillations on the network. This use case therefore proposes an innovative control strategy for
allowing the participation of PEVs to the provisioning of frequency regulation services. The relevant KPIs for this
UC are the following ones:
Network KPIs. Telecommunication infrastructure performances
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•
•
•

availability: probabilistic distribution of continuous operations maintained for an extended period of
time
reliability: probabilistic distributions of lost communications
latency: end-to-end communications time probability distributions

Vertical KPIs. Frequency deviations and aggregated power deviation
•
•

time spent for the full measurement-communication-computation-actuation chain;
deviation between the actual aggregated charging power and the frequency dependent target one
The last KPI provides a measure of the deviation between the expected behaviour of the load area, and
the actual one. The superposition of the UC 2.3 on a scheduled charging session should not affect the
performance of the charging service, so it should be fully transparent from the driver's point of view.
Note that in this UC, unlike the previous one, the drivers undergo the effects of the system without
earning any benefit from charging point of view, so it is important to measure the effects of the
frequency service regulation on the drivers; the following KPIs have this purpose

Vertical KPIs. Drivers performances
•
•

the deviation between the actual charging power and the frequency dependent target one scheduled
for the single electric vehicle;
the deviation between the desired and the final state of charge
The first KPI provides a measure of the deviation between the expected behaviour of the vehicle when
participating in the frequency regulation, and the actual one. The second one measures the effects of
the UC 2.3 on the charging session, i.e., the transparency of the service from the driver point of view.

5G plays the central role of maintaining coordination and alignment between different load areas and PEVs
involved in the service. As already discussed in the previous sections, the frequency deviation will not be
measured by all the charging stations that take part in the service, but it will be spread to all the involved agents.
The amount of power that should be modulated to help in the frequency deviation control is correlated to the
real-time measurement of the frequency itself, so, a key point for the correct functioning of this service is the
availability of these measures in proper timing and with high reliability.
Combined, Network and Vertical KPIs will give information about the effects of the telecommunication network
on the service. The work that we are performing in UC 2.3 is one of the first near-real-world-experiments in which
PEVs contribute as a primary reserve. Consequently, it will be the work itself to provide the values of these KPIs,
giving the present knowledge of what is actually possible to do with the available technologies.

Technical
Measurement
Category

UC Specific
Metric

In and Outdoor
communication
Vertical
range
Delay

Target Improvement for the UC

Commercial KPI: <= 300 ms
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) <= 300 ms
Service
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) >300 ms and
<= 450 ms
Not passed (Non acceptable value) > 450 ms
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In
and
door
communication
Network Latency
range

In
and
door
Network
communication
Availability
range

In
and
door
Network
communication
Reliability
range

Commercial KPI: <= 30 ms
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) <= 40 ms
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) >40 ms <= 50
ms
Not passed (Non acceptable value) > 50 ms
Commercial KPI: >= 99.99%
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) >= 99.9%
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) < 99.9% >=
98%
Not passed (Non acceptable value) < 98%
Commercial KPI: >= 99.999%
Fully passed (Fully acceptable value) >= 99.99%
Partially passed (Partially Acceptable value) < 99.99% >=
99%
Not passed (Non acceptable value) < 99%

6.4.6.3 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
The Use Case extends the basic scenario of Use Case 2.2 to cover the network frequency regulation needs from
the Operator’s perspective.
The Use Case completely relies on the 5G EVE platform to configure, to manage and to access the results from
the execution in the 5G EVE Italian Site covering the Test Site in the city of Turin. Hard requirements from the
testbed are 5G connectivity through the radio access network by 5G EVE platform and a dedicated Cloud Edge
environment hosting use case-oriented services implementing efficient control and management strategies. As
in Use Case 2.2, the remote Charging Station monitoring back-end server owned by the UC Owner (Enel X) must
be connected to the 5G EVE platform to ensure the suitable communication from/to the Charging Stations in the
testbed, so to guarantee the proper energy supply operations on the field.
The 5G EVE platform supports design and deployment of each experiment via the open-source Management and
Orchestration (MANO) stack aligned with ETSI NFV Information Models. The 5G EVE’s MANO manages network
resources offered by the facility according to the internal policies adopted by the project consortium, as well as
the Cloud Edge resources managed by the OpenStack environment hosting all necessary Virtual Machines to
support the dynamic deployment of the end-to-end chain of Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) characterizing
the Vertical Service for the trail activities. In this case, the length of VNF’s chain depends on the Charging Stations
taking part in the frequency regulation system and the virtualization plays a fundamental role in the dynamic
deployment of the resources exploited by the Vertical Service.
The interaction between the Experiment Developer and the 5G EVE’s MANO is managed by the 5G EVE Web
Portal and requires the Experiment Developer (i.e., the UC Developer in 5G-Solutions) to suitably edit network
descriptors and blueprints to instantiate the VNFs and to setup the related subnets for their interoperability. As
in Use Case 2.2, in order to manage different test cases in different test conditions, the requirements from the
orchestrator concern the availability of start and stop services to control and to monitor the execution of the
test cases according to the UC owner’s needs at the execution time.
With respect to the requirements from the KPI visualization system, this use case rely on the 5G Network KPIs
(with particular attention to network reliability and latency) and the Vertical KPIs (with particular attention to
the deviations between the actual charging power and the target and between the desired and the final state of
charge). A use case-oriented service, namely the “Remote Controller”, will be in charge of measuring the Vertical
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KPIs and feeding the KPI to the 5G-Solutions Visualization System (KPI-VS). The Remote Controller will be
implemented by the Use Case Developer (Ares2t) according to system requirements identified by the Use Case
Owner (Enel X). The data gathered by the Remote Controller will be pushed to the KPI-VS via REST-API. The 5G
network KPIs will be retrieved by the KPI-VS interacting with the facility that will host the experiment, by means
of proper APIs.
The 5G-Solutions CDSO will be integrated at the 5G EVE facility level in Cycle 2 to allow the control of the Vertical
Service activation via North-Bound APIs exposed by 5G EVE to manage the Experiment Management workflow.
In Cycle 1 the 5G-Solutions CDSO has been integrated for the executed Test Cases from other UCs supported by
the 5G EVE facility. The component will be integrated in a similar way in Cycle 2 for the remaining test cases.

6.4.6.4 UC Technology Partners and Roles
In UC 2.3, the role of Vertical Industry is played by Enel X as Use Case Owner
Ares2t is technology partner playing the technical roles of:
•
•

VNF producer providing all virtual network services necessary for supporting the deployment and the
execution of each test case in UC2.3;
Use Case developer modelling and defining all configuration files for the complete deployment of the
above-mentioned virtual network services on the 5G EVE Platform, and developing the mechanisms for
collecting all application-level metrics from the vertical service for UC2.3.

Finally, the role of Experimenter is played by Ares2t and Enel X for testing and validation purposes.
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7 LL 3: Smart Cities and Ports Use Cases Description and Detailed Analysis
This living lab focuses on exploring use cases that fall within the context of the smart cities and smart ports
industry verticals. Following the recommendations of the European Commission and the project officer after the
last project review in December 2021, the scope of this living lab has been scaled down to focus all the attention
and efforts on four use cases that truly capture the potential value add of 5G in this industry vertical. The use
cases cover the areas of smart buildings/campuses, smart city co creation, as well as smart ports and port safety.
These carefully selected use cases touch on a diverse set of scenarios and requirements in terms of 5G
connectivity, which will draw a comprehensive picture of the KPIs requirements in various scenarios including
mMTC, eMBB, and URLLC.

7.1

WP8 Market Feedback to LL3

The main purpose of the smart cities mission is to drive economic growth and to improve the quality of life of
individuals by empowering development at a local city level, and harnessing technology, particularly the
technology which leads to smarter outcomes. 5G technology offers extremely fast and ultra-reliable connectivity
with a more than ever ubiquitous coverage, enabling cities to better connect infrastructure, devices and people.
In addition, 5G affords an unprecedented level of versatility allowing 5G service providers to offer a bespoke use
case driven service, and be perfectly capable of deploying it, updating it, and destroying it with great ease, all
within a matter of minutes. Such advancements are a prerequisite and a great enabler for cutting-edge advances
in smart cities capabilities, services, and applications.
The updated list of use cases addressed by LL3 cover some of the core aspects of a smarter city. The technology
pilot process seeks to clearly demonstrate the technology capabilities of 5G in meeting the business
requirements outlined for each use case. However, many industry analysts like Deloitte50 highlight that delivering
on the promise of smart cities adoption is less of a technology driven exercise (where major tech companies
focused on problem-solving in different urban operation verticals through IT means) and is now more society
driven (Governments give guidance and encouragement to citizens and companies for participating in the smart
city development, serving the public through the use of data). Therefore, Use Cases should also be cognizant of
some of those non-technology challenges when assessing the business and societal value that will accrue to
various stakeholders. Examples of such challenges are the absence of common goals across cities or across
traditionally siloed departments, the very large investments required to deliver practical return to stakeholders,
plus the privacy and security concerns that inevitably are attached to the use of citizen data. Where possible, a
definitive and clear understanding of the benefits for the various stakeholders impacted by the use case will help
to connect the technology to the societal benefits that will accrue and ultimately support an assessment of those
use cases that are most likely to achieve greatest traction and broad adoption.
Within 5G-SOLUTIONS, deliverable “D8.1A Market Assessment and Technology Monitoring” (Section 6.3)
contains a more in-depth analysis of Smart City trends as they relate to the specifics of each UC. This is further
supported with a specific market and technology knowledge base51 which is maintained by all project partners
to track interesting market developments. Those resources support a continuous feedback link between WP8
(Market assessment and Commercialisation) and WP1 (Specific UC Pilots).

50

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/cn/Documents/technology-media-telecommunications/deloitte-cntmt-empowering-smart-cities-with-5g-white-paper-en-200702.pdf
51
https://www.knowledgeportalcenter.com/default.aspx?articleID=11847
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7.2 UC3.1: Intelligent Street Lighting
This UC has been discontinued so no updates are expected after Cycle 1. Its description remains below for the
sake of completeness.

7.2.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

IoT is changing how people interact with their environment. It is expected that there will be 50 billion connected
devices in the world by 2020. Street lighting is one of the most energy consuming equipment in cities.
In 5G-SOLUTIONs, we plan to emulate intelligent street lighting where the emulated sensors can detect the
activities and only use energy when there is a requirement. The proposed system provides a solution for energy
saving. This is achieved by sensing the approaching vehicle using a transmitter and receiver couple. Similarly, as
soon as the vehicle or an obstacle goes away the Light gets switched OFF as the sensor senses any object at the
same time the status of the street light can be accessed from anywhere and anytime through internet. Upon
sensing the movement, the sensor transmits the data to the light switch to turn the light ON. The software on
the cloud server when it receives information about the car or pedestrian walking calculates which street lights
should be turned on for the best visibility and security of the citizen. The calculation of the street lights being on
or off or just dimmed is done on a cloud server.
The use case will be demonstrated currently on a simulation of a city created with actual street lights.
Size: We plan to use 40-50 virtualised street lights to simulate an actual smart city.

7.2.2

Current status and challenges

Currently the problem is not solved due to certain limitations imposed by 4G on the number of connections it
can handle in a certain area (Device Density). 4G can handle 10.000-100.000 devices in a square mile radius which
while being good for the general population, provides a slim chance for connected devices such as street lights
to operate while being connected to the internet. In future the street light pole can be used to install multiple
sensors, cameras and even the micro 5G base stations. This implies that depending on technology like 4G will set
limitations and 5G can overcome with it.
To be able to calculate the street lights that need to be turned on in case of movement done on the cloud and
the transmission of data needs to be instant therefore a low latency network is required. A car travelling at 80
Kilometres per hour (~22 meters per second) will cross a street every 1.5 seconds on average. This will give less
than 1.5 second for the street light to send the data across to the remote server and the remote server to
calculate the street lights that needs to be switched and the new street lights to get switched ON. Therefore, the
latency required to complete the entire operation for multiple street lights with multiple cars at the same time
the latency requirement is below 20ms.

7.2.3

Why is 5G required

5G as the transmission channel of the IoT is arranged on the smart street light pole. 5G will bring new
opportunities for the development of smart street light poles. in addition to improving the communication speed
of people, the 5G network can also meet the low latency and high-density performance for communication. The
IoT has been widely used in smart parking, smart cities, intelligent production, smart home and other fields. The
development of the IoT will make smart street light poles more intelligent. Through the wireless communication
technology of wireless network, through the IoT, all the intelligent street lamps form an invisible network world,
and each street lamp is managed and adjusted through the software platform to realize real-time management
of the city in all directions.
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The Accenture report52 estimates that 5G smart lighting systems that dim and brighten street lights as needed
did save Yellowknife, Canada alone US$150.000 a year and Kingston, Ont. up to US$930.000, to name just two
examples.

7.2.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials

7.2.5

Business Analysis and Goals

7.2.5.1 Personas and stakeholders/Business KPIs
Table 38: UC3.1 Personas, Benefits & Business KPIs

Persona and roles
Citizen
The final user of
(1) Intelligent street lights
(2) Smart parking application
(3) Smart cities solutions

Cities/city employees
Will be responsible for installing
and paying/operating for 1) Street
light, Car park and 3) Smart city
solutions (e.g., Municipality)

Application Provider Provider of 1)
Intelligent street lights
applications 2) Car parking
application 3) Smart City
applications (e.g. Nurogames)

Data analysis:
Analyze and commercialize 1)
intelligent street lights data 2) car
parking data 3) smart City data
(e.g. Nurogames/TNOR)

Benefits & Business KPIs
Pain points:
Citizens are not happy when street lights are a lot of the time switched
on when not needed at all. Today the problem is not addressed although
some cities have started taking actions to decrease their energy
footprint
Constraints
The ability to do something significant to change laws
5G benefit/Business KPI
They would have more energy efficient and better street lights
Improved security and better experience
Pain points
Cities want to save money and become eco-friendlier without giving
problem to the citizens
Constraints
Current solutions are very expensive and the usage is limited and
maintenance an issue
5G Benefits/Business KPI
Less cost of electricity, more energy efficient city. Saved energy (10%)
Pain points
The network infrastructure is not there to install such system and the
cost of HW is quite high.
Constraints
Creation of application and deployment
5G benefits/Business KPI
New revenue streams
and faster TTM
Pain points
There is no data currently to collect today. It is not addressed due to the
constraints
Constraints
Finding data to collect
5G Benefits/Business KPI
New data sources for increased revenue and faster TTM

52 https://www.cwta.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Accelerating-5G-in-Canada-V11-Web.pdf
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Infrastructure manager:
Manage smart cities
infrastructure e.g., TNOR

Pain points
No infrastructure currently
Constraints
New data source and increased revenue
5G benefits/Business KPI
Revenues and faster TTM

7.2.6 Technical Context

7.2.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture

The image above is depicting the system architecture of the UC3.1 - Smart Street Light. The simulation software
of virtual city and street lights developed by NURO has been deployed on Linux PC and been sent to install at 5GVINNI Telenor premises together with Huawei 5G CPE Pro2 router to connect the system with 5G-RAN. The
access to that PC will be on given IP address by Telenor. The analytics software developed by NURO is running
on NURO cloud which is further connected to 5G-VINNI infrastructure via VPN. User will connect to the system
on her/his computer browser via public IP 159.69.181.108 which further triggers the simulation PC to visualise
the city on the browser. The simulation result will be calculated on analytics server by the action of user.

7.2.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
Table 39: UC3.1 Technical KPIs

KPI

Target

Edge-to-edge
Latency

<100

Measurement
method/formula
Compare the network
latency to the edge server
running the emulations
from the simulation server

Justification
The time needed to send signal
from street lights to the servers
to calculate the lights being
switch on and off
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Reliability

>99%

% of data delivered without
data corruption

Coverage

>99%

Device
Density

1

Data reception success rate
when devices in different
locations.
Device density of street
lights and the number of
sensors required.

To make sure that all the data is
sent so that the most amount of
reliability is provided to the
citizens
We need to be certain that the
entire city can be covered by the
use case
The streets lights can be placed
in both urban and rural areas
with more density than normal.

7.2.6.3 Base use case scenarios, context and conditions
Use Case 1: In this use case the number of street lights would be limited and the system will work in just
determining the state of the street light at all times and getting sensor data to change the street light states.
Use Case 2: This use case simulates multiple cars going in the city so multiple street light will have to
communicate with the server as well as each other to work in the most optimized manner to decrease energy
consumption.
In these use case scenarios, we will adopt 5G wireless technology along with cloud computing, driven by a
custom-made analytic server deployed on the NURO private cloud, to easily handle massive IoT devices
connected to a system. The historical information of the IoT devices’ status together with their instantaneous
status and the underlying network traffic dynamics are will be vital for the prediction of future device operation
status.

7.2.6.4 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
The functionalities of the main components of the testbed and the underlying intra-connectivity as well as the
external connectivity with the KPI visualization system are tested in Cycle 1. This is respectively to ensure
appropriate configuration of the simulation software before end-to-end integration with the KPI VS and NOKIA
CDSO. Additionally, the requirements for KPI VS, and NOKIA orchestrator are described below.
KPI Visualization System
The NURO cloud will establish a VPN connection with the KPI visualization system over the public Internet. The
respective application layer integration will be performed via REST APIs provided by the KPI visualization system.
This integration will allow near real-time analysis, presentation, benchmarking and performance validation of
reference 5G network KPIs against pre-defined target values.
NOKIA Orchestrator
Nokia CDSO can control/trigger the services via API.

7.2.6.5 UC Technology Partners and Roles
In UC3.1, NURO positions itself as a service provider for smart street light simulated software solutions. TNOR
shall be providing the complete 5G-VINNI infrastructure and AppART is providing the visualization system.
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7.3 UC3.2: Smart Parking
This UC has been discontinued so no updates are expected after Cycle 1. Its description remains below for the
sake of completeness.

7.3.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

Cameras for the identification of the presence of vehicles on individual parking bays, a technological evolution
in order to meet the new urban necessities. The monitoring system with cameras by smart parking system can
use different types of devices, from the cheapest to most expensive and sophisticated ones. The choice is
recommended in consideration of the possible positioning and the number of parking spaces to be managed.
The camera shall be positioned at the highest point available, giving it measurement parameters based on the
type of area which has to be analysed. The video and images are acquired and immediately converted into data,
using algorithms. The images and videos shall not be recorded, instead they will be deleted. Only the information
related to the status of the parking space is kept, without any other aggregate data. In future the information
obtained through the local device of analysis will be sent directly to the POLIS management software, which
matches then with any payment transaction and makes them available to all interested parties.

Figure 56: UC3.2 Architecture

7.3.2

Current status and challenges

The GSMA Intelligence forecasts the total number of IoT connections will grow to 25.2 billion by 2025. It
estimates 3.1 billion of these will employ cellular technologies, including low power wide area Mobile IoT 53
networks. This means that connections and response times are slower. Another key factor is the number of
devices that are becoming connected that never were before – like streetlights, refrigerators, parking meters,
cardiac monitors, sprinkler systems, garbage cans, cattle, retail shelves, and a lot more. All these new devices
need a place to connect, which means we need a bigger network. 5G will also mean faster response times, so
things like streaming live sports, remote surgery, and autonomous vehicles will all have the speeds they need to
become main stream. It’s foreseeable that the apps we develop to guide people to parking spaces will need
quicker, more reliable information to be useful in real time. We can also see how the trend towards big data will
result in so much information that parking providers will need to streamline information and automate parking
needs if they want to stay relevant.

53 https://www.gsma.com/iot/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/GSMA-IoT-infographic_18-19_2.png
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7.3.3

Why is 5G required

Mobile Apps will require WiFi connections (especially within the inside parking facility) and GSM connections
mostly during the on-street parking via a smartphone to assist users with everything from finding where you
parked your car, summoning your self-driving vehicle, getting notifications about expiring parking sessions,
managing parking permits, to seamlessly planning any routine errand or trip. Apps can also be used to get pushnotifications about parking restrictions, pricing, zone restrictions, or other necessary information.
The ability to pre-plan your parking needs comes with the network of sensors and transmission points that 5G
brings. It’s accurate to the smallest distances and can pinpoint the exact parking stall you’re looking for. Having
real-time information means knowing exactly which spot will be available as you’re pulling up to it. That saves
circling the block and causing congestion, as well as your time and fuel.
As parking operators, having real time enforcement information is critical to compliance and citation
management. Being able to take a picture, write a ticket, and have it viewable by the offender immediately
means people take parking payment seriously. Safety for enforcement officers is also enhanced, as the tracking
movement and relaying exact locations is done in real time. Any hiccups or safety incidents are reported and can
be attended to immediately.
Parking sessions collect a ton of information about the user, including vehicle information, licence plate, address,
parking habits and frequency, as well as geographic information about the most popular parking locations, time
and dates of highest usage, and a lot more. This data can be accessed in real time to change rates, track vehicles
of interest, dispatch enforcement, and generate on-demand reports and more. 5G will allow the massive quantity
of information collected to be transmitted instantaneously to other vehicles, enforcement officers, dispatch, or
other parties.
Regarding the enhanced video monitoring scenario, 5G technology can achieve a high uplink data rate exceeding
100 Mbps. As an illustrative example, each 4K camera needs an uplink bit rate of 15 to 25 Mbps and stringent
delay requirements, especially for high-quality fast-motion content. In addition, future 8K cameras would push
those requirements up to 80 Mbps or even 100 Mbps for each stream. Such rate and latency requirements
cannot be supported by current 4G networks, particularly when we factor in multiple cameras streaming
simultaneously.

7.3.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
7.3.5

Business Analysis and Goals

7.3.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
Table 40: UC3.2 Personas, Benefits & Business KPIs

Persona and roles
Citizen
The final user of
(1) Intelligent street lights
(2) Smart parking application
(3) Smart cities solutions

Cities/city employees
Will be responsible for installing
and paying/operating for 1) Street

Benefits & Business KPIs
Pain Points
Content owners/ producers. No quality guaranteed today
Constraint
Searching for free parking lots in city area (displays or smart phone apps)
5G Benefits/Business KPI
5G can help overcome the connectivity and data transfer for efficient
parking lot search. 15 min. of gas consumption saved per search/less
accidents, more relaxing
Pain points
Digitalize the entire parking process in order to provide citizens with
detailed information on the availability of parking spaces in the various
urban areas.
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light, Car park and 3) Smart city
solutions (e.g., Municipality)

Application Provider Provider of 1)
Intelligent street lights
applications 2) Car parking
application 3) Smart City
applications (e.g. Nurogames)

Data analysis:
Analyze and commercialize 1)
intelligent street lights data 2) car
parking data 3) smart City data
(e.g. Nurogames/TNOR)

Infrastructure manager:
Manage smart cities
infrastructure e.g., TNOR

Other providers
1) Bike/e-scooter/Office Hub
facility owner
2) Install HW at parking
space/parking lot manager 3)
AR/VR devices owners

Govern all parking-related processes: parking, payment and verification.
Require precise detection systems, to receive timely information that
will also help improve urban traffic.
Constraints
The management operation cost is high. At present, in the parking
space management mechanism a lot of administrators are required to
supervise the parking space and toll the charge, resulting in high
operating costs, chaotic parking fee management, and low operational
efficiency.
5G Benefits/Business KPI
Large speed, low latency, large information, strong compatibility and
strong security data interaction, and finally it satisfies the requirement
of intelligent parking system and the development of smart city.
Pain points
The network infrastructure is not there to install a system guiding
citizens to free parking spot. HW cost is quite high.
Constraints
Creation of application and deployment
5G benefits/Business KPI
1-2% increased revenue
Pain points
There is not data currently to collect. Today (Pre 5G), this problem is not
addressed because of the constraints
Con4straints
Finding data to collect
5G benefits/Business KPI
New data source and increased revenue
Pain points
The parking space is insufficient.
Constraints
According to statistics, in developed countries, the ratio of the number
of cars to parking space is 1: (1.2 - 1.4), but in major cities of China, the
ratio is 1 : 0.8 and in medium scaled cities of China, the ratio is 1 : 0.5.
Statistics in 2019 show that the insufficient number of parking space will
reach approximately 80 million.
5G benefits/Business KPI
Fully automatic management of all parking spaces with live stream video
with 5G network in real-time. This will increase the efficiency and
decrease the infrastructure management cost.
Pain points
Maintaining all sensors installed in the city is a cumbersome job due to
security of firmware update on-the fly.
Constraints
3G/LTE or Wi-Fi requires special attention from software side to send
updates to all sensors in a single time.
5G benefits/Business KPI
Due to capability of in-built security of 5G the process will be much
simpler and reduce the development cost for security protocols. It will
decrease the maintenance cost.
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7.3.5.2 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
In just 15 minutes, cameras can be installed and utilized in any urban area, without creating traffic problems. The
installation can be carried out since the device becomes operational in a few minutes without affecting normal
parking activities. The distance and the accuracy of the measurement depends on the height on which the
camera is installed and the presence or absence of obstacles around the detection area. The protection of privacy
is guaranteed by the fact that the video stream is processed directly on site and transformed into occupancy
information for each single parking bay, to which a number is assigned. No sensitive data (vehicle plate number,
people’s faces, etc.) are either analysed or stored.

7.3.6 Technical Context

7.3.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture
This system includes materials, methods, vehicle detection and occupancy identification as shown in the below
figure.

Figure 57: Video-Based Parking Occupancy Detection

A diagram for the proposed system using an existing camera-based Jetson TX2 is depicted. The architecture
diagram shows that we received real-time images from a camera mounted on a pole (can be street light). All
operations, including detection, identification and control are processes on the Jetson TX2. The input video uses
embedded hardware to directly connect to existing street surveillance. Human and vehicle detection involves
high performance deep algorithms, while the YOLO of the bounding box and parking grid calculate overlapping
areas according to the intersection-area-to-voting-mechanism ratio from the sequence image to identify the
occupancy status.
Integration to 5G-VINNI network at Telenor Oslo has been shown in below image.
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Figure 58: UC3.2 Integration with 5G-VINNI

7.3.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The complete set of UC3.2 technical KPIs are presented below. During Cycle 1, an initial validation of the KPIs is
performed so as to improve them and enhance the end-to-end system performance.
Table 41: UC3.2 Technical KPIs

Technical KPIs
Measurement method/formula
Compare calculated position
with actual location

KPI
Positioning
accuracy

Target
<1m

Reliability

>99.9%

% of data delivered without
data corruption

Coverage

>99.9%

Data reception success rate
when device in different
locations.

Data rate

>100Mbps
(per cell)

Throughput measurement at
device

Justification
After parking the car citizen
need to get the accurate
location of parking once coming
back for pickup, this will
decrease the time of finding the
car.
Wireless networks must reliably
transmit large amounts of data
at very high speed to ensure no
degradation in quality of videos.
Prevent service disruption if the
cameras are deployed at
different locations covered by
the cell.
Average uplink rate per camera
is 25 Mbps, and for 4 cameras,
it yields 100 Mbps

7.3.6.3 Base use case scenarios, context and conditions
Scenario 1: A citizen entering to the city center in a vehicle and looking for the parking space near to the
destination. In normal scenario citizen has to drive from one parking spot to other for looking the empty space.
This consumes a lot of time and energy and it can be avoided by the mobile app that can provide the information
in real-time the exact location of the parking space available for the vehicle near to the destination. Citizen will
get the information of the empty space and arrived on time to the desired space without hoping from one parking
lot to other.
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Scenario 2: Parking lot manager has to initiate a camera-based parking system. The web user interface of the
system allows the manager to set the parking space on screen by drawing the line exactly over the real marking
of the parking space. The system will automatically recognise accordingly if the space has been occupied or not.
The system will be super easy to maintain and let the manager do other important job instead of watching the
parking lot manually all the time.

7.3.6.4 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system

Figure 59: UC3.2 Parking Model

During cycle 1 a parking model (due to non-availability of real parking space during COVID-19 situation), similar
as depicted above in the image shall be installed at 5G-VINNI Telenor premises to be connected over 5G via
Huawei 5G CPE Pro2 to stream the 4K video of parking area. This video will be stream towards the NURO analytics
server for analysing the parking space by using the machine learning technique. The NURO server will be
connected to 5G-VINNI over VPN. The visualization system shall also be connected to NURO server via VPN and
the result shall be provided to visualization system via REST APIs in Json format.
During cycle 2 if the situation of COVID-19 allows the travel the complete smart parking system shall be deployed
on real parking for monitoring the real cars movement and let the citizen to use the mobile application for finding
the parking place.

7.3.6.5 UC Technology Partners and Roles
In UC3.2, NURO positions itself as a service provider for smart parking solutions. TNOR shall be providing the
complete 5G-VINNI infrastructure and AppART is providing the visualization system.
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7.4 UC3.3: Smart City Co-Creation
In the D1.1A deliverable we introduced four Smart City use case scenarios - Reduced transport and improved
environment, Digital twin and VR/AR enhanced remote maintenance, Smart city engagement, and Scenario X Rapid response to the next Smart City Co-creation project
In this deliverable (D1.1B) we introduce an extra scenario: Real time music co-creation demo as a mobile network
application which will be the prioritized scenario going forward. However, the use case scenarios: Reduced
transport and improved environment and Digital twin and VR/AR enhanced remote maintenance will be included
in this deliverable as previously presented.

7.4.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

Since 2007, more than half of the world’s population has been living in cities, and that share is projected to rise
to 60 per cent by 2030 (Deloitte, 2020). Furthermore, cities contribute to about 60% of global gross domestic
product, and about 70% of global carbon emissions and over 60% of resource use. This increase in urbanization
pushes the need for innovation, efficiency, and social innovation are more apparent than ever to handle the
growing urban population and their growing demands for better living.
A conceptualization of municipal digitalization is the development of smart cities. The term digitalization and
smart city development is often used interchangeable, but smart city development can also be viewed as a
branch of the digitalization of the municipality. Several municipalities implement projects inspired by smart cites
without labelling them as smart city initiatives (Francesco, Francesco, & Mancinia, 2019). A smart city applies
digital technology to become a better place to live, stay and work in for the citizens. The objective is to improve
public services and the quality of life of the citizens, exploit common resources in an optimal way, increase the
productivity in addition to reduce climate and environmental problems in the cities (Norwegian Goverment,
2015). However, smart city development is as much a society driven exercise where governments guide and
encourage citizens and companies for participating in the smart city development, then a technology driven
where major tech companies focus on problem-solving in different urban operation verticals through IT
means (Deloitte, 2020).
According to EU, a smart City is a city seeking to address public issues via ICT-based solutions on the basis of a
multi-stakeholder, municipally based partnership, i.e multiple stakeholders have to be involved in the smart city,
but local governments have the role of stabilising the basis for the development of the concept. Cities can
collaborate with citizens in co-creating services and products to benefit both the city, the everyday urban life
and offers a solution towards delivering sustainable long-term benefits for public service providers and users. A
co-creation process supports the opportunity for promoting citizen participation and bottom-up innovation
approaches (United Nations, u.d.). Smart city initiatives rely on UN’s sustainable goals and the values they
represent. The backdrop for goal #10 Sustainable cities and communities is that the world is becoming
increasingly urbanized. In Norway the UN sustainable goals acts as guidelines the development of society and
spatial planning processes by municipalities and regional counties (Lundberg, et al., 2020)
There are several benefits from smart cities technologies that can mitigate the effects of increased urbanization
(eSparkBiz Technologies, 2019):
Efficient public utilities: Smart technologies provide cities with the tools to conserve and reduce inadvertent
waste of water and electricity so that the limited supply of natural resources is not hindered. Smart sensors allow
cities to quickly identify leaks in the pipes and fix the damaged segments in a short period, reducing the amount
of water loss. After adopting smart metering technology in Cape Town tracking water usage for customers and
displaying their water consumption on their bill there was a nearly 40%-60% drop in the level of water
consumption. The City of Barcelona launched IoT-driven services to improve the quality of life of its people by
promoting an eco-friendly and sustainable environment. They achieved big savings in areas such as smart water
(savings of €42.5 million a year) and lighting and parking management (increased revenues of parking fees by
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33% or Euro 36.5 million a year), besides creating 47,000 new jobs related to the smart city developments (Kamel
& Al-Shorbaji, 2014).
Improved infrastructure: Aging roads, bridges, buildings often require a large amount of investment to maintain
and repair their service lives. Smart technology can provide cities with predictive analytics to identify the areas
that need to be fixed before infrastructure failures. Smart sensors can deliver real time data showing the changes
in the structure, identifying the cracks and tilts in the bridges or buildings and sends messages to notify personnel
of the need for inspection and maintenance. These can help cities to save massive taxes and prevent
infrastructure failure (eSparkBiz Technologies, 2019).
Reduced environmental footprint: e.g. air-quality sensors in the city can help to determine and track the
pollutants in the air and identifying pollution causes, and deliver relevant data so that appropriate actions can
be taken (Ahlens, Driscoll, & Krogstie, 2016). Pollution free routes inside city can be one these actions (Ramos,
Trilles, & Huerta, 2018). Air quality/pollution monitoring is also on the list of top 10 smart city use cases
developed by IoT analytics from studies of some of the world’s smartest cities such as London, Beijing, Berlin,
Barcelona, and Dubai (IoT analytics, 2020). Connected public transport is the #1 IoT use case for Smart Cities,
followed by traffic monitoring, and water level monitoring.
Revenue generation: The technologies applied in smart cities not only provides us with smart solutions and cut
downs the costs, but also creates new resources to generate revenues through smart
initiatives, e.g. implementing IoT based tolling solutions. This may cut down the parking frauds and leverages city
council’s ownership of data and urban infrastructure to find new ways of raising public funds. Smart sensors
generate a vast amount of data on citizens’ needs and behaviour. While there are a few ethical, legal and political
limitations on what government can share with the businesses, they can monetize the data at least in some
capacity, allowing them to generate value for their constituents. Cities like Milton Keynes are using paywalls to
access their data, charging private sector organizations who want to access it. Sponsorship opportunities can
also be maximized to gain extra funding (Ghanbari, Alonso-Zarate, & Markendahl, 2017). Alternatively, cities can
make their data open to support citizens, the local innovation ecosystem, new start-ups, and to remove barriers
for access.
Apart from individual solutions, concepts such as the Triple Helix Model (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 2000) and
technological innovation systems (Bergek, Jacobsson, Carlsson, Lindmark, & Rickne, 2008) describe how
innovation is created in processes between three key sectors of society: business, government and academia.
The partnership creates a win-win solution for all parties - academia achieves financial support for student
recruitment and new research programs, while industry secures a subsidized approach to valuable research
results. In addition, the government ensures economic growth, advanced industries and a competent workforce.
The public or society is introduced as an additional helix in the Quadruple Helix Model. This fourth helix
associates with citizens, media, creative industries, culture, values, and life styles and reflect the increasing
importance places on public valued and societal led innovation (McAdam & Debackere, 2017). Reve suggest to
in addition to academia, industry and governments there is a need for entrepreneurs starting new businesses
and risky private investors who take the financial risk of the new businesses (Ramos, Trilles, & Huerta, 2018).
This fits well with the Norwegian industrial context where studies show that during a ten-year period from 20032014, as much as 2 of 3 new full-time jobs come from new and young companies, not established companies
(Reve, 2017). An analysis of 26 digitalization strategies representing 58 municipalities in Norway concludes that
the most frequently reported ecosystem stakeholders were Society (residents, children, elderly), Government
(national and international authorities), Industry (service providers, suppliers, customers et.), Academia
(universities, technological research facilities and Innovation labs) along with other municipalities, county
councils and state bodies (Government of Canada, n.d.) (Chang & and Mikalsen, 2019). These findings have
similarities with the Triple Helix and Quadruple Helix models focusing on technological innovation through
collaboration between business, government and academia as well as citizens in a certain geographical context
(Carayannis, 2019).
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Cities are increasingly relying on IoT technology to become “smart”, hence Smart City use cases enabled by
5G/IoT can become a key area of development and growth, for the benefit of cities and societies. 5G/IoT will
contribute with increased values by solving problems in a more innovative and productive manner or producing
products and services in a more cost-effective manner. Furthermore, an explosive increase in the number of IoT
devices is expected - some estimates say that there will be nearly 100 billion IoT units worldwide by
2025 (Research and Markets, 2017).
The 5G Solutions Smart City co-creation use case involves collaboration with a H2020 Smart City
Lighthouseproject, Home - +CityxChange, by NTNU Smart Sustainable Cites54, and may as well involve other
relevant projects(Ahlens, Driscoll, & Krogstie, 2016) (Ahlers, Driscoll, & Wyckmans, Co-Creation of Positive
Energy Blocks, 2019) (Burón García, 2020) (Tanum, Mjøen, Reeves, & Solhaug Næss, 2019). The target and
ambition of this use case is to enable an explorative a wider approach to Smart City/IoT by facilitating for cocreation and exploring by external collaborators into 5G and advanced networking and experimental platform
capabilities.
The Nordic countries are on top of EU’s digitalization index (EU, 2020). The Digital Economy and Society Index
(DESI) is a composite index that summarizes relevant indicators of Europe’s digital performance and tracks the
evolution of EU Member States in digital competitiveness. The following categories are covered in the index:
connectivity, human capital, use of internet services, integration of digital technology and digital public services.
Norway is one of the best Nordic countries in the 2020 Nordic Digital Municipality Index. Norwegian
municipalities are winners in the digital services and smart municipality’s categories compared with the 60 other
small, medium and large municipalities in Sweden, Denmark and Finland (Telenor, 2020).

7.4.2 Current status and challenges
The scope and content of the smart city co-creation use case is not yet fully described and specified at the UC
Scenario level. New touchpoints and innovation playgrounds for the scenarios identified will be identified for
further collaboration with NTNU SSC, Trondheim campus, Trondheim municipality and other city
stakeholders and actors going forward.
Networked Music Performance (NMP) technology applications to access ensemble activity for socially isolated
musicians is a highly relevant research topic (Iorwert & Knox, 2019) has become even more relevant with the
pandemic. End-2-End network latency of communication signals is a major challenge for live, real-time musical
interaction. However, 5G has brought new opportunities to cope with network latency issues for musical
interaction among musicians on different locations (Sardis, et al., 2019; Centenaro, Casari, & Turchet, 2020).
Live musical interaction is in general very demanding in terms of tempo and synchronization. Sound from
different sources is perceived by humans as simultaneous and synchronized if the delay or latency between the
audio signals are below 20 milli seconds (ms) (Barbosa, 2003).

7.4.3

Why is 5G required

The Smart city concept represents a variety of solutions and applications and are forecasted to be worth over
$250 billion by 2025 [24]. For smart cities and municipalities connected devices e.g., autonomous drones,
connected vehicles, e.g., smart traffic management and connected infrastructure, e.g., smart building
management are all use case candidates that can be enabled via digital twins [25]. 5G is expected
to handle the massive data load from communication and integration of various intelligent smart city systems,
bringing the vision of a truly connected city closer [26] [27]. Deploying and monitoring sensors on/in road surface
enables the cities to perform smart traffic management based on road surface monitoring and assisting
autonomous driverless buses and other public vehicles. Fully autonomous driving requires real-time data
The Smart Sustainable City program is associated with the NTNU Faculty of Architecture and Design and not a partner in the 5G-SOLUTIONS consortium. However, UC 3.3 Smart City cocreation will be executed in cooperation with NTNU SSC.
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transmission and current cellular radio standards such as LTE has a latency of 30 to 40 milliseconds, making it
unsafe for driverless vehicles. The high density of sensors/devices will neither be supported by current 4G
technology (around 2,000 connected devices per 1 square kilometer), while 5G is expected to support up to 1
million connected devices per 1 square kilometer. 5G will also scientifically improve the battery life for sensors
deployed for monitoring buildings, on the road surface or the environment, and estimates suggests that 5G could
use 90% less energy per bit than 4G [26]. UC3.1 Intelligent street lighting and UC3.2 smart parking adds as
application areas for smart traffic monitoring and management.
Smart cities are responsible for operating technical installations (water, waste, energy, bridges, dams etc.) and
owners of a wide array of buildings and facilities (schools, nursing homes etc.). In addition to adding to the
number of objects that need sensors for monitoring these areas are also candidate for the followings tasks: 1)
AR/VR and advanced visualization: guiding a worker via augmented display and/or a remote expert when
carrying out maintenance and repair tasks. This also includes critical missions’ functions such as emergency
services (ambulance, police, fire department), (2) Precision monitoring and control: conducting real-time,
granular monitoring of an installations/plants (with robots/machinery) to reduce number of defects and
optimize production process. Use of VR/AR can support e-health solutions (teleconsultation and even remote
surgery options) for emergency situations. Vital signals could be streamed to medical equipment or screen
monitors in the hospital with almost zero latency (<1 ms radio latency). The current LTE band spectrum
allocations for 4G cannot meet these demands. 3) Advanced predictive maintenance: collecting data
(i.e., through sensors) on the condition of machines to predict maintenance requirements and avoid unplanned
downtime and associated costs. Use of predictive maintenance solutions is already relatively common in
manufacturing, and in a plant or factory, it can reduce breakdowns by up to 70% and lower maintenance costs
by 25% [28] [26].
AR/VR devices can also be used in relation to citizen generated content and services. Citizens residents/artists
producing high bandwidth related content and real time presentation e.g. for aesthetical implications of
city/urban development/city walks by city authorities can be supported using AR/VR and interactive gaming
features. Here one can utilize mobile devices that access the cloud as an external resource for processing smart
city development scenarios because it provides the fast responsiveness and high-resolution gamers demand with
real-time streaming. These AR/VR gaming-based applications require an ultra-low latency of <5ms to ensure a
high quality of experience for end users, and to avoid motion sickness from lag times.

7.4.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
UC.3.3 was not involved in the C1 trials.
The objective for UC.3.3 C2 trials is to develop a real time music co-creation demo as a mobile network
application. This use case concept is adjacent to the 5G MediaHUB project, use case 3 smart media content
distribution. Use case 3.3 smart city co-creation aims to describe smart city engagement through co-creation by
citizens using their 5G 4K capable smartphones, co-producing media content, exploring artistic performances
and interventions in public spaces.
Networked Music Performance (Rottondi, Allocchio, & Satri, 2016), connected music (Ericsson, n.d.) and Internet
of things music (Barthet, Turchet, Essl, & Barthet, 2018) are three related terms that describes the concept of
real time virtual music. In 2019, the world’s first 5G low latency three-way distributed orchestra at King’s College
London enables musicians to perform across locations (Hakim, 2019). The show case was an output of the 5G
Smart Tourism project, led by the West of England Combined Authority and funded by The Department for
Digital, Culture, Media & Sport.
The objective is to measure the latency and user experience of a networked music application. The targets is to
have a low latency for syncronized play between the musicians located at different locations. According to
Centenaro, Casari, and Tuchet (2020), the threshold for synchronized co-playing is below 30 ms, and preferrably
with 20 ms and below. The aim is to compare the latency on 4G vs. 5G network (commercial and/or through 5G
VINNI facility).
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The user experience will be measured by an audience of professional and non-professional audience. After
viewing/listening at the music piece they will be asked to fill in an questionnaire were they can score (on a scale
from Disagree to Agree) on the quality of the video and sound compared with being presence on a conventional
live music event. A survey questionnaire or the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) model will be applied

7.4.5 Business Analysis and Goals

7.4.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
Scenario: Real time music co-creation
The real time music co-creation application use case concept involves singers, musicians and actors that plays
together following the same score in real time from locations distributed around the city/country. HD videos of
the singers/musicians are presented simultaneously with the music/song. The audience are watching the play
using their computers and/or smartphones and the user experience is if they were attending physically a concert
hall.
Scenario : Reduced transport and improved environment
The Sluppen area is planned to become a hub for public and private offices and star-ups in the coming decade in
Trondheim. It is located 5 kilometers south of downtown Trondheim city (the third largest city in Norway) and 3
kilometers from NTNU University campus The Start-up incubator FAKTRY is also located at the Sluppen area with
more than 20 Internet of Things (IoT) start-ups as tenants. An IoT Protolab is also placed at FAKTRY funded by
Telenor and NTNU. Kjeldsberg AS is one owner of the FAKTRY facility and owns a major part of the real
estate in Sluppen area. Moreover, they are a major driver in real estate development of the Sluppen area. The
objective with scenario #1 is to reduce the car and bus transport of employees/citizens to this area through the
introduction of more environmental-friendly options, e.g bicycles/e-bicycles/e-scooters. The FAKTRY startup SafeBikely develops a shed for secure parking the bikes. Availability, booking and access to these sheds is
handled using an IoT solution. SafeBikely now has a contract with Trondheim municipality using their sheds for
their employees. The contract is funded through “Miljøpakken”, which aims to develop green city environment
and transport solutions. Kjeldsberg AS owns buys/rents the sheds for their office facilities at Sluppen, hence
parking places are reduced to a minimum. The bikes could be private or leased out by Kjeldsberg. Competitions
(with rewards) between the different Kjeldsberg facility tenants based on the length of bike tours etc. could be
encouraged. Core partners in scenario #1 are SafeBikely, Kjeldsberg AS, NTNU +CityxChange, Telenor/Lab5e AS
and Trondheim Municipality.
Digital twin and VR/AR enhanced remote maintenance scenario
As a part of the city development of a municipality’s use of digital twins is an efficient tool and technology. This
involves the capture of live data and information from physical assets to digital replicas whether it is municipality
facilities/buildings, bridges, towers, roads, dams etc. This process can stretch over the lifetime of the assets.
Digital twins can also be related to persons and currently Trondheim municipality (see scenario #1) recruits
different actors that have information about the citizens consumption of energy, transport patterns/habits and
food consumption. An in-depth case studies of nine municipalities in Norway shows the network demand related
to extensive deployment of special ICT solutions for operation of municipal services per sector (Health,
Renovation, Transport, Water, Properties and buildings, Fire & Sweeping Brigade, etc.) [29]. These types of
applications are increasingly referred to as operational technologies (OT) related to machines using hardware
and software to monitor and control physical processes, devices, and infrastructure, often remotely. It is also a
new terminology for previously referred to as SCADA, PLC and Facility management systems [30].

7.4.5.2 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
The music co-creation use case scenario
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The pain points of today is that musicians are struggling to play synchronous if latency is above 20-30
ms (Rottondi, Allocchio, & Satri, 2016). In dry air at 21° Celsius the speed of sound is 1238,4 km/h, 344 m/s and
0,344 m/ms. Hence, 30 ms latency occurs when musicians are 10.32 meter apart at the same location. This is
one of the reasons an orchestra or choir actually need a conductor. When musicians in different locations are
connected to a network for live, real-time musical interaction, they will face other latency issues caused by
encoding/decoding of audio signals, physical distance when transmitting data at speed of light, network topology
and routing equipment, as well as physical distance between instrument-microphone and speaker-musician in
all locations. Latency over the Internet and traditional telecom networks are generally perceived as showstopper
for live musical interaction.
Other personas involved are municipalities since the concept fits well with situations for virtual music education
in public setting (tutor and school pupils) beyond orchestra/band members practicing digitally in real time (video
and sound distributed).
Reduced transport and improved environment scenario
This scenario supports less polluted transports between city center and office hubs outside the downtown area
city using bike/e-scooters as an alternative to cars. The scenario is combined with massive deployment of IoT
sensors different places along the road to measure the quality of the road surface and as a notification for the escooters and bicycles users themselves and the road authorities in the municipality/city. This deployment of
sensors supports real time collection and analysis of environmental situation; air quality, road surface (slippery
conditions) etc. to be communicated to the users. Sensors collecting outdoor environmental data from citizens
during their leisure time, e.g. state of flour in ski tracks and air quality around their private cabins could be
collected. Using machine learning (ML) and Artificial (AI) technologies will hence enable recommendation of the
most environmental-friendly as well as most safe and/or most safe tracks to use «today». The reduced
transport/improved enviroment scenario is connected to three of the UN’s sustainable goals: #7 Affordable and
clean energy, #11 Smart sustainable cities and #13 Climate actions:
End user persona, roles, pain points and task constraint
• Edith the employee: Employee travelling between home to work using e-scooter/biking
solution from SafeBikely/Kjeldsberg Property Management https://www.kjeldsberg.no/
• Pain points: Easy, cost-efficient and environmental-friendly transport to and from work
• Task constraint: Access to environmental-friendly vehicles and secure areas for parking
valuable/premium el bicycles/el-scooters
Application provider persona and role (who build and supports the application) pain points and task constraint
• Sofie (SafeBikely): IoT start-up that developer smart “housing” for bikes located at office
buildings/facilities https://www.safebikely.com/
• Matt the municipal operator: Deploying and collecting data from IoT sensor scattered over the
municipality properties and grounds. . Handling traffic management data
• Nurogames: Piloting a high-resolution video camera solution to monitor which zones that are
most frequently used in parking lots at Sluppen. The objective is here to reduce the demand for
parking areas and to substitute this with less polluted traffic (https://www.nurogames.com/ )
• Pain points: Larger scale testing area with pilot customers/users
• Task constraint: Number and portfolio of secure bike house and IoT sensors deployed around
the smart city/municipality premises. How will winter conditions
influence sensor data transmission
Other personas were impacted by the UC pain points and task constraint
• Kenth (Kjeldsberg): Owner of property and facilities where employer is working/ localized.
Intended customer of SafeBikely solutions. Employees are examples of end-users
• Pain point: Reduce transport/energy in down-town area
• Task constraint: Piloting new environmental solutions/Facility owners
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Digital twin and VR/AR enhanced remote maintenance scenario
The scenario will also include VR/AR enhanced maintenance work, remote repair etc. for the municipality
Trondheim municipality, especially the technical sector involving maintenance of facilities/buildings, traffic
infrastructures and other physical assets. Here domain experts on one location will guide operators/installers on
site at another geographical location through virtually connections. This can also include the mission critical
services, whether it is fire or ambulance or police authorities. VR/AR capabilities can also be included in the city
development by displaying the digital twin features of the city while performing inspections and city walks by
city authorities as well as citizens. This scenario is connected to three of the UN’s sustainable goals: #9 Industry
innovation infrastructure and #11 Smart sustainable cities:
End user persona, roles, pain points and task constraint
• Oliver the operator: Performs maintenance of facility or technical installations remotely or for
mission critical incidents (fire, emergency etc.) using VR/AR devices
• Edvard the remote supervising expert: Guides Oliver remotely with the maintenance on the
installations supported with real time video displaying the site features.
• Paint points: Easy and cost-efficient remote expert supervision of maintenance/mission critical
operator
• Task constraint: Access to IoT devices and other equipment
Application provider persona, role (who build and supports the application) pain points and task constraint
• Telenor/ lab5e - Low friction NB-IoT and LTE-M AS: Start-up developing sensors, collecting and
displaying IoT data. Performing ML/AI based analyses of data gathered for forecast and city
development
• Pain point: Larger scale testing with pilot citizens
• Task constraint: Access to digital data and information for ML/AI analysis and co-design
Other personas were impacted by the UC, pain points and task constraint
• Teddy (Trondheim municipality): Collecting/Customer of IoT data, unit in municipality
(Technical sector, Culture sector/dept. unit etc.) monitoring and maintaining physical/ digital
conditions
• Pain point: Monitor and perform maintenance on physical assets cost efficiently and in a
secure manner
• Task constraint: Access to enough monitoring areas and mobility. Fixed monitoring installations
along the downtown roads are very costly.

7.4.5.3 Business Measurement KPIs
Scenario: Real time music co-creation
End user /musicians: Introducing a solution for networked music performance will result in cost reduction due
to less need for joining physically at a certain location. New revenues can occur through new musical
opportunities across performing arts enables through 5G. In the case of streaming (audio and video) concerts
digitally to viewers, subcription revenues will occur.
Municipalites: An NMP 5G based solution will include higher number of musical pupils to join music exercises
and concerts (previously executed through travelling to city centers) when geographcally located throughout the
region. This will include lower cost for pupils, and may descrease the cost for the municipality.
Scenario: Reduced transport and improved environment
End user/Citizen: Easy, cost efficient, environmentally friendly city area transport pollution free route to and
from destinations.
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Cities/City employees: Reduced cost for road/facilities maintenance (predictive). Reduced cost for less unused
public/private space/lots
Application providers: New revenues from environment solutions based on data from city /municipality assets.
New revenues from analysis of data from city/municipality assets for data analysis providers
Other providers: Cost reduction for less unused parking spots. Faster installation for operation for Bike/escooter/Office Hub facility owner Revenues from connectivity, platform management and integrated solutions
for network infrastructure providers
Scenario: Digital twin and VR/AR enhanced remote maintenance
End user/Citizens: Cost efficient VR/AR enhanced supervision/operation for mission critical services (fire, police
emergency teams etc.)
Cities/City Employees: Easy and cost-efficient VR/AR remote maintenance/mission critical services. Faster
development time and less failings from digital twins & apps; pilots. Employees are responsible for installing and
paying/operating for Street light, Car park and Smart city solutions (e.g., Municipality)
Application providers: New revenue from maintenance solutions based on data from city /municipality assets.
New revenues from analysis of data from city/municipality assets for data analysis providers. Application
providers of Intelligent street lights applications, Car parking application and Smart City applications
(e.g. Nurogames)
Other Providers: Revenue sharing from VR&AR use per incidents, subscription based or/and funded through ads
for providers/installers of HW at parking space/parking lot manager. Revenues from connectivity, platform
management and integrated solutions for network infrastructure providers, e.g. telecom operators. Could also
include providers of Bike/e-scooter/Office Hub facility owners and AR/VR device owners.

7.4.6 Technical Context
As introduced above, the UC3.3 is at this stage focusing on business and ecosystem context and preparation for
working with KPI’s addressing service on-boarding and the subsequent selection of UC scenarios. Detailing of
technical KPI’s for specific scenarios will be prioritized for the musical co-creation use case scenario.

7.4.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture
Scenario: Real time music co-creation
The UC 3.3 Smart city co-creation in 5G SOLUTIONS will perform a trial of the real time music co-creation use
case scenario, also referred to as Networked Music Performance (NMP) (Rottondi, Chafe, Allocchio, & Sarti,
2016), or Internet of Musical Things (IoMusT) (Turchet, Fischione, G., Keller, & Barthet, 2018)
Measurements of latency connecting musicians playing together over the commercial 5G networks in Norway
and their user experience. The development and test of the music application in addition to reporting will
executed in collaboration with Norwegian University NTNU in Norway under the supervision of Telenor
Research (Gundersen, et al., 2021). The objective is to develop a music audio and video application or apply an
open software NMP application, where musicians could play simultaneously over the 5G network without being
located in the same room/studio. The latency should be as lower than 30ms securing synchronized transmission
of audio and preferably also transmission of video. The experience from the test persons (musicians) using the
5G music application is gathered through interviews and/or feedback forms. Figure 60 describes the technical
set-up for the music co -creation use case scenario
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Figure 60: Distributed NMT application set-up for test in Norway using commercial non- stand-alone 5G network

The test will include to architectures/set-ups:
•

5G commercial network (non stand alone) in Trondheim, Norway

•

5G stand alone network in Trondheim, Norway

The commercial 5G network is a first generation 5G network, i.e non-stand-alone core network in Trondheim,
and all traffic is routed down to Oslo and back up to Trondheim.
A conclusion from the latency measurement and user experience feedback is that the 5G non-stand-alone
commercial network in its current state cannot support this experience. With 5G SA and distributed data plane
it will be possible to route traffic directly between connected piers and as such avoid latency caused by
centralized packet gateways. Opportunities to reduce latency in RAN will also be explored.

7.4.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The target for the networked performance use case is less than 20-30 milliseconds. For the user experience
feedback are to be measured through a survey after the audience have listened to the music piece. The target is
not yet decided here.
Table 42: UC 3.3 Technical KPI

KPI

Target

Latency

<30 ms

Technical KPI
Measurement
Target improvement for the UC
method/formula
Telenor commercial Average latency (67,6 ms)
5G Network Norway
Not passed

We will also ask the musicians participating in the test to report the user experience from executing the music
application, i.e how is can support a synchronized vs. improvised play. Moreover, we will also include questions
related to whether this musical co-creation (NMP) scenario is a viable use case for musicians and
recommendation for modifications such as video and stereo features. If possible, we will perform a survey among
musicians’ community to validate the results indicated by the test musicans.
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7.4.6.3 Base use case scenarios, context and conditions
The target for the networked performance use case is less than 30 milliseconds (Rottondi, Allocchio, & Satri,
2016). For the user experience feedback are to be measured through a survey after the audience have listened
to the music piece. The target is not yet decided here.
The real time music co-creation use case could be a mean to re-democratize the Internet through redistributing
cultural, informational, and financial wealth, i.e positive political and ethical effect on societies from 5G. 5G could
also be a mean to drive equal opportunities and inclusiveness through improved access to a wide range of digital
events, in this case co-created music events and public exhibitions. The use case could be a mean to reduce
environmental carbon footprint/ greenhouse gasses through production and distribution of M&E media events
and services, in this case Networked Music Performance. The 5G enabled solution enables (music) school pupils,
teachers, professional and amateur musicians etc. to stay at the location and still rehearse or perform co-playing
pieces without travelling on air, sea or road (accessability).
Similar case for the digital twin and VR/AR scenario, where less presence at location is necessary. Experts may
supervise local resource digitally, and reduces transport case, where optimal localization of mobile sheds for
bicycles/e-bicycles/e-scooters traffic pattern in the Trondheim City area is the objective.

7.4.6.4 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
Third party VNF’s are not considered for the primary musical co-creation use case scenario, neither for the
environment/transport, VR/AR and citizen engagement use case scenarios.

7.4.6.5 UC Technology Partners and Roles
Table 43: UC 3.3 Stakeholders and Roles

Stakeholders

Roles
Telenor
Technology provider (5G Commercial network)
NTNU
(Norwegian Test team, professional musicians and musical coUniversity of Science and creation music application, e.g open source NMP
Technology)
application
5G
VINNI/FUDGEProvider of 5G Stand Alone network infrastructure
5G/Norwegian Mil

7.5 UC3.4: Smart Building/Smart Campus
7.5.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

5G Industrial and enterprise use cases will be mainly focusing on IoT and video applications. For instance, the
consumer IoT space spans a vast range of use case applications, ranging from connected homes and cars to
personal electronics such as wearables devices.55 Given that a bigger growth in data generation is expected as a
result of digital transformation and automation in various industries, the number of IoT sensors that make up
the IoT system also continues to grow steadily. As an illustrative example, the total number of installed IoTconnected devices is projected by International Data Corporation (IDC) to exceed 40 billion worldwide by 2025,
generating 79.4 zettabytes (ZB) of data.56 On the other hand, according to Cisco, mobile video applications will

55

IBM business added value Institute (IBV), “Creating new revenue streams and services with 5G, edge computing, and AI”,
2020
56
“41.6 billion IoT devices will be generating 79.4 zettabytes of data in 2025. “Help Net Security. June 21, 2019.
https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2019/06/21/connected-iot-devices-forecast/
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account for 79 percent of total mobile data traffic by the end of 2022.57 While previous mobile network transition
from 3G to 4G offered significant improvements in video streaming applications, it has not kept pace with the
rapacious consumer appetite for ultra-high-resolution video content both in the uplink and downlink directions.
This is typically the case for several use cases such as entertainment (streaming in the downlink direction) and
surveillance camera applications (streaming in the uplink direction).
From the business perspective, several preliminary studies and surveys have been conducted recently to explore
the readiness of the market for the forthcoming 5G applications. For example, IBM 2019 Global
Telecommunications Consumer Survey reported that 30 percent of consumers are excited about 5G smart
home/building applications. Moreover, 77% of 5G early adopting consumers would opt for 5G when available if
it resulted in a superior quality of experience for video applications. In this regard, in the mid- to long term, UHD
video formats such as 4K and 8K are expected to become common in video applications. Such high-quality video
applications are by far the most relevant 5G application for consumers, selected by 63 percent of early adopters.
Such preliminary studies are in fact reflecting the necessity for the 5G technology for various use cases and also
the readiness of the business market to embrace 5G technology.
Motivated by the increasing importance of IoT devices and monitoring surveillance cameras, the past few years
have witnessed a tremendous increase in their use to track building systems and maximize their efficiency and
maintain a comfortable and productive work environment. This has facilitated a wide range of applications and
use cases including, but not limited to, smart lightening, HVAC energy reduction, smart reading, building utilities
monitoring, fire control, access control, and energy usage. For instance, IoT sensors are being used to detect
whether a building is empty and adjust power to the area accordingly to conserve electricity or gas. In addition,
unusual activities can be instantaneously detected by surveillance cameras and IoT devices and, accordingly,
notifications can be sent in real time. As a result, the number of on-campus incidents is significantly reduced.
Campus statistics from an Intel’s case study particularly showed that up to 80% of lost items are retrieved, and
the return rate of lost or stolen items is increased from 20% to 60%-80% percent.58
Inspired by the pursuit for new markets of such fully smart environments, this use case aims at devising an
Innovative solution to enable true transformation towards smart Campus/Buildings. This use case will leverage
the most advanced and next-generation emerging technologies which can enable frictionless, touchless, and
intuitive experiences driven by a digitally connected environment. Specifically, this use case will focus on two
main scenarios, namely, cooperative positioning and predictive maintenance for IoT devices and enhanced
monitoring and anomaly detection based on ultra-high resolution 4K cameras. In detail, 5G is an enabling
technology for IoT and video surveillance, and as smart building/campus essentially relies on these two
technologies, 5G and smart building/campus vertical are inextricably linked. As such, 5G will play a critical role
in allowing information gathered through sensors to be reliably transmitted in real-time to central monitoring
locations to enable predicative maintenance of the underling infrastructure and the sensors themselves.
Additionally, video surveillance and transmissions through 5G will significantly enhance smart building/campus
services related to monitoring and security. Noticeably, as IoT sensors and video-related services are chief enablers
of smart building/campus vertical, their respective scenarios are run simultaneously. Thanks to 5G, the coexistence of such scenarios with diverse service requirements can be efficiently enabled. In addition, while these
scenarios are inherently isolated given their disparate service demands, there is a possibility for interaction among
them. For instance, the captured video footage can be leveraged to improve the 5G positioning accuracy achieved
by the use of IoT sensors. This allows detected objects to be positioned relative to other points in space more
accurately. In this case, the IoT based position is augmented by the relative location of the objects to other points
so as to allow extraction of more precise location information. In exact terms, the first use case scenario will
implement cooperative positioning and predicative maintenance for IoT devices, which are deemed key enablers
57

Cisco Visual Networking Index: Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast, 2017 Q&A. Cisco. February 18, 2019.
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-vni/whitepaper-c11738429.html
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https://www.intel.pl/content/www/pl/pl/smart-buildings/end-to-end-smart-campus-solution-brief.html
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for smart Campus/Buildings technology. The proposed approach will replace the current reactive and periodic
maintenance approaches, wherein devices’ maintenance is carried out either upon recognizing system failure or
according to scheduled maintenance cycles. Our focus in such enterprise IoT solution is hence on operations
efficiency and effectiveness so as to adequately reduce the manpower needed for scheduled maintenance, achieve
virtually automated maintenance schemes, and avoid service disruption and system failure. This is driven by the
5G IoT as an emerging lifeblood of most industries and smart enterprise customers, thereby enabling revolutionary
capabilities for just about every vertical application.
In this scenario, we also aim at prolonging the life span of IoT sensors/devices via adopting proper power saving
modes based on the dynamic of the environment, thereby increasing system reliability and reducing energy
consumption and maintenance costs. All of these desirable aspects would help make a profitable business for smart
campus/building technology. Towards this objective, and driven by real time monitoring and historical information
of the devices’ status and the underlying environment, novel machine learning algorithms and analytics based on,
e.g., deep recurrent neural networks and long-short term memory (LSTM) and support vector machine (SVM) will
be developed to predict when an IoT device needs maintenance and if the received measurement is an anomaly.
To this end, accurate indoor positioning will be vital to enable successful operation and predicative maintenance
of smart industrial IoTs. For example, exact locations of the sensors/devices could be easily lost due to regular
maintenance and frequent repositioning. This issue will be notoriously more challenging in a massive IoT scenario
where thousands of IoT devices are deployed. Moreover, if the sensors are mobile for applications such as asset
tracking, last-mile indoor delivery robots, or indoor aerial surveillance, precise positioning will be as crucial as
the information about the environment itself.59 Therefore, maintaining accurate indoor positioning is of utmost
importance for the transformation towards smart campus/buildings. In this regard, this use case aims to provide
accurate indoor positioning information for each connected IoT device driven by the most advanced and nextgeneration wireless technologies.
The second use case scenario will advance the security surveillance by providing an ultra-reliable security
monitoring solution for smart campus/buildings, driven by advanced video analytics and machine learning
techniques, and ultra-high-resolution cameras. Precisely, according to Accenture, around 98% of video footage is
not reviewed by anyone.60 With the tremendous increase in the number of deployed surveillance cameras, CCTV
operators will struggle to view all the footage to monitor real-time events. By relying on the available manpower,
such traditional approaches take a considerably large amount of time for reactive anomaly detection and postincident analysis, while also being susceptible to errors of manual interventions. Indeed, this renders human-based
approaches for physical security of smart campus/buildings very inadequate.
This use case therefore aims at adopting novel machine learning algorithms and cloud-based analytics for
intelligent anomaly and object detection and behaviour monitoring in smart campus/buildings, driven by very
detailed footage from ultra-high resolution 4K cameras. In particular, 5G-enabled 4k cameras deployed in secure
areas will be used to identify nearby anomalies and recognize various objects based on their very detailed footage
capability. The use of 4K video cameras will then pave the road for more advanced machine learning algorithms
and analytics techniques for video surveillance systems capable of revolutionizing automated anomaly/object
detection compared to current systems, without the errors of manual intervention. Such enhanced security
monitoring is expected to yield a considerable reduction in false positive alerts without a decrease in the anomaly
detection accuracy (true positives).

7.5.2 Current status and challenges
5G technology can open up a new set of breakthrough use cases for consumers and businesses that use
applications relying on increased connection speeds, improved traffic capacity, low latency, high
reliability/security, and support for massive density of devices. In order to realize the full benefits of 5G, a
59

Prophet, Silvia, Jamal Atman, and Gert F. Trommer. "A synergetic approach to indoor navigation and mapping for aerial
reconnaissance and surveillance." International Conference on Indoor Positioning and Indoor Navigation (IPIN). IEEE, 2017.
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virtualized cloud-based network infrastructure is required so as to allow resource optimization. Moreover, the
blend of 5G and AI technologies would provide a foundation to support new ground-breaking use cases in several
verticals. Enterprise and end consumers will enormously benefit from such enhanced capabilities fostered with
the establishment of full ubiquitous 5G networks and assisted by cloud/edge computing and AI technologies.
From the computing perspective, the 5G virtualized infrastructure and cloud-based computing will allow
dynamicity of resources through rapid upscaling and downscaling, resource sharing, and agility. In principle,
network virtualization and cloudification are fundamental to realizing 5G automated network services perfectly
aligned with customer and service provider expectations. On the other hand, AI allows for an unprecedented
level of cognitive automation, enabling 5G networks to conduct intelligent, agile, responsive network and service
operations.61 AI can also be used to calculate future states based on various conditions and business policies,
enabling zero-touch, automated, and optimized provisioning of network resources so as to help improve the
perceived service. This will effectively have the greatest impact on reducing operational costs, automating
workflows, accelerating decision-making, and lowering data processing latency. AI is actually becoming very
crucial for applications where near-real-time feedback and optimization are a priority such as predicative
maintenance and enhanced video analytics and object detection.

Figure 61: 5G-Based end-to-end solution assisted by cloud computing and AI

In light of the above discussion, our solution for smart Campus/Buildings is featured by the adoption of both cloud
computing and AI-based automation to fulfil the needs for smart campus/building use case, thereby validating the
ultimate capability of 5G networks. Figure 61 depicts the key enabler technologies for UC3.4, namely, 5G-assisted
AI and cloud computing.

We will conduct all the experiments in our designated IBM ThinkSpace area within the IBM Dublin Technology
Campus as shown in Figure 62. All use case scenarios executed in the IBM Campus need to consider any privacy
issues that may occur during data collection, analysis and processing.

61

Viveros, Marisa, Thomas Tattis, and Rob van den Dam. “Re-envisioning the CSPnetwork.” IBM Institute for Business Value.
October 2018. https://www.ibm.com/thought-leadership/institute-business-value/report/cspnetwork
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Figure 62: IBM Think Space Area

Cooperative positioning and predictive maintenance as well as enhanced video analytics and object detection use
cases altogether would have a direct impact on the smart Campus/Buildings business. Providing seamless
connectivity for such a potential massive number of IoT devices and surveillance cameras with stringent latency
and rate requirements is very challenging. As an example, Intel’s end-to-end Smart Campus Solution for the
Chinese Culture University in Taiwan needed to use a private infrastructure to install more than 4,000 sensors
along with cameras in the Campus buildings. Moreover, relying on pervasive, potentially poor connectivity
provided by a few numbers of hotspots can be a limiting factor that hinders the overall performance of smart
campus/building, which is also hard to avoid in a cost-effective way. For instance, to extend the Wi-Fi wireless
coverage for Kennesaw State University, 3,000 access points are needed to be placed around the campus.62 Such
private infrastructure or Wi-Fi networks are deemed inefficient solutions for smart campus/buildings because of
the potential high CAPEX and eventually OPEX. In addition, Wi-Fi connections incur significantly high energy
consumption for IoT devices. Wi-Fi also has very small coverage areas compared to the cellular counterparts and,
hence, it can only support a fewer number of connected devices that are mostly static (i.e., Wi-Fi coverage may
not always be adequate for mobile devices such as indoor UAVs or robotics). From another direction, current
global navigation satellite systems (GPS) and cellular systems, i.e., 4G networks, cannot provide accurate indoor
localization whereas other short-range localization technologies such as Wi-Fi would incur additional
deployment/maintenance/integration costs.
In line with the above, the enhanced monitoring and detection scenario would also entail stringent service
requirements that cannot be satisfied with existing 4G networks. In particular, a very high uplink data rate and low
latency are essential for seamless video streaming from 4K UHD cameras. This might be infeasible to obtain from
existing technologies, especially when multiple video streams are simultaneously received from a number of 4K
cameras. Furthermore, it would be overly hard for 4G network to provide seamless communications when future
8K cameras are in use in smart campus/buildings. Finally, the co-existence of such scenarios, i.e., predictive
maintenance of IoT devices and enhanced monitoring based on 4K cameras, with diverse service requirements
and operational characteristics necessitate the need for 5G technology. The "one-size-fits-all" network paradigm
employed in 2G, 3G and 4G is no longer suited to efficiently address a market model composed by very different
applications. In this regard, 5G technology stands out as an ideal candidate for massive resource customization to
satisfy the disparate requirements of isolated yet co-existing applications.
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7.5.3 Why 5G is required
The forthcoming 5G cellular technology stands out as an ideal candidate for preserving reliable and seamless
connectivity for the IoT devices and 4K cameras underpinning our use case scenarios. While the transition from
a previous generation to a next one was all about increasing speed and throughput and use of data and apps, 5G
would bring much more to the table. For instance, in addition to enhancing mobile broadband, 5G will enable
unprecedented massive machine-type communications to support mass adoption of IoT services across many
industry verticals such as smart campus/buildings in our case. Moreover, it can offer unrivalled ultra-reliable low
latency communications for mission-critical applications. Within 5G networks, the combination of technologies
such as virtualization, slicing, and edge computing would also optimize throughput and latency, thus laying the
foundation for previously unimagined throughput and latency-dependent solutions. This, in turn, would facilitate
more transformational applications for enterprise consumers and make them possible.
5G will also pave the road towards massive customization of the available network resources whereby vertical
use cases can operate multiple services with diverse QoS requirements such as enhanced monitoring (eMBB
slice) and predictive maintenance of IoT (mMTC slice), with the disparate applications’ requirements satisfied.
This massive customization would be achieved by means of slice bonding, predictive slicing via AI, and uplink and
downlink slice sharing. CSPs will then be able to make the best use of the performance characteristics of 5G to
enable all envisioned use cases. In light of this, 5G technology can effectively meet the very different application
requirements for the indoor positioning and predicative maintenance for IoT devices (i.e., reliability and massivetype communications) as well as the enhanced video analytics and object detection based on ultra-highresolution cameras (i.e., high data rates and stringent latency).
In comparison to 4G’s signals, 5G will be deployed with wide bandwidths located at high frequencies, e.g., Sub6 GHz and mmWave bands. On the one hand, this will facilitate IoT massive communications to deliver
widespread coverage and support for a large amount of IoT devices. In essence, 5G can support a massive
number of static and mobile IoT devices having a diverse range of speed, bandwidth, and QoS requirements.
More specifically, 5G could support up to 100 times more devices than 4G, leading to a world more connected
than ever.i This shift is critical as billions of IoT devices come online and strain existing 4G networks. On the
other hand, the adoption of such high frequencies would also enable a highly accurate time of arrival (ToA) and
direction of arrival (DoA) estimation, which are key values towards an accurate positioning system. For example,
a raw resolution of below 1 m can be achieved by 5G technology compared to 15 m for the 4G. 63 In addition,
5G allows the integration of Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN) radio technologies such as NB-IoT and
LTE-M, which, coupled with the capacity to cover a much higher number of devices, allows meeting the
requirements of massive IoT applications in both the very high density of battery-powered devices and the low
footprint from communication induced energy consumption.
Furthermore, regarding the enhanced video analytics scenario, 5G technology can achieve a high uplink data rate
exceeding 100 Mbps. As an illustrative example, each 4K camera needs an uplink bit rate of 15 to 25 Mbps and
stringent delay requirements, especially for high-quality fast-motion content. In addition, future 8K cameras
would push those requirements up to 80 Mbps or even 100 Mbps for each stream.64 Such rate and latency
requirements cannot be supported by current 4G networks, particularly when we factor in multiple cameras
streaming simultaneously.65
In essence, the smart building/campus use case aims to showcase the benefits 5G brings by allowing connectivity
to a massive number of IoT devices, a much lower communication-induced energy footprint for battery powered
devices and an unprecedented accurate positioning of devices indoors; all of which are essential ingredients to
63
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enable a truly predictive maintenance of buildings and assets. This use case also aims to showcase how the
superior data rates offered by 5G as well as the seamless slice parameterisation and customisation, can make AIaided video analytics possible in this context of smart buildings/ campuses.

7.5.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
The main focus of UC3.4 in cycle 1 was on the deployment of the testbed as well as 5G connectivity and
integration testing. A few of the network KPIs were captured, while the application related KPIs are planned for
cycle 2. Also, cycle 1 activities included the integration of the UC3.4 testbed with the KPI Visualization System.
These activities have also laid out the groundwork for the integration of the CDSO in cycle 2. Such an integration
will allow for more flexibility by enabling more dynamic orchestration options to be explored and more
customization of the 5G network slices to better suit the requirements of the smart building/campus industry
vertical. The predictive maintenance and the enhanced video analytics UC scenarios feature state-of-the-art
Machine Learning (ML) models to achieve the application and business related KPIs. These will in turn feed back
into the network configuration to improve the performance of the network KPIs. As a next step, we are seeking
to recalibrate the network KPIs in a way to match the reality and the capabilities of the testbed.
During the deployment of the 5G testbed and the trials execution in cycle 1, we have identified several technical
challenges that we set out to tackle during cycle 2 trials execution, in addition to the objectives initially planned.
These technical challenges are mainly related to the hardware limitations related to UEs and the 5G node.
Although we are seeing an emergence of newer generation 5G UEs in the market, most have limitations in the
supported radio bands as well as bandwidths, which affects the extent of testing performed in cycle 1 and in
turns reflects poorly on the measured technical KPIs. In addition, the 5G node’s closed source core network
prevents the use case from fully taking advantage of the benefits offered by NFVs and xNF orchestration. This
also limits the extent at which the 5G improvements can be showcased. For this reason, we are providing a
revised list and target values of some of the KPIs starting from cycle 2, in order to match the capabilities of the
deployed testbed and its associated devices. Furthermore, alternative implementations to the AmariSoft 5G core
are being investigated and tested with the help of our consortium technology partners.

7.5.5 Business Analysis and Goals

7.5.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
In the IBM Technology campus, thousands of endpoints such as sensors and actuators are deployed across
different buildings. These endpoints constantly monitor and report back to different systems such as safety and
workplace management systems. Currently, these systems perform monitoring and control functions in an
isolated manner. Each system is a silo that has visibility over a limited area and only has the actionability to
perform a constrained set of functionalities. The IBM use cases are concentrated around these gaps aiming at
leveraging the enhanced set of 5G capabilities to improve the set of functionalities of the monitoring systems
already in place, improve their efficiency and effectiveness, as well as broaden their areas of actionability.

Table 44: UC3.4 Description of the end user personas

Persona Name
Persona Role
Facilities service operations Is responsible for ensuring periodic maintenance and repairs of
manager
equipment within the campus facility
Facility security officers
In charge of managing security in the campus facilities,
managing daily activities regarding entry, video security and
other security devices
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Asset performance manager

Act to improve the reliability and availability of physical assets
while minimising risks and operations costs

Table 45: UC3.4 Description of the application provider(s)

Persona Name
IBM Maximo Enterprise Asset
Management (EAM) and Maximo
Asset Performance Management
(APM)

Persona Role
IBM Maximo solutions manage the capital-intensive assets
of buildings/companies, including operational assets,
processes, and people
The following set of functionalities of UC3.4 are designed to
be compatible with the IBM Maximo solution
• Asset Location:
Now, locations of assets are manually entered and tracked
on IBM Maximo. Based on cooperative positioning enabled
by 5G technology, automatic asset location and dynamic
location updated can be enabled
• Predictive Maintenance of IoT Devices:
Maximo APM Health, Monitor, Assist, and Predict offer
predictive maintenance of assets, anomaly detection, and
health monitoring. These functions can be extended to
include the predictive maintenance of the underlying IoT
devices, anomaly detection in sensors’ readings, and IoT
device battery life time estimation
• Enhanced Monitoring and Detection:
Now, Maximo Visual services mainly target product
inspection, e.g., in a FoF. This function can be extended to
include enhanced monitoring and object detection
capabilities for, e.g., smart campus/building vertical

IBM TRIRIGA System

IBM’s Integrated workspace management system. The new
set of functionalities can be integrated into the TRIRIGA
System
IBM Ireland Innovation Exchange The new machine learning models supporting the 5G
(IIX)
applications described above will be developed by the IIX
IBM Watson
The platform that allows advanced Analytics and cognitive
capabilities for the IoT system deployed
IBM Cloud
The 5G applications will be installed on IBM Cloud.

Table 46: Description of other actors directly involved in/impacted by UC3.4

Persona Name
IBM RESO Services

Persona Role
IBM’s Real Estate Strategy and Operations manage the global IBM
Real Estate portfolio. The collected data could be useful and
leveraged for better planning of the office space, optimized usage
of the office, and better employees’ experience.
AT&T Global Network Services Manages Network Services for the IBM Campus
Ireland
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Vodaphone Ireland
University of Patras, Greece

Current ISP for the provision of the envisioned 5G services will
provide the Living Lab connectivity to the Internet
Will provide a self-contained 5G base station

7.5.5.2 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
5G is in the forefront to unlock a wealth of benefits for enterprises and industries in which technology has a lot
more to offer than just network performance enhancements. It is poised to unlock new opportunities in
consumer space with the capacity to create huge opportunities for a wide range of industries. Although early 5G
services will focus on addressing current pain points of smartphone and consumer users related respectively to
the explosive growth in mobile video and massive IoT applications, there is a general agreement that the greatest
potential for communications service providers (CSPs) to generate revenue from 5G is in enterprise applications
rather than end consumers.66 For example, enhanced mobile broadband alone might not result in higher charges
for tariff plans as price competition will likely level down data plan rates, resulting in flat revenue development.
Therefore, the focus for CSPs would be on revenue generation from compelling new 5G applications that can
“wow” their (enterprise) consumers.
In principle, the most advanced and sophisticated 5G use cases that offer the greatest revenue growth
opportunities for CSPs are found in the enterprise and industrial markets. This is because 5G holds the potential
to become the foundation for many new applications with full capability to support new use cases that are not
possible with current networks. For example, the smart building/campus vertical is set to reap considerable
benefits from 5G as a key ingredient for most of the smart city solutions. This will be further assisted by a
technological revolution that encompasses cloud/edge computing, AI, altogether with the underpinning 5G
networks.
Since the scope of industries and enterprise customers is too large for a single CSP to effectively address, each
CSP might focus either on certain verticals, e.g., FoF or smart campus/buildings, or on offering horizontal
applications/services that are deployable in multiple verticals. In this regard, the two scenarios of UC3.4 would
have a huge potential to evolve into reusable assets that are deployable in multiple verticals for a vast range of
applications. For example, cooperative indoor positioning is deemed an asset that can be adopted for various
applications/verticals such as predictive maintenance for smart building or FoF, assets tracking, disaster
management and rescue, and indoor maps. Moreover, enhanced video analytics and object detection, as an
asset, could also be deployed in several verticals such as smart campus/building, search and rescue, quick
inventory and public security. CSPs and 5G providers can then reap benefits either through the vertical domains
(by providing solutions such as smart campus/building as per UC3.4) and/or the horizontal domains (by deploying
assets such as cooperative positioning and enhanced monitoring and object detection for multiple verticals).
Having explained the potential business opportunities of the two use case scenarios under consideration, next,
we elaborate on the business added values brought specifically by each of them.
Solution business value for predictive maintenance and cooperative Positioning:
• This scenario will let the IoT devices and assets to run with less administration and maintenance
oversight, thereby providing improved system reliability (i.e., minimized service disruption and system
failure). This will be driven by the ability to easily install, manage, and maintain a massive number of IoT
devices with accurate positioning and adequate 5G wireless network coverage.
• Empowering maintenance staff with AI will bring the information needed together such that the
maintenance can then be “as good as your best with reduced operational costs and boosted staff
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efficiency. This is driven by advanced analytics for predictive maintenance (achieving virtually automated
maintenance schemes).
The average organization spends a certain percent of their maintenance budget and untold amounts of
staff time on asset maintenance. Predictive maintenance aims to let staff take control of their day,
spending less time reacting and more time delivering business value (saving a significant number of
working hours).
Predictive maintenance can prolong the life span of the IoT sensors and reduce energy consumption and
hardware purchase/maintenance costs.
Predictive maintenance helps reduce outage risk and only refresh necessary assets.
Predictive maintenance brings enormous advantages in terms of dramatically shortening time to value,
increasing capital efficiency, and improving operational stability.

Solution business value for enhanced video analytics and object detection:
• This scenario enables automated video analytics and detection of objects analysis for smart
campus/buildings based on Intelligent video analytics. This is then followed up by an automatic
coordination of the appropriate responses, i.e., effective actions to be taken, towards enhanced security,
monitoring and detection.
• Video is a non-intrusive sensor: 5G-enabled 4K cameras can detect very detailed attributes in an
environment with very little disruption when installing or monitoring as they are wirelessly connected
through the 5G networks.
• Infrastructure reduces video operators' cost: The cost of deploying video analytics and wireless coverage
continues to decrease while labour costs increase with time without a significant impact on security.
• By removing the overreliance on the human operator, better performance can be achieved at a reduced
cost for less manual intervention. For instance, inherent inefficiency in ‘Human eye’ surveillance has
shown in studies that with just 2 cams, in 22+ min, 95% drop in effectiveness.

7.5.5.3 Business Measurement KPIs
The complete set of the expected business KPIs for UC3.4 is given below. Business KPIs will be mainly investigated
in Cycle 2 and optimized in Cycle 3. Note that the following business KPIs will be explored on a best-effort basis
in cycle 2.
Table 47: UC3.4 Business KPIs

Business KPI

Cost for
maintenance
operations &
repair of IoT
infrastructure
(predictive vs
nonpredictive
approaches)

Target and
Measurement
method
Better than
conventional
systems

Justification

Method of Measurement

- e.g., 15% average increase in
asset life (cost saving)
- Time spent on root cause
searching reduction by, e.g., 15%
which equates to $X worth of
time savings
- Decrease wasted time in
investigating false-positive alerts
- Labor cost saving by, e.g., 20%
for auto-detection of asset
conditions

- Assume a fixed maintenance cost
for scheduled maintenance and
extra cost charged for nonscheduled maintenance.
- The overall cost reduction will
then be estimated based on the
decrease in the rate of both
scheduled (fixed cost) and nonscheduled (extra cost)
maintenance due to the adoption
of predictive maintenance
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Return on
Investment
(ROI) from
increased
service
availability

Reducing the costof-service
disruption and
incurred financial
loss from service
unavailability
(related to the
service itself)

- Maximize uptime and facilitate
compliance to meet near 100%
availability, which equates to
saving costs incurred by service
disruption
- Boosts efficiency by aligning
maintenance work with the
demands of the assets

Building
maintenance
cost

Reduction in
building
maintenance
costs by, e.g., 1020%

Physical
security
improvement

Percentage
of
incident detected
by
intelligent
video analytics vs.
human operator
e.g., 30% more
incident detected

- Improved maintenance/replace
strategies with the aim at
reducing the maintenance/
replace costs
- Reducing costs e.g., by 20% by
optimizing material purchases
(IoT devices to have longer time
of battery life)
- Choosing proper power saving
modes, thereby reducing the cost
of charging/replacing IoT devices
- lifespan of hardware: offloading
some IoT devices to reduce the
stress on some of the devices and
extend their lifespan
- % improvement in physical
security of the building assets
from early detection of incidents
- e.g., based on the number of
incidents detected by operator vs
camera

Labour
savings

cost Reduction
in - Labour cost savings by
labour costs e.g., automated monitoring and
20%
cost detection and auto-detection of
reduction
asset condition/security incident
via Intelligent video analytics

Video
monitoring
infrastructure
CAPEX
and
OPEX
reduction

Reduction
in - For CAPEX: 5G-enabled cameras
CAPEX and OPEX reduce the cost of deployment
costs e.g., 20% and installation
reduction
(cables/infrastructure, etc.)
- For OPEX: 5G-enabled cameras
required less infrastructure which
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- Percentage cost saving from
enhanced system availability and
network reliability from 5G versus
4G and Wi-Fi systems
- The percentage of system
availability enhancement from 5G
gives an estimation on the cost
reduction obtained when adopting
5G versus other systems
- Cost saving from optimized
material purchase/replace can be
calculated based on the ratio
between an estimation of the life
time of IoT devices undergoing
predictive maintenance and the
average life time of them under
the reactive maintenance
counterpart

- Physical security improvement
from using intelligent video
analytics vs. human operator.
- The improvement will be
calculated by applying intelligent
video analytics to video footage
reviewed by human operators and
comparing the number of incidents
reported by both methods.
- The cost reduction from reducing
the over reliance on human
operator will be calculated based
on the ratio between the average
manpower needed for manual
monitoring and detection and that
needed when the cameras are
operated via Intelligent video
analytic (for the same area)
- For CAPEX: quotes comparison
for procurement and deployment
of camera system in section of the
campus (5G-enabled system vs.
non-5G e.g., Wi-Fi)
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translates to less OPEX
infrastructure costs

- For OPEX: quotes comparison
for maintenance contract (5Genabled system vs non-5G)

7.5.6 Technical Context

7.5.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The detailed architecture of UC3.4 in cycle 2 is presented in Figure 63. While cycle 1 focused mainly on setting
up the 5G testbed and integration with the KPI Visualisation System, cycle 2 focuses on the end-to-end
integration of the testbed with the CDSO as well as the increase in the number of connected IoT devices. In
Figure 63, letters A to F refer to the connection types between the various components.

Figure 63: Detailed architecture of UC3.4 during Cycle 1

As illustrated in the figure, IoT devices and 4K cameras represent 5G endpoints that attach to the 5G selfcontained node. These two types of endpoints, i.e., IoT sensors and 4K cameras, entail heterogeneous service
requirements and rate demands. Such service heterogeneity can be accommodated by 5G technology where
each service is allocated resources to provide performance guarantees and isolation from other co-existing
services. The base station particularly accommodates the eMBB slice functionality so as to provide stable
connections with very high data rates for the 4K cameras. In addition, mMTC slice functionality is supported by
the base station in order to serve a number of low power low rate IoT devices, which are sporadically active to
send their small data payloads. The IoT devices hence operate in the NB-IoT band, whereas the 5G
routers/gateways operate in the sub-6 GHz new radio (NR), e.g., 3.5-3.6 GHz. End-to-end integration between
the base station and the CDSO will be carried out. This integration will enable cross-domain service
management, (end-to-end) service orchestration, and 5G service lifecycle automation.
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This will also allow more flexibility by enabling more dynamic orchestration options to be explored and more
customisation of the 5G network slices to better suit the requirements of the smart building/campus industry
vertical. The predictive maintenance and the enhanced video analytics UC scenarios will feature state-of-theart Machine Learning (ML) models to achieve the application and business related KPIs. These will in turn feed
back into the network configuration to improve the performance of the network KPIs.
The ML models which will constitute the core of the predictive maintenance and the enhanced video analytics
applications are packaged as a VNF as part of cycle 2. This is in line with the EC officers and the reviewers’
comments and suggestions. To achieve this, we are exploring the use of OSM as a local orchestrator that will be
managed by the CDSO through its northbound interface in cycle 3. An open source 5G core (Open5GS67) that
supports VNFs and 5G service chaining is being investigated. This implementation allows for more flexibility
and the implementation of VNFs to explore more complex scenarios such as Edge Computing.

7.5.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The complete set of UC3.4 technical KPIs is presented below. During Cycle 1, an initial measurement of the KPIs
is performed so as to test the end-to-end system performance. Critical technical KPIs that are neither met nor
verified in Cycle 1 are then paid most attention in Cycle 2. Throughout the subsequent cycles, i.e., Cycle 2 and
Cycle 3, more critical validations will be performed in order to draw up recommendations that will be
documented and disseminated.
Table 48: UC3.4_SC1 Cooperative positioning and predictive maintenance technical KPIs

Technical KPIs
KPI

Unit of
measure

Positioning
accuracy

Meters

Coverage

Percentage

Measurement
method/formula

Justification

Compare
position
location

calculated –
for
enhanced
with
actual predictive maintenance
of IoT devices– help the
operation team to know
the exact position of
massive number of IoT
devices – help in mobile
scenarios, e.g., asset
tracking and indoor
aerial vehicles
Data reception success – IoT sensors need to be
rate when device in covered
with
high
different
locations probability to allow real(statistical sampling from time monitoring of
>1000 measurements in device
status
and
different locations)
anomaly measurement –
useful
for
mobile
scenarios for a seamless
handover
and
less
service disruption

Target
Improvement for
the UC

< 10m, the UC will
mainly explore non
radio-based
positioning solutions
as mmWave is not
available in the used
hardware.

Cycle 1 trial target
KPI
No results yet, due to
hardware limitation
and unavailability of
mmWave in the
private 5G node. To
be explored further in
cycle 3

> 99.9%, but limiting
the scope of the
Partially
passed,
measurement to a
limited measurement
small indoor region,
scope.
due to limited range
of 5G node used.

67 https://open5gs.org/open5gs
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Reliability

Percentage

% of data delivered
without data corruption

> 99.9%

Connection Number of Evaluate service while – massive IoT where a
density
connected
increasing device density
large number of IoT
devices
devices are deployed
around campus
Projection Error rate
The percentage of error in – the benefits of using
of battery
Remaining useful Lifetime 5G
technology
as
life
(RUL)
estimation compared to other
compared to the actual technologies such as WiRUL.
Fi to prolong the battery
lifetime
Energy
reduction

Percentage

Partially
passed.
measurement
for
eMBB slice.

At least 8, due to the Fully
passed,
limited size of the deployment of 8 IoT
testbed
devices in cycle 1.
error rate in RUL
estimation < 10%
given
various
workload
and
communication
profiles.

% energy reduction when – the benefits of using
choosing the best power 5G technology and
saving mode
power saving modes to Best effort
reduce
energy
consumption

Partially
passed,
Remaining
Useful
Lifetime calculation
performed
successfully, results
expected at the end
of cycle 2 and cycle 3.
No results yet, will be
explored in cycles
2/3.

Table 49: UC3.4_SC2 Enhanced safety monitoring and object detection technical KPIs

Technical KPIs
Unit of
measure

KPI

Coverage

Measurement
method/formula

Justification

Data reception success
rate when device in
different
locations
Percentage >
(statistical sampling from
99.9%
>1000 measurements in
different locations)

–
prevent
service
disruption if the cameras
are deployed at different
locations covered by the
cell – help in mobile
scenarios, e.g., indoor
aerial surveillance
Reliability
% of data delivered – wireless networks
without data corruption
must reliably transmit
large amounts of data at
very high speeds to
ensure no degradation in
Percentage >
quality
of
videos99.99%
reliability for less blurry
video streaming at high
frame per second (FPS)
and frame refresh rate
(FRR)
Data Rate
Throughput
– average uplink rate per
Mbps per cell
measurement at a device camera is 25 Mbps, and
> 100Mbps
for 4 cameras, it yields
(per cell)
100 Mbps
© 5G-SOLUTIONS, 2022

Target
Improvement for
the UC

Cycle 1 trial target
KPI

> 99.9%, but limiting
the scope of the Partially
passed,
measurement to a limited measurement
small indoor region, scope.
due to limited range
of 5G node used.

> 99.99%
Partially
passed,
add comment, what limited measurement
conditions
scope.

> 100Mbps
Partially
passed.
(refer to snapshot
Target
not
yet
sheet,
add
achieved, due to
justification)
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limitation of 5G node.
(measured 41 Mbps).
Latency

False
positive

False
negative

Incident
type
(severity
level)

Network + elaboration –
stringent
delay
latency
in
normal requirements
for
operation mode
seamless
real-time
surveillance
and
Milliseconds <
monitoring, especially < 10ms
10ms
for
mission
critical
applications such as
anomaly detection and
emergency situations
Manual check of alerts – the false positive rate
reported over a sample of alerts reported by the
Percentage <
< 5%
period of time
system needs to remain
5%
low

<
5%Percentage

Low /
Medium /
High

Manual
check
of – the rate of unreported
unreported alerts over a alerts needs to remain
< 5%
sample period of time
low

Partially
passed.
Target
not
yet
achieved, measured
22ms

No results yet, will be
explored in cycles
2/3.

No results yet, will be
explored in cycles
2/3.

Cross check by human – the system needs to be
No results yet, will be
operator of the severity able
to
categorise Error rate less than
explored in cycles 3.
level reported vs actual
incidents based on their 5%
levels of severity.

7.5.6.3 Base use case scenarios, context and conditions
The detailed technical aspects of the proposed use case scenarios for smart Campus/Buildings are discussed
below.
Cooperative Positioning and Predictive maintenance for Smart Campus/Buildings:
In this use case scenario, we will adopt 5G wireless technology along with AI and cloud computing, driven by a
custom-made analytic server deployed on the IBM private cloud, to easily handle massive IoT devices connected
to a system. We particularly aim at providing accurate indoor positioning information for connected IoT devices,
which can be further utilized to carry out predictive maintenance of those devices so as to increase their life span
and reduce the overall energy consumed. The historical information of the IoT devices’ status together with their
instantaneous status and the underlying network traffic dynamics are will be vital for the prediction of future
device operation status. In this use case scenario, we will strive to answer the following questions:
•
•
•
•

How 5G can be leveraged to accurately locate any capable 5G smart IoT device in an indoor environment.
This part will also include developing smart cooperative localization algorithms based on 5G
technologies.
How many 5G portable nodes are needed to cover a specific area within a building with specific
positioning accuracy and error range?
Which architecture will achieve the best localization accuracy, e.g., centralized or distributed
architecture?
What is the time delay for 5G cooperative localization, e.g., how fast to locate the object from the launch
of the device, and how fast can 5G track the change of location when objects are moving between places?
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•

How 5G will practically affect the energy consumption of different types of IoT sensors compared to
other technologies, such as Wi-Fi.

Enhanced Monitoring and Object Detection:
This use case scenario aims at leveraging novel intelligent video analytics for enhanced object and anomaly
detection and behaviour mentoring in a designated area in the IBM campus, driven by the use of 4K 5G-enabled
cameras. By using 4k cameras, very detailed video frames can be captured then timely transmitted through the
5G network to an associated video archive. The video analytic server will then be responsible for any further
analysis. By developing proper video analytic algorithms, it is possible to identify:
•

•

•

If an anomaly is detected in video footage or if an object is recognized. This includes object anomalies,
e.g., if an object is misplaced or if an asset is flipped over. Predictive maintenance-assisted video imaging
can also be leveraged where intelligent video analytics-operated cameras can recognize building
maintenance-related incidents such as leakage, spill over, or any source of hazards.
Asset tracking applications, e.g., if an object is left behind or if an object is taken from its original place.
This use case is indeed applicable for both static and mobile assets, such as indoor UAVs or robots, driven
by the power of cooperating positioning for dynamic location update and video analytics for object
recognition.
The developed video analysis will facilitate automatic generation of alerts corresponding to the different
incidents, anomalies, and predictions, thereby enabling effective response management with a continual
improvement.

7.5.6.4 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
The main components underpinning the UC3.4 testbed are shown in Figure 63. The functionalities of the main
components of the testbed and the underlying intra-connectivity as well as the external connectivity with the
KPI visualization system are tested in Cycle 1. This is respectively to ensure appropriate configuration of the local
test site before end-to-end integration with the KPI VS in Cycle 1 and NOKIA CDSO in Cycle 2. Additionally, the
requirements for IBM Analytics Server, KPI VS, and NOKIA orchestrator are described below.
IBM Analytics Server
The IBM 5G node will be integrated with the IBM custom-made analytic server that is reachable from the Blue
Zone of the IBM firewall. The analytic server is deployed on the IBM private cloud. This server will be devoted to
running novel cognitive machine learning techniques and analytical algorithms for fast-real-time analysis and
performance validation and optimization. Besides, available APIs from the IBM 5G node are used to enable the
integration between server and the 5G self-contained node.
KPI Visualization System
The IBM 5G self-contained node will establish a VPN connection with the KPI visualization system over the public
Internet. The respective application layer integration will be performed via REST APIs provided by the KPI
visualization system. This integration will allow near real-time analysis, presentation, benchmarking and
performance validation of reference 5G network KPIs against pre-defined target values.
NOKIA Orchestrator
During Cycle 1, the 5G node is preloaded with the required network slices for NB-IoT and 5G NR, whereas custom
slices for the 5G node network services as well as VNF(s) for the IBM analytics server can be enabled by NOKIA
CDSO in Cycle 2. In addition, direct integration between the 5G nodes itself and NOKIA CDSO will be explored in
the subsequent cycles by configuring proper interfaces at the 5G node towards NOKIA CDSO. The integration of
the 5G node with NOKIA CDSO will enable a unified cross-domain service management, service orchestration,
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and 5G service lifecycle automation. Particularly, NOKIA CDSO can automate network service events including
network service deployment, configuration, monitoring, updates, and termination.
The network services will be onboarded by the CDSO as a composition of VNFs connected through forwarding
graphs. These VNFs are parts of the network service descriptors that are expressed using, e.g., TOSCA, which is
a standard modelling while NOKIA CDSO is notified language for network services. The VNFs will then be created
by onboarding TOSCA VNF descriptor (VNFD) templates onto the CDSO that is further used to create the VNF. In
this regard, the IBM cloud-based analytics server will be integrated with NOKIA CDSO through an API (TBD)
provided by the CDSO side, thereby starting/stopping experiments will be enabled by the server.

7.5.6.5 UC Technology Partners and Roles
UC 3.4 Stakeholders and their roles are given below. In UC3.4, IBM positions itself as a service provider for smart
campus/building solutions.
Table 50: UC 3.4 Stakeholders and Roles

Stakeholders

Roles

IBM

Technology provider

IBM campus community

Main beneficiaries

7.6 UC3.5: Autonomous Assets and Logistics for Smart Harbour/Port
7.6.1 UC description, motivation and objectives
The smart port is located in the Yara Porsgrunn production site at Herøya, Norway. The smart port is part of the
Yara Birkeland project. The Yara Birkeland project is designed to establish a zero-emission delivery of containers
with products from the Yara Birkeland Terminal (YBT) at Herøya in Porsgrunn to the feeder ports in Brevik and
Larvik.
The containers with products are then discharged at the feeder port for transfer to ocean-going vessels, which
deliver the containers to the distribution’s ports. Parallel to delivering the containers with products to the feeder
port the ship will also load empty containers or, in time, containers with materials to Herøya – thus collecting
containers for future orders to the YBT. The key drivers for the project are to:
1. Reduce diesel-powered truck haulage locally in the Porsgrunn/Larvik area by 40.000 trips per year, thus
reducing emissions and increasing road safety by reducing the number of heavy vehicle trips.
2. Digitize and automate the cargo information flow to simplify the logistic process and generating the
required information for the cargo.
3. Establish autonomous container movement of inbounds and outbounds at Herøya between the loading
stations and the YBT.
4. Establish autonomous transportation of outbounds from the YBT to the feeder ports and inbounds from
the feeder ports to the YBT.
To achieve this project, we'll build a port with an automatic crane system, a battery powered container feeder
and battery powered straddle carriers that handle the transport at the site. The route of the container feeder is
indicated in the picture below.
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Figure 64: UC3.5 Route of the Container Feeder

The port area of the Yara Birkeland project is the smart port described in this use case. The smart port contains
several sub systems and the need for wireless communication is planned to be a 5G network as a substitution of a
traditional Wi-Fi system.
The smart port has straddle carriers picking up and delivering containers at dedicated loading areas. It has an
automatic crane that is used in the stacking area / harbor. This automatic crane is used for loading and discharging
the container feeder, interchange of containers to the straddle carriers and arrangement of the containers in the
smart port stacking area.
The feeder will transport the containers to other local feeder ports located in Brevik and Larvik as shown in the
picture. From these ports the containers will be transported with container ships that are part of the global
transportation system. The feeder (Birkeland) is a fully battery powered container ship. The feeder is shown in the
drawing below.

Figure 65: The Autonomous Zero-Emission Feeder
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The smart port is about the work process of handling containers / products. The work process will be digitized in
the Birkeland project. This means that data input will be done through tablets in an integrated system, updating
the logistic system databases. The tablets should be connected to the 5G network. Parts of the logistics solution
will be cloud based. The figure shows which parts of the digitized system that is part of the smart port.

Figure 66: UC3.5 Supply Chain

Straddle carriers will pick up containers at dedicated area. The area is about 1km from end to end. It contains two
dedicated pick-up areas as well as the smart port. Quite a lot of tall concrete buildings surrounds the test area and
challenges the coverage of the 5G solution. The figure indicates the coverage area of the smart port.

Figure 67: UC3.5 Coverage Area
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Figure 68: UC3.5 Smart Port

The straddle carriers will at first be manually operated by a driver. The control of the straddle carriers will move
towards autonomous operation throughout the project. The operation area will become a mixed traffic area,
challenging to the autonomous operation.
Each of the three straddle carriers will be equipped with 5G modems. They will get their commands through the
logistic systems. They will need to pick up containers in physical identified locations. The 5G systems capability
to track the position of the straddle carrier will be checked against a DGNSS (Differential Global Navigation
Satellite System) implemented with the solution. The autonomous operation will need coverage in the complete
area to avoid stops of the straddle carriers. A video feed from the carriers will be available for the central control
room operator. An emergency stop function through the 5G network will reduce the needed infrastructure of such
projects. A figure of a similar straddle carrier is shown below.
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Figure 69: UC3.5 Straddle Carrier

The automatic crane is connected to the system via a fiber optic connection. It will need information from the
straddle carriers through the logistics system about the position of the container. It will also need to communicate
with the feeder during loading and unloading of containers. The vessel, crane and the straddle carriers require real
time capability. The drawing below shows the automatic crane.

Figure 70: UC3.5 Automatic Crane

The 5G solution will be quite integrated in our infrastructure. This will give new vulnerabilities in our IT
infrastructure. To keep the risk at an acceptable level is a critical subject. At the same time will any downtime of
the 5G solution hinder the loading operation. Over time this will give a negative impact of the production at our
site. This means that Cyber security is critical for the success of the use case.
The following test cases are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate the 5G technology’s potential to increase service offering in the smart port.
Demonstrate the multi-access cloud to provide connectivity and logistics support to the vessel and the port
vehicles
Demonstrate and explore the accuracy in positioning
Demonstrate signal coverage both in reach and inside concrete buildings
Test IT security
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The requirements for the use case are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Installation of a private 5G node at the Birkeland port / quayside at Herøya.
Implement communication links between port infrastructure and the 5G solution.
Use of 3 straddle carriers, 1 crane and 1 vessel equipped with 5G client UEs (by YARA)
Multi-access cloud functionality
Seamless transmission between base stations (hand-over / roaming)
IT security penetration testing – 3rd party vulnerability test
5G enabled tablets for user input
Readiness and exposure of 5G-VINNI capabilities for rapid re-deployment of the use case

7.6.2 Current status and challenges
The current status is that the containers are transported with trucks back and forth to the container ship harbor.
This is both a safety issue in the nearby roads. It is also emitting more pollution than the future solution.
The work process is followed up with mail, faxes and phone calls. There is no “real time” information available
for the logistic planners.
The internal transport of containers is a manual process using several drivers to transport it form location to
location and to load these containers to trucks.

7.6.3 Why is 5G required
The reason for using a 5G network is based on several arguments. The key element however is to reduce the
need and cost for infrastructure. It is expected that the need of antennas will be less than for antennas needed
in a private Wi-Fi solution. This means however that the cost is moved from an investment to operational cost
(i.e. the phone bill). There will be an economic break even where the cost of implementing and maintaining a
Wi-Fi network is beneficial. The cost structure from the telecommunication companies is therefor quite critical
for the success of the 5G solution.
Furthermore, we expect that a 5G network will provide accurate positioning of the actual assets. If this meets
our expectation the need for global positioning systems will be less in future straddle carriers. This will then help
the business case further.
If the 5G solution shows its capability to handle safety critical communication it will be an even stronger
alternative as the network for autonomous assets. Both safety and regularity requirements need to be met.
If the 5G shows it capability to give acceptable speed and coverage inside our concrete buildings 5G could be the
preferred solution for our plant of the future. It will then need to be capable to assist the maintenance with
instruction videos, AR solutions and even have the possibility to connect sensors that use low energy to maintain
long battery life.
All of these objectives need a well-built security of the 5G solutions. As a customer we need to be convinced that
the 5G solution can provide this level of security. If we cannot thrust it, we cannot use it.
The availability of the system needs to be in the category always working to support the needed functionality.
The slicing capability is expected to support real time applications meaning that this type of traffic can be
prioritized.
Today different vendors of sensors and solutions demand different protocols and separate infrastructure. This
can be solutions like WiFi, Wireless Hart, Industrial Blue Tooth etc. Hopefully 5G will be an alternative to all of
them meaning that the industry can have one secure network that can have coverage in all areas you install
devices in before it is installed. This means that the project does not need to install infrastructure. This will give
projects better business cases and a quicker approach meaning it’s more likely that the projects will be executed.
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Another possible advantage is that the private 5G network can be extended to other non-Yara controlled areas
like Brevik and Larvik providing better cyber security for the complete solution.
From a technical perspective 4G will not be an option because the needed performance listed below is to
demanding achieve.
•
•
•
•

7.6.4

Up to 4 different 4k cameras connected to one link demands high Upload speed.
Low latency requirement to support Real time applications
High speed upload link on 26.6 GHz system require >500 Mbps upload speed to upload diagnostic data
form the autonomous operation of the Birkeland Vessel within the available timeslot
The needed accuracy and reliability of positioning can’t be obtained by 4G systems

Key Business and Technical findings from trials

In cycle 1, initial testing with a 5G NSA system supplied by Telenor Norway was mainly used. During the Cycle it
was tried to transfer the 3.6GHz RAN to 5G Vinni as a SA system. This transfer was not successful and we only
had poor unrepresentative results for the SA. The results from the NSA test is what is used for the conclusions
here.
The key business and technical findings are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

The download speed seems to be sufficient for industrial applications.
The upload speed needs to improve for Industrial applications.
The coverage seems to be in alignment of what was planned by Telenor Norway.
Concrete buildings are a challenge for 5G systems, giving drops in download speeds and especially upload
speed.
The indoor coverage of 5G indoor is quite challenging with concrete buildings.

7.6.5 Business Analysis and Goals
The smart port is a facility located at an industrial area on Herøya island just outside of the city of Porsgrunn in
Norway. Yara produces several types of fertilizer at the island. Some of the product is packed in containers and
big bags. The packed product is primarily transported to distribution hubs in Europe. For smaller orders/deliveries
containers are used. Currently the containers are transported to feeder ports by trucks, and empty containers
for upcoming deliveries are returned with the same trucks. The fundamental idea of the whole project is to have
a small, fully-electric vessel to move the containers from the Herøya terminal to the feeder ports and then return
with empty containers for the next orders. It is expected that the vessel will perform five voyages per week.
To support this operation the Yara Birkeland vessel will need a terminal at Herøya, henceforth named Yara
Birkeland Terminal (YBT). The YBT will need to be able to receive, discharge and load the vessel as well as ensuring
that the batteries on the vessel are charged during the loading operations. There are four primary functions in
the terminal system that requires the use of wireless communication technology:
1. Communication between material handling operator’s tablet at loading stations and Yara’s logistic
system to assist in digitizing the cargo information flow
2. Communication between the terminal logistic system and the Container Handling Equipment (CHE)
vehicles allowing assignment of pick-up and deliveries of containers and monitoring the CHE vehicles
status and position
3. Dumping of large amount of diagnostic data from vessel to supplier’s cloud solution for development
and tuning of the ships autonomous control systems

Under what circumstances does the UC arise? How often?
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1. Containers are filled at the loading stations during the day shift and possibly into the evening. The need
for the 5G communication should be considered continuous during the day and evening shifts from
Monday through Friday
2. If the loading stations are filling containers and preparing deliveries the CHE vehicles need to bring empty
containers from the depot to the loading stations and return the filled containers to the depot. The CHE
vehicles will also need to prepare the loading stations with empty containers before the next morning.
3. When the vessel is moored to the YBT it will need to dump diagnostic data to the supplier’s cloud to allow
the supplier to develop and tune the vessel’s autonomous control systems
Other information
The primary need for 5G is to replace private WiFi networks purpose-built for the project, thus reducing CAPEX
and OPEX, e.g. reduced effort from Yara’s personnel to monitor, update, repair and upgrade the WiFi network,
better coverage.

7.6.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transport Coordinator
Supervisor Material Handling
Operator Material Handling
Crane Operator, Remotely controlled crane
Straddle Carrier Driver
Telenor support org “Monitor network, Dispatch maintenance personnel…”
Kalmar (supplier of straddle carriers, cranes and TLS)
Evry (supplier of DLC)
System Expert (Yara Technical Support)
Logistics Planner

7.6.5.2 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
End-user Persona
Problem

Task / Constraint
How is it addressed now? (Pre-5G)

End-user Persona
Problem

Task / Constraint

Transport Coordinator
Need to hand over paper to the material handling department to get
the correct content in each container and ready for the assigned voyage.
Must manually collect real time information about container status to
provide updated WGM list to shipping documentation department.
Missing real time information about progress.
Time constraint – might delay transport if documentation is not ready
Manual system with paper, faxes, Excel sheets, phones and emails

Supervisor Material Handling
Gets the task descriptions via paper / fax from Talia. Need then to
prioritize the sequence of packing according to deliveries and
equipment availability. From Omaha, Sean gets a handwritten paper
that he needs to punch into an excel sheet to update Talia with status.
Time constraint – might delay transport if task is not received or the
sequence is not planned in an optimal sequence. Must manually handle
AQIS picture files.
Quality constraint – Possible wrong punching into Excel gives wrong
information to other end users. This causes rework and delays. Must
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How is it addressed now? (Pre-5G)

End-user Persona
Problem

Task / Constraint

How is it addressed now? (Pre-5G)

End-user Persona
Problem
Task / Constraint

How is it addressed now? (Pre-5G)

End-user Persona
Problem

Task / Constraint
How is it addressed now? (Pre-5G)

Application Provider Persona
Problem
Task / Constraint
How is it addressed now? (Pre-5G)

manually handle AQIS picture files and might attach wrong picture to
the documentation.
Manual system with paper, handwriting, faxes, Excel sheets, phones
and emails

Operator Material Handling
Need to walk to Sean to get new tasks. Need to update Sean with
progress and container content by making handwritten notes. Need to
handle AQIS containers by taking pictures of empty / cleaned container
before filling container and then manually upload these pictures to a file
share.
Time constraint – Need to get a set of tasks and walk back and forth to
the supervisor and do quite a lot of manual updates. Reducing
effectiveness both for herself and Sean.
Quality constraint – Hard to read handwritten notes that gives possible
mistakes in the excel sheet. Mix-up of AQIS pictures.
Manual system with phones, paper, some is handwritten. Need to
manually register photos from camera.

Crane Operator, Remotely controlled crane
New role from project. If the on-line data is not available for the
containers the crane system cannot perform any tasks.
Time constraint – The system will be halted until information is
available.
Quality constraint – The stacking / transport will be wrong if the
container information is wrong
New role that uses information supplied via 5G tablets and information
sent through Nordic connect

Straddle Carrier Driver
To transport a container from one area to another we need to drivers.
One driver in the container truck and one Mafi driver. They get their
tasks from the manual system organized by Sean. With straddlers only
one unit is needed for this task.
Time constraint – Drivers need to wait for information and availability
of other drivers (Truck or Mafi driver).
Manual system with paper, phones and walkie talkie

“Telenor support org” “Monitor network, Dispatch maintenance
personnel…”
Need to establish and operate a secure 5G network at the site with
sufficient coverage in the areas.
Coverage, data transfer speed, latency and cyber security requirements.
New technology. Might be solved with a private WiFi if 5G is not
established.
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Application Provider Persona
Problem

Task / Constraint

How is it addressed now? (Pre-5G)

Application Provider Persona
Problem

Task / Constraint

How is it addressed now? (Pre-5G)

Application Provider Persona
Problem

Task / Constraint
How is it addressed now? (Pre-5G)

Other Personas
Problem

Task / Constraint
How is it addressed now? (Pre-5G)

Supplier of straddle carriers, cranes and TLS
Need to transfer data back and forth to the straddle carriers. The data
is used to assign tasks, update container and straddler position,
monitoring (including video) straddle carrier and update container
information.
Need to be “online” to operate (in autonomous mode).
Time constraint – If tasks need to be given manually the process slows
down.
New Straddle Carriers to be 5G connected (substitution of private WiFi).
Uses information supplied via 5G tablets and information sent through
Nordic connect.

Supplier of DLC
Creates the DLC application that connects the PSS system to the systems
provided by Yara, Telenor and Kalmar so information can be transferred
from the tablets to the Kalmar TLS.
Time constraints – All systems need to be online and work for the
information and task flow to operate. If manual backup process needs
to be used the process will slow down.
Manual system with paper, faxes, Excel sheets, phones and emails

System Expert (Yara Technical Support)
Many new systems in a complicated setup will give hard problemsolving tasks. All the different vendors shared responsibility will
complicate even more. Sam will be the first line of support to all end
users. Sam need to monitor the system to be able to verify that the total
system is secure and operating as expected.
Time, reliability, available tools, available support organizations
(24/7/365?) and own competence.
New role caused by the project

Logistics Planner
Need to go through Talia / PSS to execute needed tasks. Does not have
online information about status of the process. Logan does the highlevel planning of deliveries and creates the forecast for the required
empty containers.
The accuracy in the forecast is less without relevant status available.
Manual system with paper, faxes, Excel sheets, phones and emails

7.6.5.3 Business Measurement KPIs
Table 51: UC3.5 Business Measurement KPIs

Business Measurement Category
Cost Reduction

UC Specific Metric
Real time data are available
immediately allowing timely
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production of key documents for
transportation.
Faster planning of the logistics
sequence
Less rework needed
Reduced CAPEX in projects
(increased OPEX) when the
infrastructure is in place.

Revenue Increase
Time Saved

No need of expensive position
systems
N/A
Real time data are available
immediately allowing timely
production of key documents for
transportation.
Faster planning of the sequence
Less rework
Less waiting
Project might execute faster if
infrastructure is in place
More efficient storage, better
control of storage
Straddlers work efficient (good
response from 5G)

Faster Time to Market
Safety

Security

Accessibility

User Experience

Less walking in trafficked area
Less trucks on national roads and
inside the site
Content of container better
documented
Better cyber security than 4G
Real time data are available
immediately allowing timely
production of key documents for
transportation.
Less stress

Less walking in trafficked area
New technology is exiting –
attracts talent
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5% (time reduction – less cost)
3% (time reduction – less cost)
Reduce the need to install a
private WiFi system at the site
covering the area of autonomous
operation
Reduce the need for DGNSS to a
bare minimum.
N/A
10% (less waiting for information
– more efficient operation)

7% (less waiting for information –
more efficient planning)
5% (Less mistakes performed)
5% (Next job ready when finished
with the previous)
45 days
2% (higher average speed due to
smooth operation)
30% (more activities done each
time an operator is the field)
20 000 round trips
5% (less waiting for updated
information)

Less frustration since more
accurate data is available when
the information is needed to
continue the work.
30% (more activities done each
time an operator is the field)
5G is a sales argument then
attracting talent
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Higher precision in job
performance
Other

Higher accuracy of data because
less manual inputs

The job is done based on more
accurate data, leading to the next
information is more accurate.
3% (less typos in the input when
the operator is not handing the
handwritten notes to his
supervisor)

Please note that the improvements are from the total Use Case benefit, not connected to 5G directly. The 5G
however is an enabler for the project reducing the investment cost and installation time for a private WiFi in the
area.

7.6.6 Technical Context

7.6.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The planned architecture will be used by several Use Cases that Yara is a part of. The figure shows the complete
setup that is relevant for all Use Cases.

Figure 71: UC3.5 Technical Architecture

In this setup it is planned that the 5G RAN is connected to 5G-Vinni in standalone mode. It will have a local
connection to the site LAN for real time capability and IT security reasons. It will also be connected to Kongsberg’s
AZURE cloud, Yara’s global data center (Yara WAN) and to the local office network through the Nordic connect.
It will also be connected to the Nurogame’s location and NTNU’s network through the Internet.
The use cases will use different test equipment that is connected to the 5G network as indicated on the topology.
The Testing as a Serivce system (TaaS), a system for performing tests within a network will be used. With
Keysights network monitoring tool “Hawkeye”, and TaaS, tests and KPI measurements can be performed by
sending simulated trafic between end-points (virtual probes) that can be installed both inside and outside the
network. This system will be able to push the test results into the test-results database.
The Cross-Domain Service Orchestrator (CDSO), can control (re-)configuration of the system to test, starts and
stop tests, and notifiy the KPI Visualization System about new results being available. This CDSO needs to be
integrated with TaaS to order testing services.
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The VNF is needed to have a local breakout at the site. The local breakout is needed to support the low latency
and repeatabilty that is needed for the real time applications. It is also expected that the UX of data input from a
tablet will be improved.
A VNF with the correct design will reduce the dependency of the commercial Telco network to keep the local
uptime of the systems.
There is also an advantage that the company network can be used for integration to company datacenters. This
might improve the cyber security for the company.

7.6.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The Technical KPI’s for the use case:

Table 52: UC3.5 Technical KPIs

Technical KPIs
KPI

Target

Measurement
method/formula

Justification

Target Improvement for
the UC
Trial target KPI
Fully passed:
DL > 100 Mbps
UL > 100 Mbps
Partially passed

Data Rate

> DL:
100Mbps
> UL:
100Mbps
(per
straddler)

75 <= DL <= 100 (Mbps)
To be able to use multiple 4k cameras in
Use 5G enabled test autonomy (both ends and the sides of 75 <= UL <= 100 (Mbps)
equipment, with the straddlers). One shared antenna.
Hawkeye Network
Performance tool To stream 4k video at 48-60 fps on eg. Not passed:
and TaaS.
Youtube, the recommended bitrate is DL < 75 Mbps
53-68 Mbps.
UL < 75 Mbps

Comment on 4G:
Theoretical 4G LTE:
Peak DL 100 Mbps

> DL:
1000Mbps
High speed data
> UL:
rate (26.6 GHz)
500Mbps
(per device)

5G high speed
measurement
tools,
with
Hawkeye Network
Performance tool
and TaaS.

Peak UL 50 Mpbs
Fully passed:
DL > 1000 Mbps
UL > 500 Mbps
To be able to upload diagnostics data
Partially passed
and download updates from/to Yara
750 <= DL <= 1000 (Mbps)
Birkeland while loading the vessel.
375 <= UL <= 500 (Mbps)
Not passed:
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DL < 750 Mbps
UL < 375 Mbps

Outdoor
Coverage

> 99.9%

Fully passed:
The values of RSRP, RSRQ
RSSNR where sufficent UL,
DL.
Partially passed:
The values of RSRP, RSRQ
To be able to support autonomy. To be
RSSNR where partly
Test device with able to achieve sufficent upload and
passed UL, DL.
GPS mapping.
download speeds.
Not passed:
The values of RSRP, RSRQ
RSSNR where not sufficent
DL and UL.

Indoor coverage

> 99.9%

Reliability

> 99.99%

Mobility
<1 ms?
interruption time

Positioning
Accuracy

<0.5 m

Density

>1
(devices/m2)

Mobility

<30 (km/h)

Latency

< 10ms

Data quality

>99,99%

To be able to support the use of tablets
Test device with inside the buildings. To be able to
GPS mapping
achieve sufficent download and upload
speeds.
To be able to support real time
Statistical
applications and autonomy.
To move from RAN system to RAN
Use 5G enabled test system without HALT in autonomy or
equipment
loosing frames from cameras.

Verify against
DGNSS.

Passed:
<0.5m
To be able to become an alternative for
a
Partially passed:
positioning of straddlers in autonomous
0.5m<=x<=1.0m
operation.
Not passed:
> 1.0m

Use 5G enabled test To be able to support autonomy. Speed
equipment
limit at site is 30 km/h.
Passed:
Use 5G enabled test
< 10ms
equipment, with
To be able to support real time Partially Passed:
Hawkeye Network
applications and autonomy.
10ms<=x<=20 ms
Performance tool
Not passed:
and TaaS.
> 20 ms
Statistical. Need to
be precise in what To be able to support real time
data need to be applications, data input and autonomy
accurate.
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Log quality

Subjective

Cyber security

Proven
Subjective
secure / not
penetration test
hackable

To reduce downtime due to problem
solving
To not create a back door into the
/
production network / to reduce
downtime

Several of the tests need to be done in steps. The first step of positioning and coverage could be to equip a car and
existing loading systems with a 5G modem. Other relevant steps will be planned at a later stage of the use case.

7.6.6.3 Base use case scenarios, context and conditions
The UC3.5 contains three Business Scenarios. The different scenarios are listed below.

DLC (Digital Lean Container)
−
−
−

Tablets with 5G
From paper / Telefax / Telephone -> digital
«Real time» information enabling instant information internal / external

Autonomy
−
−
−
−
−

Bus / straddle carriers
Position correction (deviation from GPS system)
Alternative positioning (no need for GPS?)
Moving equipment
Video transfer

High speed data transfer
−
−

26,6 GHz link to vessel
Transfer of diagnostic data

For all of these scenarios it is important to have a high level of cyber security to have control of business-critical
information or prevent hackers from taking control of our assets like the straddle carriers or the Birkeland Vessel.
The first scenario DLC (Digital Lean Container) has a setup as indicated in the figure below.
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Figure 72: UC3.5 Digital Lean Container Setup

The reason for this business scenario is to digitalize a manual system that uses phone, fax and emails. The manual
system is time consuming and the risk of error is higher than if the system is digitalized. To digitalize this work
process, we modify the PSS system to include a DLC part. This modification is performed by Evry (software
vendor). When this modification is ready the operators might update the databases directly for a tablet and upload
pictures for documentation from selected containers. This will give the logistics planners access to “real time”
information of high quality.
The data input will be done in areas where it’s no WiFi coverage today. Most areas for the DLC is inside the area
that have 5G coverage with our pre-commercial RAN setup. This is the reasons for using 5G for this application.
The second scenario Autonomy has a setup as indicated in the figure below.

Figure 73: UC3.5 Autonomy Scenario Setup
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In this scenario the goal is to use 5G to support driverless autonomy in a mixed traffic environment. The
autonomous straddlers will use the same roads that are used by pedestrians, cars and other heavy trucks. The
technology development and regulations is tasks performed in parallel to this project. To succeed this, have to be
a stepwise implementation. It will start with equipping our car with 5G equipment to measure coverage, latency
and speed with a moving vehicle. We will also measure latency against a cabled system.
The remote operators will need to see what might block the straddlers. Cameras mounted to the straddlers will be
the eyes of these operators. This application will be demanding for the upload capacity of the mobile 5G network.
The commands for the straddlers are sent form the Kalmar TLS system to the straddlers. Slow response will reduce
the speed and efficiency of the straddlers and then the capacity of the logistics system.
Since the straddlers will need to know it’s position, the accuracy of 5G will be evaluated to see if it can be used as
an alternative to expensive positioning systems.
As an intermediate step we have the option to test 5G with an autonomous driverless bus to increase our
understanding of the application process of autonomy and the technology behind it. The last scenario of Highspeed data transfer has a setup as indicated in the figure below.

Figure 74: UC3.5 High-Speed Data Transfer Scenario Setup

The Yara Birkeland vessel is designed as an unmanned autonomous ship. This is still an immature technology.
During each journey quite a lot of sensor data will be stored in the vessels computer systems. All this available
data needs to be transferred to Kongsberg’s Azure cloud-based system. The data is used for analysis and
technology development. This will require a high-speed upload link from the vessel in the 500 Mb/s range and a
26GHz system will be necessary for this performance.
It might also be situations that the control systems in the vessel need to be updated with patches and other upgrades.
It is a possibility that these updates will be downloaded to the vessel through the 5G network.

7.6.6.4 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
Visualization of KPI’s
The following KPI’s need to be visualized in the VS that is implemented by AppArt
Data Rate, High speed data rate (26.6 GHz), Coverage, Reliability, Positioning Accuracy and Latency.
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Data Rate and coverage outdoor
To analyze the information about Data Rate and coverage we have equipped our car with a 5G modem that has
an external antenna. The modem is made by Huawei. The model is H112-372. We will connect a pc to this
modem.
Report files will be uploaded to the visualization system as text files. In the visualization system this information
needs to be plotted in a map where the users can select to show layers of Coverage, download speed and upload
speed with colors from green to red inside the coverage area or to have the results to be presented by numbers.
It must be possible to zoom into the map to investigate details. All tests need to be started and stopped from
the test pc in the car. Outside coverage area shall be kept white.
A typical example of the presentation can be something like this:

Figure 75: UC3.5 Outdoor Coverage

Each Honeycomb represents a GPS area. All tests performed in this area will be connected to this honeycomb. In
each honeycomb it shall be possible to investigate Min, average and Max DL speed, UL speed and coverage. The
color shall be connected to the average result of the primary value for the view (DL speed, UL speed or coverage).
The color coding might follow a color coding similar to this figure:

Figure 76: UC3.5 Speeds & Coverage
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To verify the KPI for the actual parameter a predefined area that represents the area for autonomy shall be added
to the system. A min, max and average of all tests inside this area shall be presented as a number to be used for
verification of the KPI.
The minimum value needs to be better than the indicated KPI. This means that a failed test might influence the
conclusion. To prevent those results has to be filtered from the calculation. With this filter all tests that have a
result that is 30% less than the average for each honeycomb shall be excluded.
The high-speed data rate outdoor
The high-speed data rate and coverage will be split in two different tests. The first will follow the same setup as
with the Data Rate and coverage outdoor test, but other types of modems need to be used (26.6 GHz). This will
create a map to investigate the coverage and limitations for the 26.6GHz band. The limits for the map will differ
some for the high-speed test.
The other test will be a point to point test where we will install some test equipment (Raspberry PI with 26.6GHz
5G card) at a location that is relevant to the Birkeland Vessel. This test equipment will repeatedly perform tests to
investigate the link over time.
The presentation of the results from this test will be based on a distribution chart. The distribution chart can present
all tests within a selected time period and even for different weather conditions. The preselected weather conditions
for the filter will be: Sunny, Cloudy, Rainy or Snowing. The time period that might be selected is in the interval
from 1 day to 3 years. The presentation will have the following format.

Figure 77: UC3.5 Presentation of Results

The numbers shown shall be based on actual results from the tests.
To verify the KPI for the actual parameter a predefined area that represent the area for autonomy shall be added
to the system. A min, max and average of all tests inside this area shall be presented as a number to be used for
verification of the KPI.
The minimum value needs to be better than the indicated KPI. This means that a failed test might influence the
conclusion. To prevent those results has to be filtered from the calculation. With this filter all tests that have a
result that is 30% less than the average for each honeycomb shall be excluded.
Data Rate and coverage indoor
To analyze the information about Data Rate and coverage we will use a 5G enabled tablet of type XXX. The
complete test will be performed with this tablet.
Report files will be uploaded to the visualization system as text files. In the visualization system this information
needs to be plotted in a floorplan for each floor where the users can select to show layers of Coverage, download
speed and upload speed with colors from green to red inside the coverage area or to have the results to be presented
by numbers. It must be possible to zoom into the floorplan to investigate details. All tests need to be started and
stopped from the tablet. Outside coverage area shall be kept white.
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A typical example of the presentation for each floor can be something like this:

Figure 78: UC3.5 Presentation of Each Floor

Each Honeycomb represents a GPS area. All tests performed in this area will be connected to this honeycomb. In
each honeycomb it shall be possible to investigate Min, average and Max DL speed, UL speed and coverage. The
color shall be connected to the average result of the primary value for the view (DL speed, UL speed or coverage).
The color coding might follow a color coding similar to this figure:

Figure 79: UC3.5 Speeds & Coverage

To verify the KPI for the actual parameter a predefined area that represents the area for autonomy shall be added
to the system. A min, max and average of all tests inside this area shall be presented as a number to be used for
verification of the KPI.
The minimum value needs to be better than the indicated KPI. This means that a failed test might influence the
conclusion. To prevent those results has to be filtered from the calculation. With this filter all tests that have a
result that is 30% less than the average for each honeycomb shall be excluded.
Positioning Accuracy
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To investigate the position accuracy, we plan to verify the 5G position with a DGNSS system. Both of them will
be mounted with a known offset (distance) to our car. In the test both of these positions will be compared and this
needs to be mapped in the visualization system.
Report files will be uploaded to the visualization system as text files. In the visualization system this information
needs to be plotted in a map where the users can select to show position accuracy with colors from green to red
inside the coverage area or by presenting the result of the measurement or by numbers. It must be possible to zoom
into the map to investigate details. All tests need to be started and stopped from the test pc in the car. Outside
coverage area the results shall be kept with white color. The presentation might look something like this:

Figure 80: UC3.5 Coverage Area

Each Honeycomb represents a GPS area. All tests performed in this area will be connected to this honeycomb. In
each honeycomb it shall be possible to investigate Min, average and Max deviation numbers. The color shall be
connected to the average result of all the tests.
The color coding might follow a color coding similar to this figure:

Figure 81: UC3.5 Position Accuracy

For the position accuracy it is interesting to see the distribution of the accuracy. So, a presentation of the
distribution inside the selected area and timeframe might look like this.
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Figure 82: UC3.5 Presentation of Results for the Positioning Accuracy

To verify the KPI for the actual parameter a predefined area that represent the area for autonomy shall be added
to the system. A min, max and average of all tests inside this area shall be presented as a number to be used for
verification of the KPI.
The minimum value needs to be better than the indicated KPI. This means that a failed test might influence the
conclusion. To prevent those results has to be filtered from the calculation. With this filter all tests that have a
result that is 200% off from the average for each honeycomb shall be excluded.
Reliability
To measure the reliability of the system three different 5G units will be located inside areas with good, mid and
bad coverage. A system that transfers an incrementing number back and forth from each device to a local test pc
will be used to evaluate if the device is online or not. Missing incrementations of the number will be used to reduce
the reliability result from 100%. Each hour a text file will be sent to the visualization system to report the last hour
reliability in percent for each of the three devices. This information needs to be presented in three time series.

Latency on site
To measure latency, we plan to install a system where we can transfer the same data both through a fiber
infrastructure and via the 5G network. The time difference between these data transfers will be reported as latency.
This data transfer will be checked in both directions to differentiate Upload and Download latency. Data will be
transferred each second. Each hour a file containing 3600 results in each direction will be transferred to the
visualization system. This data needs to be presented in time series and with a presentation of distribution within
the selected timeframe (range 10 s -> 1 year).
The presentation in a distribution series can look something like this:

Figure 83: UC3.5 Presentation of Results for the Latency

Latency Porsgrunn - Trondheim
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To measure latency, we plan to install a system where we can transfer data back and forth between Porsgrunn and
Trondheim ending into a 5G connected device in each site. The information sent will be the actual time the sample
is sent. Both of the devices need to be synchronized against an NTP server. The timestamp when the sample is
received at the other location will identify the latency between the sites. This data transfer will be checked in both
directions to investigate any differences. Data will be transferred each 10 seconds. Each hour a file containing 360
results in each direction will be transferred to the visualization system.
The data need to be presented in time series and with a presentation of distribution within the selected timeframe
(range 60 s -> 1 year). The presentation might look something like this:

Figure 84: UC3.5 Presentation of Results for the Latency

Mobility interruption time
To have 5G coverage in the relevant area, Telenor has installed several RAN’s at the site. To keep smooth operation
the transfer from one RAN to another need to be immediate. This test is to verify that the transfer between the
RAN’s is fast and robust when driving through the area.
This data needs to be presented with a presentation of distribution within the selected timeframe (range 1 test -> 1
year). The presentation might look like this:

Figure 85: UC3.5 Presentation of Results for the Mobility Interruption Time

7.6.6.5 UC Technology Partners and Roles
•
•
•

Yara is the end user of all the technology used in the project. Yara owns the business cases that are
relevant for the project. Yara has the competence of processes that is implemented.
Telenor is the provider of the 5G solutions and the technology used in the mobile networks. Telenor has
the Telco expertise in this use case.
AppArt will develop the visualization of the KPI’s
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•
•
•
•
•

Nokia will perform the orchestration.
NTNU will be involved in testing remote control from Trondheim in this UC.
Kalmar is the supplier of the autonomous straddlers and the technology behind this. Kalmar also supply
the TLS system and the automatic crane in the smart port (Not a partner in 5G solutions)
Kongsberg is the supplier of the autonomous vessel and the technology behind this (Not a partner in 5G
solutions)
Evry is the software company that adapt our PSS in the DLC project (Not a partner in 5G solutions).
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7.7 UC3.6: Port Safety: Monitor and Detect Irregular Sounds
7.7.1 UC description, motivation and objectives
This use case is inspired from the Industry 4.0 predictive maintenance use case. Within our ports we have
multiple big and small machineries that need to be maintained for proper operation of ports on daily
basis. One specific use case of Industry 4.0 that works for predictive maintenance of rotary electrical
equipment using IoT and machine learning can be implemented on ports also. Considering that in mind
within the scope of this use case at the port of Yara in Greece the electrical motors, as depicted in the
image below shall be monitored for the acoustic information collected via hardware and software
developed by NURO. There will be 4 electrical motors that will be monitored under this use case.

Figure 86: UC3.6 Electrical Motors

To avoid unwanted machine downtime or component failure, maintenance would traditionally be scheduled at
intervals that vary depending on the importance of the machinery and the manufacturing processes being carried
out (this is known as preventative maintenance). However, this method of maintenance requires many resources
and can become very costly to the company (i.e., preventative maintenance does not ensure that the machinery
will not breakdown outside of these scheduled maintenance times)68. A solution to this was to replace machine
components more frequently with the hope of avoiding unwanted failures, however, this again would cause an
uplift in company costs over time and increased planned downtime to machinery. Also due to more frequent
part replacement, it then puts a more significant strain on the stocking management as they must now hold more
parts in stock at any one time. With the constant growth on the importance of maintenance within the industrial
sectors, engineers and scientists have now moved from Corrective/Preventive maintenance to Predictive
maintenance (PdM)69. PdM not only aids in avoiding unwanted or unexpected machine downtime, it is also found
to be a more efficient and cost-effective method of maintenance. Analysts have found that poor plant
maintenance strategies harm a plant ‘s productive capacity, reducing it between 5 to 20%. However, by having
an effective maintenance system in place, machine uptime can be increased70. Having an effective maintenance
system in place that requires little resources not only increases machine productivity, but it is also essentially
‘free money’ to the company.

68 C. Coleman, S. Damofaran, and E. Deuel, “Predictive maintenance and the smart factory,” Deloitte, p. 8, 2017
69 N. Sakib and T. Wuest, “Challenges and Opportunities of Condition-based Predictive Maintenance: A Review,” Procedia
CIRP, vol. 78, pp. 267–272, jan 2018.
70 G. Wollenhaupt, “IoT Slashes Downtime with Predictive Maintenance — PTC,” 2016.
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There is a wide range of PdM methods currently in place within the machining industry to monitor tool wear
such as; vibration analysis, visual inspection (human inspection), power consumption, acoustic emission and
sound analysis (Our use case UC3.6 focus method).
The core objective of this use is to setup a hardware that collects the acoustic data of the electrical motors and
send the data via 5G RAN to the cloud for the analysis using machine learning technique also developed during
the project by NURO. With the help of developed algorithm, the system can predict the accurate period of
maintenance for those electrical motors. As the electrical motors runs 24 hours a day the flow of data will always
be there as stream to the server, this is the scenario where 5G play an important role. The reliability and low
latency are very much required for this use case to provide almost 100% perfect system that can provide the
maintenance time period and accidents or any other fatality can be avoided without compromising the operation
of port services all the hours.
The hardware for this use case is using Raspberry Pi4 single board computer, 4G/LTE/5G HAT for data
transmission and acoustic MEMS sensor installed on Raspberry Pi4. The developed hardware is depicted below
in image.

Figure 87: UC3.6 Hardware

7.7.2

Current status and challenges

The quality of acoustic monitoring is very much dependent on the background noise of the environment in which
the machine is operated. Some attempts to create condition-monitoring methods based on acoustic analysis
were made in the past71 72 73 74. Recently, acoustic analysis has attracted more and more attention, and has been
applied in many fields – speech recognition, for example. However, condition-monitoring methods based on
acoustic analysis are still considered difficult to implement in an industrial environment due to the background
noise. Existing solutions are trying to detect the fault by various types of measurements, as opposed to showing
that sound is emitted by a specific part in the first place. This, in turn, might limit the amount of possible
diagnostic decisions, thus limiting the amount of required effort. For this reason, in many cases the first
diagnostic attempt is made by highly experienced engineers who are able to initially detect and diagnose the
71 Van Riesen D., Schlensok C., Henrotte F., Hameyer K.: “Acoustic measurement for detecting manufacturing faults in
electrical machines”, 17th International Conference on Electrical Machines ICEM, (2006)
72 Verma S. P.: “Noise and vibrations of electrical machines and drives; their production and means of reduction”,
International Conference on Power Electronics, Drives and Energy Systems for Industrial Growth, Vol. 2, pp.1031, 1996
73 Verma S. P., W. Li: “Measurement of vibrations and radiated acoustic noise of electrical machines“, Sixth International
Conference on Electrical Machines and Systems ICEMS, Vol. 2 (2003), pp. 861
74 Gaylard, A., Meyer, A., Landy, C., A. “Acoustic evaluation of faults in electrical machines “, Seventh International
Conference on (Conf. Publ. No. 412), Durham, p. 147 -150
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problem by simply listening for the sound source. For many years, diagnostics in the industry were performed
“by ear,” with subsequent assessment of the emitted sound. Still, the influence of background noise can strongly
affect the quality of such a judgment.
For industrial applications, when performing measurements using a microphone, background noise cannot be
avoided. The background noise can be filtered out by post-processing methods of the measured signals. This is
possible due to the different nature of the measured sound. The background noise (including the aerodynamic
noise of the cooling device) is usually a broadband signal with a more or less constant spectrum. On the contrary,
the induction machine generates sound that is characterized by many pure tones – at least for the sound
produced by electromagnetic origin. This spectrum of the measurements is later subtracted from the measured
spectrum, with the induction machine in operation.
One important metric used to track performance is Operational Equipment Effectiveness (OEE). OEE measures
the effectiveness of a production line and evaluates three factors to give an overall score – availability,
performance and quality. There are three challenges that are driving the need to accelerate OEE improvements:
global competition, changing consumer demand and labour skills shortages.

7.7.3

Why is 5G required

5G can have a significant positive impact on predictive maintenance. Only 5G connectivity provides the flexible,
reliable and predictable environment required to support a sea of sensors at high data rates, enabling predictive
maintenance in verticals like manufacturing, mining and ports. Although it may not be as exciting as the world of
robotics and self-driving vehicles, predictive maintenance is a significant contributor to increasing operational
efficiency and reducing unplanned downtime of expensive equipment by identifying and solving problems before
they occur. Sensors capture data and share it with analytics systems, which can spot potential malfunctions and
less efficient operations within assets. Cellular connectivity like 5G networks allows the easy introduction of new
measurements and sensors at scale.
5G brings device density and data volume (linked to the capacity and bandwidth capabilities), ultra-reliability and
security and low latency. 5G increases the data volumes ports have available to them on their operation facility,
by multiplying the number of devices that can be connected and the amount of data that can be carried through
the network. This means going from collecting one or two variables on a piece of equipment to monitoring
dozens of indicators. A Port operator can thus view the status of machines, processes and systems to a more
granular degree and identify problems accurately. 5G is more reliable and secure, particularly compared to
3G/4G/LTE/Wi-Fi. For Port owners to be comfortable with using data to automatically control their processes
and systems, they need to make sure that data is accurate and collected reliably, plus that it cannot be accessed
by third parties. Finally, low latency is a key factor in using 5G to enable new use cases, where data is not only
used to monitor assets, but trigger real-time actions. Mission critical applications that are core to industrial
processes have extremely low latency requirements of ten milliseconds or less.

7.7.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
7.7.5

Business Analysis and Goals

7.7.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
Table 53: UC3.6 Personas' Benefits and Business KPIs

Persona and role
Plant Maintenance
Engineer

Pain points (Pre
5G)
Maintaining plan
for the line of
equipment in port

Constraints
(Pre 5G)
Maintenance
period is unknown
to precise period.

Expected 5G
benefit
Due to high data
reliability and
accuracy plan can
be precisely
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Port Owner

Data analysis:
Analyse and
commercialize data
gathered by
electrical motors
(Nurogames/TNOR)

without affecting
the operation.
Huge inventory for
spare parts to
maintain as well
more human
resource to
maintain for
replacing during
odd hours.
There is no data
currently to collect.
Today (Pre 5G). It is
not addressed due
to the constraints

Current solutions
are very expensive
and the usage is
limited.
Maintenance is also
an issue

Finding data to
collect

predicted using
machine learning.
Less inventory and
can able to
maintain the JustIn-time concept of
manufacturing on
Port maintenance.

cost saving in parts
replacement.
10% amount save
on inventory.

New data source
and increased
revenue

Revenues and
faster TTM

7.7.5.2 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
Engineers have always been listening to machines, as it is a natural and often effective way to diagnose
mechanical issues. The ability to listen to all Port machines simultaneously and focus on irregular behaviour from
anywhere will empower the maintenance team into surfacing production problems, addressing them and
identifying their root causes quickly and effectively. Predictive Maintenance solution that leverages Deep
Learning to analyze the sounds emanating from machines and alert when they are about to malfunction.
Acoustic monitoring adds an extra dimension of control over your machines. Ultrasonic monitoring provides
earlier warning than most other monitoring technologies. Instead of spending unavoidably on preventive
maintenance or risk unexpected failures and downtime, get alerted as soon as a problem in your machines is
developing, and attend to it before it becomes serious. Acoustics provides a source of rich and meaningful
information to analyze unusual events in real time, identify their root cause and make sure they don’t recur.

7.7.5.3 Business Measurement KPIs
Table 54: UC3.6 Business Measurement KPIs

Business KPI
Cost for maintenance
operations & repair of
IoT infrastructure
(predictive vs nonpredictive approaches)

Target and
Measurement method
Better than conventional
system

Justification
- e.g., 15% average
increase in asset life
(cost saving)
- Time spent on root
cause searching
reduction by, e.g., 15%
which equates to $X
worth of time savings
- Decrease wasted time
in investigating falsepositive alerts
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Method of
Measurement
- Assume a fixed
maintenance cost for
scheduled maintenance
and extra cost charged
for non-scheduled
maintenance.
- The overall cost
reduction will be then
estimated based on the
decrease in the rate of
both scheduled (fixed
cost) and non-scheduled
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Return on Investment
(ROI) from increased
service availability

Reducing the cost-ofservice disruption and
incurred financial loss
from service
unavailability (related to
the service itself)

- Labor cost savings by,
e.g., 20% for autodetection of asset
conditions
- Maximize uptime and
facilitate compliance to
meet near 100%
availability, which
equates to saving costs
incurred by service
disruption
- Boosts efficiency by
aligning maintenance
work with the demands
of the assets

(extra cost) maintenance
due to the adoption of
predictive maintenance
- Percentage cost saving
from enhanced system
availability and network
reliability from 5G versus
4G and WiFi systems
- The percentage of
system availability
enhancement from 5G
gives an estimation on
the cost reduction
obtained when adopting
5G versus other systems

7.7.6 Technical Context

7.7.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture

Figure 88: UC3.6 Technical Architecture

Above image is depicting the system architecture for the predictive maintenance of electrical equipment at Yara
Port in Greece. Raspberry Pi4 with MEMS sensor connected on equipment to send acoustic data over 5G RAN to
the NURO analytics server connected to 5G via VPN.

7.7.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
In this use case during Cycle 1 NURO is collecting only data for developing the algorithm for predictive
maintenance and during Cycle 2 full application will be implemented with data analysis.
Table 55: UC3.6 Technical KPIs

KPI
Coverage

Target
> 99.9%

Measurement
method/formula
Data reception success
rate when device in
different locations
(statistical sampling
from >1000
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measurements in
different locations)

Reliability

best effort

Connection density

>1

% of data delivered
without data corruption
Evaluate service while
increasing device
density

– useful for mobile
scenarios for a seamless
handover and less
service disruption

– massive IoT where
large number of IoT
devices are deployed
around campus

7.7.6.3 Base use case scenarios, context and conditions
An ultrasonic airborne sensor is placed near the machine. It does not touch any part and can be placed in dynamic
or dirty environments. It continuously records all sounds that emanate from the machine. The directional sensor
filters out all the background noise and focuses on the target process. The sound is transmitted in real-time via
secure connection to a cloud environment. A layer of deep learning algorithms analyses the audio signal,
detecting anomalies and classifying them. The data can be accessed through a web app from any device, anytime
and anywhere and you can simply listen to your machine as if you were standing right next to it.
Acoustic monitoring is a powerful tool: it enables detection and classification of a wide range of mechanical
phenomena, often sooner than other sensing methods. This is due to the simple fact that moving parts - whether
solid, liquid or gas - produce a unique sound pattern, and when something in that movement changes, even
slightly, the sound produced changes too. A mechanical bearing for example, is subject to extreme dynamic
stress; when the first crack in the internal part of the bearing appears – the bearing will produce a unique
ultrasonic pattern that indicates the trouble ahead.
Deep learning, the latest manifestation of artificial intelligence, is one of the most exciting technological
advances of our time. It is the technology that enables computers to recognize our faces in pictures, (often better
than other people can), allows autonomous cars to drive better than human drivers, and power many other
amazing applications.

7.7.6.4 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
The functionalities of the main components of the testbed and the underlying intra-connectivity as well as the
external connectivity with the KPI visualization system (VS) are tested in Cycle 1. This is respectively to ensure
appropriate configuration of the predictive maintenance software before end-to-end integration with the KPI VS
and NOKIA CDSO. Additionally, the requirements for KPI VS, and NOKIA orchestrator are described below.
KPI Visualization System
The NURO cloud will establish a VPN connection with the KPI visualization system over the public Internet. The
respective application layer integration will be performed via REST APIs provided by the KPI visualization system.
This integration will allow near real-time analysis, presentation, benchmarking and performance validation of
reference 5G network KPIs against pre-defined target values.

7.7.6.5 UC Technology Partners and Roles
In this use case, NURO positions itself as a service provider for predictive maintenance smart software solutions.
TNOR shall be providing the complete 5G-VINNI infrastructure, Yara as Port provider for installing the hardware
to collect the data and AppART are providing the visualization system.
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8 LL 4: Media & Entertainment Use Cases Description and Detailed
Analysis
5G has become commercial in 2019 ahead of schedule. Only one year later, 62 operators had launched 5G
services in 32 markets; while a further 94 operators have announced plans to launch the service. 5G subscriptions
will account for the 20% of the world customer base in 2025 with operators investing 1 trillion Euros in mobile
infrastructures, 80% of which in 5G. In most countries, operators started offering 5G to customers for enhanced
Mobile Broadband (eMBB) services such as Cloud Gaming not supported by 4G. 5G handsets of the most popular
brands are now available and new models are launched on a weekly basis. Industrial 5G will be implemented
through 3G PPP Release 16. This new version will empower 5G with new revolutionary capabilities such as UltraReliable Low Latency Communications (URLLC) and massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC) that will
accelerate digital transformation across different industries in the next coming years75.
Proliferation of affordable 5G devices massively adopted by the subscribers is the key to justify the need for such
services.
According to IDC76, although we expected year-over-year growth of 9% in 2021 that is only due to the large drop
in 2020. The real recovery happens in 2022 when smartphone volumes return to pre-COVID77 levels, ”said Nabila
Popal, research director with IDC’s Worldwide Mobile Device Trackers. “Other elements beyond 5G will play a
role in the market recovery, most notably the continued opportunity in developing markets. There continues to
be a strong shift towards low- to mid-end 4G devices in developing regions, which make up over 80% of
smartphone volumes in these regions.”

Figure 89: Worldwide Smartphone Forecast

75

5G PPP Technology Board & 5G IA Verticals Task Force, Empowering Vertical Industries through 5G Networks - Current
Status and Future Trends, Version 1.0
76
https://www.rcrwireless.com/20200828/5g/global-smartphone-market-to-decline-5g
77

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/index.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2Findex.html
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Despite the negative outlook for the immediate future, IDC does expect the smartphone market to rebound,
returning to a full recovery by 2022, and achieve a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 1.7% over the fiveyear forecast. The growth prediction, according to IDC, is driven by the assumption that most people worldwide
will still consider smartphones to be the computing platform of choice.
Ryan Reith, program vice president with IDC’s Worldwide Mobile Device Trackers, expressed confidence that 5G
is still top-of-mind for all smartphone OEMs “despite the challenges with the COVID-19 pandemic and lack of
consumer demand.”
“While many of the top vendors have reduced their 2020 production plans to align with the market decline,
we’ve seen most of the cuts focused on their 4G portfolios. Most channels in developed markets have set the
expectation that the portfolios they carry will be dominated by 5G units by the end of 2020 leaving less shelf
space for 4G,” he continued.
However, he added that consumer demand for 5G is very low and when combined with the market’s economic
challenges, “the pressure to drive down hardware and service fees associated with 5G will become increasingly
important.”
Some of this hardship might work in the favour of consumers, as the average selling prices (ASPs) of 5G devices
are expected to drop in 2020 and beyond. For instance, in the past quarter, China saw 43% of 5G devices priced
under $400 and IDC expects global 5G smartphone ASPs to hit $495 by 2023. IDC expects 5G smartphones to
capture 50% of the global market by 2023. According to GSMA78 the proliferation of 5G networks will be as
follows:

Figure 90: The Proliferation of 5G Networks

5G is a global and multi-stakeholder technology development with a range of design goals. Diverse stakeholders
within and across different countries and regions have been working hard since 2012 to define and shape what
78

https://www.gsma.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/The-5G-Guide_GSMA_2019_04_29_compressed.pdf
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5G should become. However, the IMT-2020 requirements in Table 1.2.1, proposed by the International
Telecommunications Union Radio communications Sector (ITU-R), are the definitive 5G design goals79.

Figure 91: 5G Technical Requirements

Operators need to look beyond the core business to identify where and how to capture value in the 5G era
Operators have three sets of recognisable opportunities to capture value in the 5G era, as outlined in Figure 92
below.
•
•

•

79

The first is in enhancing the traditional core business of communications and data services to consumers
and enterprises. Operators are already experts in this area, and will evolve their current commercial
models into the 5G era.
The second set of opportunities for operators is in new 5G use cases. The industry has focused a lot of
effort on activities, pilots, and test beds to conceptualise, develop and commercialise new 5G use cases.
Many of these are aimed at industry verticals, in keeping with the expectation that 5G will transform
industrial verticals. Some new use cases will have synergies that enrich the core business (e.g. Cloud
AR/VR) while some will be independent from the core business and could be spun off to flourish as
independent businesses (e.g. drone delivery).
The third set of opportunities lie in ecosystem innovations or partnerships that can help to ‘pull through’
5G adoption or that can benefit from a more connected society. Pull-through innovations (e.g. AR/ VR
entertainment) encourage customers to upgrade to 5G and their growth invariably leads to faster, and
more profitable, 5G adoption. Innovations that grow as mobile connectivity improves (e.g. music

https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-R/study-groups/rsg5/rwp5d/imt-2020/Pages/default.aspx
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streaming) are also good candidates for capturing value in the 5G era. While several operators already
make such investments, the key is to explicitly link these ecosystem investments and partnerships as
part of the value capture opportunities in the 5G era.

Figure 92: Business Opportunities for Operators in the 5G ERA

The GSMA conducted 30 interviews with enterprise companies across different regions and verticals between
October and December 2018, as well as a select number of operators, to fully understand the technical and
business requirements of enterprises in the 5G era and beyond. With respect to the Media sector replies are
summarised in the following table:

Figure 93: Media Sector Requirements in the 5G Era
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It is evident that operators need to cope with a variety of industrial needs requiring stringent performance KPIs.
Network Slicing is the key for the success in such an endeavour.
Concluding we believe that in 5G there can be a paradigm shift from the pure OTT content provision model that
dominates current networks. The ability to integrate parts of the service within the 5G network (edge or core)
combined with the possibility to offer on demand premium services (e.g. based on on-demand slices) and the
advanced performance characteristics of the network will lead to a collaborative model:
Network operators will try to create traffic and value offering interfaces/API so as to ease service providers and
equipment/application developers to embed parts of their service. This will not only increase the performance
of the service but it will provide a wider targeted audience to SMEs who will deploy services in the network. In
addition, such SME service may participate in greater service value chains.
In addition, provision of advanced services will trigger consumers (individuals or businesses) to requested
additional advanced and customised services. To this end, it is envisaged that the standardisation and
“openness” of the 5G networks to the service provider will proliferate the end-to-end M&E industry.

8.1 WP8 Market Feedback to LL4
Media & Entertainment (M&E) has been transformed in recent years. The biggest change is that individuals no
longer passively consume information broadcast to them but instead they interact, share, talk, tweet etc. while
walking, running, driving, and commuting. Consumer engagement and expectations are dramatically accelerating
convergence across all segments of M&E:
•
•
•
•
•

Devices are expected to support all types of M&E with high quality and maximum flexibility.
Video content and interactive user-experience converge into integrated platforms with a web-like
experience.
M&E content can follow the end-user across devices and on the move.
Professional productions are complemented by self-productions by the end-users on social networks,
community platforms, aggregators and service providers producing original content.
User Generated Content (UGC) is exploding in personal and professional environments.

M&E is one of the most promising sectors which will benefit from 5G networks as it is expected that 5G
implementations will drastically increase bandwidth and reduce latency thus driving increased media usage with
implications and business opportunities for 5G growth across all aspects of the M&E Industry (see Figure 94).
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Figure 94: 5G Enterprise Market for Media and Entertainment80

However, in assessing opportunities in the global market, it is important to segment the overall M&E market into
production and distribution functions which have different life cycles, costs, 5G needs, markets and business
potential. From a technology viewpoint, the European Technology Platforms, New Electronic Media and
NetWorld202081 issued a joint position paper which considers nine use cases, covering a broad range of existing
and future media services. Analysing the 5G network capabilities and KPIs that are needed to meet the
requirements of the use cases, the position paper concludes that two network slices with complementary
capabilities are needed. The reason for this is that the media production and distribution chain encompass
functionalities and operations such as content creation, service composition, service aggregation, content
distribution, devices capacities, user interaction and user interfaces, which require very diverse network
capabilities. As an example, content production mostly needs high uplink capacity, while media distribution
typically needs high downlink capacity.
From a commercial viewpoint, it is important that M&E Use Cases segment the various stakeholders and
personas who will potentially benefit or be impacted along the production or distribution value chain in order to
align new business models to stakeholder benefit. New business models include new media workflows with
remote live production, where the video assets are in the cloud and the involved team members are in their
homes or offices, as well as enhanced media production services, given that cloud resources and AI/big-data
processing solutions can be used in real time with the live high-fidelity video uplink in a 5G network. Further
business drivers include increased productivity and revenues by enabling producing and handling more live
events simultaneously, significantly reduced costs by reducing size and travel of big production teams and
equipment trucks to event sites, reduced costs compared to traditional media contribution over dedicated
satellite, reduced costs due to enabling usage of cloud-based production software, increasing viewers
engagement by providing more content and at a higher quality and higher overall QoE (such as more fluent and
reliable video) content on TV and online including on social networks.
The use cases in 5G-SOLUTIONS for M&E will seek to further demonstrate the technology capabilities in real
industry trials but also to examine the opportunities for new and modified business models that are enabled with
5G and to specifically identify the personas impacted at each in the value chain.
Within the 5G-SOLUTIONS Project, deliverable “D8.1A Market Assessment and Technology Monitoring” (Section
6.4) contains a more in-depth intersection between the M&E industry requirements and the specifics of each
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Market and Markets Report, “5G Enterprise Market, Forecast to 2026”
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5G Media slice definition (version 1.2), Joint position paper by NEM initiative and NetWorld2020, Online: https://neminitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/nem-networld2020-5g-media-slice-v1-2_24092019.pdf
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UC, and is updated as a working document throughout the project. This is further supported with a specific
market and technology knowledge base82 which is maintained by all project partners to support the most current
and accurate market information. Those resources support a continuous feedback link between WP8 (Market
assessment and Commercialisation) and WP1 (Specific UC Pilots).

8.2 UC4.1: Ultra-High-Fidelity Media
8.2.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

Rapid progress in display and capture technologies is enabling a new, highly immersive production and viewing
experience with ultra-crisp, wide-view pictures with deep contrast and multi-channel sound. Both linear and nonlinear content will be used for testing the Ultra High-Fidelity Media (UHFM) experience. In order to guarantee a
high quality of experience for UHFM, 5G network should be able to support efficient network management, fair
resource allocation, high speed transport capabilities and strategies. UC involves media streaming to devices
using a variety of applications supported by the partners under different network configurations.
The last few years have been witnessing a quantum shift in the production and commercialization of digital
media. High Definition (HD) digital media is now pervasive in every domain. UHD and higher resolution content
is a definite trend. Applications range from Digital Cinema Projection through Broadcast TV, corporate messaging
and training, science, medical and military. The distribution of UHFM digital media, for these and every other
application, has been made possible by the development of highly efficient compression standards that reduce
the size of files and bit‐streams significantly while maintaining picture quality to allow storage, caching and
distribution of media on a mass scale, be it to the cinema, digital live broadcast channels, or streaming on demand
to home and mobile consumers.
Indeed, film distribution has started moving towards Ultra‐High Definition (UHD) ‐ four times the HD size. Well
established companies, such as the BBC, are putting substantial effort in the creation of UHD content considering
increases in resolution towards UHD and frame rate towards 100Hz. Domestic television sets and mobile devices
e.g. smartphones, tablets, laptops, etc. have been introduced with UHD resolution screens, and are capable of
displaying and capturing even higher resolutions. Undoubtedly, the production and exploitation of UHFM
content will dominate the market for years to come.
In the meantime, there have been dramatic changes in the generation, production and use of digital media.
Indeed, User Generated Content (UGC) has been inundating the storage cells of smart mobile devices, personal
computers and social networks alike. A new wide range of sources of UGC has emerged; originated by the
pervasive and increasing impact of connected devices, such as smartphones, tablets and wearable devices, able
to capture the news and the event as it unfolds anytime anywhere. Moreover, the latest smart device models
are equipped with high‐specification cameras, enabling users to capture videos with professional quality, even
in UHD out‐of‐the‐box. Exploiting the mobile social media concept, both the TV broadcasting industry and
academia have been continuously building integrated TV and web platforms to engage the users in the
broadcasting process. Of course, the pervasiveness of social networks also means that such platforms should not
only be used to generate new forms of media and interaction, but should be accessible to all, irrespective of
geographical location e.g. mobile consumers or access device.
The realisation of this vision is underpinned by decades of research and advances in video and multi‐view media
processing, as well as, other related research fields, meaning that the time is now ripe for integrating research
outputs with technologies that support real‐time creation and distribution of more advanced content forms
while enabling interaction and crowd‐sourcing among users and professional content creators. Indeed, the
community of knowledge creators, developers and commercialisation enterprises in the fields of mobile
82
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applications, UHFM broadcasting, or both, is fully aware of the unprecedented growth of related technology and
is wholly convinced of the great potential of a UHFM broadcasting to all consumers no matter their status e.g.
being at home or mobile.
The challenge broadcasters currently face is the understanding of pros e.g. additional capabilities such as slicing,
or limitations that emerging NGA networks (with focus on 5G) offer in order to take advantage and adapt
technological infrastructures and business models. Respective efforts over 4G networks demonstrated great
capacity, latency and density limitations. To this end, no matter if content mobile distribution services exist over
current mobile networks, they cannot guarantee higher quality and eventually support most of the times lower
content formats.
In order to test the potential of producing and distributing UHFM over emerging 5G networks NOVA will provide
current and upcoming applications, content and services to the 5G-SOLUTIONS UOP 5G-VINNI testbed. In
addition, NOVA will define a set of comprehensive scenarios able to provide meaningful outcomes to analyse
technological, application and business aspects.
One aspect to be proved is the possibility to scale delivery for large audiences. 3GPP has prioritized the work
around unicast use cases since the first release of 5G, Rel’15, and hence 5G point-to-multipoint would only be
addressed starting from Rel’17. The lack of PTM characteristics may lead to an inefficient service provisioning
and utilization of the network and spectrum resources when distributing the same data to multiple users and
devices (e.g., live and linear content with very large audiences or mass software updates). However, whether 5G
unicast is already able to withstand massive media consumption needs to be investigated.
The scenarios will include content services provided by NOVA that will provide streaming services in various
definitions to a wide number of available 5G devices using UoP 5G test network.
The aim is to measure latency in a wide range of experiments using cashing services that the testbed offers. An
additional objective is to test unicast distribution of linear content to concurrent users stressing 5G radio and
network capabilities. This could be supported by the setup of specific QoS/SLA requirements under a network
slicing approach.

8.2.2 Current status and challenges
NOVA is a telecommunication and PayTV services provider that started operations in Greece 25 years ago. The
company was always at the edge of the technology offering state of the art services to. To name but a few NOVA
was the first operator in Greece that offered Satellite PayTV services (2000), HD/3D Services (2010), Triple Play
services (2012), OTT services (2015), etc.
In parallel, NOVA started to define its strategy to enter mobile as MVNO (launched in 2020). Beyond this,
possibilities to strengthen OTT offerings over mobile networks, including interactive UGC based services, were
explored. Within this set of initiatives, participation in the HORIZON 2020 COGNITUS project (cognitus-h2020.eu)
was decided. In this project a number of end users and back-end applications were successfully developed. Trials
were performed in live events (Greek Superleague football matches, Acropolis international basketball
tournament, Edinburgh festival, etc.). In the trials organized by NOVA (athletic events) the real time (or near real
time) aspect of the services was of high priority. The high-level trial scenarios involved fans being on the stadium
to send and consume UGC in UHD with respect to the specific event adjacent to the professional production and
distribution offered by the NOVA commercial services. No matter if all applications and processes performed as
planned, significant service problems were observed while consuming or contributing content from fans in the
stadium. More specifically, (questionnaires were employed) delays or inability to view and submit content were
observed due to 4G network and bandwidth limitations. To this end, user experience was considered to be poor
while the aim to provide such an “interactive” UHD content service under current 4G deployments was decided
to be immature at that time.
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Nevertheless, such services still fall within NOVA strategic interest seeking opportunities to constitute respective
commercial offerings under emerging 5G networks. To this end, NOVA strategically participates in 5G HORIZON
2020 projects, in 5G-PPP working groups and follows NEM activities83.
UC4.1 focuses mainly on the distribution of high quality UHD content over 5G networks. Massive deployment
and uptake from the users’ side is critical for the business potential of such services.

8.2.3 Why is 5G required
To support efficient multi-viewer delivery of live content in such use cases, broadcast and multicast capabilities
are needed (e.g. those designed by the 5G-Xcast project). TV and radio are consumed on many different devices
and in many different usage scenarios. A traditional, linear service is understood as a curated integrated service,
which could be a 24/7 linear live channel but could also be complemented by on-demand elements. For 5G
network interaction there should also be considerations for future types of “linear” such as skipping songs,
shows, replacing (parts of) programme items. Linear is downlink only in broadcast mode, i.e. a certain portion of
spectrum is permanently consumed by TV/Radio services - independently from the number of viewers. This can
then be combined with on-demand elements obtained in unicast mode known as "hybrid applications" (e.g. as
is the case with HbbTV84). The use of on-demand apps (Video on Demand, Audio on Demand) is by nature an
individual affair and requires bi-directional communications and unicast mode. Places such as stadiums, cinemas
and hall parks are becoming increasingly connected to the digital world, with the purpose of further engaging
their users. Augmented onsite live event experience: this means enhancing the experience of the onsite visitors,
for example by means of augmented reality, providing them with additional information relating to the live
event. Such information may be previously available or be created in real-time.
Personalised onsite live event experience is of key importance. This caters for personalizing the visitors’
experience, for example allowing them to select (additional) camera angles to view, zoom in certain areas of the
location which would otherwise be too far away or not visible from their current location, or view replays of the
just played content or view related content. On site live events can be classified into scheduled (e.g. sport
matches, music concerts, festivals) and unpredictable/unexpected events (e.g. live news, emergency support).
Scheduled events are planned by TV organizations employing professional equipment like 360°-degree cameras,
4K cameras that are controlled remotely, and UHD video streams. Additionally, video streaming produced for
users attending the event could be properly conveyed by professional equipment to enhance media fruition or
delivered directly to final users as direct video communications. Unpredictable/unexpected events that cannot
be planned in advance and need to be streamed at unpredictable time, from both TVs and users in the area of
the event. The fundamental difference between the two kinds of events is related to the time available for
infrastructure setup, with the second scenario possibly critical also for environmental aspects. Both cases require
setup of the media delivery and the related communication support for a limited period of time, i.e. the duration
of the event. Broadcasting and multicasting via eMBMS, 5G broadcast and multicast and seamless transition to
unicast, can also enable the delivery of high-quality video to many users without consuming more bandwidth.
5G enables unprecedented interactions with the communication infrastructure. Thanks to the softwarization of
network and compute functions (i.e., SDN, NFV), services can now perform live operations conditioned to the
current state of communication resources. This feature is particularly relevant in CDNs, which seek to increase
Quality of Experience (QoE) by implementing dynamic caching techniques at different levels of a 5G telco cloud,
implying resource isolation from 3er-party services (i.e., network slices). 5G makes it possible to leverage many
caching strategies from Cloud technologies, like exploiting global knowledge of content popularity for
intelligently and dynamically provision a limited cache.
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The On-Demand Streaming (ODS) scenario of UC 4.1 seeks to exploit the Cloud/Virtualization qualities of 5G as
to provide efficient caching techniques. Such caching aims at reducing the apparent delay experienced by users
requesting multimedia content by implementing a cache at the Edge of the 5G end-to-end segment.

8.2.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
After the completion of Cycle 1 and the successful use of the CDSO for the rate adjustment and the
starting/stopping of the Encoders and the automation of the VNF orchestration, the need for further
collaboration with CDSO, ZTA and UoP testbed engineers to achieve integration was identified. This was further
enhanced by the fact that in commercial deployments respective tools guiding such integration will need to be
provided, as this integration plays a major role in the quality of the provided service.
In Cycle 2, the integration between the Encoders, the UoP testbed, the CDSO, the Visualization System and ZTA
has been achieved with end-to-end trials utilizing all the above components. This integration has vastly improved
the Technical KPIs such as Latency, Lost Frames and Jitter, as further reported in Section 8.2.3.2.

8.2.5 Business Analysis and Goals

8.2.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
The key personas involved in such a use case related commercial offering value chain are:
Table 56: UC4.1 Personas & Stakeholders

Persona

Personal role

OTT
subscriber

Consumer of 5G
enabled OTT
applications/TVContent services
subscriber

Broadcaste
r

TV/Content
service
provider/OTT
platform operator
and broadcaster
able to serve OTT
subscribers

Persona
type
End user

End to
end
service
provider

As-Is pre 5G pain points

As-Is pre 5G constraint

The subscriber experience that is
denied
access
to
(and
engagement with) high quality
content in critical moments, e.g.
at a stadium concert with a band
of which she is a great fan.
The subscriber needs to have
access to the content in good
quality and high resolution
(UHD) no matter if he/she are
moving or still using any device.
In addition, the access to the
content should be guaranteed
even in high density areas e.g.
stadiums.
The broadcaster is not able to
provide high quality content to
(and enable engagement from)
users at moments that are really
important to the users - and the
owners of content.
They cannot give any promises
about
quality.
Thus,
expectations for growth are built
on shaky prerequisites.
The broadcaster needs to serve
subscribers with high quality

Mobility and density
Today (4G networks) the
service is not guaranteed.
When needed the video
quality is lowered by the
application
server.
Mobility impacts quality as
well and there is a high
possibility that in high
density areas (stadiums,
etc.) where everyone is
using a smart phone, they
are poorly served by
current 4G networks
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Content
owner,
producer

Offers content
IPR to
broadcasters. The
content
production
quality depends
on the willingness
to consume such
content with
adequate QoE.

Other

content no matter the place they phone, they are poorly
are and their moving status.
served by current 4G
networks.
Content
owners
and
Content owners face a lot of producers. Today (4G)
uncertainty about whether they productions match the 4G
are able to provide /engage their data rata capacity, and no
consumers with their content at quality guaranteed exists.
critical point of times. A bad user
experience may distract users
from the content, rather than
increase engagement and build
devotion. It is risky.
They want to increase the value
of their offering by adding more
quality and feature provided
that the content can be
consumed

8.2.5.2 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
The respective analysis per Persona is analysed in the matrix above.

8.2.5.3 Business Measurement KPIs
Table 57: UC4.1 Business Measurement KPIs

Business
Measurement
UC Specific Metric
Category
Cost
The implementation of the UC at a massive
Reduction
commercial level is not envisaged to have impact
on cost reduction. Of course, take up stages and
entering new technological eras require
investments and personnel training. Nevertheless,
at
a stage
envisage
that
upcoming
methods
for
Revenue
There
is a we
trend
in PayTV
that
innovative
services
content
creation
and
distribution
in
UHD
will
Increase
(e.g. in the beginning of 2010 HD and 3D) offered to
replace
current
practices
or lessNevertheless,
at the same
early adopter
with
a pricemore
premium.
costs.
the goal is to archive massive penetration.
Experience in PayTV services shows that operators
tend to offer additional quality maintaining as
much as possible previous price levels.
Time Saved
N/A. See statements above.
Faster Time to
Market
Safety

Target Improvement for the UC
No cost improvement is envisaged.

It will probably replace current
services aiming at maintaining
revenue levels.

N/A. See statements above.

N/A. See statements above.

N/A. See statements above.

N/A

N/A
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Security

Increased potential to defend security threats and
fight piracy

Accessibility

The ability to create reliable interactive content
services and the distribution of ultra-crisp highquality content over 5G networks will lead to
offering new innovative content services
penetrating new audiences such as youngsters who
will later become subscribers.

User
Experience

The user experience will significantly increase due
to the ability to provide high-quality interactive
services and ultra-crisp UHD content.

It is envisaged that 5G will increase
security potentials and provide
means to fight piracy.
It is envisaged that as 5G UE become
affordable, the market of such
content services will increase
expanding to lower ages while
maintaining current markets. We
envisage that market will increase at
least 10% after 2 years of significant
volumes of 5G UEs adoption.
Respective telecom operators pricing
policing towards the content
operators and end subscribers will
play significant role to the uptake
curve of such services
On a user measurement level, the
KPIs target is:
User satisfaction, SUS85 score > 70
On a technical level please see the
user experience KPIs below

Other

N/A

Concluding, we envisage that operators will adopt such services at early stages trying to compete towards
addressing new audiences. This will require investments both in the production and distribution side as well as
significant transformation of operations which will has to adopt new content formats, massive interactive
services, etc. The KPIs required cannot be met by current 4G deployment which do not guarantee UL and DL
quality. In specific deployments, e.g. special deployment in stadiums, WiFi can accommodate throughput and
user experience requirements. Nevertheless, such solutions cannot be generalised and cannot be considered by
content operators as a solution for massive service deployment. The challenge will be to offer high quality
content services to all subscribers no matter if they are inhouse or outside.

8.2.6 Technical Context

8.2.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture
Within 5G-SOLUTIONS media application and equipment are deployed within the UoP testbed in order to imitate
a commercial deployment. Such setup aims at both measuring performance KPIs and also user experience. In
addition, VNFs were implemented that were able to control transmission parameters providing a flavour of the
evaluation of such services. Three encoders are deployed in FNET premises in Athens, able to stream content in
multiple speeds. The Tandberg encoders stream the signal while the TVG420 encoder is used to multiplex the
signals and create a demand for higher throughput. Furthermore, two TVG420 decoders are deployed at UoP
premises: the first one is deployed in the core network while the second one at the signal reception site (using
UoP 5G radio). In this way end-to-end application latency will be measured excluding the impact of the public
network. Finally, CDSO connectivity has been implemented, able to initiate, terminate and modify the stream
parameters.
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For the On-Demand Streaming (ODS) scenario of this UC, a cache is located at the Edge of 5G end-to-end segmenr
and is utilized to reduce the apparent delay experienced by users requesting multimedia content. The cache
operates with an advanced machine learning technique (the soft actor-critic) to choose which contents need to
be cached. The implemented approach reduces the latency for end-users, adapting to the content popularity
pattern across different locations and times.
The following architecture illustrates the UC4.1 setup during Cycle 1:

Figure 95: UC4.1 Architecture Cycle 1

The architecture for Cycle 2 was based on the above one from Cycle 1, maintaining the connection with the CDSO
and the Visualization System. The VNF and Service orchestration, as well as the control of the Encoders is similarly
done by the UoP testbed, which is also connected to the CDSO. The major changes in Cycle 2 architecture are
the introduction of a database that is connected to the Visualization System and of course the Zero Touch
Automation (ZTA) component. The former stores metrics and KPIs and makes them available to the latter, in
order to have the data needed for the automation. ZTA evaluates all the data from the DB and predicts changes
to the quality of the stream based on a set of policies and thresholds. If it evaluates that a change is needed, it
calls the respective CDSO API to notify about the new parameters and the change is propagated via the UoP
testbed to the Encoders. The new metrics are again collected by the Visualization System and the DB and the
loop can start again, fine-tuning the stream quality based on the implemented ZTA policies.
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Figure 96: UC4.1 Architecture Cycle 2

8.2.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
As target KPIs for the use case, we use those defined by NEM in the 5G Media slice definition86.
More specifically:
Table 58: UC4.1 Technical KPIs

Use case attribute
Description

Low latency service with high
reconfigurability and
heterogeneity of the network
Dynamic and flexible UHD
content distribution scenario
that support the applicability of
pure
adaptive
streaming
protocols such as DASH, in
which a DASH streaming
service can be constructed by
not
having
as
many
descriptions per segment as
allowed qualities but rather
being based on scalable coding
techniques that can allow
exploitation
of
adaptive
modulation and coding (AMC)
techniques.

Live event experiences

Target Improvement for the
UC

AV production for live event
experiences with guaranteed
QoS (data rate, latency,
reliability, etc.). On site live
events can be classified into
scheduled (e.g. sport matches,
music concerts, festivals) and
unpredictable/unexpected
events (e.g. live
news,
emergency support, etc.).
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Experience data rate

•

14 Mb/s

4K (2160/60/P): 22~25
Mb/s

Application Latency

20 ms

14 ms

Cache Hit Ratio

80 %

80 %

Lost Frames

20 frames/minute

8.1 frames/minute

Jitter

20 ms

22 ms

Trial target KPI
Fully passed > 25 Mb/s
Partially passed > 20 Mb/s and
< 25 Mb/s
Not passed < 20 Mb/s
Trial target KPI
Fully passed < 20 ms
Partially passed > 20 ms and <
40 ms
Not passed > 40 ms
Trial target KPI
Fully passed >85%
Partially passed <85% and > 80
%
Not passed <80 %
Trial target KPI
Fully
passed
<
20
frames/minute
Partially
passed
>
20
frames/minute and < 40
frames/minute
Not passed > 40 frames/minute
Trial target KPI
Fully passed < 20 ms
Partially passed > 20 ms and <
70 ms
Not passed > 70 ms

Within 5G-SOLUTIONS we aim at measuring Latency and Experience data rates using the testbed facilities.

8.2.6.3 Base use case scenarios, context and conditions
The use case scenarios for Cycle 1 are described in the Deliverable D2.8-D2.4A and for Cycle 2 in Deliverable
D2.9-D2.4B.
Such use cases involve streaming with multiple rates (up to 50MBPs) measuring performance KPIs (latency,
frames lost, throughput, etc.) and use experience.

8.2.6.4 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
As illustrated in the overall UC4.1 architecture presented above, CDSO is used to control the VNF in order to set
the experiment parameters. Visualisation system has been integrated with both encoders and decoders to
measure the KPIs.
From the 5G testbed, the ability to provide slice functionality is beneficial.

UC4.1 also participates in Multi-living lab experiments along with UC4.4 and UC4.6.
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8.2.6.5 UC Technology Partners and Roles
Stakeholders
FNET content production & transmission
engineers
FNET OTT marketing experts
UoP testbed engineers
NOKIA CDSO engineers
AppART engineers
CTTC researchers and engineers

Roles
Technical/Content
Business
Technical/Network Transmission-Network
Management
Orchestration integration
Visualisation system integration and measurement
VNF implementation, Designing of caching and
advanced ML-based caching algorithms
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8.3 UC4.2: Multi-CDN Selection
8.3.1 UC description, motivation and objectives
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) are currently playing an important role in guaranteeing an adequate traffic
load and latency reduction when multiple users get access to a particular content. High quality live TV
consumption is set to be one of the most challenging scenarios to be tested. For this purpose, an initial set of
trials will be focused on evaluating the possibilities of 5G to enhance unicast delivery by means of higher data
rates, lower latency and sustainable QoS.
QoS monitoring plays a prominent role in delivering content over a CDN, in order to detect failures and playback
problems along the delivery chain. By knowing the failures and problems, the overall streaming quality, QoS and
user experience can be constantly increased. Moreover, predicting future workload, resource utilization and
resource requirements, enables the system to take actions before a performance or QoS degradation actually
takes place. The detection and forecasting of content delivery service degradation and outages are performed
by QoS Monitoring and Prediction services, which are deployed by ICOM. Additionally, the KPI Visualization
Visualization System, provided by App-art, is used for measuring KPIs and assure service continuity and QoS level
during the trials. On this basis, the possibility of monitoring and predicting KPIs of the 5G network may also help
to improve decisions on CDN selection, based on real-time performance.
The adjustment methods studied in this use case consider primitive adaptations within the CDN (intra-CDN), for
dynamic assignment of end users to edge streaming proxies’ components (i.e. cache) and for the dynamic
configuration of edge components (e.g. activation of content caching, caching customization, etc.). Another level
of customization is introduced with the availability of CDN alternatives from multiple providers, so that CDN
components are selected during execution, for end users. The goal is to offer the best performance for current
streaming tasks, while allowing for an additional level of load balancing of end-user requests. In general, the
purpose of the use case tests is to evaluate end-to-end CDN functionality as well as the timely retrieval of
monitoring metrics. In addition, the induction and analysis of monitoring metrics into QoS Monitoring &
Prediction (QMP) module will be verified. The ultimate goal is to evaluate the full functionality of the intra and
inter-slice adaptations.
The objectives of UC4.2 are summarised in Table 67.
Table 67: UC 4.2 Initial High-level Test Objectives, Requirements and Participants

Test Objectives

Requirements
•
•

•

•

Evaluate CDN adaptation
strategies to prevent QoS
deffects under various CDN
loading conditions.
Evaluate CDN selection
strategies to optimize
efficiency on costs and
traffic volume and boost
the QoS for trending
content situations.

•

•

Implement
MEC
mechanisms
for
the
evaluation of and the
selection
among
alternative CDN resources
Implement
the
mechanisms that will
enable the system level
and
application
level
adaptations
5G-VINNI Patra ICT-17
facility availability.

Participants
ICOM provides the CDN NFV artifacts
for the components comprising the
CDN slices as well as QoS analytics
tools for the detection and
forecasting of content delivery
service degradation and outages.

Additionally, ICOM will provide
the mechanisms for selecting one
of the possible adaptations based
on predicted outputs.
•

•
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and onboarding capabilities for smart
proxies/caches as VNFs
Nokia
provides
the
CDSO
orchestrator that will be used for
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•

•

instantiating and configuring the CDN
VNFs
App-art provides the Visualization
system for collecting system and
application level monitoring data
from the testbed deployment
NOVA provides the content that is
used in the trials

To sum up, this use case aims to exploit mechanisms for intelligently optimizing and customizing CDN-based
streaming services, by utilizing MEC mechanisms for evaluating and selecting among alternative CDN resources
available. CDN services, and in particular edge streaming proxies for IPTV and VoD services offered as Virtualized
Network Functions (VNFs), are dynamically selected and adapted, depending on intelligent system-level
monitoring and prediction of workload, resource utilization and resource requirements set by service demands.
This also includes short-term predictions for the deterioration of service quality, allowing for adjustments at both
system and application level. Examples of system-level adaptations are switching cache within a CDN or switching
between different CDNs, while some application-level adaptations may be changes to the quality of the videochunk or to the parameters of the cached content.

8.3.2 Current status and challenges
The validation and evaluation of this use case is carried at the 5G-VINNI Patras facility, which is operated by the
University of Patras (UoP). For Cycle 2, the setup uses components from the ICOM Commercial CDN, i.e., the
fs|CDN™ Anywhere solution, including packaging, streaming, and caching functions. The video content is
streamed from the Video Head-End & Management platform, via HLS or MPEG DASH, to the edge streaming
servers and end users. ICOM’s CDN solution seamlessly integrates with content provided by NOVA. The CDN
solution is developed as NFV artifacts on 5G network slices, using the NFV MANO tools from the 5G-VINNI Patra
testbed. Three end-to-end CDN slices are deployed in the testbed in order to represent a multi-provider CDN
scenario. Each slice has isolated and independent CDN management and storage network services, but they are
all sharing MEC services for access, monitoring and adaptations. System-level monitoring data are collected from
the CDN deployment using the KPI Visualization System. An existing anonymized data set from a commercial
deployment of ICOM’s CDN solution is used for the training of prediction algorithms and the online evaluation
of the QoS monitoring and prediction module. ETSI MEC mechanisms and APIs are used for interoperability
between CDN services and MEC services, as well as for supplying the QoS Monitoring and Prediction (QMP)
module with application level data. ICOM Android applications is also available for the evaluation of CDN clients
running on 5G devices.
The next trials for this use case (Cycle 3) will explore the possibilities of maintaining the QoS for users by means
of dynamic selection or adaptations of the CDN cache where the user is receiving content from, as well as the
prediction of congestion and the use of edge computing resources in order to instantiate new caches on demand
or to automatically move to a different CDN slice. The possibilities of network slicing to guarantee a sustainable
QoS at scale will also be investigated.

8.3.3 Why is 5G required
In general, CDN networks take advantage of the benefits of 5G, such as faster browsing and more reliable
streaming of high-quality content for more concurrent users. With the exponential growth of content
consumption, CDN providers are increasingly being required to offer more content in higher resolution and
better user experience, while reducing their costs. Thus, instead of creating capacity for peak demand, a
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potentially more economical, but certainly more flexible, approach is to use virtualization technologies to
optimize infrastructure and allocate resources as required. The general aim of a CDN provider is to be as close as
possible to the end users, so that it can deliver content to them faster and satisfy users’ expectations. To this
end, the virtual Content Delivery Networks (vCDNs), backed by caching technology, allow network operators and
streaming platforms to speed up the content delivery. This approach has many advantages. To begin with, vCDNs
can be integrated into the network and put at the edge in 5G edge cloud data centers, which are significantly
smaller than traditional data centers. This means that they can be built in urban areas much closer to where peak
traffic volumes are likely to occur. These vCDN servers are still connected to the core network, but they allow
content to be delivered closer to users to improve performance. On the one hand, this reduces the bottleneck
on the origin server, by distributing the load across multiple locations, while on the other hand it significantly
reduces the time it takes for these servers to respond to user requests.
In this use case, specifically, a commercial CDN solution leverages on 5G systems and technologies like Network
Slicing and Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC), in order to facilitate the user coverage and the management of
the virtualised CDN network. Moreover, the possibilities of 5G networks, including caching and edge computing
capabilities, open an opportunity to work around the concept of Multi-CDN, which is exploited in the present
use case. The core concept here is that a particular CDN cache or CDN provider can be selected according to the
experienced QoS or decisions at the network side for, e.g., load balancing reasons.

8.3.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
In Cycle 2 trials, the main focus was on the preparation of the required fs|cdnTM NFV MANO artifacts and the
creation of the three slices. The goal was to validate and evaluate the deployment of CDN components (VNFs for
packaging, streaming & caching/prefetching) over the 5GVINNI, Patra, facility through its orchestration layer, set
up the slice and verify initial connectivity between all components. This was successfully completed for all three
slices and, for each one of them, the E2E connectivity was assured. Various KPIs were measured (see Section
8.3.6.2), such as data rate and latency experienced by an end user, and was verified that the existing network
satisfies the 5G and CDN requirements. For the present trial, the end user was a laptop connected to gNB through
a CPE and executing the fs|cdnTM Anywhere application through a browser. In future trials, we plan to use 5G
mobile phones and compare the KPIs with and without applying the dynamic adaptations.
Additionally, in this cycle, the KPI Visualization System (KPI-VS) was integrated with the testbed and the QMP
and it was configured according to use case requirements. It was verified that the KPI-VS successfully retrieves
the monitoring data from the CDN application as well as system-level monitoring metrics from NFV-MANO
(through Prometheus).
Finally, some of the data is fed to the QMP module, which analyses them. The main goal was to evaluate one of
the basic functions of QMP, that is to produce insights and notifications about imminent performance
degradations. For this purpose, the accuracy of the prediction function was calculated. Up to the time of the
present deliverable, the accuracy was calculated using data from the existing training dataset and it was
satisfyingly high (~98%). However, in the future, it is required to generate more traffic in order to push enough
monitoring data in the QMP to generate predictions and calculate its accuracy with the runtime data.

8.3.5

Business Analysis and Goals

8.3.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
The stakeholders have changed in respect to what was described in D1.1A. The new stakeholders are presented
in the next table.
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Table 66: UC 4.2 Stakeholders and Roles

Stakeholders

Roles
•

Content

Provider

Content distributed through CDN providers

•

•
CDN service providers

CDN network based on ICOM’s CDN
solution

•

•
End users

Subscribers to Content Provider

MNO

Provides the physical infrastructure and
the RAN

•

•

Benefits
Delivers high quality content to
more users concurrently
Maintains a standard QoS for all
customers
Avoids problems with network
over- or under-dimensioning (by
dynamic adaptations)
Load balancing and streaming
QoS is assured
Standard and even enhanced
QoE
Reliable and stable streaming
service
More optimal use of resources
due to dynamic adaptations

8.3.5.2 Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
The respective analysis per Persona is analysed in the matrix above.

8.3.5.3 Business Measurement KPIs
No business KPIs were measured in Cycle 2. This is planned for Cycle 3, where the User Experience (UX) will be
calculated from CDN and network statistics.

8.3.6 Technical Context

8.3.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The UC4.2 high-level architecture is illustrated in Figure 73. The multi-CDN selection approach focuses on
intelligent adaptation of CDN components, based on QoS criteria. As CDN resources, in this case of use, we
consider the end-to-end CDN solutions of CDN providers deployed through the MNO network. Central CDN
components, such as video headend and management platforms, are typically deployed on the mobile core. In
contrast, cache and streaming server components can also be deployed at the MEC level, acting as edge
streaming proxies. This modular CDN development allows demand-based provisioning at MEC level (i.e., edge
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streaming proxies), taking into account the number of connected users, the popularity of the content, the
mobility of users, etc.

Figure 73: High level architecture of UC4.2

As shown in the above figure, we assume the availability of solutions by different CDN Providers on the same
MNO Network, which all receive content by the same Content Origin and distribute it over their CDN solutions
to end users. We also make the assumption that end-users establish business relationships only with the Content
Provider, while the mobile network and CDN service details are transparent to them on a business level.
Nevertheless, at each point of time, each CDN Provider serves a concreate set of end users, but based on realtime monitored or predicted QoS, the assignment of an end-user to a particular CDN provider is subject to change
on runtime, both for load balancing purposes and for the assurance of streaming QoS and QoE for each end-user.
This analysis is performed by QoS Monitoring and Prediction services at the MEC Host level, and is provided as
input to CDN selection and CDN edge adaptation functions.
In our scenario, intra-CDN adaptations include the dynamic switching between edge caches (of the same CDN
Provider) that serve particular end-users, as well as the triggering of concrete content caching on a particular
edge cache or the parameterization of that cache (e.g. buffer size, content Time-To-Live (TTL)). On the other
hand, inter-CDN switching include the re-assignment of some UEs to a different CDN slice. In general, CDN
solutions of different CDN Providers are instantiated each in its own 5G Network Slice and adaptation primitives
are realized as Network Function Virtualization (NFV) Management and Orchestration (MANO) Day-2
configurations.
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8.3.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
Table 68: UC 4.2 Minimum Technical Requirements

Link Data Rate
(Mbps)

Latency (ms)

Reliability (%)

Cache hit ratio (%)

>200

<50

>99

>90

The next tables present the measurements and results from Cycle 2 activities. The network measurements refer
to one slice, but the measurements of the rest slices were similar, since the network conditions and requirements
are exactly the same.
Table 73: UC 4.2 Technical network performance KPIs

KPI

Target

Measure Value

Description

Downlink
throughput

> 200 Mbps

Average: 255 Mbps
Peak: 351 Mbps

This is the E2E link throughput. Peak and
average values are measured

Downlink data
rate per stream

> 5 Mbps

Peak: 20 Mbps

This was measured with one streaming video
at one UE

Latency

<50 ms

Minimum:
29ms
Maximum:
49ms
Average: 37ms

Packet latency from UE to N6 interface

Reliability

> 99.9%

100%

The packet loss from UE to N6 interface was
0, because this was measured under the
conditions of the experiment, where we had
1 UE getting 2 streams. We need to stretch
the system in order to notice any packet loss.

Cache hit ratio

> 90%

100%

Since we have only 1 stream (i.e. video), the
cache hit ratio is always 100% in this use
case.

Table 74: UC 4.2 Network Service Management KPIs

KPI
Slice
instantiation
time

Target

< 5 min

Measured Value

~ 3 min
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Description
Refers to the creation and
activation of a single CDN
slice. Note that the slices are
not activated concurrently.
Another notice is that Juju
charms
are
used
in
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configurations, posing delays
in slice instantiation. If the
charms were removed, the
measured time would be
lower.

8.3.6.3 Base use case scenarios, context and conditions
The goal of the use case scenarios is to evaluate the end-to-end CDN functionality, the timely retrieval and
analysis of monitoring metrics and the functionality of intra and inter-slice adaptations. Below is a list of the
main test cases planned for Cycle 2 (also analysed in deliverable D2.4B):
•

UC4.2-SC1 - CDN NFV MANO artifacts on 5GVINNI, Patra : This test is separated into three steps.
The first one is about the preparation of the fs|cdn NFV MANO artifacts. These include the ICOM
fs|cdnTM Anywhere NFV artifacts for the CDN components comprising the CDN slices. The second
step is the onboarding of fs|cdn NFV MANO artifacts to the Patras Facility site. This step aims at
validating and evaluating the deployment of CDN components over the 5GVINNI, Patra, facility
through its orchestration layer, setting up the slice and verifying initial connectivity between all
components. Additionally, it aims at verifying and evaluating the End-to-End (E2E) connectivity,
by examining, for example, aspects related to data rate and latency. This also requires the use of
the fs|cdnTM Anywhere mobile app running on 5G devices. Finally, this second step is repeated
in order to create three CDN slices in total.

•

UC4.2-SC2 - Test end-to-end CDN functionality: The next step is to add the Streaming Content.
Once the slices are established, we should test the E2E functionality of the deployed CDNs,
including the streaming of content from Origin to end-user mobile devices through the CDN
instances. The content used is video content from NOVA.

•

UC4.2-SC3 - Integration with KPI Visualization System (KVS): In this test, the KPI-VS is configured
according to use case requirements. Next, the retrieval of application-level and system-level
monitoring metrics is tested. The goal is to verify that the KVS successfully retrieves the
monitoring data both from the CDN application and from OSM.

•

UC4.2-SC4 - Integration with QoS Monitoring & Prediction (QMP) Platform: This is to test the
integration between KPI-VS and QMP, i.e. to verify that the QMP can get the data it requires
from the KPI-VS, in order to perform its function. Moreover, it is needed to check that the QoS
Monitoring & Prediction component can analyze this information and produce insights,
notifications and alerts. Finally, the QoS Monitoring & Prediction module is evaluated.

Through the tests of this use case, a number of KPIs of different categories will be evaluated. Particularly, the KPI
categories that are relevant to UC4.2 tests for Cycle 2 are the following:
•

Technical network performance KPIs: This includes KPIs related to data rate (e.g., peak downlink
throughput and minimum downlink data rate per stream), latency (e.g., maximum packet latency
from UE to N6 interface), and reliability (e.g., percentage of packet-loss from UE to N6 interface).
Such KPIs can be satisfied by 5G EMBB Network Slices allocated for the different CDN solutions,
in combination with Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC).

•

Network Service Management (NSM) KPIs: This includes the measurements of time frames
related to different slicing phases.
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8.3.6.4 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
Figure 97 shows the current testbed setup. As mentioned earlier, and also inidcated in the figure, we are
establishing three Network Slices on 5G-VINNI Patras facility. These slices are created by using three Access Point
Names (APNs), where each of them has independent CDN management and network services. Each slice is
comprised by VNFs for the ICOM central CDN Headend and Management as well as, at least, one VNF for the
CDN edge cache. In Cycle 2, the VNF orchestration is done through Open Source Mano (OSM), while the NFV
infratructure in managed through OpenStack. Additionally, for the trials, free-licensed, local content is used,
which is provided by NOVA. For the RAN part, just one gNB is required (as shown in Figure 97). ICOM fs|cdnTM
Anywhere application is installed on 5G devices connected to the single gNB. UE assignement to a slice is done
by selecting the respective APN.

Figure 97: UC4.2 deployment setup in 5G-VINNI, Patras

The system monitoring is done through the KPI Visualisation System (KPI-VS), which queries the Prometheus at
the testbed side for the needed monitoring data. These data include both system-level monitoring metrics, like
total throughput of gNB and throughput per user, as well as CDN application level monitoring data, like number
of requests and bandwidth consumption per edge cache. Moreover, each application metric is accompanied with
an identifier of the slice, so that we may know to which slice they refer to. However, this is not required for the
system-level metrics, because they are retrieved at the gNB level, which is common to all slices. All collected
information is visualised by the KPI-VS.

8.3.6.5 UC Technology Partners and Roles
Table 40 summarizes the partners involved in UC4.2 and their roles
Table 59: UC4.2 Partners & Roles

Partner

Roles
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ICOM
UoP
Nokia
App-Art
Nova

Manages the UC, the CDN application and the services for QoS monitoring and
predictions (QMP) and CDN adaptations
Supports the UC as the testbed provider
Provides the CDSO service for slice orchestrations
Collects, visualizes and passes to QMP (as requested) network and application level
monitoring metrics
Provides the video content

8.4 UC4.3: On-Site Live Event Experience
8.4.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

In highly-populated live events, such as sports venues, music concerts, or carnivals, lots of users try to upload
images, live videos and recorded clips as well as watch other participants’ content or background content related
to the event. At the same time, special groups of users require continuous Service Level Agreements (SLAs) higher
than those of the mass. The challenge for media service providers is to offer a good QoE to their clients in a dense
client environment. Currently, the providers sharing the radio access, backhaul and core network try to optimise
their quality independently causing a dramatic degradation of the QoE. There are also special users such as
emergency services and first responders, which require a steady QoS. 5G network must be able to provide extra
resources for specific users, groups or services. UC 4.3 involves the generation and simulation of various
subscriber profiles in terms of bitrate and quality requirements and the evaluation of the corresponding QoE. In
addition, this use case will simulate tens of real end-users like in large live showcasing events. Uplink network
performance and the quality of the uplinked/streamed content will also be measured and evaluated.
LiveU will provide an App, LU-Smart, currently available for 4G, that uses its own adaptive h.264 video encoding
coupled to the smartphone cellular link performance, to transmit live from that location or within the UoP lab.
The uniqueness is also in that it can also bond a 2nd IP connection, that of the smartphone WiFi, so that a higher
resiliency and bandwidth may be achieved where WiFi is available.
Potential events type: Such events include, for example small and large Sports events, music concerts and other
performance events, political gatherings, religious gathering, festivals, happenings etc.
Locations: The use case may be limited to specific geographical locations such as a concert hall, a stadium, a
worship house, a nature location, a public square, an urban park etc; they may also be spread on several streets
(imagine new year’s eve in central Manhattan), several squares; they may be stationary or mobile, such as a
public parade or an ongoing marathon.
Massive live video generation & consumption: The main story is of many of the people present in such an event
stream live from the location(s). Their main destinations are potentially the social networks.
At the same time, many of these people also consume live content from the same event as it is upstreamed by
other people attending the event. This consumption is mainly from social networks, but also from professional
content producers such as the digital rights holders covering the event.
Side and less demanding content generation may take place concurrently of uploading images (including large
size and large quantities) and recorded video.
Guaranteed QoS: In parallel, guaranteed SLA/QoE in audio and video upstreaming and consuming is needed for
privileged users such as the emergency services or first responders. Since the regulatory framework, guidelines
and business model for allowing these users to use commercially available cellular networks is not yet in place,
we will address this part of the use case as a “nice to have add on”, but not the mandatory part. On the other
hand, a special private 5G network may be deployed for their usage, taking part of the spectrum and co-existing
with the commercial networks, yet this is not under the scope of WP6.
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Sizing: Scalable, from tens of people upstreaming and consuming live from/to smartphones to tens of thousands.

8.4.2 Current status and challenges
The main current problems not solved by other technologies are:

•

Much more limited user density support

•

Much more limited UL bandwidth

•

No QoS or service guarantee

•

No practical flexibility in resources allocation (e.g between UL and DL)

•

No practical support for private 4G networks (though few attempts are being made in very few cases
where unlicensed spectrum is identified and RoI is envisioned, yet even these very few deployments are
done for IoT/logistics, not in venues for UL media support).

8.4.3 Why is 5G required
5G is required, as explained above, to overcome these challenges and provide support for high user density and
high total and per user UL streaming over public and private network deployments.
5G should introduce better experience in the following technical aspects:
1. Increased UL (& DL) Speed for improved UL video quality, where most smartphones already stream HD
UL and even 4K)
2. Subscriber profiles – allowing user to register to get better QoE
3. Higher density support – more users able to stream live from the same location
5G should enable better QoE for the following applications
1.
2.
3.
4.

Live stream to social networks - mainly via smartphone apps (UL)
Content upload to social networks - mainly via smartphone apps (UL)
Live stream by media professionals – media companies (UL)
Live stream for security (UL) – while some security entities may have dedicated networks or spectrum,
some other entities might not have access to those (for example: municipality, event production security
etc.)
5. Sell the event also online by the event production (UL)
Introducing the above improvements and applications will improve the deliverables of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Individual participants
Media companies
Federal security, Civilian security
Events production

8.4.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
This UC didn’t participate in cycle 1.
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8.4.5 Business Analysis and Goals

8.4.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
Table 60: UC4.3 Personas & Stakeholders

Personas and stakeholders
Consumers: Event goers

Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
Bad current experience, cannot stream and share from events.
Streaming and sharing are disrupted - it irritates users.
MNOs
Cannot provide users and content owners services which are
predictable - it is more irritating than enhancing the user experience.
Networks resources too loaded, bad service/rep (though all MNOs will
suffer this the same)
Venue
owners/operators: Even though venue owners know how to increase user satisfaction stadium
owners
and they cannot deliver it. It is too risky - the total user experience may go
management companies
down.
Unsatisfied event goers, need to deploy more WiFi and backhauls,
don’t have good enough self-owned network

8.4.5.2 Business Measurement KPIs
Table 61: UC4.3 Business Measurement KPIs

Business
Measurement
Category
Time Saved

UC Specific Metric
Ability to get subscriber profile with some confidence will save the media companies
the hassle to use alternatives as satellite and fiber which takes time and more
expensive

Revenue
Increase

Depends on 5G costs, on private networks costs, on (new) models of rev share
between MNOs and venue owners.
Additionally, functional 5G network can have a competitive edge that will allow to
acquire new users that might churn other networks that do not provide adequate 5G.
New applications can be applied such as AR/VR, autonomous in-car entertainment in
the future.
Faster Time to If Broadcasters can stream in high quality faster, they will get to their audience faster
Market
and will have less competition from individuals’ social media private streams
Safety

Security

Accessibility

If used by civilian security or event production, events can be safer.
5G will allow the event production to notice loads in the events and filter traffic to
certain areas to avoid accidents related to congestion of too many people, they will be
able to spot violence and alert the local authorities faster to avoid escalation.
If used by civilian security or event production, events can be more secured. Local
authorities will have “eyes” in important events so they can monitor and react faster
to violations and apply law enforcement.
People who are not going to the event can get more content. They will be able to share
more information about the event which is good for them (arguably) and for sure good
for advertiser of the event and its sponsors
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User
Experience

Cost
Reduction

More event goers (festival, football, concert etc.) can stream live and share their live
stream online
Increased user experience, satisfaction, and advocacy of the network. Some users can
notice better performance by other users, hence will prefer a better network, which
will impact the competition in the domain.
If using mobile to transmit events production and media outlets can save the high cost
of fiber and/or satellite

8.4.6 Technical Context

8.4.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The main technical objectives of this use case are:
•
•
•
•

Evaluate network parameters and their impact on user experience and network performance, under
various traffic conditions.
Evaluate SLAs and especially uplink configuration for real time video transmission under various traffic
conditions.
Measure the uplink speeds and latency under different profiles.
Evaluate user experience while offloading traffic between different network configurations.

Figure 98: UC4.3 Architecture scheme

8.4.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The technical KPIs are given in the table below.
Table 62: UC 4.3 Technical KPIs

KPI
Data Rate
UL per user
(Kbps)

Target

>2000

Justification
Rough number for reasonable H.264
smartphone encoded UL video
stream for social media output

Measurement
method/formula
Uplink
throughput
measurement
at
application server and
network
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Trial target KPI
Fully passed: > 2000Kbps
partially passed 1500-2000Kbps
not passed < 2000Kbps
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UL Latency
(ms)

Very short overall 5G (RAN+Core) UL
latency is not critical; latency stability
is much more important

Uplink
throughput
measurement at the
application server

>99%

Users are looking for consistency in
QoS and QoE

% of the time that UL
rate was above the
acceptable rate to
stream

>99.99%

High to satisfy user experience, but
it’s an entertainment, not a critical
application

% of data delivered
without
data
corruption

<200

Consistency

Reliability

Fully passed < 200ms
partially passed 200-400
not passed > 400

Fully passed > 99%
partially passed 95-99%
not passed < 95%

Fully passed >=99.99%
partially passed 99-99.99%
not passed < 99%

8.4.6.3 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
Table 63: UC4.3 Requirements from the testbed, orchestration & visualisation system

Partner
LiveU

UoP

Nokia
App-Art

Requirements
Smartphone supporting 5G
Live streaming application for Android and iOS
LU200 receiving server
Application level KPI results
Facility for 5G cellular coverage
5G smartphones
lifecycle management of the services to be deployed followed by operational
support and testing, as well as administrative support for the real users’
engagement (in coordination with the city authorities and with CTTC).
UoP will simulate UL/DL traffic loads with a traffic emulator in order to test
simultaneous upstreaming and down streaming viewing by crowds.
CDSO service and test orchestrations
Network level KPIs in real time

8.4.6.4 UC Technology Partners and Roles
Table 64: UC4.3 Partners & Roles

Partner
LiveU
UoP
Nokia
App-Art
TNOR

Roles
Manage the UC
Testbed provider
CDSO service and test orchestrations
network and application level KPIs results analysis and visualization
VINNI test manager
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8.5 UC4.4: User and Machine Generated Content
8.5.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

This use case is about media-related experience in mainly generating professional and semi-professional content
for various purposes including live news coverage, live sports and other entertainment coverage, telemedicine
related live transmission such as video from rural medical centres to medical experts or live from moving
ambulances, real time security cameras, automotive-generated content such as multiple cameras enabling
teleoperation or uploading huge amounts of sensory-generated data.
For the broadcast and news coverage transmissions, this continues the application of replacing the traditional
satellite trucks (disruptive) while allowing many more use cases (e.g. news coverage from indoors, from
underground, at no-time notice, on the move, from drones, etc.).
When either very reliable transmission is needed or high video quality (in the past full HD, nowadays 4K and in
the coming years even 8K), and/or during mobility, then multi-link bonding may be used. In this use case the
professional or semi-professional content generator minimizes the risk for transmission failure from anywhere
and regardless of potential degradations in any single network, aggregates bandwidth from one or more
networks and in our project – also trialling aggregating bandwidth from two 5G slices of the same Mobile
Network Operator, to provide professional grade transmission. Testing this multi-slice bonding depends
availability of multiple slices at the UoP VINNI platform (currently not supported).
The single modem transmission and the various bonding combinations that will be tested are detailed as separate
use case scenarios. They include transmission of encoded video over a single 5G modem, of bonding multiple 5G
connections of the same slice type, of different slice types, of 4G with 5G, of 5G with WiFi, and more. Bonding
different types of slices shall include a generic default slice with a dedicated slice for upstream video (such as
defined in the NEM-5G “Media Slice”). This special slice, if it will be supported by the VINNI UoP facility, may be
set up dynamically on demand (real time or in advance reservation). We shall measure the dynamics of such
operations, while considering various factors such as:
•
•
•

•

Event type: Basically, any event or “non-event” can be the source generating this content in both live
video and non-live uploading. News happens anywhere, anytime. Sports and entertainment event also
happen everywhere, including in the most remote and wild areas.
Location: Anywhere, including areas of very poor 5G or even 4G coverage, by any single MNO.
Live video generation: In this UC live/real time content is generated at various qualities. For the
professional TV and especially Sports rights holders, 4K becomes the standard. For professional news
coverage, HD is used many times while 4K is more and more needed. Video is compressed though, with
HEVC H.265 real time encoders and then transmitted to the TV studio or a cloud virtual receiver where
it is decoded and handled.
Sizing: Scalable. In many cases there would be more than one broadcasting teams at the same location
covering the same event. So, the number ranges from a single camera to tens of professional and semiprofessional TV cameras.

The following figure illustrates a real-life production involves all components needed for generating content from
a live complex event. It includes examples of equipment (as labelled) for contribution from the field using various
equipment types, production of the content and distribution via many channels.
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Figure 99: Real World complex Production: Epic Mountain Bike, multi-source, remote areas, multiple feeds.

8.5.2 Current status and challenges
WiFi is mostly non-existent for breaking news, news coverage from anywhere, Sports and extreme sports etc. A
single 4G connection is insufficient due to reliability, coverage, stability, available UL bandwidth for any single
connection etc. Hence “bonding”, using multiple links from multiple MNOs, come to play. Still, the total UL
capacity available from multiple 4G connections, let alone from a single one, is in many cases insufficient for
good quality, stable, mobile or stationary, Full-HD professional transmission, let alone of 4K or 8K ones, let alone
of multiple cameras from the same location.

8.5.3 Why is 5G required
5G is required to provide the higher uplink bandwidth, the better support of density/congestion, increased
overall sustainability due to end-to-end QoS with standalone 5G core networks, and potential of special slices to
support premium uplink transmissions.
5G, and in particular bonding with 5G connectivity will be an enabler for the following applications serving
professionals:
1. HD stream reliability – less frequency or probability to drop transmission
2. As demand for video quality increases, which is provided in direct correlation to bandwidth (in this UC –
in the uplink), then 5G uplink bandwidth and reliability are needed to deliver HD/4K stream feasibility,
video quality and reliability – for sports events
3. Multi camera production feasibility or reliability – the number of cameras and the QoE should increase
dramatically compared to 4G
4. Moving transmission, streaming while moving – for example in car racing (Nascar/Formula1 and similar),
moving news (following a political/celebrity, police car racing)
Any professional media company have technical and production teams who are evaluating on a daily basis the
content needed to be produced and the means to produce it. Increasing reliability and performance by using 5G
will increase the quantity of content produced using 5G for those media groups.
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8.5.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Single connection is risky for important media use cases
Two external modems were tested – Samsung A90 5G7703 and HAUWEI CPE
o SAMSUNG did not perform well
o Work with HAUWEI only
The performance in application level is not 100% stable, even when very close physically to the base
station itself with an empty network
Need to enhance the CDSO sequences decouple service orchestration from test orchestration
Noisy 5G environment is more prone to fluctuated performance
Bonding can help reduce the risk
Planning for Cycle 2 trials
o Application configuration:
v. Bonding
vi. Internal 5G modems
o Network configuration
vii. SA
viii. Uplink slice
ix. Different parameters in uplink in generic slide
General lessons:
o It is hard to test load on networks as minor changes can affect the results dramatically
o Testing methodology with many partners is complex but possible with good planning –
integrations, definitions, KPI, Timing, COVID… Planning and organization of the equipment and
tests in advance for the cycle went smooth

8.5.5 Business Analysis and Goals

8.5.5.1 Personas, stakeholders, their business problems and expected benefits
Table 65: UC4.4 Business Problems & Benefits

Personas and stakeholders
Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
News/Sports/events producer, Need to reach large audience for ads, sponsors, members,
director
community; incapable of scaling reach beyond local and loyal
audience.
Increase the quantity, variance and video quality of live and edited
content. Increase availability, responsiveness, simplicity, reliability.
Freelancers, small production Are based locally, however, the means to produce and distribute
companies,
content for larger audience are inefficient and costly. Thus, lost
business opportunity.
Lower cost of production while increasing business volume.
Media assets (sporting clubs, Need to reach large audience for ads, sponsors, members,
vloggers, celebrities, etc.)
community; incapable of scaling reach beyond local and loyal
audience.
Increase their live video presence from all locations and all the time
TV networks, big production Very low coverage of and agility to news/events - and only cover low
companies
percent of all. Viewers regard them as irrelevant mediator of news.
Unable to build “eyes”/audence -e.g. unable to attract ad-revenues,
event sponsors etc.
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Cameramen, reporters

MNOs

Reduce production costs, increase offerings variability, quantity and
video quality.
Are based locally, however, the means to produce and distribute
content for larger audience are inefficient and costly. Thus, lost
business opportunity.
Increased user experience: smaller, simpler
Unable to unleash the potentially large production and distribution
of local content to larger audience.
Get premium UCs to pay for high investments in 5G infrastructure

8.5.5.2 Business Measurement KPIs
Table 66: UC4.4 Business Measurement KPIs

Business
Measurement
Category
Cost
Reduction

UC Specific Metric
Replace SATCOM and fiber for high profile high quality Sporting events
Remote production: allow more events to be produced from remote, reducing staff
and equipment travel, on site and ineffective while transit;
Remote production: allow fewer staff to handle more live events.
Use the same equipment so less CAPEX on production equipment, less training and
inexperienced faults
Fewer modems and/or data packages in a bonding device

Revenue
Increase

Time Saved
Faster Time to
Market

Safety
Accessibility

User
Experience

For freelancers and independent production companies: allow producing higher
profile events, anywhere and at higher quality. So, more business.
For celebrities and online assets: increased fan engagement from anywhere at any
time allows increased revenues
Covered above under cost reduction, as “time is money”.
Remote production: due to its simpler nature, less equipment and staff needed and
travelling, then allows faster response to events. meaning that production houses
and media outlets can take on themselves events and projects in a shorter notice
and their deployment time will be faster if new needs will be emerged in existing
and new markets.
Less people travelling, less people working in the field or on trucks
Higher available UL bandwidth means that even in congestion, more BW will be
available so accessibility to transmit is higher compared to situations where
transmission will be impossible or in low quality.
Quicker file upload means stories prepared or recorded in the filed arrive quicker
to studios and can therefore be made available to the public or partners quicker
More BW and more predictable network and connectivity performance means
higher degrees of satisfaction in more events (e.g. high profile sporting events,
congested areas, etc.)
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8.5.6 Technical Context

8.5.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture
The single modem transmission and the various bonding combinations that will be tested are:
•
•
•

Transmission of encoded video over a single 5G modem
Bonding multiple 5G connections of the same slice type
Different slice types - Bonding different types of slices shall include a generic default slice with a
dedicated slice for upstream video (such as defined in the NEM-5G “Media Slice”).

Figure 100: ·Architecture and integration with the testbed, orchestrator and visualization system

8.5.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The main technical objectives of this UC are:
•
•
•
•
•

Measure uplink speed and latency under different conditions and sub-scenarios
Validate and evaluate:
The value in single link video transmission and multilinking 5G connections from the same operator for
professional video coverage.
“multi-slice” – using multilink bonding done on two different slices of the same operator
Load influence- check traffic generation influence on performance

The UC 4.4 KPIs are given in Table 15.
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Table 67: UC 4.4 Technical KPIs

KPI

Data Rate UL per
user (Kbps)

UL Latency

Consistency

Reliability

Target

Justification

Measurement details

Trial target KPI

Uplink
throughput
measurement
at
application server and
network

Fully passed: > 20Mbps

20-40Mbps

LU600 upload speed for,
Generic configuration target:
overall
20Mbps,
Uplink
configuration target: overall
40Mbps

Application
1.8sec, network:
<200ms

overall 5G (RAN+Core) UL
latency
and
application
latency

Uplink
throughput
measurement at the
application server

>99%

Broadcaters
and
their
viewers are looking for
consistency in QoS and QoE

% of the time that UL
rate was above the
acceptable rate to
stream

High
to
satisfy
user
experience, but it’s an
entertainment, not a critical
application

% of data delivered
without data corruption

>99.5%

partially passed 10-20Mbps
not passed < 10Mbps
Fully passed < 200ms
partially passed 200-400
not passed >400
Fully passed >99%
partially passed 95-99%
not passed <95%
Fully passed >=99.99%
partially passed 99-99.99%
not passed <99%

8.5.6.3 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
Table 68: UC4.4 Requirements

Partner
LiveU
UoP

Nokia
Forthnet
App-Art

Requirements
LU-devices supporting 5G
receiving LU2000 video server SW
Facility for 5G cellular coverage
Peripheral equipment such as external 5G modems, lab, basic camera, IT
arrangements etc.
5G SIMs and WiFi network for various multi-RAT bonding testing scenarios.
Multiple slices coexistence/co-instantiating
CDSO service and test orchestrations
video player or camera content
Network level KPIs in real time

8.5.6.4 UC Technology Partners and Roles
Table 69: UC4.4 Technology Partners

Partner
LiveU

Roles
Manage the UC
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UoP

Nokia
Forthnet
App-Art
CTTC

UoP will provide lifecycle management of the services to be deployed followed by
operational support and testing, as well as administrative support for the real users’
engagement (in coordination with the city authorities and with CTTC).
CDSO service and test orchestrations
create consistency and to allow various levels of video loading (e.g. changes in the
scenery that cause higher encoded video UL bandwidth)
Network level KPIs in real time
Up-link oriented slicing resource management (in-lab testing and emulation
scenario)

8.6 UC4.5: Immersive and Integrated Media and Gaming
8.6.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

Gaming industry is one of the fastest adopting industries in terms of new technologies. Gamers want to play with
new technologies and experience new technologies. Virtual Reality gaming is on a similar threshold right now.
The industry is growing rapidly. The hardware price has declined in the past few years which makes it extremely
accessible for the gamers, who generally have higher paying capacity. To develop a single player or local VR
games is extremely easy for game developers, the problems happen in development of multiplayer games in VR
which are truly immersive.
The rapid advancement in the development of virtual reality peripherals that will be reinforced by the compatible
desktops and game consoles is likely to drive the industry growth. With several startups venturing the virtual
reality in the gaming space, the industry for wearable components such as the Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs),
bodysuits, motion trackers, gloves, among others is probable to witness a surging demand by the gaming
enthusiasts. The devices are launched in a phased manner initially in a few countries. For instance, HTC Vive has
been initially made commercially available in only 24 countries.
Use case 4.5 works on creation of a multiplayer virtual reality game that uses the 5G capabilities to support low
latency gaming. A multiplayer game is best experienced when the latency is in the range of 5-25ms. For the game
to run in VR, a 90 hz refresh rate has to be maintained and therefore the latency should not fluctuate during the
game play.
The multiplayer game in the use case will be a shooting game where the players will be placed in a Mars based
environment and they will be shooting aliens (Non-playable characters) to win. At one point, 2-6 players will be
able to play the game together on an android phone supporting 5G.

8.6.2 Current status and challenges
The problem cannot be solved by the current solutions due to the following reasons:
1. 4G: 4G averages at a latency of 45ms which is considered too high for multiplayer gaming.
2. WiFi: Average connection speed in a household is 12.6 Mbps whereas VR streaming requires atleast
50Mbps constant connection to run smoothly. Due to the limited availability of WiFi, the games cannot
be played casually, where the major VR games are made to as casual or hyper-casual games.
Since high quality content will be the major driver in the industrial uptake of VR, the demand for faster
connections and lower latency is bound to increase soon. There are already VR devices that run on 4K resolution
for each eye which brings the bandwidth of current solutions to a bottleneck.

8.6.3 Why is 5G required
There are 3 major reasons why 5G is required for immersive gaming:
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1. 5G can provide latencies as low as 5ms and averages at 20ms, which will help players to have a smooth
experience in VR gaming with near real-time response.
2. Change of game server programming to use the capabilities of edge computing provided by 5G networks
which will make the entire gameplay faster.
3. 5G’s total spectrum can provide higher-quality connections to more devices as device density is not a
problem with 5G, this can help the uptake of games in bigger cities without any issues.
The 3 major needs from 5G towards immersive gaming is Availability, throughput and latency.

8.6.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
8.6.5 Business Analysis and Goals

8.6.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
The following are the stakeholders for the use case:
1. Game developers: The main role will be towards the adaptation of games to use the features of 5G, such
as edge computing.
2. Players: TO be able to have devices capable of 5G and VR.
3. HMD development companies: Development of HMDs that can support 5G
4. Network programmers: Knowledge transfer with game developers to increase the uptake of the
technology as well as network programming for gaming.

8.6.5.2 Business Measurement KPIs
Table 70: UC4.5 Business Measurement KPIs

Business
Measurement
Category
Cost
Reduction
Revenue
Increase
Time Saved

UC Specific Metric
Example - Reduced waste on production line
Example - Less Engineers required for factory re-configure
Example - New feature in video market will be priced at a
premium level
Example - Amount of Re-work on specialist products is
reduced

Target
Improvement for
the UC
5% Per annum
10% per month
5% increase for
new product
5% Per annum
10% per month

Faster Time to
Market

Example - Engineering department can reconfigure for
customised requests

Can respond in 24
hours

Safety

Example – less safety incidences because of early warning of
potential issues

Achieve higher
safety certification
level

Security

Example – Higher density of IoT monitoring devices removes
blind spots for physical security analysis
Example – Data security?

No blind spots
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Accessibility

Example – citizens with physical disabilities can locate disabled
parking spots more efficiently
Example – more viewers at an event (football, concert etc) can
connect simultaneously to video feed

Locate in 10% less
time
Rising from 100 to
1000 per feed

User
Experience
Other

Example – Game player spends more time engaged with a new
game
Example – Regulatory perhaps? A specific regulatory
requirement for applying this UC in a vertical can only be
achieved with 5G capabilities

10% more based
on QoE analysis

8.6.6 Technical Context

8.6.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture

Figure 101: UC4.5 Technical Architecture

The architecture consists of the following components:
1. Match making VNF: The match making server will be responsible for the initial matching of all online
players in game sessions and to start and stop the game servers. It will also be sending the non-technical
KPIs to the visualisation service.
2. Game VNFs: The game VNFs will each host a game session on the edge of the network for the
smartphones to connect during gameplay and will be sending the Technical KPIs to the visualisation
service

8.6.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The following Indicators are required:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Time to connect to the game (ms)
Avg. Ping to the server (ms)
Avg. Ping from the server (ms)
Avg. Input Lag (ms)
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8.6.6.3 Base use case scenarios, context and conditions
The following base use cases have been identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.

2 players in a game session
2 game sessions simultaneously
More than 2 players in a single game
More than 2 players in more than 2 games simultaneously

8.6.6.4 UC Technology Partners and Roles
•
•
•

Nuro:
To provide the game application, VNFs as well as connect to the visualisation service
UoP:
Provide testbed and server capacity to run the game server
CTTC:
Provide effective E2E dynamic inter-slicing algorithms to enable a seamless collaborative gaming
experience by bonding resources across different network domains. (For mitigating the effect of external
VNF interference, e.g.: VNF migration, scaling, placement, etc.)

8.7 UC4.6: Cooperative Media Production
8.7.1

UC description, motivation and objectives

Cooperative Media Production, or At-Home Production or Remote Integration (REMI) has become the new
standard for production companies, broadcasters and sports organizations of all sizes.
Wireless At-Home/Cloud Production solutions allow broadcasters to reduce costs by producing live shows from
a centralized studio control room instead of on-site production and satellite trucks. These on-site trucks involve
huge costs both in terms of duplicated equipment and personnel, in very low efficiency due to the overhead
involved such as travel time of the teams and the equipment, quality variance between events, production faults,
lower efficiency in multi-site simultaneous events management etc. At-home production solves all of these
inefficiencies and reduced support of live events by allowing sending only the camera and audio teams to the
field, whereas the [production is done either in the professional studio facility or anywhere else as seen fit.
Sports and event producers can deliver multi-camera live events while eliminating the need to spend a fortune
on production vehicles, satellite uplinks and travel expenses. In this use case several cameras are each connected
in the field to cellular-based transmission devices, including bonding devices to provide the utmost reliability and
bandwidth. These field devices then transmit the video stream over the cellular and the standard public internet
(ISP) to a single receiving/decoder server with several physical SDI outputs.
LiveU shall provide several (probably 4) bonding video encoders-transmitters which will use its Precision Timing
feature to allow synchronization of the video streams at the receiving end – the remote production software.
The multiple video streams in the station or production facility are then used for the actual remote production.
Video quality is up to 4K from each camera.
This UC applies mainly to:
• Sports coverage – real time mainly, from venues, outdoors, first tier sports all the way to minor and
local events and leagues
• Real time coverage of additional events. Brands campaigns, cultural and entertainment events,
enterprises events, political events etc.
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8.7.2 Current status and challenges
Currently Production teams, OB (Outside broadcasting) vans or similar and equipment are sent to each such event.
These include one to several production trucks with internally installed HW & SW production equipment,
generators and anywhere between 3 to dozens professional production personnel. These trucks and personnel
shipping and operation is both complex as well as very expensive, might be inconsistent and limits the number
of events that can be handled in any given timeframe. The cameras in the event transmit to the production trucks
using cables or over Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (COFDM) or similar dedicated RF. The
produced signal is then transmitted over satellite or fiber (both expensive and not available/accessible
everywhere, anytime) back to studio, from which it is either further processed and/or directly distributed to
viewers.

8.7.3 Why is 5G required
5G is required in order to solve these issues of the current on-site production by allowing to do the production
itself remotely, in the studio or in the cloud or distributed, while sending to the field only the cameras and the
cameramen. 5G is expected to provide higher UL bandwidth, consistency, latency sustainability and overall UL
“guaranteed” SLA/QoS for multiple UL cameras/feeds. This is expected to be done with SA with slices/services,
PN and NPN networks.
In this UC 5G can turn the impossible to possible.
High upload bandwidth is required by definition for live multi-camera production at high quality video (full HD,
4K and 8K)
Synchronization between the feeds received at the remote production center location (remote studio or similar)
is required to support current production practices. Latency stability is required in order to support this
synchronization as well as allow the remote production studio to output the live streams in confidence. An
additional bonus is in reducing the latency, while maintaining its stability, so that remote translators, graphics
etc can be added to the live production.
Multi-camera production is by nature more important than single camera production. More cameras at the event
means more resources spent on the event hence it is more expensive and important for someone to succeed.
When importance increasing and there is more on stake it is becoming crucial to ensure the production success.
Even if 2 cameras production is possible with 4G the setup might be risky and prone to interruptions.
5G enables more reliability over multiple cameras streaming at the same time to the center where the content
is directed. Since there is no transmission backup on site, allow QoE with network slicing might be the feature
that will convince events producers to move to multi-camera production over 5G.
One may think to add in the future, if possible, even more services over those channels such as – CCU control
from remote, video return, files share etc.

8.7.4 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
•
•
•
•

Multi-camera use case is valid, feasible, growing, and accelerating in COVID era
Single connection is risky for important media use cases, especially when multi-camera production is
involved
Two external modems were tested – Samsung A90 5G7703 and HAUWEI CPE
o SAMSUNG did not perform well
o Work with HAUWEI only
The performance in application level is not 100% stable, even when very close physically to the base
station itself with an empty network
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•
•
•
•

•

Need to enhance the CDSO sequences decouple service orchestration from test orchestration
Noisy 5G environment is more prone to fluctuated performance
Bonding can help reduce the risk
Planning for Cycle 2 trials
o Application configuration:
vii. Bonding
viii. Internal 5G modems
o Network configuration
x. SA
xi. Uplink slice
xii. Different parameters in uplink in generic slide
General lessons:
o It is hard to test load on networks as minor changes can affect the results dramatically
o Testing methodology with many partners is complex but possible with good planning –
integrations, definitions, KPI, Timing, COVID… Planning and organization of the equipment and
tests in advance for the cycle went smooth

8.7.5 Business Analysis and Goals

8.7.5.1 Personas and stakeholders
Table 71: UC4.6 Personas, Business Problems & Benefits

Personas and stakeholders
Sports/events producer, director, technical
producers
Broadcasters, production companies (including
small), sports teams media groups etc.

MNOs
Satellite-uplink, fiber Telco, Production
equipment companies etc.

Business Problem/Benefits for specific Personas
Simpler production, higher quality less personal
travel/absence from home-studio
Cost reduction in CAPEX (less equipment) and OPEX
(operations and maintenance), more events per
time, new types of events can be produced,
production quality consistency (4K now and 8K in
few years’ time), less complex production
Smaller production companies may start
competing for more and bigger events
Enjoy new and lucrative revenues on 5G
investments
Their market share/revenues might be hurt by this
new competition

8.7.5.2 Business Measurement KPIs
Table 72: UC4.6 Business Measurement KPIs

Business
Measurement
Category
Cost
Reduction

UC Specific Metric
less equipment (OB vans/trucks); CAPEX and OPEX
Less production equipment
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Less production personnel/workforce
Less travel cost, overtime, etc.
Less transmission cost
Revenue
Increase
Time Saved

No need to travel to events location

Faster Time to
Market

More and new event types being produced, by large and smaller production
companies

Safety

Traveling to event location and working at events locations can be unsafe sometime.
depends on the venue and its safety

Security
Accessibility
User
Experience
Other

More events being produced

Production workers with disabilities can now work in studio/home
more convenient and less hazard or harmful working conditions for production
workers
” Green effect” – less travel reduces emissions

8.7.6 Technical Context

8.7.6.1 Technical Description and Architecture

Figure 102: UC4.6 Technical Architecture
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8.7.6.2 Technical KPIs definition, targets, analysis and justification
The technical objectives of this UC are the following:
•
•
•
•

Measure uplink speed and latency under different conditions and sub-scenarios
Multi-camera feeds synched between them, each at low, consistent latency and uplink bandwidth
5G-bonding: – using multilink bonding of 5G
Impact of UL congestion (load) on said performance

The UC4.6 KPIs are given in Table 16.
Table 73: UC 4.6 Technical KPIs

KPI

Target

Data Rate UL per
user (Kbps)

20-40Mbps
unit

UL Latency

Application
1.8sec, network:
<200ms

Consistency

>99%

Broadcasters and their viewers
are looking for consistency in
QoS and QoE

>99.5%

High
to
satisfy
user
experience, but it’s an
entertainment, not a critical
application

Reliability

per

Justification
LU600 and LU800 together
upload speed for, Generic
configuration target: overall
20Mbps, Uplink configuration
target: overall 40Mbps
overall 5G (RAN+Core) UL
latency
and
application
latency

Measurement details

Trial target KPI

Uplink
throughput
measurement
at
application server and
network

Per unit
Fully passed: > 20Mbps
partially passed 10-20Mbps
not passed < 10Mbps

Uplink
throughput
measurement at the
application server

Fully passed < 200ms
partially passed 200-400
not passed >400
Fully passed >99%
partially passed 95-99%
not passed <95%

% of the time that UL rate
was above the acceptable
rate to stream

% of data delivered
without data corruption

Fully passed >=99.99%
partially passed 99-99.99%
not passed <99%

8.7.6.3 Requirements from testbeds, orchestrator and visualization system
Table 74: UC4.6 Requirements from Testbeds, Orchestrator & Visualisation System

Partner
LiveU
UoP

Nokia
Forthnet

Requirements
LU-devices supporting 5G
receiving LU2000 video server SW
Facility for 5G cellular coverage
Peripheral equipment such as external 5G modems, lab, basic camera, IT
arrangements etc.
5G SIMs and WiFi network for various multi-RAT bonding testing scenarios.
Multiple slices coexistence/co-instantiating settings - if supported
CDSO service and test orchestrations
video player or 2 cameras
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App-Art

content
Network level KPIs in real time

8.7.6.4 UC Technology Partners and Roles
Table 75: UC4.6 Technology Partners & Roles

Partner
LiveU
UoP

Nokia
Forthnet
App-Art
CTTC

Roles
Manage the UC
UoP will provide lifecycle management of the services to be deployed followed by
operational support and testing, as well as administrative support for the real users’
engagement (in coordination with the city authorities and with CTTC).
CDSO service and test orchestrations
create consistency and to allow various levels of video loading (e.g. changes in the
scenery that cause higher encoded video UL bandwidth)
Network level KPIs in real time
Intra-slicing network schemes and slicing resource management (In-lab testing and
emulation scenario)
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9 LL5: Multi Living lab Use Case Scenarios Description and Detailed
Analysis
5G allows the creation of logical networks on top of a shared common physical infrastructure via network slicing
and thus provides Network-as-a-Service (NaaS). These logical networks can be customized and optimized for
specific use cases and service types from diverse vertical industries individually. Network slicing enables rapid
service deployment and supports various business models which involve the cooperation and collaborations
among operators, vendors, and vertical industry partners.
With network slicing, 5G is capable of provisioning multiple network services concurrently by the service concept
of Network as a Service (NaaS) whereas each network service has its own specific SLA agreed with single or
multiple vertical customers or UCs. The ability to scale for customized UCs and customized NaaS instances
without raising costs decides the business value to the NOP/CSP. Running only a single UC on the available
infrastructure in production is more or less equivalent to current private network alternatives. Likewise, letting
many UCs share resources without prioritization and support of their specific requirements, would be just a
continuation of 4G with shared spectrum, base stations, and network resources.
In LL5 (MLL), we aim to test the capability of 5G networks to concurrently support multiple UCs with contracted,
managed and guaranteed SLAs through various scenarios that involve multiple slices and/or multiple vertical
services simultaneously. Section 9.1 describes the main objectives of MLL and how it is different from LL1 – LL4.
Section 9.2 proposes several principles of composing MLL UC scenarios, specific KPIs, and special requirements
brought by MLL. Section 9.3 goes deeper into MLL UC scenarios proposed in Cycle 1. Section 9.4 provides an
initial business level analysis to evaluate the business values and modes of MLL and NaaS operations.

9.1 Main objectives of MLL and differences with LL1 – LL4
The objectives of MLL are two-fold: i) provide a practical perspective on what SLAs may be offered by 5G network
operators (NOP) or communication service providers (CSP) to multiple vertical customers concurrently; ii)
establish business models that create and bundle vertical services based on the NaaS model in the MLL manner.
In order to achieve these objectives, the experiments in MLL are designed in such a way that the focus lies in the
bundling and combination of vertical services as well as their impact and achieved performance. Each
combination is called MLL UC Scenario (UCS). In general, an MLL UCS is created by selecting and combining a
subset of UCs from LL1 to LL4, and running them in parallel. In other words, instead of creating new UCs, MLL
reuses the existing UCs developed in LL1 to LL4 but focuses on evaluating and validating the performance aspects
and business values of running these UCs concurrently.
Different from LL1 – LL4 that are interested in the performance of the vertical services (e.g., in the form of
network KPIs and application KPIs perceived by their customers and end users), the LL5 (MLL) is more interested
in the performance of NOP and CSP that offer NaaS. In theory, running multiple UCs concurrently should not
impact the performance of each individual UC. Therefore, all the MLL UCSs under test should produce the same
KPIs for each individual constituent UCs selected from LL1-LL4. What differentiates MLL from LL1-LL4 lies in the
impact on and the performance of NOP and SP while combining these UCs or slices. Therefore, MLL will mainly
explore 5G and network slicing from the NOP and CSP perspective. Particularly, there are two types of KPIs
considered in MLL:
•
•

Baseline KPIs: the KPIs defined by individual constituent UCs in LL1 – LL4. These KPIs should be
guaranteed regardless of whether the UCs are executed in LL1 – LL4 or in MLL, i.e., without or with
running concurrent UCs or slices. In other words, these KPIs are agnostic to the LL deployment.
MLL-specific KPIs: the KPIs specific to MLL operations and executions, related to the impact of running
concurrent UCs or slices. Note that the impacts are mostly on the NOP and CSP.
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The two aforementioned objectives are reflected in these two types of KPIs: validate to which extent the MLLspecific KPIs can be reached for the NOP and CSP while guaranteeing the baseline KPIs for all constituent UCs.
Besides the differences in the target actor(s) and KPIs of interest, MLL also has a different requirement in
orchestration. The Cross-Domain Service Orchestration (CDSO), developed in WP2, is responsible for managing
and orchestrating the services of LL1-LL4 UCs as well as the corresponding experiments. It is a preferred tool to
manage UCs but not mandatory in LL1 – LL4, e.g., for UCs using stand-alone 5G node. However, in MLL, CDSO is
mandatory to coordinate the experiment execution of multiple UCs, including their slicing services, application
services, test cases, and the corresponding data collections in an automated way.
Aligned with the difference in the target actor, the way to transfer the insights and lessons learned in MLL is also
different from LL1 – LL4. The learnings from LL1 – LL4 can be transferred to the vertical customers of similar
services or service requirements. In MLL, the learning will mainly be applied and transferred to NOP, CSP, and
5G facility owners in regard to how to operate, manage, and optimize network operation and service provisioning
in a cost-efficient way while assuring SLAs for all vertical customers involved.
As a consequence, LL1 – LL4 aim to validate and assure baseline KPIs for one vertical customer whereas MLL
needs to not only assure baseline KPIs for all participating vertical customers but also enhance the MLL-specific
KPIs for NOP/CSP. Table 1 summarizes the main differences between LL5 and LL1-LL4.
Table 76: Comparison between LL5 and LL1-LL4

Feature
Target actor(s)
KPI scope
Orchestration
requirement
Learning transfer
Main objective

LL1 – LL4
Vertical customers
Customer-oriented KPIs:
Network KPIs and application KPIs
CDSO is preferred but not mandatory

LL5
NOP and CSP
NOP/CSP-oriented KPIs:
Baseline KPIs and MLL-specific KPIs
CDSO is mandatory

Transfer learnings to vertical Transfer learnings to NOP/CSP/facilities with
customers of similar services
similar deployment or customer portfolio
Assure KPIs for one vertical customer Assure baseline KPIs for all customers
Enhance MLL-specific KPIs for NOP/CSP

9.2 Why 5G is needed
In order to provide customized network services to various verticals with different service requirements
concurrently, NOP/CSP need to prioritize the allocation of common resources (e.g., spectrum, bandwidth) to
meet the service requirements. In 4G, special network use of predictable SLAs for a vertical customer is achieved
by private and dedicated networks. This approach is less cost-efficient because the resource allocation is
stationary and the number of admitted verticals is constrained by the physical resource. 5G, with dynamic
network slicing, NFV and SDN, enables NOP/CSPs to offer predictable SLAs to more customers at an acceptable
cost. Moreover, managing and orchestrating mobile networks for multiple UCs in the MLL mode heavily relies
on the automation in network management and operation, which are facilitated by technologies such as AI/ML,
and zero-touch automation. Although 4G also takes in certain automation by adding external analytical tools, its
automation degree is not sufficient to manage the complexity and data volume of running multiple UCs or
verticals simultaneously at a large scale. The required degree of management is hardly realized in 4G and thus
needs to be implemented in 5G.

9.3 Key Business and Technical findings from trials
In C1, only UC5.3 (UC4.1 + UC4.4) have conducted test cases and gain learnings. The main findings from UC5.3
are as follows:
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Deployment and VNF implementation were achieved and the tests were successfully concluded in time. At this
stage the testbed was able to handle both Use Cases and gather the data needed from the Visualization System.
To implement both tests at the same time, preparations were needed in a more detailed and synchronized
manner, because of the complexity of the test and the number of partners involved. From the two test scenarios
indoor and outdoor, it was apparent that the onsite meeting helped tremendously to run the tests together and
on time. Furthermore, the tests showed that when two demanding test scenarios are executed simulations there
will be an impact to the metrics.
Regarding the measured KPIs, latency was the one that was affected the most, though the data rates and lost
frames were not affected in the same degree. Depending on the combination of the tests running on the testbed,
significant negative influence was observed to the UC.4.4 metrics, but UC4.1 tests observed less impact.
Additionally, the integration of the CDSO to the testbed is apparent, especially in LiveU flow on new units, to
allow automatic streaming from CDSO and not manually, along with the use of the VS System to gather all the
necessary information. Finally, in regard to the equipment use during this MLL trials, the Black Magic devices
helped significantly better than the rented cameras and thus are preferred for any next tests.

9.4 General principles of design and development in MLL UC Scenarios
As the main focus of MLL is to explore how beneficial and influential running concurrent UCs towards the NOP
and CSP is, the core of the design and development in MLL lies in how strategically selecting and combining a
subset of LL1-LL4 UCs to create MLL-UCs and reflect the influence. The combination will be fostered by the MLL
oriented KPIs to yield possible synergistic cooperation and innovative business models. For example, in LL2 Smart
Energy, potential bundles of interests in the field of Demand Side Management could be UC2.1, UC2.2 and UC2.3.
Such a bundle offers industrial demand side management for non-residential buildings (UC2.1) and smart
charging services in the parking slots close to the building access (UC2.2), as well smart charging scenario (UC2.2)
with concomitant frequency regulation purposes (UC2.3). Furthermore, many UCs expect to take advantages of
MEC and deploy edges, particularly for those requesting URLLC slices. MLL can explore the new combinations of
LL1-LL4 UCs to optimize the edge deployment with respect to the cost efficiency, which is highly valuable for
NOP/CSP.
In general, LL1-LL4 UCs can be combined in many different ways, depending on i) the willingness of UC customers
to participate; ii) the capability of NOP/CSP to provide such combinations with guaranteed baseline KPIs; iii) the
technological and business values of running such combinations. In the following sections, we first list several
principles of composing MLL-UCSs in Section 9.4.1. to reflect on the conditions i) and ii), then propose some MLLspecific KPIs in Section 9.4.2 to reflect the values on condition iii). Furthermore, special requirements brought by
MLL are described in Section 9.4.3.

9.4.1

On defining/classifying MLL-UCS

MLL-UCSs are constructed by combining LLx (x=1,2,3,4) UCs if the UC owners are willing to participate and if the
NOP/CSP can support the combinations. In WP7 for MLL, all consortium partners are participants and will
tentatively contribute to MLL-UCSs. Then the combinations are mainly decided by the capability of NOP/CSP. In
Table 77, we list several technological requirements demanding the support from NOP/CSP to realize
combinations.

Table 77: How LLx UCs are combined

Design criterion

Description
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Slice types

Orchestration type

One slice type vs. Multiple slice
types
With 3rd-party VNF vs. Without 3rdparty VNF
Type A only vs. Type A + Type B

Facility sites

Intra-facility vs. Inter-facility

VNF types

Testing capabilities

5G
Facility
Orchestration
5G
facility
Orchestration
Orchestration

capability

+

capability

+

5G Facility capability (Cross-facility
Interworking) + Orchestration
Baseline KPI testing vs. Baseline + Testing and Monitoring +
MLL-specific KPI testing
Orchestration

Specifically:
•

Mixing by slice types: one MLL-UCS contains LLx UCs provisioned by one or more network slice instances.
These slice instances could of
o same slice type, or,
o different slice types.
Some LLx UCs themselves require or potentially benefit from multiple slice types, e.g., eMBB+Special UL
Slice for UC4.4 & UC4.6, eMBB+mMTC for UC4.1, eMBB+URLLC+mMTC for UC1.1. An MLL-UCS including
these UCs is automatically classified to the “multiple slice type”. To enable/facilitate this type of UCSs,
the 5G facility should be able to provision slices of multiple types and orchestrate these slice types
concurrently (and even automatically).

•

Mixing by VNF types: A network slice is composed of network functions (NFs), including PNFs, VNFs, and
CNFs (cloud NF). A VNFs could be:
o default VNFs that are supplied, supported, and managed by the ICT-17 platforms (5G-EVE and
5G-VINNI). The orchestration of these VNFs is within the scope of ICT-17 platforms.
o 3rd party VNFs specific to the UC. These VNFs, if deployed on the ICT-17 platforms, requires extra
efforts on preparation and integration before being onboarded in the ICT-17 platforms.
Furthermore, additional work is demanded to orchestrate these VNFs, either via their own VNFM
or via a plug-in to integrate with the ICT-17 orchestrator.
If a MLL-UC contains 3rd party VNFs, it imposes new requirements on service preparation (VNF
preparation and resource allocation) in the 5G facility site as well as on orchestration, opposed to a MLLUC with only default VNFs.

•

•

•

Mixing by Orchestration requirements: LLx UC are classified into Category A (hosted and orchestrated by
ICT-17) and B (not hosted and orchestrated by ICT-17), based on their orchestration needs (5GSOLUTIONS, 2020). In a MLL-UCS, a mixture of UCs implies a mixture of orchestration needs, which
should be coordinated by CDSO in an automatic way.
Mixing by the infrastructure facility sites: MLL-UCSs can be created by LLx UCs hosted in one facility site:
i.e., in 5G-EVE (Turin), 5G-VINNI (Norway or Patras); or across multiple facility sites. Cross-facility MLLUCS needs extra support from the facility sites to interwork (interconnection and interoperation) and for
the orchestrator to reach out to these facility sites simultaneously. Note that LL4 UCs (spanning 5G-VINNI
Patras and 5G-VINNI Norway) themselves need cross-facility-sites network slices. If one MLL-UC contains
a LL4 UC, then it is automatically classified as “multiple facility sites”.
Mixing by Testing requirements: Testing and validating concurrently operating UCs is also challenging as
it involves negotiating and scheduling multiple test cases for each individual UC, collecting data for each
test case, etc. In the MLL UCS, each constituent UC can require the same/similar testing capabilities as
in individual LLs to evaluate the baseline KPIs. But the overall testing requirements are more than a
simple addition of the individual testing requirements. Additional requirements are imposed to account
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for the influence of concurrent UCs and measure the MLL-specific KPIs that require an aggregation of
KPIs of all constituent UCs.
In Cycle 1, a set of UCSs are designed based on the slice types. In Cycle 2 and 3, more UCSs will be developed,
probably based on other criteria, depending on the demands from verticals.

9.4.2 MLL-Specific KPIs
In addition to the baseline KPIs of individual LLx UCs, MLL also defines specific KPIs to reflect the impact of running
concurrent UCs, on both vertical customers and NOP/CSP. As a starting point, six classes of MLL-specific KPIs are
proposed to evaluate the technological performance of MLL UCS in Table 78 and three classes for the business
value in Table 79.
Table 78: MLL-specific KPIs (Technology)

Class
A

Actor to be
impacted
Vertical
customer

Type
Impact
vertical
customer

B

NOP

Network
readiness

C

CSP

Adds-on
service
readiness

D

NOP/CSP

Service
fulfilment

KPI or KPI type

Definition

on SLA/KPI degradation To which level the UC owner can
tolerance level
tolerate SLA/KPI degradation (e.g.,
0, 5%, etc.)
Compensation level of The price compensation for the
price and charge
given SLA/KPI degradation
Orchestration
The orchestrator’s capability to
readiness
in automate the service ordering
automation
and/or deployment process and
thus enable concurrent UCs or slices
Orchestration
The extra complexity and cost
complexity
imposed to the orchestrator to
enable concurrent UCs or slices
Testing complexity
The extra complexity imposed to the
testing and monitoring system to
test and monitor concurrent UCs or
slices simultaneously
Testing overhead
The extra overhead (e.g., data
storage, communications) to test
and monitor concurrent UCs or
slices (e.g., MLL-specific KPIs)
Service ordering time
The time difference to order a MLL
service, opposed to LLx services
Service
preparation The time difference to prepare a
time
MLL service, opposed to single LLx
services
Service delivery time
The time difference to deliver a MLL
service, opposed to single LLx
services
Service
deployment The time difference to deploy a MLL
time
service, opposed to single LLx
services
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E

F

NOP

NOP/CSP

Network
operation
performance

Service
assurance

Resource utilization

The overall resource utilization of
serving MLL-UCS owners

Operational
cost
efficiency
Response/ Reparation
time to failures
Testing granularity

The overall cost efficiency of serving
MLL-UCS owners
The time difference to detect or
repair service failures in MLL
The required testing/monitoring
granularity to assure a MLL service
Testing differentiation The capability to differentiate
concurrent UCs or slices during
testing or monitoring a MLL service
Capability of dynamic The capability of dynamically
adaptation
adapting to the traffic changes of
concurrent UCs or slices
Isolation level
The required isolation to assure SLA
of each UC or slice

9.4.3 MLL requirements
Although MLL does not create new UCs and all MLL-UCS are built from the existing LLx UCs, it has some
special requirements with respect to the integration, combination and coordination to enable the
execution of concurrent LLx UCs or slices.
Table 79: MLL-specific requirements

Element
Orchestration /CDSO

5G facility

Testing and Monitoring

Requirements
How
Ensure that all LLx UCs are successfully Coordinate with facility orchestrators
admitted and deployed in the and UC owners to reserve resources
corresponding facility site
and schedule multiple LLx UCs or
slices to be deployed orderly
Ensure that all types of slices required by 5G facility’s own capability
MLL-UCS are supported
Ensure that resources are available to Dimension or scale the resources
instantiate all slice instances of the MLL- based on the MLL UCS requirements
UCS
Ensure that all slice instances or UC Each UC requires the isolation level
services of the MLL-UCS are properly suitable of their services: physically
isolated
isolated vs. virtually isolated, etc.
5G facility configures and deploys
services aligned with the required
isolation level
Ensure that all LLx UC services are Each UC defines its test cases
monitored concurrently
CDSO and Testing/Monitoring system
of the 5G facility coordinate to run
these test cases
Test and monitor MLL-specific KPIs of MLL-UCS defines new test cases to
interest to MLL-UCS
measure MLL-specific KPIs
Testing/Monitoring system of 5G
facility is capable of measuring these
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Ensure that all monitoring data is
properly separated to distinguish LLx
UCs

KPIs or aggregating baseline KPIs to
calculate MLL-specific KPIs
Testing/Monitoring system is capable
of identifying each test case and
storing their data into different
datasets
CDSO and KPI-VS are aligned to
correlate the three types of data sets

Ensure that the test cases are aligned to
collect network KPIs, application KPIs,
and MLL-specific KPIs for all LLx UCs
concurrently
Ensure that concurrent testing and Testing/Monitoring
system
monitoring traffic flows do not interfere coordinates with 5G facility to reserve
with UCs’ application flows
resources for concurrent MLL-UCS
test cases

9.5 MLL-UC Scenarios
In MLL, various UCSs are built to validate the capability of NOP and CSP to provide assured network slicing
services to multiple vertical customers concurrently. These UCSs are designed in a progressive way while
complexity and difficulties increase. In Cycle 1, relatively simpler UCSs (e.g., with simpler combinations) are
planned, mostly by reusing LLx UCs, e.g., concurrent execution of multiple instances of a single UC. More
advanced UCSs will be created in Cycle 2 and 3 (even beyond) to verify more complex combinations. This will
then reflect the case where multiple vertical enterprise customers are sharing either a single slice or multiple
slices. Table 61 lists four example scenarios planned in Cycle 1. Additional MLL-UCS might be added as UCs and
Facilities get more mature.
Table 80: MLL-UCS overview (Initial MLL UC Scenarios).

Scenario

Mixing criterion

UCS5.1

By slice type

UCS5.2

By slice type

UCS5.3

By slice type

UCS5.4

By slice type

9.5.1

Participating UCs
and partner
UC3.4 (IBM)

Description

Single UC with 2
slice types (eMBB +
mMTC)
UC3.5 (YARA)
Single UC with 3
slice types (eMBB +
mMTC + URLLC)
UC4.1 (NOVA) and Two UCs with one
UC4.4 (LiveU)
slice
instance
(eMBB)
UC3.1 (NURO) and Two UCs with two
UC3.2 (NURO)
slice types (eMBB +
mMTC)

Key values
Orchestration
of
multiple slices (slice
isolation)
Orchestration
of
multiple slices (slice
isolation)
Impact of resource
sharing
and
isolation
Orchestration
of
multiple slices (slice
and
service
isolation)

UC 5.1

UCS5.1 is based on UC3.4 that focuses on smart buildings/campus and needs two slice types, mIoT for the indoor
positioning and predicative maintenance of IoT devices and eMBB for the enhanced monitoring and object
detection based on ultra-high-resolution cameras (requiring high data rates and low latency). UC3.4 expects
customized and optimized 5G network slicing services, which can be rapidly deployed and automatically scaled
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whenever needed. With two slice types, UC3.4 can be categorized as an MLL-UCS. By integrating with CDSO, this
UC can be experimented and evaluated in an automatic way.
Figure 103 shows the architecture of UC3.4 in Cycle 2, when CDSO is integrated and enables MLL experiments.
UCS5.1 uses a stand-alone 5G node that is interconnected with the 5GVINNI Patras facility at UoP via P2P-VPN
connections over Internet (connection F). Bluepoint APIs at the ICT-17 facility side are used to establish the
corresponding application integration. In addition, the 5G node will establish a P2P VPN connection with the KPI
visualization system over the public Internet (connection E). CDSO will coordinate with the IBM analytics server
and the KPI-VS to schedule and manage experiments of concurrently running two slice instances for UCS5.1.
The tentative MLL-specific technology KPIs of interest to UCS5.1 are given below. These KPIs will be revisited and
updated in the next version of this deliverable.
-

Class C:
•

-

The extra complexity imposed to the testing and monitoring system to test and monitor concurrent
UCs or slices simultaneously

Class E:
•
•

-

Resource utilization
Cost efficiency

Class F:
•

Isolation level

Figure 103: Detailed architecture of UC3.4 during Cycle 2

UC5.1 Architecture:
•

Two 5G slices (eMBB and mMTC) operate and be orchestrated simulatenously.

•

The ultimate target is to monitor the overall performance and compare it with the
baseline performance when one network slice is deployed at a time.

•

For the detailed status of the use case, please refer to Deliverable 5.3A/B for the status
of the integration with the KPI-VS and NOKIA CDSO (reported under UC3.4).

MLL KPIs for UC5.1:
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•

Baseline KPIs: LL3-specific KPIs have been identified and measured for UC3.4, both
network and application KPIs.

•

LL5-Spepcifc KPIs have been identified for UC5.1. Particularly, two set of KPIs will be
measured for UC5.1. First, resource-based KPIs will be measured such as memory and
CPU utilization for the 5G core when serving one slice at a time (e.g., IoT or eMBB slices)
and when both slices are co-excising at the same time. Second, radio/network-related
KPIs will also be measured when the two network slices eMBB (based on NSA core) and
mMTC are deployed at the same time. It is worth highlighting that when eMBB is
deployed on the NSA, the 4G radio is shared between the two slices IoT and eMBB. For
example, the control plane data of 5G and possibly the user pland data of eMBB data
will go through the 4G RAN componenet of the base station (Option 3 and its variants).
In addition, the user plane and control plane data of IoT will share this 4G RAN with eMBB
in one of two modes (guard band operation or In-band operation).

•

This co-existence of the two slices will be tested in the second half of Cycle 2 and in Cycle
3.

9.5.2 UC 5.2
This UCS is based on UC3.5 as the core UC and experimented in the 5GVINNI Norway facility site. Ideally, UC3.5
expects to run three slices simultaneously, eMBB + mMTC + URLLC. In the context of the MLL the UC3.5 will be
extended for concurrent operation of the slices (in the first stage supporting a single vertical enterprise customer)
as well as potentially adding additional complementary UCs in a staged manner where additional complexity is
added along with the increasing maturity of this MLL UC Scenario.
Hence, in the second stage elements of FoF (e.g. remote control, AR assisted maintenance) and/or UC3.6 will be
added. In the third stage, UCs in the area of mission critical port safety (fire department, ambulance) and/or
enhanced media will be considered. (This stage might potentially extend beyond the duration of 5G-SOLUTIONS.)
It is too early to say that these stages will match exactly the Cycle 1 – 2 and 3. While the first stage will involve
just a single vertical stakeholder, the stage 2 and 3 should open up for additional types of stakeholders and their
perspectives including multiple enterprise customers of different verticals as well as player from the (3 rd party)
solution / application provider domain. These two stages should also consider test case scenarios where the
connectivity involves multiple facility sites. This will allow to further explore multi-domain scenarios and
interworking / interconnection.
The Smart Port MML Scenario(s) will explore and test how the different applications can be mapped onto the
different network slice instances and how the application elasticity and requirements come into play for this
mapping and smart traffic handling. This includes how the different QoS mechanisms and ways of mapping traffic
onto different network layer resources can results in different network resource efficiency gains as well as
different user experiences (QoE).

9.5.3 UC 5.3
This UCS was tested in the 5GVINNI Patras facility when UC4.1 and UC4.4 share one eMBB slice in UoP for their
media and entertainment services. The first and foremost objective of this UCS is to verify that both UC4.1 and
UC4.4 can be guaranteed with their baseline KPIs under the competition for the shared slice instance.
A special feature of this UCS lies in its value to simulate the real-life service provisioning when one slice is shared
by multiple vertical customers. Particularly,
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•

UC4.1 demands intensive downlink resources as it targets the end subscribers who consume live/ondemand content viewing services, e.g., sports, news, movies, etc.

Figure 104: UC4.1 Architecture

UC4.4 demands uplink resources as it produces and uploads media contents (professional and semi-professional,
e.g., onsite news/sports productions, user generated contents).

Figure 105: UC4.4 Architecture

In other words, UC4.1 and UC4.4 are complementing one another with different types of resources within one
slice instance. The goal of this UCS is to evaluate to what extent such complementing can work and be extended.
The MLL-specific technology KPIs of interest include:
−
−
−

Class A:
o SLA/KPI degradation tolerance level (if any)
Class B:
o The orchestrator’s capability to automate the service ordering and/or deployment process and thus
enable concurrent UCs or slices
Class C:
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o
−

−

The extra complexity imposed to the testing and monitoring system to test and monitor concurrent
UCs or slices simultaneously
Class D:
o The extra complexity to
▪ allocate resources to meet the specific requirements on DL and UL,
▪ dynamically adapt resource allocations to meet the varying DL traffic loads.
Class E:
o Resource utilization
o Cost efficiency

9.5.4 UC 5.4
This UCS is based on UC3.1 and UC3.2, both of which are owned by NURO and experimented in the 5GVINNI
Norway facility site. Two slice types are required, eMBB for UC3.2 and mMTC for UC3.1. In the Norway facility,
some VNFs are shared by the two slice instances, which raises up a challenge on isolating these two slices. In
addition, the eMBB slice may be provisioned to more than one vertical customer. In other words, UC3.2 may
share the eMBB slice with other customers. These two issues lead to some MLL-specific KPIs of interest to UCS5.4,
e.g.
−
−
−
−
−

Class A:
o SLA/KPI degradation tolerance level (if any)
Class B:
o The orchestrator’s capability to automate the service ordering and/or deployment process and
thus enable concurrent UCs or slices
Class C:
o The extra complexity imposed to the testing and monitoring system to test and monitor
concurrent UCs or slices simultaneously
Class E:
o Resource utilization
o Cost efficiency
Class F:
o Isolation level:
▪ service isolation inside the eMBB slice
▪ slice isolation between eMBB and mMTC slices

Notes: since UC3.1 and UC3.2 are removed, UCS5.4 is pending. One alternative is to move UC3.1 and UC3.2
simulation devices to the Yara site and combine with UC3.6. Further details will be discussed and decided later.

9.5.5 UC 5.5
A new UCS5.5 is added in C2, provided by LL2 UC2.1 and UC2.2 briefly described below.
•

•

Industrial Demand Side Management (UC2.1) – This use case deals with Demand Side Management
(DSM) in electric power distribution at the level of business/not residential users, with specific focus on
optimal scheduling and dynamic aggregation of energy loads via mobile communication as well as peak
power consumption avoidance.
Electric Vehicle Smart Charging (UC2.2) – The use case deals with mobile communication supporting
remote control of charging sessions by the charging infrastructure operator’s back end, with specific
focus on distributed control strategy to improve the charging control and optimization in terms of the
trade-off between number of served Electric Vehicle and sampling time.
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The Use Case 5.5 runs two test cases simultaneously: the former is the test case 2.1.3 realized in UC2.1, the latter
is the test case 2.2.4 realized in UC2.2. Both test cases rely on the architecture depicted for stand alone UC,
where basically a Master Control Agent remotely controls via a Local Control Agent different elements in one
Virtual Power Plant (VPP), namely a cloud-based distributed power plant aggregating different capacities of
heterogeneous Distributed Energy Resources (DER), with specific reference to: an energy load controlled by a
Local Controller from one side and, from the other side, a mobile energy load in an Electric Vehicle to control by
another Local Controller. The two test cases rely on the one 5G facility and the trials are executed starting in
Cycle 2.

9.6 Business Level Analysis
The MLL's purpose is to show that it is possible to run multiple use cases with different requirements
simultaneously (to serve multiple vertical enterprise customers) while making optimal use of the network
resources. Doing so proves not only the technological value but also the potential business value to the NOP/CSP.
Thus, in the MLL context we add complexity and operational burden in order to test technological and business
KPIs under the conditions addressed by each MLL-UC Scenario (MLL-UCS).
In the following sub-sections, we first address the vertical customer journey as well as the main NOP/CSP internal
operational process to support concurrent slice and NaaS operation. This will set the scene for later identification
and analysis of personas and their pain-points. Next, we elaborate on the three main stakeholder types (i.e. the
NOP/CSP, the Vertical Enterprise Customer, and the Application/Solution Provider) and challenges they are
facing as well as the opportunities 5G is set out to offer. In the final sub-section, we provide a summarized set of
Business KPIs identified in this initial round of analysis. We observe that the operation, network and service
management, including business and customer support, is a huge set of tasks for the NOP/CSP in a 5G future. In
order to settle a realistic scope of the MLL we are in the process of assessing and analyzing what can be addressed
within the constraints of the project and what are the important factors to be considered. This work will be
continued not only in terms of technological validation (as suggested above) but also in terms of business
validation. The below analysis should be considered as an initial and rough first suggestion to the business level
tasks and KPIs.

9.6.1

Operational processes and Customer journeys

The problems, pain-points and potential value of 5G and network slicing occur in separate phases or life-cycle
processes for NOP/CSPs, Vertical Enterprise Customer, and the Application/Solution Providers as they struggle
with managing, handling, supporting or using 5G network services to enable multiple use-cases concurrently.
From the point of view of the vertical customer, these pain-points and potential 5G value can be analyzed in light
of customer journeys. From the NOP/CSP point of view, key step to be considered in the operational processes
is to plan, prepare, deploy, as well as the processes for initial slice readiness.
In our initial analysis of the MLL business aspects we have identified a high-level customer journey and NOP
operational process.
We introduce the following basic customer journey (not exhaustive):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer or application/solution provider service request
Requirements identification
Service offer negotiation, Service Order
Configuring and Implementation
Testing, validation, acceptance
Operation, In service support,
Service/NaaS adaptation to updated customer requirements
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•

KPI monitoring

We do not elaborate upon this flow here, but observe that these steps must be considered by the customer
facing CSP role. We also indicate that the flow is an organizing framework for suggesting personas’ problems as
well as business KPIs coming from the NOP/CSP point of view.
Below is the operational process, which the NOP must assess in the context of general/shared slices preparation
and readiness:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demand analysis and assessment
Slice design
Network environment preparation
Pre-provisioning
Deployment
Instantiation, configuration and activation

In addition to the above, we recognize that the NOP/CSP must also cater for preparation and readiness of
customer facing NaaS templates according to the services that will be offered. The NaaS template will differ
depending on the type of NaaS, ranging from i) strictly private slices, ii) virtual logical slice, to merely iii) a logical
network (cf. Data Network Name [3GPP TS 23.501]). In any case, NaaS must also consider the full end-to-end
context and demands as seen by different customers.
In this deliverable, we will not detail further the customer journey or operational process. More in-depth analysis
if for further study. In the below, a few personas are identified and analyzed as examples, and to envisage the
business KPIs that will be relevant.

9.6.2 Stakeholder types, their pain-points and expected 5G benefits
We find that three stakeholder types are relevant for all the different groups of use cases/verticals: the
stakeholder representing the NOP/CSP, the use case Vertical Enterprise Customer and the (Online)
Application/Solution Provider. As for the single use cases, we describe these stakeholder types with respect to
pain-points/problems, the current solution of their problems and the potential benefits from value propositions,
and potential business KPIs:
A: Network operator (NOP) / Communication service provider (CSP):
•

Problem/Pain point
o Customer and application providers demand quality levels that NOP is unable to deliver (private and
public sector shall digitalize)
o Observe that private networks/industry associations/system integrators/hyperscalers are acting on
growing demand with sector specific solutions, independent of connectivity
o Can only deliver standardized mass connectivity cost-efficiently
o Unable to let customers and application providers experiment with more advanced solutions - are
completely dependent on labour intensive and expensive support to deliver solution proposals and
later customized services in operation

•

Current solution (As-Is):
o Throw capacity after solutions: same revenues, higher cost’s
o Offer consulting services to retain market shares and revenue streams
o Churn avoidance, not new services/revenues
o Guide customers and others in person through complex purchasing processes
o KAMs and sellers build sector specific insight which allow some scaling
o Establish partnerships with trusted parties who build private networks which in turn are connected
via NOPs’ infrastructures
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•

Benefits from 5G slicing and focus on multiple use cases
o Can address growing market demand for advanced digital solutions
o Can offer competitive solutions and take part in the market
o Can extract scale advantage from group of services which are adjusted towards specific cluster
demands - semi standardized/mass-customization
o Can be more flexible and efficient in solution proposals
o Better balance of impact in partnerships
o Can sell more services - increase revenues

In summary: Running multiple UCs within the same vertical or across verticals concurrently on same or multiple
network slices will leverage the NOP/CSP’s resources in a cost-efficient and optimal way. Additional functions or
features may also be offered and priced by the network operator to the vertical owners, which can gain
additional revenues. The NOP/CSP can also be analyzed according to different personas, see further discussion
below.
B: Use case customer: Vertical Enterprise/UC Customer
The per UC analysis in the LL sections above addresses the primary business operation, pain-points and
opportunities with 5G as seen from the UC owner point of view. This section focuses on complementary topics
in relation to the 5G services, and the 5G service life-cycle handling and support, still from the UC owner point
of view.
•

Problem/Pain point
o Face a need and demand for digitizing operations
o Recognize that requirements are specific - but reluctant to take on a high cost for customized
solutions
o Do not have full insight and competence internally
o See many alternative paths
o Must orchestrate internal tensions, environmental expectations and prerequisites, and sellers’ push
and pull
o Budgets are under pressure
o Must demonstrate value from investment

•

Current (As-Is) solution
o Do nothing
o Do it all internally
o Wait and see what are “mainstream” solutions
o Rely on trust in, and insight from current relationships: existing provider relationships, industry
associations
o Explore, invest, implement - at high risk with large potential benefits

•

Benefits from 5G slicing and focus on clusters
o Recognize how proposed (cluster) solutions address real challenges in sector
o Being able to “visualize” and experiment with potential solutions in trusted setting
o Can analyse and qualify more alternatives early in digitalization process - reduce risk
o Can choose cluster-adjusted solutions - already assessed as relevant - reduce purchasing costs and
risks, and increase service satisfaction
o Operational costs higher than standard solutions, but lower than private implementations
o Smoother implementation (internal cost and time) with semi-customized solutions
o Higher flexibility to expand and change - at lower costs. Lock-in risk decreased.
o We could provide better services to our end-users
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In sum: The business-related impact for the customer will be the enhanced user experience from 5G enabled
solutions, when delivered according to service quality. In addition, comes accessibility to new features and
functions beyond current offering.
C: UC Solution/Application provider:
•

Problem/Pain point
o Current customers are digitizing at a high rate and demand our applications; however, we are highly
dependent on new connectivity solutions with different SLAs
o NOP/CSP’s are offering either commodity connectivity, or expensive, non-scalable and customized
solutions
o Furthermore, NOP/CSP s are cutting costs (employees) at a high rate and it is not possible to get
support and advices regarding solution design or implementation

•

Current (As-Is) solution
o Currently, we approach other actors to get appropriate network components/solutions, either
providers of private networks, or hyperscalers who place servers at customers’ sites. The first is
expensive and requires good business cases (which are rare and risky). The second is more costefficient, but still cannot offer the necessary adaptability to customer specific needs and quality
predictability in a mobile network.
o Prolonging customer dialogue with consultancy and fix current solutions
o Working with application and UE functionality to work-around network limitations - which is
meaningful in any case

•

Benefits from 5G slicing and focus on clusters
o Be able to leave parts of the market - investment, costs, risks and revenues - to network providers
o Be able to work with innovations that take advantage of network APIs - i.e., and resell and scale the
solutions and functionality spending time to develop
o Be able to test and pivot in application development and DevOps contexts
o Be able to convince customers about the benefits - at lower costs and risks - of new solutions, and
thus, grow the total demand in the market
o Be able to sell more solutions and increase revenues

In sum: Having the application integrated with a shared network slice solution can lead to cost savings/revenue
increase for the application providers as long as the solution is verified to be delivered according to the agreed
SLA agreement.
For the NOP/CSP specifically, we envision different personas engaged in the design, business development and
sales/marketing of network slices services to all use cases. The below personas and analysis are only initial
suggestions and will be elaborated in the next deliverable, D1.1B.:
Alan, the business case analyzer
•

Problem/Paint point
o Challenging to financially optimize customer and application provider demands for different specific
service quality levels (Low/Medium/High) and experimentation with advanced solutions
o Challenging to design portfolio of profitable business cases, constituting a mix of use cases with
complementary requirements

•

Current situation
o Reduced profit because current solution is to increase capacity to master multiple demands for
service quality levels
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o
•

Serve demands through trusted partners of private network, connected via NOP’s infrastructures

Benefits from 5G/business KPIs
o Increased ability to simultaneously address market demands from multiple vertical use cases and for
service quality for digital solutions
o KPI: Degree of match between the network slice quality characteristics delivered, with the request from
vertical’s service provider (% increase in match)
o KPI: NOP/CSP’s cost decrease compared with baseline/current market As-Is situation (% decrease)
o KPI: NOP/CSP’s revenue increase compared with baseline/current market As-Is situation (% increase)

Sally, the sales engineer handling customer requirements (Use case customers: SME, Enterprise, etc.)
•

Problem/Pain Point
o Challenging to optimize customer and application provider demands for different specific service
quality levels (Low/Medium/High) and experimentation with advanced solutions
o Challenging to offer customized solutions/services to array of use case customers

•

Current situation
o Reduced profit because current solution is to increase capacity to master multiple demands for
service quality levels
o Guide customers and others through complex and labor demanding purchasing processes. Partly
sectorial insight allowing for some scaling as-is today

•

Benefits from 5G/business KPI’s
o Increased revenues from reduced overselling and penalty payments to use case customers
o KPI: Number of vertical market customers on-boarded on the network slice (% increase over time)
o KPI: Degree of overselling/booking of service providers solutions on network slice (% decrease over
time)

Newton, the network slice designer /technical expert
•

Problem/Pain point
o Challenging to deliver on customer and application provider demands (Low/Medium/High) for
different specific service quality levels and experimentation with advanced solutions
o Challenging to design network slice with balanced/optimal portfolio of use case demands
o Challenging to operate and monitor multiple specialized demands for use case service/experiments

•

Current situation
o Reduced profit because current solution is to increase capacity to master multiple demands for
service quality levels
o Focus on churn avoidance, not being able to include new services and capture revenues

•

Benefits from 5G/Business KPIs
o Increased revenues from addressing market demands across verticals and service quality for digital
solutions, by providing semi-standardization/mass-customization
o Increased flexibility in testing, configuring and implementing network sliced solutions/services
o Increased flexibility in operating and monitoring multiple solutions/services
o KPI: Degree of utilization of network, serving the varying network slice instances and their respective
SLAs (consider the multiplexing effects) (% increase)
o KPI: Capability to rapidly allocate resources (set-up and release) and mapping onto slices (time
decrease)
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The NOP/CSP can apply different business models and pricing regimes for running multiple UC solutions within
or across multiple slices87. For retail market and SME customers, a subscription and/or pay-as-you-go pricing
models are relevant. For large corporations/enterprise customers bundling and renting models can be applied.
For mission critical service institutions with high QoS demands, a differentiated service pricing model is relevant
in combination with a renting or managed service model. Further in-depth studies should be carried out before
deciding on which single and combined business/pricing models are most appropriate for the use case
groups/verticals.

9.6.3 Business KPIs – Initial analysis
We have identified the following initial Business KPIs based on the above analysis, the stakeholders and the
assessment of the example personas.
Table 81: MLL Business KPIs

Class
Bus-A

Impacted
actor
NOP/CSP

Description

KPI

Reflect the impact on Cost changes
NOP or SP
Revenue
changes
TTM changes

Bus-B

Bus-C

Customer
(Vertical UC
owners)
Solution
/Application
provider

Reflect the impact on
customers (or end
users)
Reflect the impact on
the application or
solution provider

QoE changes

Definition
Changed costs by running concurrent UCs.
This takes into account the penalty if the
SLA is violated
Changed revenue by running concurrent
UCs
Difference in time from request/idea to
implementation by deploying concurrent
UCs
Whether the user experience is improved
or worsened by running concurrent UCs

Cost changes

Changed cost
applications

Revenue
changes
TTM changes

Changed revenue by running multiple
applications
Time to market difference by running
multiple applications
Degree of interference/isolation between
UCs when concurrent usage of network
resources

Interference/is
olation degree

by

running

multiple

From the NOP perspective, the business KPIs reflect cost savings or revenue change opportunities from running
multiple UC applications on same physical network slice, whether they are within same vertical cluster or across
multiple clusters. This includes penalty cost when failing to deliver according to agreed service performance
(SLA). From the UC vertical owner customers’ perspective, the business KPIs reflects changed user experience
and satisfaction from accessibility to new features for visualizing and experiment with potential vertical solutions
running concurrently with other UC’s. For the Solution/Application providers the 5G benefits and business’ KPI’s
reflects cost -and revenue changes from working with multiple novel applications on same network resources,
as well as changes in time to market and degree of interference between UC’s with concurrent usage of the
network resources.

87

GSMA, «The 5G Guide - a reference for operators,» 2019
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